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Abstract

Many cosmological and astrophysical observations indicate the existence of Dark
Matter (DM) in the Universe with an abundance of about �ve times the one of
visible matter. Several theories beyond the Standard Model of particle physics
predict the existence of DM particles, and in particular, their associated production
with a Higgs boson at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). A search for DM particles
has been performed in the mono-Higgs channel in proton-proton collisions at a
center-of-mass energy of 13TeV. The Higgs boson decaying into a bb̄ quark pair
is produced in association with large missing transverse energy related to the
DM particles. The search for DM in the mono-Higgs channel is complementary to
searches for DM in association with other Standard Model particles at the LHC. For
high missing transverse energy, the Higgs boson can be highly boosted requiring
novel jet substructure analysis techniques for the reconstruction of the h → bb̄
decays.
Data of the ATLAS experiment at the LHC corresponding to integrated luminosities
of 36.1 f b−1 and 79.8 fb−1 recorded from 2015 to 2017 have been analysed. In
the absence of a signal, the results are interpreted in terms of exclusion limits
for simpli�ed DM models with heavy mediators of the interaction between DM
and Standard Model particles, including models with a Z ′B boson from a U(1)B

gauge symmetry generated by baryon number B or with additional vector or
pseudoscalar mediators in two Higgs-doublet models. Vector mediator masses
up to 2.6TeV are excluded at 95% CL and pseudoscalar mediator masses up
to 260GeV based on the 36.1 f b−1 dataset. 90% CL upper limits on the spin-
independent DM-nucleon scattering cross section in the Z ′B model have been
derived and compared with direct search results. For DM masses below 4GeV, the
constraints on the Z ′B mediated DM-nucleon cross section are more stringent than
direct detection limits. Furthermore, upper limits on the visible production cross
section with reduced model dependence are placed for associated production of
DM particles with the Higgs boson.
Using the increased dataset of 79.8 fb−1 and improved reconstruction techniques
for the boosted Higgs decays into bb̄ based on variable-radius jets, vector mediator
masses up to 2.8TeV have been excluded at 95% CL.
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Introduction

The origin of Dark Matter is a longstanding open question in particle physics and cos-

mology. First evidence for the existence of Dark Matter starts from the early 1930s [1].

Over the years more astrophysical observations, ranging from the rotational speed of

stars in galaxies [2], the formation of large scale structures [3] and the �uctuations in the

Cosmic Microwave Background [4,5] to gravitational lensing measurements [6,7] indicate

the existence of Dark Matter.

The abundance of Dark Matter in the Universe is expected to be �ve times larger then

the one of baryonic matter. All these astrophysical observations are based on the grav-

itational e�ects of Dark Matter. Up to now, there are no experimental hints about the

particle nature of Dark Matter. Nevertheless, the properties of hypothetical Dark Matter

particles are constrained by the astrophysical observations. Dark Matter must be non-

luminous and non-baryonic, i.e. it does not interact electromagnetically and strongly.

Dark Matter particles must be massive and have to have very large lifetimes, comparable

with the age of the Universe.

Despite the great success of the Standard Model of particle physics in describing all

known fundamental interactions and elementary particles, it does not provide a particle

candidate for Dark Matter.

Many attempts have been made to search for Dark Matter particles interacting not only

gravitationally but also weakly with Standard Model particles, so-called Weakly Inter-

acting Massive Particles (WIMPs). If they have masses around the electroweak scale, their

expected abundance in the Universe corresponds to the observed Dark Matter density.

Searches for WIMPs are performed based on their elastic scattering o� the nuclei in

a detector and their annihilations or decays, and via their production at high-energy

colliders like the Large Hadron Collider (LHC).

With the discovery of the Higgs boson with a mass of 125GeV by the ATLAS and

CMS experiments [8, 9] at the LHC at CERN in 2012, the veri�cation of the particle

content of the theory is completed. The focus of the current and upcoming runs of the

LHC is to search for physics beyond the Standard Model, e.g. for new heavy mediators

of the interactions between Standard Model and Dark Matter particles. The signatures
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Chapter 0. Introduction

for Dark Matter production at the LHC is the missing transverse energy caused by

the Dark Matter particles recoiling against visible Standard Model particles produced in

association with the Dark Matter. The Higgs boson can also be used as a tag for Dark

Matter production. It is natural to assume that heavy Dark Matter particles couple to the

Higgs boson, especially if their mass is around the electroweak scale.

There are di�erent ways to use the Higgs boson in searches for Dark Matter. The Higgs

boson may act as a mediator decaying into a Dark Matter particle pair. These invisible

Higgs boson decays are possible, if the Dark Matter particle mass is smaller then half the

Higgs mass. Or it is may be produced in association with Dark Matter via an additional

heavy mediator particle. The latter scenario is called mono-Higgs production. It probes

directly the hard interaction process producing the Dark Matter particles, since initial-

state radiation of Higgs bosons is suppressed due to the very small Yukawa coupling

to light quarks. The mono-Higgs channel, therefore, is complementary to other Dark

Matter searches at the LHC, where the tag particle is mainly produced via initial-state

radiation.

The Higgs decay mode into bb̄ pairs is most suitable for Dark Matter searches because

it has the highest branching fraction of 58%. The mono-Higgs to bb̄ channel has been

used in this thesis to search for Dark Matter in 36.1 f b−1 and 79.8 fb−1 of proton-proton

collision data recorded by the ATLAS detector at a center-of-mass energy of 13TeV

during Run 2 of the LHC.

Chapter 1 introduces the Standard Model of particle physics, discusses the phenomenol-

ogy of high-energy proton-proton interactions, and summarises the latest measurements

of the Higgs boson properties. In Chapter 2, experimental evidence for Dark Matter,

possible Dark Matter particle candidates and the mono-Higgs (bb̄) channel are discussed.

A description of the LHC and of the ATLAS detector and of the reconstruction methods

of the physics objects used in the analysis is given in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, the mono-

Higgs (bb̄) analysis is described. The results of the search are summarised in Chapter 5.

In Chapter 6, an improved identi�cation technique for strongly boosted Higgs boson

decays, based on jets reconstructed from inner detector tracks with variable radius

parameter is discussed. Finally, the results of Chapter 5 are reinterpreted in the context

of two other simpli�ed Dark Matter production models and to derive upper limits on

the visible cross section for Higgs (bb̄) +Emiss
T events with reduced model dependence

(see Chapter 7).
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Chapter 1

The Standard Model and

Particle Physics at the LHC

This Chapter introduces the theoretical framework of this thesis. Since the mid 1970s,

it is established that the elementary particles that make up the ordinary matter are

fermions with spin- 1
2 , while the forces between them are mediated by bosons with

spin-1. Three forces are described by the Standard Model of particle physics: the strong,

weak and electromagnetic interactions. The strong interaction is responsible for binding

the constituents of nucleons, while the weak interaction is responsible for the radioactive

decays of nuclei. All charged particles are subject to the electromagnetic interaction.

The elementary fermions include the leptons, i.e. the electron (e) and its heavier variants

the muon (µ) and the tau (τ ), as well as the electrically neutral and very light neutrinos

(ν), one for each charged lepton, and the quarks, which form bound states of mesons

(spin-0 or 1) and baryons (spin- 1
2 or 3

2 ) via the strong force. Mesons and baryons are

collectively called hadrons and consist of a quark-anti quark pairs and triplets of quarks,

respectively. The lightest baryons are the protons and neutrons.

More details about the Standard Model are discussed in Section 1.1 (see also Refs. [10, 11]).

In Section 1.2, the BEH mechanism for the generation of fermion and weak vector boson

masses is explained. Open questions of the Standard Model are discussed in Section 1.3.

In Section 1.4, the phenomenology of proton-proton interactions at a hadron collider

are discussed, including the theoretical predictions for Higgs boson production cross

sections at the LHC and the Higgs boson decay branching ratios as well as the measured

properties of the Higgs boson by the ATLAS and CMS experiments.

Throughout this thesis natural units (~ = c = 1) are used.

1.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics

The Standard Model [12–15] is a relativistic quantum �eld theory based on the gauge

symmetry group

SU(3)C ⊗ SU(2)L ⊗U(1)Y , (1.1)

3



Chapter 1. The Standard Model and Particle Physics at the LHC

which is a direct product of the three simplest special unitary Lie groups [16], describing

the strong and electroweak interactions between elementary particles, while the gravi-

tational force is not part of it. The properties of the interactions are determined by the

structure of the local non-Abelian* gauge symmetry group (Yang-Mills theory [17]).

Interactions between coloured quarks and gluons are described by quantum chromody-

namics (QCD) [18–20] with the symmetry group SU(3)C. The electroweak gauge theory,

introduced by Glashow [12], Salam [14,21] and Weinberg [13], uni�es the electromagnetic

interaction described by quantum electrodynamics (QED) [22–27] and the week inter-

action of quarks and leptons based on the gauge symmetry group SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y of

weak isospin and hypercharge.

The latter is spontaneously broken to the Abelian electromagnetic gauge group U(1)Q

according to the Brout-Englert-Higgs (BEH) mechanism [28–33] (see Section 1.2). The BEH

mechanism gives masses to the weak vector bosons and the fermions without violating

the weak gauge symmetry of the Lagrangian. It has been proven by t’Hoo� and Veltman

that the Standard Model with the BEH mechanism is a renormalisable �eld theory [34,35]

which allows for precise predictions in perturbation theory (see Section 1.4). The Stan-

dard Model has been tested in many experiments and so far no signi�cant deviations

from its predictions have been found.

Particle Content and Gauge Interactions

All particles described by the Standard Model have been observed, including the Higgs

boson as the last one in July 2012 by the ATLAS and CMS collaborations [8, 9]. The

fermions and bosons of the Standard Model are summarised in Table 1.1.

The local gauge symmetry of the Standard Model determines the electroweak and

the strong interactions via minimal gauge invariant couplings of the gauge �elds to

the matter �elds, as described below at the example of the quantum �eld theory of

electromagnetism.

Quantum Electrodynamics

The matter constituents are electrically charged spin- 1
2 fermions. QED describes the

electromagnetic interaction between them, mediated by the massless spin-1 photon. Free

fermion �elds ψ with mass m are described the Dirac equation:

(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ = 0 , (1.2)

which can be derived according to Hamilton’s principle from the Lagrangian density

L0 = ψ̄(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ , (1.3)

*This implies interactions between the gauge bosons.

4



1.1 - The Standard Model of Particle Physics

Table 1.1: Overview of the particle content of the Standard Model. J denotes the spin and P
the parity quantum numbers of the particle. The mass values are taken from Ref. [36]. The
uncertainties in the lepton masses are below 0.01%. For each fermion there is an anti-fermion
with opposite charge and parity.

Name Symbol Charge [e] Mass

Fe
rm

io
ns

L
ep

to
ns

J
P

=
1 2

+

Electron neutrino νe 0 < 2 eV
Electron e -1 0.511 MeV
Muon neutrino νµ 0 < 0.12MeV
Muon µ -1 105.7 MeV
Tau neutrino ντ 0 < 18.2MeV
Tau τ -1 1.777GeV

Q
ua

rk
s

J
P

=
1 2

+

Up u +2/3 2.2+0.6
−0.4 MeV

Down d -1/3 4.7+0.5
−0.4 MeV

Strange s +2/3 96+8
−4 MeV

Charm c -1/3 1.27± 0.03GeV

Bottom b +2/3 4.18+0.04
−0.03 GeV

Top t -1/3 173.21± 0.87GeV

B
os

on
s Ve
ct
or

J
P

=
1−

8 gluons g 0 0
Photon γ 0 0
W bosons W± ± 1 80.385± 0.015GeV
Z boson Z 0 91.1876± 0.0021GeV

S
ca

la
r

J
P

=
0

+

Higgs boson h 0 125.09± 0.24GeV

which is invariant under a global U(1) gauge symmetry transformation ψ′ = exp(iQα)ψ.

It can be made invariant under local U(1) gauge symmetry transformations, ψ′(x) =

exp(iQα(x))ψ(x), by introducing an interaction of the fermions with a gauge vector �eld

Aµ(x), which couples to the electric charge Q with strength e (elementary charge). In

addition, the derivative ∂µ is replaced by the covariant derivative

∂µ → Dµ = ∂µ + iQAµ(x) . (1.4)

The vector �eld transforms via

Aµ(x)→ A′µ(x) = Aµ(x)− 1

Q
∂µα(x) (1.5)

5



Chapter 1. The Standard Model and Particle Physics at the LHC

under the gauge transformations. The Lagrangian of the free Dirac �eld in Eq. (1.3) is

modi�ed to

L = ψ̄(iγµDµ −m)ψ = L0 +Qψ̄γµψAµ︸ ︷︷ ︸
Lint

, (1.6)

with the minimal gauge invariant coupling term Lint of the conserved electromagnetic

current jµ = Qψ̄γµψ of the charged fermions. The gauge invariant Lagrangian of the

photon �eld Aµ(x) is

Lphoton = − 1
4
FµνF

µν , (1.7)

with the electromagnetic �eld tensor Fµν = ∂µAν − ∂νAµ. The Lagrangian of QED,

therefore is given by

LQED = L0 + Lint + Lphoton

= ψ̄(iγµ∂µ −m)ψ +Qψ̄γµψAµ −
1
4
FµνF

µν ,
(1.8)

which preserves the local U(1) gauge symmetry.

Weak Interaction

The weak interaction, is responsible for the β-decay of the neutron. In the Glashow-

Salam-Weinberg theory [12–14,21], it is combined with QED to the uni�ed electroweak

interaction described by the local gauge symmetry group SU(2)L ⊗ U(1)Y. SU(2)L is

the weak isospin gauge group with three charges ~I = (I1, 2, 3) = 1
2σ1, 2, 3 with σ1, 2, 3

the three 2× 2 Pauli matrices in the fundamental doublet representation. U(1)Y is the

gauge group of the weak hypercharge, Y . The electric charge, Q, the third component

of the weak isospin, I3, and the weak hypercharge, Y , of the fermions are related by

the Gell-Mann-Nishijima relation [37, 38]

Y = 2 · (Q− I3) . (1.9)

The associated quantum numbers of the fermions in the doublet and singlet representa-

tion of the SU(2)L are summarised in Table 1.2. The Lagrangian of the free weak gauge

vector �elds is given by

L = − 1
4
W i
µνW

i, µν − 1
4
BµνB

µν , (1.10)

where W i=1, 2, 3
µ (a weak isospin triplet) and Bµ (a weak isospin singlet) are the gauge

�elds of the SU(2)L and the U(1)Y symmetry, respectively. The �eld strength tensors

6



1.1 - The Standard Model of Particle Physics

Table 1.2: Overview of the fundamental fermions of the Standard Model grouped in doublets (le�-
handed fermions) and singlets (right-handed fermions) of the weak isospin I . Its third component
I3, the electric charge Q and the weak hypercharge Y of the particles are also given.

Fermions I I3 Q [e] Y

L
ep

to
ns

(
νe
e

)
L

(
νµ
µ

)
L

(
ντ
τ

)
L

1
2 + 1

2 0 −11
2 − 1

2 −1
eR µR τR 0 0 −1 −2

Q
ua

rk
s

(
u
d

)
L

(
c
s

)
L

(
t
b

)
L

1
2 + 1

2 +2
3 + 1

3
1
2 − 1

2 − 1
3 + 1

3
uR cR tR 0 0 +2

3 + 4
3

dR sR bR 0 0 − 1
3 −2

3

of the electroweak gauge �eld theory are given by

W i
µν = ∂µW

i
ν − ∂νW i

µ + gεijkW j
µW

k
ν and

Bµν = ∂µBν − ∂νBµ .
(1.11)

where g is the gauge coupling constant and εijk (i, j, k = 1, 2, 3) represents the structure

constants of the SU(2)L group. The term proportional to g in Eq. (1.11) is required for

gauge invariance of the Lagrangian and is responsible for weak interactions among

the non-Abelian SU(2)L gauge �elds W i
µν . It only couples to le�-handed fermion states

leading to the observed maximum parity violation in the weak interaction. The covariant

derivative of the theory is given by

Dµ = ∂µ + ig~I · ~Wµ + ig′
Y

2
Bµ , (1.12)

where g′ is the gauge coupling constant of the U(1)Y gauge group. The mass eigenstates

of the weak gauge bosons are two charged ones, W+ and W−, and one neutral, Z . The

latter is the heavy partner of the photon in the electroweak uni�cation.

Quantum Chromodynamics

QCD with the non-Abelian symmetry group SU(3)C describes the interaction between

coloured quarks and gluons. The quarks are colour triplet states, Ψ = (qr, qg, qb)
T,

under SU(3)C, where r, g, and b indicates the colour quantum numbers. Leptons are

colour neutral and form colour singlets, and, therefore, do not interact strongly. The

SU(3)C symmetry group has eight charge operators

T a =
λa

2
, (1.13)

7



Chapter 1. The Standard Model and Particle Physics at the LHC

where λa (a = 1, ..., 8) are the 3 × 3 Gell-Mann matrices in the fundamental triplet

representation. Correspondingly, there are eight gauge �elds, Gaµ, coupling to coloured

particles, including to themselves. The gauge covariant derivative is

Dµ = ∂µ + igsT
aGaµ , (1.14)

with the �eld strength tensors

Gaµν = ∂µG
a
ν − ∂νGaµ + gsf

abcGbµG
c
ν . (1.15)

The QCD Lagrangian is given by

LQCD = Ψ̄(iγµDµ −m)Ψ− 1
4
GaµνG

a,µν (1.16)

with the antisymmetric structure constant fabc of the SU(3)C symmetry group and

the strong gauge coupling constant gs. Without violating gauge invariance, an additional

term θεµναβGaµνG
a
αβ can be added to the QCD Lagrangian in Eq. (1.16) leading to strong

CP violation and a non-vanishing electric dipole moment of the neutron. The fact that

the latter is experimentally not observed, and the need for an explanation why the phase

parameter, θ, is so small (θ � 10−9 [39]) is known as the strong CP problem. A possible

solution is the introduction of a new global U(1) symmetry which is broken, leading to

a new scalar particle, the so-called axion, which can serve as a Dark Matter candidate

(see Section 2.4). The last term of Eq. (1.15) leads to self-coupling of the massless gluons

carrying colour charges themselves.

Local gauge theories predict massless gauge bosons mediating the interactions, as it is the

case for the photon and the gluons. The observed large masses of the weak gauge bosons

W± and Z are in con�ict with the electroweak gauge symmetry. Fermion mass terms

(mψ̄ψ = m(ψ†LψR +ψ†RψL)) in the Standard Model Lagrangian violate global SU(2)L gauge

invariance, as le�-handed (ψL) and right-handed (ψR) fermion �elds transform di�erently

under SU(2)L transformations. The theory of the electroweak interaction, unifying the

electromagnetic and weak forces, provides a mechanism to overcome these problems.

The BEH mechanism spontaneously breaks the electroweak gauge symmetry in the

ground state while the gauge invariance of the Lagrangian is preserved.

1.2 Electroweak Symmetry Breaking and the Higgs Boson

The electroweak gauge symmetry SU(2)L⊗U(1)Y is spontaneously broken down to the

U(1)Q symmetry of the electromagnetic interaction, giving masses to the weak gauge

8



1.2 - Electroweak Symmetry Breaking and the Higgs Boson

bosons W± and Z , while the photon corresponding to the unbroken U(1)Q symmetry

of QED stays massless. Spontaneous electroweak symmetry breaking is generated by

introducing a new complex scalar �eld Φ in the Standard Model. The masses of the

leptons and quarks are generated by Yukawa couplings of the fermion �elds to Φ [13,40,41].

The symmetry breaking mechanism, called BEH or Higgs mechanism, was independently

proposed by Brout, Englert, Higgs, Guralnik, Hagen and Kibble [28–33]. In its minimal

version, the BEH mechanism introduces two complex scalar �elds, φ+ and φ0, which

form a SU(2)L isospin doublet

Φ =

(
φ+

φ0

)
, with

Q I3 Y

+1 + 1
2 +1

0 − 1
2 +1

. (1.17)

The Lagrangian of the scalar �eld

L = (DµΦ)†(DµΦ)− V (Φ) (1.18)

consists of the kinetic term with the covariant derivative from Eq. (1.12) and of the Higgs

potential,

V (Φ) = µ2Φ†Φ + λ(Φ†Φ)2 , (1.19)

with µ the mass parameter and λ the self-coupling constant. From unitarity arguments,

the constants µ2 and λ must be real, and vacuum stability demands that λ > 0. The

choices of µ2 > 0 and µ2 < 0 change the shape of the potential as illustrated in Fig. 1.1a

and Fig. 1.1b, respectively. The scalar �eld develops a non-vanishing vacuum expectation

V( )

(a)

V( )

+| 0|| 0|

(b)

Figure 1.1: Illustration of the Higgs potential, V (φ), in one dimension for the case (a) µ2 > 0
and (b) µ2 < 0. A vacuum expectation value, v =

√
2|Φ0|, di�erent from zero of the scalar �eld

breaks the gauge symmetry of the ground state.

value (VEV), v =
√

2|Φ0|, for µ2 < 0, which spontaneously breaks the gauge symmetry

9



Chapter 1. The Standard Model and Particle Physics at the LHC

in the ground state. The potential has a degenerated minimum for |Φ0| =
√
−µ2

2λ = v√
2
.

The gauge symmetry is broken by choosing a particular ground state

Φ0 =
1√
2

(
0

v

)
. (1.20)

In the unitarity gauge, which eliminates massless Goldstone excitations [42, 43], small

excitations around the VEV can be parametrised as

Φ(x) =
1√
2

(
0

v + h(x)

)
, (1.21)

where h(x) is a massive excitation orthogonal to the set of ground states called the

Higgs boson �eld.

Mass terms of the weak gauge bosons and of the Higgs boson are generated by inserting

the scalar �eld of Eq. (1.21) into the Lagrangian of Eq. (1.18). The masses of the weak

gauge bosons and of the Higgs boson are given by the relations

mW =
gv

2
,

mZ =
mW

cos θW
and

mh = v
√

2λ ,

(1.22)

where θW is the weak mixing angle or Weinberg angle with sin2 θW w 0.23 [36]. The

measured mass values are given in Table 1.1. The VEV in Eq. (1.22) can be determined

from the Fermi coupling constant, GF , precisely measured in muon decays [44] and is

related to:

v = (
√

2GF )−1/2 w 246GeV . (1.23)

The fermions acquire their masses by Yukawa interactions with the Higgs �eld. Assuming

massless neutrinos, the Yukawa interaction Lagrangian is given by

LYukawa = −
∑

i, j={1, 2, 3} generations

hdij q̄LiΦdRj + huij q̄LiΦ̃uRj + h`ij
¯̀
LiΦeRj + h.c. , (1.24)

where Φ̃ = −iσ2Φ∗ and qL (`L) and uR, dR (eR) are the quark (lepton) SU(2)L doublets

and singlets, respectively, and hd, u, `ij the Yukawa couplings. For the charged leptons,

the coupling and mass matrices can be diagonalised, while for the quarks a mixing of

the mass eigenstates occur in the �avour space via the unitary Cabibbo-Kobayashi-

Maskawa (CKM) matrix. The measured values of the CKM matrix elements, |Vij | with

i = u, c, t and j = d, s, b, are given in Fig. 1.2, and with massive neutrinos also neutrino

10
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Figure 1.2: A comparison [36] of the dimensionless constants of the Standard Model, the nine
quark (red) and three lepton (blue) Yukawa couplings. The three gauge couplings g = e/ cos θW,

g′ = e/ sin θW and gs, and αEM = e2

4π ≈ 1/137 and αs =
g2
s

4π ≈ 0.1, and the Higgs self-interaction
strength λ (green). The measured magnitudes of the CKM matrix elements and values of the
PMNS mixing angles sij (with i, j = 1, 2, 3) and of the CP violating phase δ are indicated in
orange and magenta, respectively.

�avour mixing via the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix is introduced.

A�er spontaneous symmetry breaking the fermion masses mf are given by

mf = gf ·
v√
2

, (1.25)

where gf are the Yukawa coupling constants of the fermions f . The stronger the coupling

to the Higgs �eld the heavier is the fermion. The fermion masses and Yukawa couplings,

respectively, are free parameters of the theory like the Higgs boson mass and self-coupling

and must be measured. The Higgs boson has been �nally successfully discovered in 2012

and its mass measured to be about 125GeV [36] (see Section 1.4.5).
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Chapter 1. The Standard Model and Particle Physics at the LHC

1.3 Open Questions of the Standard Model

The Standard Model of particle physics is an extremely successful theory. Its predictions

have been tested with very high accuracy in many experiments. One of its latest triumphs

is the discovery of the Higgs boson with properties as predicted by the Standard Model.

Nevertheless, there are phenomena wich cannot be explained by the Standard Model

and requires new physics beyond the Standard Model (BSM physics).

In the Standard Model, neutrinos are treated as massless particles, but the measurement

of neutrino oscillations [36] indicate that they actually have very small masses. The

mass scale and the mass hierarchy of the three neutrinos is still unknown.

Another problem of the Standard Model is the hierarchy problem, caused by the large

di�erences between the electroweak symmetry breaking scale (O(100GeV)) and the

uni�cation scale of the electroweak and strong forces (1016 GeV) as well as the Planck

scale (1019 GeV) where the gravitational force is expected to be uni�ed with the other

forces in a quantum �eld theory of gravity. The hierarchy of these very di�erent

scales leads to the �ne tuning problem of radiative corrections of the Higgs boson

mass in the Standard Model. Additional particles are needed to cancel quadratically

diverging loop-corrections to the mass of the scalar Higgs boson in order to avoid �ne

tuning of the connected mass parameter. Possible solutions are provided for example by

supersymmetric [45] or technicolor [46] extensions of the Standard Model.

Furthermore, the origin of the di�erence between the amounts of matter and antimatter in

the Universe, which should have been the same at the Big Bang, is another open question.

The universe is dominated by matter and only a tiny part consists of antimatter. Any

mechanism generating a matter-antimatter asymmetry requires a rather strong violation

of CP symmetry. The known sources of CP violation in the Standard Model from the

CKM matrix are not su�cient to explain the asymmetry.

The most striking problem of the Standard Model is that it describes only about 4.9% of

the energy content of the Universe which is the fraction of baryonic matter surrounding

us on Earth. Around 68.3% is so-called Dark Energy and 26.8% is Dark Matter which

is discussed in Chapter 2. Dark Energy is responsible for the observed accelerated

expansion of the Universe.

1.4 Physics at Hadron Colliders

1.4.1 Phenomenology of Proton-Proton Interactions

Proton-proton (pp) collisions at the LHC can be classi�ed as either a hard or a so�

scattering processes depending on the momentum transfer, Q2. In both cases, the strong

interaction dominates, but hard scattering processes can also be mediated by electroweak
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1.4 - Physics at Hadron Colliders

vector bosons. The precision calculation of the hard processes, e.g. the Higgs boson

production or the production of potential new heavy particles, is much more advanced

then for so� processes, since for large momentum transfers and small strong coupling,

αs(Q
2), QCD perturbation theory is valid. For so� processes, the non-perturbative

QCD e�ects must be taken into account. However, so� processes dominate the total

cross section and the underlying event at hadron colliders, due to the interaction of the

spectator quarks to the hard process and so� gluon radiation in initial (ISR) and �nal

(FSR) state.

As protons are composite particles, not the entire center-of-mass energy,
√
s, of the two

protons is available in the hard process. Only a fraction of the proton momentum is

carried by the interacting partons. The Parton Distribution Function (PDF), fa/A(xa, Q
2),

is the probability density function of the momentum fraction xa of the parton a in

proton A at momentum transfer Q2. The PDFs have to be obtained from deep inelastic

scattering (DIS) data.

The interaction of two protons A and B is illustrated in Fig. 1.3. Only the two partons a

fa / AA
σ̂ab

fb / B B
(UE)

h (HS)

a b

X

(UE)X

Figure 1.3: Illustration of proton-proton collisions with factorisation into a hard scattering
process (HS) of partons a and b, ab → h, with cross section σ̂ab→h and the so� scattering
products X making the underlying event (UE). The momentum distribution of the parton a and
b in the proton A and B, respectively, are given by the parton distribution functions fa/A and
fb/B .

and b participate in the hard process. The remaining partons and the underlying event

are denoted by X . The so� and the hard contribution to the process can in general

be factorised in the cross section calculation [47]. The hadronic cross section, σAB→hX ,

of producing for example a Higgs boson, h, in association with hadronic particles X ,

can be separated into the hard scattering cross section σ̂ab→h, which can be calculated

perturbatively and convolved with the measured PDFs fa/A and fb/B of the protons:

σAB→hX =

∫∫
dxadxbfa/A(xa, µ

2
F )fb/B(xb, µ

2
F )σ̂ab→h(µ2

R) . (1.26)
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In Eq. (1.26), µF is the fragmentation scale separating hard and so� processes and µR the

renormalisation scale which originates from the truncation of the perturbative expansion

of the hard cross section. A common choice of the two scales is µF and µR equal to

the mass of the heavy particle produced in the hard process, like a Z or h boson. The

proper choice helps to avoid large logarithms in the perturbation calculation. First order

corrections in powers of αs usually reduce the µR dependence.

The PDFs are parametrised depending on the energy scale and have to be measured

from DIS data. Figure 1.4 shows two sets of PDFs at two scales, 2GeV and 100GeV, as

determined by the CT14 collaboration [48]. At small Q (= 2GeV) and large x ≥ 0.1, the

(a) (b)

Figure 1.4: Parton distribution functions multiplied by x as determined by the CT14 collabo-
ration [48] at next-to-next-to-leading-order QCD for the factorisation scales of (a) 2 and (b)
100GeV.

fraction of u and d quarks is largest and heavier sea quarks are suppressed. At larger

momentum transfer (see Fig. 1.4b) quark and gluon distributions rise rapidly towards

low x and become increasingly �avour symmetric.

The cross sections of the most important Standard Model processes at the LHC are

shown in Fig. 1.5. The total pp cross section at a center-of-mass energy of 13TeV is

approximately 80mb, while the cross sections for the production of heavy particles like

the Higgs boson are much lower (51 pb).
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Figure 1.5: Next-leading-order or next-to-next-to-leading-order QCD calculations of the cross
sections and the event rates of Standard Model processes in pp and pp̄ collisions as a function of
the center-of-mass energy

√
s [49] using the MSTW2008 parton distribution functions [50]. The

discontinuities at a center-of-mass energy of 4TeV is due to the transition from pp̄ collisions (at
the Tevatron) to pp collisions (at the LHC).

1.4.2 Simulation of Hadronic Collision Events

For the estimation of the Standard Model backgrounds for searches for new physics, a

large amount of simulated pp collision events is required. This is a computing intense

task at the LHC due to the higher order QCD corrections and the large number of

particles produced including multiple pp interactions per bunch crossing increasing with

luminosity.

The �nal state particles and the cross section of a process are simulated by Monte-

Carlo (MC) event generators. The PDFs recommended for the LHC are provided by the

LHAPDF library [51]. Many di�erent Monte-Carlo generators are used specialised for each

application (see Ref. [52]). The hard scattering process is simulated �rst at leading-order

(LO) or next-to-leading order (NLO) in perturbation theory. Another generator usually is
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used to simulate QCD so� corrections with a parton shower (PS) algorithm, followed the

hadronisation of the partons into colour neutral hadrons. As a �nal step, the underlying

event due to the proton beam remnants and multiple parton interactions (pile-up) are

added to the event.

The generated so-called truth particles in an event are then propagated through the

ATLAS detector simulation [52]. Event �lters may already be applied at the truth level

to save computation time. The interactions of the particles in the detector are simulated

using the GEANT4 package [53]. The response of the detector components to the particle

interactions and the digitisation of the electronics signals are simulated as well and

passed through the same particle reconstruction algorithms as used for pp collision

data (see Section 3.3). The event generators used for the mono-Higgs search are given

in Table 1.3.

Table 1.3: Overview of the used Monte-Carlo generators used for the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search.
The multi-purpose generators SHERPA and PYTHIA simulate in addition to the hard scattering
(HS) processes also the parton shower (PS), hadronisation (had.) and the underlying event (UE).
POWHEG and MADGRAPH generators are used to describe the hard scattering processes only and
must be interfaced to PYTHIA.

Precision Name Application Remarks

N
LO

POWHEG [54–58] HS
Used in combination with
PYTHIA

SHERPA [59] HS, PS, had., UE

LO

MADGRAPH [60–62] HS Signal process generation

PYTHIA 6/8 [63,64] HS, PS, had., UE

PYTHIA 6/8 [63, 64] and SHERPA [59] are multi-purpose event generators at leading

and next-to-leading order in perturbation theory, respectively, which include the parton

shower and hadronisation. The specialised leading-order signal generator MADGRAPH [60–

62,65] is interfaced to PYTHIA 8 for parton showering and for simulating the underlying

event of the signal process (see Section 2.6). The POWHEG [54–58] generator describes

the hard processes at next-to-leading order and is interfaced to PYTHIA 6 for parton

showering, hadronisation and the underlying event simulation. More details on general-

purpose event generators are given in Ref. [66]. Additional information on generators

used for the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search are given in Sections 4.2 and 4.3.1 for the signal
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and the background processes, respectively.

1.4.3 Higgs Boson Production at the Large Hadron Collider

The properties of the Standard Model Higgs boson, such as the production cross sections,

the decay rates to fermions and gauge bosons, and the total decay width, are completely

determined once the Higgs boson mass, mh, is known. The Higgs boson mass has been

measured precisely by the ATLAS and CMS experiments. A combination of the two

measurements has been performed for Run 1 of the LHC, resulting in a measured mass of

125.09± 0.24GeV [67]. Measurements for Run 2 data have been performed separately

by ATLAS [68] and CMS [69], both being in agreement with the Run 1 results.

In the following, V (with V = W, Z) indicate both real and virtual weak bosons, and

no distinction is made between particles and anti-particles. The Standard Model Higgs

boson, h, can be produced via several production channels at the LHC. The Higgs boson

coupling to fermions

ghff ∝
mf

v
(1.27)

and weak vector bosons

ghV V ∝
2m2

V

v
(1.28)

indicate that the Higgs boson couples primarily to heavy particles like W and Z bosons

and top and bottom quarks [70]. The dominant production channels are illustrated by the

Feynman diagrams in Fig. 1.6. The predicted cross sections of the production channels

at
√
s = 13 TeV are shown in Fig. 1.7a as a function of the Higgs boson mass.

The dominant production process for a Higgs boson with mass around 125GeV is via

gluon-gluon fusion, ggF, where the Higgs boson is produced via an intermediate top

quark or W boson loop (see Fig. 1.6a), as the massless gluons do not directly couple to

the Higgs boson. The second largest and an order of magnitude smaller production cross

section is provided by vector boson fusion VBF (see Fig. 1.6b). The cross section of the

associated production with weak vector bosons V h (see Fig. 1.6c) is a factor of two (W )

to four (Z) smaller than for the VBF production. Zh production with the Z decaying into

a pair of neutrinos is an irreducible background for the mono-Higgs search. Higgs boson

production in association with a top or a bottom quark pair, tt̄h/bb̄h, (see Fig. 1.6d) has

an even lower cross section. Single top quark production in association with the Higgs

boson (th) has a very small cross section and is not shown in Fig. 1.6.

1.4.4 Higgs Boson Decay Channels

The Higgs boson couplings to fermions and weak vector bosons (see Eq. (1.27) and Eq. (1.28),

respectively) are proportional to the masses of the particles such that the Higgs boson
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Figure 1.6: Tree-level Feynman diagrams for dominant Higgs boson production mechanisms at
the LHC: (a) the gluon-gluon fusion (ggF), (b) vector boson fusion (VBF), (c) associated production
of a vector boson (V h) and (d) the associated production with a top or a bottom quark pair
(tt̄h/bb̄h).

decays predominantly into the heaviest one allowed by phase space. Figure 1.7b shows

the decay branching ratios of the Standard Model Higgs boson as a function of its mass

in the range of 120 to 130GeV. For a Higgs boson mass of 125.09GeV, the decay into

pairs of b quarks is the most dominant decay channel with a predicted branching ratio

of 58.09± 0.38% [71]. The detection of this decay mode at the LHC is very di�cult due

to overwhelming hadronic background. Associated production of the Higgs boson with

a W or Z (see Fig. 1.6c) is the best channel to use. It allows for triggering and su�cient

background suppression.

The decays into gauge boson pairs, γγ and W+W−/ZZ , shown in Figs. 1.8a and 1.8b,

respectively, lead to the discovery of the Higgs boson in 2012. The Higgs boson decay

into a fermion pair (see Fig. 1.8c) was discovered �rst in the h→ τ+τ− channel [72–74].

1.4.5 Higgs Boson Discovery and Measurements

The ATLAS and CMS experiments reported in July 2012 the independent discovery of a

new boson with a mass around 125GeV and properties compatible with the expectations

for the Standard Model Higgs boson [8,9]. The measurements of the properties of the
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Figure 1.7: The Higgs boson production cross sections for pp collisions at
√
s = 13 TeV (a) and

branching ratios of the most important Higgs boson decay channels (b) as a function of the Higgs
boson mass [71], which is shown around the measured value of 125GeV.
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Figure 1.8: The main Higgs boson decay channels into a pair of photons via top quark or W
boson loop (a), into weak gauge boson pairs (b) and into fermion pairs (c).

Higgs boson by the two experiments in Run 1 and Run 2 of the LHC including spin and

CP quantum numbers and coupling strengths are in very good agreement with each

other and with the predictions of the Standard Model. The latest results are summarised

in the following.

The Higgs boson property measurements by the ATLAS and CMS experiments have been

performed with pp collision data recorded in Run 1 at
√
s = 7TeV in 2011 and at 8TeV

in 2012 corresponding to approximately 25 fb−1 for each of the two experiments [72],

and in Run 2 at
√
s = 13 TeV corresponding to 36 fb−1 and 80 fb−1 [75–77].

The spin and CP quantum numbers of the Standard Model Higgs boson, JP = 0++,
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have been tested against several alternative spin-0 and spin-2 and CP hypotheses*.

All of them are disfavoured and the Standard Model hypothesis is favoured with high

con�dence level (CL) [80,81].

In the Standard Model, the mass of the Higgs boson is a free parameter. It has been

measured by the ATLAS and CMS experiments in Run 1 to 125.09± 0.24GeV [67]. With

the mass of the Higgs boson determined, all of its production and decay properties are

de�ned, including the total decay width of 4MeV [70]. The ATLAS collaboration placed

upper limits on the total width of 14.4 MeV at 95% CL in Run 2 [82].

In order to probe the production and decay mechanism of the Higgs boson, the signal

strength parameter µ = σ·B
σSM·BSM is measured for the di�erent production channels, ggF,

VBF, Wh, Zh and tt̄h in the observed γγ, W+W−, τ+τ− and bb̄ decay modes. The

decay into a pair of b quarks is not considered in the ggF and VBF case, because of

the overwhelming hadronic background. The rare decay into ZZ is only considered for

ggF and VBF production. Figure 1.9 shows the combined signal strength measurements

by the ATLAS experiment in Run 2 [77], which are consistent with the Standard Model

expectations within two standard deviations.

In order to study the mass generation for weak vector bosons and fermions as given

in in the Standard Model, it is of fundamental importance to measure their direct cou-

plings to the Higgs boson and its quadratic dependence or proportionality, respectively,

to identify if any deviation from the predicted properties exist. Deviations from the

Standard Model are parametrised by coupling scale factors, κF , for the fermions and

κV for the massive vector bosons. The linear scaling of these parameters as a function

of the particle masses is shown in Fig. 1.10, which impressively supports the Standard

Model BEH mechanism.

The measurement of the Higgs boson coupling to the heaviest quark, the top quark, is

an important test of the Standard Model. Both, the ATLAS and the CMS collaboration

observed Higgs boson production in association with a top quark pair in decays to γγ,

W+W−, ZZ , τ+τ− and bb̄ with an signi�cance of 6.3σ [83] and 5.2σ [84], respectively,

in combination with results from Run 1 and Run 2.

Of special interest for this thesis is the decay of the Higgs boson into a pair of b quarks.

It has the largest branching ratio. First evidence was found in associated production

with a vector boson (V h) at Fermilab at the pp̄ Tevatron collider by the CDF and D/0

experiments with a global signi�cance of 3.1 standard deviations [85].

The h→ bb̄ decay was �rst observed by the ATLAS collaboration with an observed (ex-

pected) signi�cance of 5.4 (5.5) [86] standard deviations by combining the VBF, ggF, V h

and tt̄h production channels and the Run 1 and the Run 2 datasets of 25 fb−1 and

*The spin-1 hypothesis is excluded by the discovery of the Higgs boson decay into γγ according to the
Landau-Yang theorem [78, 79], which forbids the decay of a massive particle with spin-1 into two photons.
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V h and tt̄h+ th processes, times the decay branching ratio of each speci�c channel, in detail the
decay into γγ, W+W−, ZZ , ττ and bb̄, normalised to the Standard Model prediction measured
by the ATLAS collaboration [77].

80 fb−1, respectively. The CMS experiment also observed h → bb̄ decays with an ob-

served (expected) signi�cance of 5.6 (5.5) standard deviations and a signal strength of

1.04± 0.20 [87].

These results con�rm the coupling of the Higgs boson to b quarks assumed for the Dark

Matter mono-Higgs (bb̄) search in this thesis and also the existence of the irreducible V h

(h→ bb̄) background process.
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Dark Matter

This Chapter introduces the basic concepts of Dark Matter. In Section 2.1, a short

introduction to the Standard Model of cosmology is given. The estimate of the relic

abundance of Dark Matter is discussed in Section 2.2, followed by the main evidence for

the existence of Dark Matter in Section 2.3 and a discussion about the most promising

Dark Matter particle candidates in Section 2.4. Section 2.5 gives an overview of Dark

Matter searches by direct and indirect detection experiments and at the LHC. The

discussion in this Chapter is based on Ref. [88].

2.1 The Cosmological Standard Model

The Big Bang is the starting point of the Universe roughly 13.8 · 109 years ago. The

cosmological Standard Model describes the observations of the accelerated expansion

of the Universe, the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), the abundance of the light

elements, the large scale structure and the energy content of the Universe. It includes

Hubble’s law [89, 90], the existence of Dark Matter and a non-vanishing cosmological

constant Λ. The Λ Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) model includes Einstein’s theory of General

Relativity. Einstein’s gravitational �eld equations [91] have the form

Rµν −
1
2
gµνR = −8πGNTµν + Λgµν , (2.1)

where Rµν and R ≡ gµνRµν is the Ricci tensor and scalar, respectively, gµν the metric

tensor, GN Newton’s constant, Tµν the energy-momentum tensor and Λ the cosmological

constant responsible in the theory for the accelerated expansion of the Universe.

The cosmological constant term in Eq. (2.1) was originally introduced by Einstein to

obtain a static solution for the Universe and abandoned when the expansion of the Uni-

verse was discovered. It corresponds to a constant and homogeneous vacuum energy

and can describe the accelerated expansion of the Universe discovered by the study

of type Ia supernova data [92]. This vacuum energy is also referred to as the Dark

Energy [93].
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In order to �nd solutions to Einstein’s equation for the Universe, homogeneity and

isotropy is assumed, the so-called cosmological principle, which is in agreement with

observations (see Section 2.2). Under these assumptions, the Friedmann-Lemaı̂tre-

Robertson-Walker (FLRW) metric provides as an exact solution of Eq. (2.1), with the

line element

ds2 = −dt2 + a(t)2
(

dr2

1− kr2 + r2dΩ2
)

, (2.2)

where a(t) is the spatial scale factor describing the relative expansion of the Universe,

the curvature parameter k = 0, +1, −1 (see Table 2.1) distinguishes between �at, closed

and open universes, respectively, and dΩ2 = dθ2 + sin2 θ dφ2.

Table 2.1: Classi�cation of Friedmann universes with Λ = 0.

Geometry k Ω

open −1 < 1
�at 0 = 1
closed +1 > 1

The time dependence of the scale factors for Λ = 0 is given by the Friedmann equa-

tion [94,95]:

H2(t) ≡
(
ȧ(t)

a(t)

)2

=
8πGN

3
ρtot −

k

a2 , (2.3)

where ρtot is the homogeneous energy density of the Universe and H(t) the Hubble pa-

rameter. Its current value, the Hubble constant, is measured to be H0 ≈ 67.7 km s−1 Mpc−1

[96]. For the critical density ρc ≡ 3H2

8πGN
, the Universe is �at (k = 0). Matter and energy

densities ρi in the Universe are o�en given in units of the critical density, de�ning

Ωi =
ρi
ρc

, (2.4)

with

Ω =
∑
i

Ωi =
ρtot

ρc
. (2.5)

The Friedmann equation in Eq. (2.3) takes then the form

Ω− 1 =
k

H(t)2a(t)2
(2.6)

and for a �at Universe this results in Ω = 1 (see Table 2.1). Measurements of the angular

�uctuations of the temperature of the CMB radiation allows to distinguishing between

the di�erent curvature models (see Section 2.2). The CMB radiation was emitted at the

time of the decoupling of matter and radiation, with the potential freeze-out also of
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Dark Matter particles, and cooled down with the expansion of the Universe since then.

A short summary of the history of the Universe is given in Appendix A.

2.2 Dark Matter Relic Density

The evolution of the Universe depends on the amount of Dark Matter in the Universe.

In the ΛCDM model, a non-vanishing cosmological constant Λ and cold Dark Matter

consisting of non-relativistic particles a�er decoupling from Standard Model particles

are assumed. The relic density is the present Dark Matter density. A�er the Big Band,

Dark Matter particles, χ, were in thermal equilibrium with Standard Model particles, f ,

via creation and annihilation processes

χχ̄←→ ff̄ , (2.7)

which is illustrated in Fig. 2.1. With the expansion of the Universe, the Dark Matter

χ

χ̄

f

f̄

Figure 2.1: Illustrations of Dark Matter particle interactions in the Universe.

density and, therefore, the creation and the annihilation rate becomes so small that the

Dark Matter particles freeze-out of the thermal equilibrium at a temperature TF and the

Dark Matter density becomes constant, i.e. the relic density. The evolution of the Dark

Matter particle number density, n, is described by the Boltzmann equation

dn

dt
= −3Hn− 〈σv〉

(
n2 − n2

eq

)
, (2.8)

where neq is the equilibrium particle number density at which the evolutions starts,

and 〈σv〉 the average of the annihilation cross section, σ, times the particle velocity, v.

The �rst term on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.8) accounts for the dilution due to the

expansion of the Universe, while the n2 term arises from the interactions in Eq. (2.7).
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Eq. (2.8) can be solved numerically, resulting in a Dark Matter relic density [97] of

ΩDMh
2 ≈ 3 · 10−27 cm3 s−1

〈σv〉 , (2.9)

with h = H0
100 kms−1 Mpc−1 . The freeze-out behaviour is illustrated in Fig. 2.2: the Dark

Matter particle number density decreases exponentially with decreasing temperature

and increasing time until the Dark Matter interaction rate becomes too small and freezes-

out and becomes constant. In the calculations above, simplifying assumptions have been

made, i.e. that the Dark Matter particle is stable and elementary (not considering co-

annihilations of an extended Dark Matter sector) and non-relativistic.

From Eq. (2.9) it can be seen, that the right Dark Matter relic density ΩDMh
2 ≈ 0.1188 [96]

(see Eq. (2.14)) observed today is obtained for a typical weak interaction cross section of

about 〈σv〉 ≈ 3 · 10−26 cm3 s−1 = 1 pb for Dark Matter particle masses at the electroweak

scale of about 10 to 1000GeV. This coincidence is o�en referred to as the WIMP miracle.

Weakly interacting massive particles in this mass range are called WIMPs (see Section 2.4).

Figure 2.2: The comoving number density, Y , and the thermal relic density, ΩX , of a Dark Matter
particle with mχ = 100GeV as a function of the temperature, T , and time, t, in the evolution
of the Universe. The solid gray line corresponds to a creation and annihilation cross section
yielding the relic density observed today. The coloured regions correspond to cross sections
varied up or down by factors of 10, 100 and 1000 from this reference value. The dashed gray
line represents the number density of a particle remaining in thermal equilibrium [98].
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2.3 Evidence for Dark Matter

The existence of Dark Matter is �rmly established by a variety of astrophysical ob-

servations at di�erent distance scales. The most important cases are described in the

following.

Galactic Scales

One of the �rst hints of Dark Matter was found by Jan Hendrik Oort in 1932. He noted

that the amount of visible matter from stars and interstellar gas, near the solar system

falls short of explaining the motions of the stars perpendicular to the Milky Way disk.

Luminous matter does not provide su�cient restoring gravitational force attraction such

that additional unobserved matter must account for the discrepancy. This observation

is known as the Oort Discrepancy [99].

More evidence for Dark Matter was found in the following year 1933, when Fritz Zwicky

investigated the Coma cluster [1] measuring the velocity distribution of galaxies inside the

cluster via Doppler-shi� of their visible light spectra. By applying the virial theorem, he

estimated the gravitational potential and thereby the mass of the cluster. Comparing that

to the amount of luminous matter, he derived a mass-to-light ratio for the Coma cluster

that was larger by two orders of magnitude than the one in the solar neighbourhood.

This phenomenon, Zwicky could only explain by assuming the existence of a new type

of non-luminous matter, which he called Dark Matter. These observations of the Coma

cluster have been con�rmed later by the measurement of the X-ray spectrum of the

gas inside the cluster by the ROSAT satellite [100]. The observed high temperature of

the gas can only be explained by a large Dark Matter component producing a large

gravitational �eld in the center of the cluster, which attracts the gas heating it up and

leading to the increased X-ray emission.

Inter-Galactic Scales

Another hint for Dark Matter came from Kent Ford and Vera Rubin in the mid 1960s [101],

with the observation that luminous objects, like stars or hot gas, move faster than one

would expect, if they were only attracted by the gravitational force of other visible

objects. This was observed in the study of rotation curves of galaxies, which give the

orbital velocity of the stars or the gas as a function of the distance from the galactic

center. The rotation curves are usually obtained from measurements of the Doppler-shi�

of the 21 cm hyper�ne structure line of neutral hydrogen and optical surface photometry

of stars.
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In the classical Newtonian theory of gravity, the rotation velocity, v(r), is given by

v(r) =

√
GNM(r)

r
∝ 1√

r
, (2.10)

where M(r) = 4π
∫

drρ(r)r2 is the total mass of the galaxy with the radius r. However,

the observed rotation curves, e.g. the one for the spiral galaxy NGC 6503 [2] shown

in Fig. 2.3, �attens out at large radii in contradiction to the predicted curve from the

visible matter in the disk and the gas. This is compelling evidence for the existence in

Figure 2.3: Rotation curve of the galaxy NGC 6503 with the predictions from visible matter in
the galactic disk and in the form of gas [2]. The prediction for the additional Dark Matter needed
to explain the observation is also shown.

the form of an invisible halo of Dark Matter surrounding the galaxy. In order to describe

the �at rotation curve in Fig. 2.3, the mass distribution M(r) in Eq. (2.10) must be

proportional to r and thus ρDM(r) ∝ r−2. This supports the existence of spherical Dark

Matter halos around galaxies.

A di�erent explanation for the observed rotation curves is given by modi�ed Newton

dynamics (MOND) models [102] and its relativistic extension TeVeS [103], which modify

Newton’s and Einstein’s laws of gravity for this purpose. The empirical MOND and TeVeS

models in general cannot describe observations in contrast to Newton’s and Einstein’s

theory of gravity by including Dark Matter, but they are also not completely excluded.

The Bullet Cluster

The Bullet Cluster [7] provides one of the most striking indications for Dark Matter. It is

the product of the collision of two galaxy clusters. Figure 2.4a shows the optical image
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.4: The Bullet Cluster from the collision of two galaxy clusters with (a) the optical
overlayed Dark Matter distribution (blue) determined from gravitational lensing of the light of the
background galaxies and with the hot X-ray emitting intergalactic gas (pink) measured by the
Chandra X-ray Observatory [104] and (b) the gravitational potential contours from gravitational
lensing overlayed on the heated gas distribution [7].

of the cluster, with an overlay in pink of the hot gas, detected by its X-rays emission

by the Chandra satellite. The two blue clouds represent the Dark Matter distributions

inferred from gravitational lensing of the two colliding galaxies of the light of background

galaxies. The gravitational potential in the cluster has been precisely determined and

is shown in Fig. 2.4b. The majority of the mass of the cluster must be due to Dark

Matter. There is an o�set between the center of the gravitational potential and the

center of the visible matter of the colliding galaxy clusters which can be explained by

the existence of Dark Matter. This spatial o�set cannot be explained with modi�cations

of the gravitational force law and has a signi�cance of 8 standard deviations [7]. From

this observation, upper limits on the Dark Matter self-interaction cross section, σ, can

be derived [105–107]:
σ

mχ
< 1 cm2 g−1 , (2.11)

with mχ the Dark Matter particle mass.

Cosmological Scale - Cosmic Microwave Background

The evidence for Dark Matter discussed so far does not allow to quantify the amount

of Dark Matter in the Universe. The CMB is a relic of thermal radiation which was

emitted at the time when matter and radiation decoupled at around 380000 years

a�er the Big Bang and cooled down with the expansion of the Universe since then

(see Appendix A). At the time when neutral atoms got formed and the Universe became

transparent, its temperature was around 3000K. Since then, the Universe expanded by
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a red-shi� factor of z = 1100 cooling to a temperature of approximately 2.7 K. The CMB

radiation now has a perfect isotropic blackbody spectrum with a associated temperature

of 2.7255± 0.0006K [108]. Georg Gamow predicted the existence of the CMB radiation

in 1948 [109, 110] and it was �rst discovered by Penzias and Wilson in 1965 [4, 5].

Before the decoupling of matter and radiation, the Universe was �lled with a hot plasma

of baryons and photons, and likely with Dark Matter. Density waves in the plasma

(acoustic waves) created characteristic temperature �uctuations imprinted in the ob-

served CMB. Measurements of the angular temperature �uctuations of the CMB by the

Planck satellite [3] are shown in Fig. 2.5. Their amplitude is of the order of a few 100 µK.

Figure 2.5: Sky map of the temperature of the Cosmic Microwave Background radiation measured
by the Planck satellite [3, 111]. The colour code indicates temperature �uctuations from −300 µK
(dark blue) to 300 µK (red) corresponding to anisotropies in the hot plasma �lling the Universe
around 380000years a�er the Big Bang.

The analysis of the CMB temperature �uctuation spectrum allows for accurate tests of

cosmological models and precise determination of the parameters of the ΛCDM model.

The temperature anisotropies are described by expanding them into spherical harmonics

∆T

T
=
∑
l,m

almYlm(θ, φ) , (2.12)

with the inclination and declination angles θ and φ on the sky and the multipole moments

l = 1, 2, ..,∞ and −l ≤ m ≤ l increasing with decreasing angular scale of the temperature

�uctuations. The power spectrum of the �uctuations is shown in Fig. 2.6. The locations

and the amplitudes of the acoustic peaks provide direct information about the energy-

matter content of the Universe.

The position of the �rst peak at l ≈ 200 is sensitive to the total energy density

Ω and, therefore, the curvature of the Universe. The measurements by the Planck

collaboration [96] indicate that the Universe is �at and its energy density is close to
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Figure 2.6: The Cosmic Microwave Background power spectrum measured by the Planck
satellite [111, 112]. The data points (red) are �tted with the prediction of the ΛCDM model (green
curve).

the critical one (see Section 2.1). From the positions of the second and third and their

relative height, the baryon and Dark Matter density can be extracted

Ωbh
2 = 0.022 30± 0.000 14 (2.13)

and

ΩDMh
2 = 0.1188± 0.0010 , (2.14)

respectively, with h = H0
100 kms−1 Mpc−1 . Within the ΛCDM model, this requires a large amount

of Dark Energy

ΩΛ = 0.683± 0.013 . (2.15)

The best �t values to the Planck data yield the following picture of the energy composi-

tion of the Universe: 68.3% Dark Energy, 26.8% Dark Matter and only 4.9% ordinary

matter.

Dark Matter is also required for the formation of the observed large scale structures, like

galaxies and galaxy clusters, of the Universe [113]. Models of the Big Bang nucleosynthesis

predict the right amount of baryonic matter, i.e. the right amount of light elements such

as hydrogen and helium, when Dark Matter is taken into account in the model [3].
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2.4 Dark Matter Candidates

Many candidates for Dark Matter have been proposed, either as astrophysical objects

or elementary particles in theories beyond the Standard Model. From the experimental

observations outlined in Section 2.3, important constraints on the particle nature of

Dark Matter are provided.

One class of Dark Matter particles is referred to as cold * Dark Matter, inferred from the

structure formation and the CMB spectrum, which means that the thermal velocities

where non-relativistic in the early Universe, such that structures could form and have not

been washed out. This also means that Dark Matter particles are massive. Furthermore,

Dark Matter particles are required to be stable, i.e. they must have a lifetime comparable

with the age of the Universe, otherwise they would have decayed by now. Moreover,

as their name suggest, Dark Matter particles do not interact electrically and do not

radiate photons. At most they can have very weak interaction with Standard Model

particles besides gravity. Dark Matter particles are by de�nition non-baryonic† and their

abundance must be in accordance with the relic density. Finally, their self-interaction and

annihilation cross section of the particle candidate is constrained by Eq. (2.11). Possible

Dark Matter particle candidates are discussed below.

Neutrinos

Within the Standard Model, possible Dark Matter candidates are the neutrinos. Measure-

ments of the Planck satellite constrains the sum of the neutrino masses to
∑
mν <

0.23 eV and the energy fraction in the Universe to Ωνh
2 < 0.0025 [3]. Neutrinos make

up hot Dark Matter, due to their small masses and relativistic velocities, resulting in

di�erent structure formation predominantly on smaller scales. Even though neutrinos

have a very high abundance in the Universe, they cannot contribute signi�cantly to

the required Dark Matter density in Eq. (2.14), at most 2% of the required Dark Matter

abundance.

So-called sterile neutrinos [115], denoted by ν̃, which extend the Standard Model neutrino

sector by an additional right-handed neutrino neutral under the electroweak interac-

tion‡ behave like the Standard Model neutrinos (or active neutrinos) and, therefore, are

candidates for Dark Matter [116] with mass in the keV range. LEP measurements of the

Z resonance constrain the number of light neutrino species to three [117]. This is not

in contradiction with the existence of sterile neutrinos, since they contribute only to

*Other models assume warm or hot Dark Matter.
†Dark Matter could be partially made of massive compact halo objects (MACHOs) of condensed baryons,
ful�lling the requirement of being dark and gravitationally interacting, e.g. black holes, neutron stars, brown
dwarfs or faint stars, but they cannot account for the large amount of Dark Matter in the Universe [114].

‡Right-handed fermions have zero weak isospin and like neutrinos they carry no electric charge, and,
therefore, their hypercharge is also zero.
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invisible Z boson decays and if they mix only weakly with active neutrinos or if their

mass is larger than the Z boson mass [118]. A small mixing between active and sterile

neutrinos breaks the sterility and allows sterile neutrinos to decay into Standard Model

particles, e.g. via ν̃ → γν. Such a process would change the abundance of neutrinos

and photons in the Universe and is constrained by the CMB measurements and by

Big Bang nucleosynthesis. Highly energetic photons from sterile neutrino decay are a

characteristic signature in searches for Dark Matter (see Section 2.5.2).

Axions

Axions [119, 120], denoted by a, are pseudoscalar particles and were originally motivated

by the so-called strong CP problem (see Section 1.1), and, therefore, are referred to as QCD

axions. Astrophysical observations provide mass limits of 1 µeV < ma < 10meV [121, 122],

which lead to a too short lifetime for a Dark Matter particle candidate. For stable axions,

the mass is required to be . 20eV [98] in disagreement with the right relic abundance.

However, with the �ne tunning of the axion coupling to photons, axions can comply to

all constraints for a Dark Matter candidate in agreement with QCD axion properties only

in a small parameter range. But axion-like particles (ALPs) maybe provide an attractive

Dark Matter scenario. Searches for axions are currently performed by many experiments

including ADMX [123]. Recently, the MADMAX [124] experiment has been proposed which

searches for axions in the meV mass range compatible with cosmological and CMB

constraints.

Weakly Interacting Massive Particles (WIMPs)

The most favoured Dark Matter candidates are Weakly Interacting Massive Particles

(WIMPs) [125–128], denoted by χ, with masses at the electroweak scale from a few GeV

to O(TeV). Their production cross sections would be similar to the ones of typical

electroweak processes (see Section 2.2), matching the right relic abundance. WIMPs are

assumed to have only weak couplings to Standard Model particles. They can be either

a fermions or scalars leading to di�erent signatures at colliders. An upper bound on

the WIMP mass of mχ . 100TeV [129, 130] derives from perturbative unitarity, while a

lower bound of mχ & 10GeV [96] results from the validity of the Dark Matter thermal

freeze-out scenario.

Many models beyond the Standard Model predict WIMPs. The most prominent example

is Supersymmetry (SUSY) (see Ref. [45]), which extends the Standard Model particle

content by a fermionic partner for each boson and visa versa. In the minimal super-

symmetric extension of the Standard Model (MSSM), R parity* conservation predict a

*The R parity quantum number is de�ned by R = 3(B−L) + 2S, with B the baryon number, L the lepton
number and S the spin of the particle. The R parity transformation is given by P̂R = (−1)R such that
Standard Model particles have an R parity eigenvalue of +1 and their supersymmetric particles −1.
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lightest supersymmetric particle (LSP) which is stable. The LSP is a perfect Dark Matter

candidate if it is electrically neutral. In many supersymmetric models, neutralinos (a

mixture of the superpartners of the Higgs bosons and the weak vector bosons), sneu-

trinos (superpartners of the Standard Model neutrinos) or gravitinos (superpartners of

the graviton) are the LSPs. The scattering cross section of sneutrinos with nucleons is

much larger than the limits from direct Dark Matter searches [131]. Gravitinos are very

di�cult to detect as they interact only via gravity [132]. The most promising SUSY Dark

Matter candidate, therefore, is the lightest neutralino. SUSY models provide a consistent

and ultra-violet complete theory with many new particles and free parameters, which

is motivated as a solution to the hierarchy problem [133–136].

There are also Dark Matter candidates in many other extensions of the Standard Model,

like Kaluza-Klein particles [137, 138] excitations in theories with extra dimensions, new

particles in Little Higgs [139–142] and Technicolor [143] models, WIMPzillas [144, 145],

QBalls [146, 147], self-interacting Dark Matter [148, 149], fuzzy Dark Matter [150] and many

others (see Ref. [88]).

Simpli�ed models are o�en used for interpreting searches for WIMPs at the LHC assuming

only a minimal set of new particles and free parameters (see Section 2.6). An overview

of searches for Dark Matter is given in Section 2.5.

2.5 Dark Matter Searches

So far, Dark Matter has only been observed through its gravitational interaction in

galaxies and on even larger scales. Not much is known about its particle nature. Several

complementary experimental approaches are used to search for Dark Matter particles,

which can be divided into three classes: (i) direct detection experiments which look

for nuclear recoils from the interaction of WIMPs of the galactic halo with the detector

material, (ii) indirect detection experiments searching for the annihilation products of

WIMP pairs and (iii) collider searches looking for WIMP pair production in pp collisions

with the signature of missing transverse energy. The di�erent approaches are illustrated

in Fig. 2.7. The experimental methods and latest results of direct and indirect detection

experiments are discussed in Section 2.5.1 and Section 2.5.2, respectively. Section 2.6

focuses on collider searches and on di�erent signal signatures.

2.5.1 Direct Detection

Direct detection (DD) of Dark Matter is based on the elastic scattering of Dark Matter

particles from the galactic halo of the Milky Way on the nuclei in a detector as illustrated

in Fig. 2.7. The resulting nuclear recoils are on the order of 1 to 100keV for WIMPs with

masses of 10 to 1000GeV, respectively.
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Figure 2.7: The three types of WIMP Dark Matter particle (in blue) detection via an interaction
with Standard Model particles (in red): from right to le� the annihilation of Dark Matter particles
into Standard Model particles (indirect detection), from bottom to top the scattering of Dark
Matter particles o� a nuclei (direct detection), and from le� to right the production of Dark Matter
particles at high energy colliders like the LHC.

The expected event rate of a Dark Matter-nucleon interactions is given by:

R ' Nρχ〈σχ−N 〉
mχ

, (2.16)

where N is the number of target nucleons, ρχ the halo Dark Matter density, 〈σχ−N 〉
the interaction cross section of Dark Matter and the nuclei N averaged over protons

and neutrons, and mχ the Dark Matter particle mass. The Dark Matter density in the

Milky Way can be derived from the so-called Standard Halo Model (SHM) [151], which

is an isothermal sphere with density pro�le ρχ(r) ∝ r−2. The standard parameter

values at the Solar radius r = R0 used for the SHM are the local Dark Matter den-

sity ρ
Milky Way
χ ' 0.3GeV cm−3, the local circular speed v ' 220kms−1 and the local

escape speed v ' 544 km s−1 [152, 153]. The sensitivity of DD experiments depends on

the detector material, and is best for target nuclei masses close to the WIMP mass. For

very light Dark Matter particles the dependence on the target nuclei and the interaction

cross sections are small, while for heavier particles the recoil energy is higher but the

detection rate is suppressed as the �ux scales with m−1
χ (see Eq. (2.16)).

Depending on the coupling structure between Dark Matter and nuclei the scattering

cross section can be either spin-independent or spin-dependent. In the spin-independent

scenario, scalar or vector particles serve as the mediators between Dark Matter particles

and nuclei. The spin-independent cross section increases approximately as A2, making

heavy target nuclei like germanium or xenon preferential. The spin-dependent cross

section is proportional to J+1
J , where J is the nuclear spin, and rather independent of

the mass of the target nuclei, which o�en are polarised, e.g. �uorine. Spin-dependent in-
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teractions remit from axial-vector or pseudo-scalar couplings. Usually, spin-independent

interactions are stronger then spin-dependent ones, due to the A2 dependence.

The event rates in Eq. (2.16) are very low, approximately one event per year per kg

detector material, requiring a large detector mass and a good background discrimination,

which is the main experimental challenge. The detector is usually shielded against cosmic

radiation in deep underground laboratories. The detector material itself must provide a

very low intrinsic radioactivity.

To further discriminate a hypothetical Dark Matter signal from competing background

processes, usually two di�erent detection channels are exploited, for example combi-

nations of energy deposition (phonons) in cryogenic crystal calorimeters, scintillation

light (photons), or ionisation (electrons) by scattered nuclei. This enables for instance the

discrimination against neutron scattering or electronic recoils (e.g. photon interactions

or β decays).

Spin-Independent Interaction

An overview of the current status of the direct detection experiments for the spin-

independent case is given in Fig. 2.8. The DAMA/NaI experiment and its predecessor

DAMA/LIBRA make a long standing claim of detection of a Dark Matter signal (see Fig. 2.8).

The experiment uses thallium-doped sodium iodide crystals and measures the expected

annual modulation of the Dark Matter �ux in the halo as a consequence of the Earth’s

rotation around the Sun on top of a large but time-independent background from

cosmic radiation and radioactive decays [173]. The DAMA experiments observed an

annual modulation of the signal with a signi�cance of 12.9 standard deviations over

20 independent annual cycles [170, 171, 174]. Despite the very high reported signi�cance,

the DAMA signal is controversial, it has already been excluded by other experiments

(see Fig. 2.8). To better understand the DAMA, new experiments using NaI (Tl) like

ANAIS [175], COSINE [176], COSINUS [177] and SABRE [178] are under preparation. In order

to avoid seasonal Dark Matter halo e�ects, experiments are build in the northern and

southern hemispheres as part of the DM-ICE collaboration [179].

Other experiments, GoGeNT [180] and CDMS-II Si [160] have also claimed observation

of WIMP signals but with a lower signi�cance than DAMA. All are excluded by other DD

experiments.

Experiments with very low energy thresholds provide the best limits in the low Dark

Matter mass region, for example CRESST [154, 155], CDEX [156] and EDELWEISS [157],

DAMIC [158], CDMS [160, 160], SuperCDMS [161, 162] and ZEPLIN [159], while liquid Xenon

detectors such LUX [167], PandaX-II [168] and XENON1T [169, 181] and the liquid Argon

detectors DarkSide [165,166] provide the strongest cross section limits in the WIMP mass

region above 10GeV.
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Figure 2.8: The latest 90% con�dence level exclusion upper limits on the spin-independent
WIMP-nucleon cross section, from the experiments: CRESST [154,155], CDEX [156], EDELWEISS [157],
DAMIC [158], ZEPLIN [159], CDMS-II [160], SuperCDMS [161, 162], PICO [163, 164], DarkSide [165, 166],
LUX [167], PandaX-II [168] and XENON1T [169]. The contours of DAMA/NaI and DAMA/LIBRA [170,171]
and of CDMS-II Si [160] experiments correspond to claims of Dark Matter signals observed. The
expected signal from coherent solar and atmospheric neutrino scattering [172] which marks the
limitation for the current direct detection experiments is indicated as the orange region.

Spin-Dependent Interaction

Liquid-Xe experiments containing spin-even and spin-odd isotopes can also probe spin-

dependent interactions. The experiments COUPP [182], PICASSO [183], PICO [164] and

SIMPLE [184] are operated as bubble chambers containing polarised �uorine molecules

to detect spin-dependent interaction. The results on spin-dependent WIMP-proton cross

section limits are summarised in Fig. 2.9. The best limits in the mass range 5 to 50GeV

are provided by the �uorine experiments PICASSO [183] and SIMPLE [184]. The Ice-

Cube [188, 189] experiment, primarily designed for high-energy neutrino detection, now

places the overall strongest limits for spin-dependent interactions (see for more details

in Section 2.5.2).
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Figure 2.9: The latest 90% con�dence level exclusion upper limits on the spin-dependent WIMP-
nucleon cross section by the PICASSO [183], CDMS [185] XENON [186], KIMS [187], SIMPLE [184],
COUPP [182], PICO [164] and IceCube [188–190]. The strongest limits are now provided by IceCube
in several channels like χχ̄ → τ+τ−/ bb̄/W+W−, which produce in subsequent decays highly
energetic neutrinos. The neutrino energies and �uxes depend on the production mechanism.

2.5.2 Indirect Detection

Dark Matter can also reveal its existence indirectly. The total number of Dark Matter

particles did not change signi�cantly a�er freeze-out in the early Universe, but their

spatial distribution changed considerably during structure formation.

Indirect Detection (ID) experiments attempt to identify products of possible Dark Matter

self-annihilation*, in the form of highly energetic Standard Model particles in space

reaching in energy up to the mass of the Dark Matter particle, which is expected in the

few hundred GeV up to TeV range. It is assumed that the Dark Matter particles annihilate

into pairs of Standard Model particles via

χχ̄ → γγ , γZ , γh or

χχ̄ → W+W− , ZZ , bb̄ , tt̄ , µ+µ− , τ+τ− , νν̄ ,
(2.17)

as illustrated in Fig. 2.7, where the decay products may decay further into e+e−, pho-

tons or neutrinos or produce hadrons like protons and neutrons. The di�erent decay

*WIMP decays with very long lifetimes can also provide a indirect Dark Matter signal [191].
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channels have di�erent branching ratios and depend on the Dark Matter particle mass.

Furthermore, the resulting energy spectra of the secondary particles, e.g. of neutrinos,

depend on the production channel, such that neutrinos from decays W → `ν and Z → νν̄

decays give neutrino lines in the reference frame of the decaying boson, while the direct

production χχ̄→ νν̄ would produce a line at Eν = mχ.

For these searches, it is natural to look in regions of high gravitational attraction and thus

high Dark Matter concentration like the center of galaxies, or in stars or in spheroidal

dwarf galaxies*, as the Dark Matter annihilation cross section scales with the square

of the Dark Matter density. Inside these dense Dark Matter regions, the Dark Matter

particles are slowed down and more likely to annihilate with each other possibly into

Standard Model particles (see Eq. (2.17)).

A characteristic ID signal is the excess of secondary Standard Model anti-particles like

e+ or p̄ in the cosmic ray spectrum studied by satellite or balloon experiments or highly

energetic γ-rays or neutrinos measured also by ground based detectors. Charged cosmic

ray particles are de�ected by the interstellar and intergalactic magnetic �elds loosing

information about their origin. In contrast, γ-rays and neutrinos point back to their

production source. Di�erent to neutrinos, γ-rays are also scattered by the interstellar

medium.

ID experiments face large astrophysical backgrounds and large systematic uncertainties

due to the modelling of the Dark Matter distribution. But they can study much higher

energy ranges and, therefore, are complementary to DD experiments. The ID experi-

ments usually provide exclusion limits on 〈σv〉, the Dark Matter annihilation cross section

averaged over the velocity distribution.

γ-Ray Astronomy

A mono-energetic line in the cosmic γ spectrum at an energy around the electroweak

scale or an excess in the γ-ray �ux from dwarf galaxies or galaxy clusters provide

another indication of Dark Matter annihilation in the processes χχ̄→ γγ or γZ†.

The ground based telescopes HESS [193–195], MAGIC [196–199] and VERITAS [200,201] so

far did not observe such signals in the γ-ray spectrum up 30TeV of di�erent astrophys-

ical sources. The HESS experiment, for example, sets an upper limit on the Dark Matter

mass of 300GeV for 〈σv〉 = 1.5 · 10−28 cm3 s−1 [195] from the γ-ray spectrum of the galac-

tic center, while VERITAS excludes 〈σv〉 > 1.32 · 10−25 cm3 s−1 at mχ = 1 TeV [201] from

observations of spheroidal dwarf galaxies. The most stringent bounds for weak-scale

Dark Matter particles come from measurements of so�er γ-rays from spheroidal dwarf

galaxies in the Milky Way by the Fermi satellite detector, excluding Dark Matter particles

*Spheroidal dwarf galaxies are among the oldest structures in the Universe very faint and strongly Dark
Matter dominated [192].

†These processes are only possible via loop diagrams as the Dark Matter particles are electrically neutral.
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masses below 100GeV for 〈σv〉 = 2.2 · 10−26 cm3 s−1 [202,203].

Neutrino Astronomy

Cosmic neutrino detectors like Super-Kamiokande [204], ANTARES [205] or IceCube [206]

are sensitive to WIMP annihilations in the core of the earth or sun, where the WIMPS

have been gravitationally captured and their density is signi�cantly enhanced which

increases the probability for Dark Matter pair annihilation into neutrinos.

The neutrino telescopes look for highly energetic neutrinos which usually interact with

the detector through the processes νq → µq′ or νq → νq, such that the neutrino is

detected through secondary objects like a muon or a hadronic shower. A muon from

the direction of the center of the earth would be an indication for Dark Matter.

The limits obtained by neutrino telescopes are generally weaker than for γ-ray tele-

scopes, but become important at very high Dark Matter masses above 5TeV [190].

Charged Particle Astronomy

The abundance of charged particles like protons, anti-protons, electrons and positrons

in the Universe is studied by satellites in space. In contrast to photons and neutrinos,

charged particles are de�ected during their way through the galactic magnetic �elds. As

the modelling of the magnetic �elds is very di�cult, because it is impossible to infer

the original source of the particle.

Measurements of the cosmic positron and electron �ux by the PAMELA [207] and

Fermi [208] satellites and the AMS-02 experiment [209] on the International Space

Station show an excess of the positron fraction in the energy range of 10 to 250GeV.

The observed spectrum could also be explained by nearby astrophysical objects like

pulsars or secondary sources like highly energetic photons interacting with the inter-

stellar medium [210]. This is indicated by the results of the HAWC telescope [211, 212],

which can be described by pulsars as the dominant contribution of the excess of cosmic

positrons.

A comprehensive review of ID experiments and their results is given in Ref. [191].

2.5.3 Signatures at Colliders

The searches for Dark Matter particles at colliders can be performed either indirectly by

high precision measurements of electroweak observables as new particles can contribute

through loop corrections or directly by producing Dark Matter particles in the collision.

Dark Matter particles must have been in thermal equilibrium in interactions with Stan-

dard Model particles in the early Universe [213], for colliders to produce them. The

production mechanism of Dark Matter particles at colliders, like the LHC, is illustrated

in Fig. 2.1.
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WIMP particles are assumed to be pair produced at colliders. The Dark Matter particles

traverse the detector without interaction. Thus, the particle pairs must be produced

in association with a detectable Standard Model against the Dark Matter particles re-

coil. Dark Matter pair production is characterised by large momentum imbalance in the

transverse plane, i.e. large missing transverse energy Emiss
T . Such a signature is referred

to as mono-X or Emiss
T + X signature and is shown in Fig. 2.10a.

Collider searches can probe di�erent models describing the interaction between Dark

Matter and Standard Model particles with di�erent assumptions on mediators and cou-

pling parameters. They are complementary to direct and indirect detection experi-

ments [214], and will be of special importance in case of a discovery to study the

particle nature of Dark Matter in detail. The LHC Dark Matter working group as well as

the ATLAS-CMS Dark Matter forum [215] formulated various benchmark signal models

to be probed during Run 1 and Run 2 of the LHC, where the Dark Matter-Standard

Model particle interactions are either described by contact interaction operators in an

E�ective Field Theory (EFT) approach [216–218] or by simpli�ed models [219]. In EFTs

it is assumed that new physics e�ects appear only at a high energy scale and are sup-

pressed at the collision energy. The EFT approach is model independent and allows for

a direct comparison between collider and non-collider Dark Matter searches. During

Run 1, mainly the EFT approach has been used. But its validity is not always guaranteed,

in particular when the typical momentum exchange in the process is much higher than

the suppression scale of the EFT [220], which is o�en the case at the LHC.

In simpli�ed models, new heavy mediators responsible for the interaction between Dark

Matter and Standard Model particles with a certain coupling structure are introduced.

They have been mainly used for the interpretation of the Run 2 data of the LHC.

The X in mono-X searches can be any detectable object, i.e. a jet, bottom/top quarks, a

vector boson or the Standard Model Higgs boson (see Fig. 2.10a and Fig. 2.10b, respec-

tively). The Standard Model particle is dominantly produced by initial-state-radiation

(ISR) of gluons or vector bosons, V = γ, W±, Z . The so-called mono-jet signature* has

the highest cross section, but is accompanied by background. In contrast, the Higgs

boson is not produced via ISR as the Yukawa to light quarks are very small (see Fig. 1.2).

Instead, the Higgs boson is always directly involved in the production mechanism of the

Dark Matter particles as indicated in Fig. 2.10b.

The ATLAS and CMS experiments at the LHC have performed searches for Dark Mat-

ter in various pp → χχ̄ + X channels, where the X is either a jet [221–223], a pho-

ton [224,225], a hadronically decaying W± or Z boson [223,226], a leptonically decaying

Z boson [227,228], a heavy �avour quark pair (bb̄ or tt̄) [229–235], a hadronically de-

*The name is misleading, because the probability to produce just one highly energetic jet is rather low and
in reality one looks for several jets.
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caying heavy Z ′ boson [226] or the Higgs boson (see Section 2.6). Besides the mono-X

searches for Dark Matter in events with large Emiss
T , searches for heavy dijet [236–245]

or dilepton [246] resonances give also information about Dark Matter models by looking

for the mediators of the Dark Matter-Standard Model interaction as shown in Fig. 2.10c.

q
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g/γ/V
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χ̄
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q

q̄

Z ′V/A f

f̄
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Figure 2.10: Representative Feynman diagram showing (a) the pair production of Dark Matter
particles in association with a gluon (g), a photon (γ), or a weak vector boson V = W±, Z
from initial-state-radiation of a quark or (b) a Higgs boson (h) as part of the vertex and (c) the
production of fermion pairs via a vector or axial-vector spin-1 mediator.

The Higgs boson plays a special role in Dark Matter searches. It allows to search for

Dark Matter either via invisible Higgs boson decays into Dark Matter, either directly

or indirectly via missing decay width, where the Higgs boson is the only mediator of

interactions between Dark Matter and Standard Model particles (so-called Higgs por-

tals [247–249]), or via the mono-Higgs searches (see Section 2.6).

The search for invisible Higgs boson decays covers light Dark Matter particles with

mχ < mh/2. The invisible Higgs boson branching ratio, B(h→ inv.), can be measured

either directly by searching for invisible Higgs boson decays or by precisely measuring

the visible decay channels of the Higgs boson and comparing with the Standard Model

prediction. Indirect searches for Dark Matter via invisible Higgs boson decays assume

that there are couplings between Dark Matter particles and the Higgs boson which

contribute to the total Higgs boson decay width leading to deviations from the Standard
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Model expectation. The only Standard Model contribution to the invisible branching ratio

originates from h→ ZZ? → 4ν decays [70] with a branching fraction of only 0.1% [71].

Thus, any deviation from the Standard Model expectation indicates additional invisible

decay modes of the Higgs boson.

Direct searches for invisible Higgs boson decays are performed in the V h production

channel [226,250,251] with leptonic or hadronic Z decays or hadronic W decays, the

VBF [252, 253] channel or the ggF [250] channel with additional ISR jets (see Fig. 1.6

with h→ χχ̄).

The WIMPs in Higgs portal models are assumed to be either scalar, fermionic or vec-

tor particles. The sensitivity of Higgs portal model searches at the LHC is compared

to Direct Detection experiments in Fig. 2.11. The WIMP-nucleon cross section upper
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Figure 2.11: 90% upper limits on the spin-independent WIMP-nucleon cross section for ATLAS
indirect searches for invisible Higgs decays with B(h→ inv.) < 0.24 in Run 1 and Run 2 in Higgs
portal models as a function of the WIMP mass for scalar (blue) and fermion (red) WIMPs compared
to Direct Detection results [254].

limits decrease from scalar to fermion WIMP assumptions. The sensitivity vanishes for

mχ > mh/2 [254].

The currently best ATLAS observed (expected) upper limits on B(h → inv.) are 0.23

(0.24) [255] at 95% CL, from a Run 1 and Run 2 combination of the VBF, Z(→ ``)h and

W, Z(→ jj)h production channels for direct search and for indirect search the decay

channels h → γγ, ZZ, W+W−, Zγ, τ+τ−, µ+µ− and bb̄ resulting in upper limits of

0.26 (0.17) at 95% CL [254]. The CMS experiment obtained similar results with upper

limits of 0.24 (0.23) at 95% CL [251] using Run 1 data and of 0.24 (0.18) at 95% CL [256]

using Run 2 data.
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2.6 Mono-Higgs Events as Dark Matter Signature

Searches for Dark Matter particles produced in association with the Standard Model

Higgs boson referred to as mono-Higgs searches, have become particularly interesting

a�er the discovery of the Higgs boson at the LHC in 2012 and provide a new opportunity

to search for Dark Matter. Compared to typical mono-X Dark Matter searches with X

=jets, γ, W, Z from ISR (see Section 2.5.3), the mono-Higgs signature (see Fig. 2.10b)

is complementary due to the non-ISR production of the Higgs boson and its direct

involvement in the Dark Matter production mechanism and coupling structure. The

mono-Higgs search can go beyond the limit of mh/2 of searches for invisible Higgs

boson decays, as Dark Matter is produced via additional mediators. Searches in the

mono-Higgs channel have been performed for Higgs boson decays into bb̄ [257–259],

γγ [260–262], ZZ [263] and τ+τ− [262]. The highest statistics is obtained in the bb̄

�nal state as the branching ratio is highest for the Higgs boson mass of 125GeV. But a

good background suppression is required in this channel.

The search for Dark Matter particles in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) channel with the ATLAS

detector is the topic of this thesis. The signal model in the context of an EFT framework

is introduced in Section 2.6.2 as basis for the Run 1 and early Run 2 analysis. Explicit

models with additional mediators are presented in Section 2.6.3 and Chapter 7, which

are used for the Run 2 analysis.

2.6.1 The Mono-Higgs (bb) Channel

The Dark Matter searches using the mono-Higgs with the bb̄+Emiss
T or γγ +Emiss

T �nal

states are motivated in Refs. [264–266]. The expected production cross sections are

rather small such that the bb̄ channel dominates in spirit of the more di�cult background

rejection. For the mono-Higgs (bb̄) channel e�cient identi�cation of the two b quark jets is

of major importance to distinguish the signal from the overwhelming QCD-background

of the LHC. The invariant mass of the two b-jets (see Section 3.3.5) is required to be

around 125GeV, which helps to reject non-resonant backgrounds containing b quarks,

e.g. from tt̄ production.

In the Higgs boson production via a heavy mediator (see Section 2.6.3), the Higgs

boson can be strongly boosted, such that standard b-jet reconstruction techniques are

not e�cient to separate the two b-jets and more sophisticated methods using the jet

substructure have to be applied. More details on the object reconstruction and the event

selection are given in Section 3.3 and Chapter 4, respectively.
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2.6.2 E�ective Field Theory

In the EFT approach, non-renormalisable e�ective interaction operators are introduced

producing Emiss
T +X �nal states, without specifying the underlying ultraviolet (UV) physics,

e.g. new heavy mediators. Due to the non-renormalisability, the operators are suppressed

by Λ−1, where Λ is the mass scale of the particles that have been integrated out. In

contrast, in the simpli�ed model approach, the UV particles are kept as degrees of

freedom of the theory with explicit assumptions about the structure of the interaction,

coupling parameters and the masses of the mediators (see Section 2.6.3). The EFT

approach is most model-independent with only a small number of free parameters, but

its validity is limited to momentum transfers between the two colliding partons below

Λ.

In all models, χ is assumed to be the only Dark Matter particle and a singlet under the

Standard Model gauge symmetry group. The Dark Matter particle can be either a scalar,

a fermion or a vector boson. EFT models have been for Dark Matter searches in the

mono-Higgs (bb̄) channel with Run 1 [267] and early Run 2 data [257].

The simplest EFT operators, providing a mono-Higgs (bb̄) signature described in Ref. [265]

and illustrated in Fig. 2.12, involve direct couplings between Dark Matter particles and

the Higgs boson through the so-called Higgs portal model [268–274]. For scalar Dark

γ, Z, h
h

q̄, g

q, g

χ̄

χ

b̄

b

Figure 2.12: Feynman diagram for a mono-Higgs (bb̄) signature in EFT. The le� circle represents
the coupling of an electroweak boson (γ, Z, h) to qq̄ or gg, and the right circle the Dark Matter
and Higgs boson coupling to the electroweak bosons.

Matter particles, the simplest and renormalisable operator describing the interaction is

of dimension 4:

λ|h|2χ2 , (2.18)

where χ is a real scalar �eld, h the Standard Model Higgs doublet �eld and λ a di-

mensionless coupling constant. For fermionic (Dirac) Dark Matter particles, two non-
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renormalisable operators of dimension 5 exist:

1
Λ
|h|2χ̄χ and

1
Λ
|h|2χ̄iγ5χ ,

(2.19)

where Λ is the energy suppression scale. The mono-Higgs (bb̄) signature arises from the

operators given in Eq. (2.18) and Eq. (2.19) via gg → h∗ → hχχ̄. These interactions also

lead to invisible Higgs boson decays for mχ < mh/2. In the case of kinematically allowed

invisible Higgs decays, it is required that λ . 0.016 (Λ & 10TeV) for scalar (fermionic)

Dark Matter particles in order to satisfy the bound on the invisible Higgs branching

fraction of 38% from Ref. [275]. Otherwise, e.g. if mχ > mh/2, the Dark Matter-Higgs

couplings (suppression scale) can be much larger (smaller). The �rst operator in Eq. (2.19)

results in too high Dark Matter density incompatible with the relic density discussed

in Section 2.2, in particular for mχ < 2TeV [248,276]. The second operator in Eq. (2.19)

is parity violating, but results in the observed relic Dark Matter abundance. Thus, it is

the only dimension 5 operator considered.

At dimension 6, there are several operators leading to a mono-Higgs (bb̄) signature through

an e�ective h-Z-Dark Matter coupling. In the case of scalar Dark Matter particles, the

operator is given by
1

Λ2χ
†i
↔
∂µχh†iDµh , (2.20)

while for fermionic Dark Matter particles, the two operators

1

Λ2
χ̄γµχh†iDµh and

1

Λ2
χ̄γµγ5χh

†iDµh (2.21)

are possible. The coupling to the Z boson arises from the Standard Model covariant

derivative Dµ (see Eq. (1.12)). The Z-Dark Matter interactions lead to invisible Z boson

decays for mχ < mZ/2. In this case, it is required that Λ & 400GeV (550GeV) for

scalar (fermionic) Dark Matter particles to ful�l constraint from the measured invisible

Z boson decay width. Hence, the operator for scalar Dark Matter particles in Eq. (2.20)

with lower constraint on the suppression scale is considered.

Finally, many dimension 8 operators involving additional Standard Model �elds can be

constructed. One of them, providing the highest kinematic acceptance at high missing

transverse energy [277], is given by

1
Λ4 χ̄γ

µχBµνh
†Dνh , (2.22)
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where Bµν is the U(1)Y gauge �eld strength tensor of the Standard Model. The mono-

Higgs (bb̄) signal is generated via the process qq̄ → Z∗/γ∗ → hχχ̄, which is not constrained

by invisible Higgs boson decay measurements.

Validity of E�ective Field Theory

EFT is a powerful method to describe physical processes at a given energy scale involving

only the degrees of freedom active at this scale, e.g. a single Dark Matter particle without

additional mediators. The e�ective interactions are usually non-normalisable and can

sometimes violate Standard Model gauge symmetries. The suppression scale, Λ, is the

maximum experimental energy scale at which the EFT operator expansion is applicable.

Typically, Λ must be higher then the momentum transfer, Qtr, in the process of interest.

For example, the approach is justi�ed for the low momentum transfers in Direct Detection

experiments. In collider searches especially at the LHC, this is not the case. A general

discussion of the validity of EFTs is given in Refs. [220,278].

In the scenario of a mediator interaction with both Dark Matter and Standard Model

particles, the s-channel Dark Matter production cross section is given by

σ(pp→ χχ̄) '
g2
q g

2
χ

(Q2
tr −m2

med)2 + Γ2
medm

2
med

'
g2
q g

2
χ

m4
med

, (2.23)

where gq and gχ are the �avour universal coupling parameters of the mediator to quarks

and to the Dark Matter particle, respectively, mmed the mediator mass and Γmed its

width, and Qtr � mmed is the momentum transfer between partons in the proton-

proton collision. The width of the mediator is neglected, far away from the resonance

in the EFT approach for a heavy mediator. The lowest-order term in the Q2
tr/m

2
med

expansion of the cross section corresponds to the EFT case and is given by the last

term in Eq. (2.23). The suppression scale is then given by

Λ =
mmed√
gqgχ

. (2.24)

The coupling parameters have to ful�l the additional requirement gq, gχ < 4π in order

to stay in the perturbative regime. With Qtr < mmed this results in

Λ >
Qtr√
gqgχ

>
Qtr

4π
. (2.25)

A common coupling choice is √gqgχ = 1, resulting in an important criterion for the

validity of the EFT: Qtr < Λ [278]. For the s-channel cross section in Eq. (2.23), the

mediator mass must be larger then twice the Dark Matter particle mass, mmed > 2mχ,

which leads to a second validity requirement, Λ > 2mχ, from Eq. (2.24) with √gqgχ = 1.
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Mono-Higgs (bb̄) Results in the Framework of E�ective Field Theories

With Run 1 and early Run 2 data, a search for Dark Matter in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) channel

has been performed interpreted in EFT. The results of the early Run 2 analysis based

on a dataset of 3.2 fb−1 are outlined below following Ref. [257]. Cross section limits at
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Figure 2.13: Upper (lower) limits at 95% CL of the ATLAS experiment on the coupling parameter
λ (the suppression scale Λ) as a function of the Dark Matter particle mass for EFT e�ective
interaction operators (a) λ|h|2χ2 (scalar, dimension 4), (b) 1

Λ2χ
†i
↔
∂µχh†iDµh (scalar, dimension 5),

(c) 1
Λ |h|2χ̄iγ5χ (fermionic, dimension 6) and (d) 1

Λ4 χ̄γ
µχBµνh

†Dνh (fermionic, dimension 8). The
regions below the solid black lines are excluded. In addition, constraints due to perturbativity
requirement (blue dotted line) and regions excluded due to upper limits on the invisible branching
ratio of the h or Z boson (red line) are shown [257].
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2.6 - Mono-Higgs Events as Dark Matter Signature

95% CL have been derived on the coupling parameter λ or the suppression scale Λ

depending on mχ for the EFT operators given in Eq. (2.18) to (2.22) as shown in Fig. 2.13.

For the two EFT models with scalar Dark Matter particles, there is only sensitivity in

regions where the kinematic constraints are not valid (see Fig. 2.13a and Fig. 2.13b).

Only Dark Matter particle masses below 90GeV are excluded for λ > 4 in the case of

the dimension 4 operator. For the two operators with fermionic Dark Matter particles

in Eq. (2.19) and Eq. (2.22) values of Λ up to 60GeV and 300GeV, respectively, are

excluded as shown in Fig. 2.13c and Fig. 2.13d.

Further results of non-mono-Higgs Dark Matter searches interpreted in the context of

EFT models based on the Run 1 dataset are summarised in Ref. [279].

2.6.3 Simpli�ed Models

Simpli�ed models are complementary to the EFT approach and have been primarily

used for Dark Matter searches with Run 2 data. A simpli�ed model is constructed by

introducing a new heavy mediator, which is responsible for the interaction between

Dark Matter and Standard Model particles. In the EFT formulation, the �eld has been

integrated out. Hence, simpli�ed models are more model dependent and include more

free parameters, but they are more self-consistent and are renormalisable over a larger

energy range. Compared to full theories like Supersymmetric extension of the Standard

Model with O(100) free parameters, they are described by only few free parameters,

namely the masses of the new mediator and of the Dark Matter particle as well as the

two coupling parameters between the mediator and Standard Model as well as Dark

Matter particles. These models assume a single massive Dark Matter particle, a Dirac

fermion, stable and interaction only weakly via the mediator with the detector material.

In the context of mono-Higgs searches, o�en more then one heavy mediator (vector or

scalar) is introduced, with subsequent decays to Dark Matter and the Higgs boson.

2.6.3.1 Z′-2HDM Model

For the interaction between WIMPs and Standard Model particles new physics is needed

with new heavy mediators potentially inspired by new symmetries. A straight-forward

approach is to introduce new gauge bosons. The simplest extension of the Standard

Model gauge structure is an additional U(1)Z′ gauge group associated with an electrically

neutral massive spin-1 gauge boson Z ′ a heavier copy of the weak Z boson [280–284].

An additional U(1)Z′ symmetry is motivated by extensions of the Standard Model, includ-

ing Grand Uni�ed Theories, models with large extra dimensions, superstring theories

and little Higgs models. In the simplest case, generation-independent fermion charges

under U(1)Z′ are assumed and that only right-handed quarks couple to Z ′ allowing
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for production at the LHC while avoiding strong constraints from dilepton resonance

searches.

The Lagrangian of Eq. (1.10) is modi�ed by adding the terms for the Z ′µ gauge �eld, and

a mixing term between the two neutral gauge �elds Bµ and Z ′µ associated to U(1)Y and

U(1)Z′ , respectively:

L′ = − 1
4
W i
µνW

i,µν − 1
4
BµνB

µν − 1
4
Z ′µνZ

′µν − sin ξ

2
Z ′µνB

µν , (2.26)

where ξ is a mixing angle. These models are usually accompanied by an extended scalar

sector to provide a spontaneous symmetry breaking mechanism for the generation of

the Z ′ mass. The spontaneous symmetry breaking of the U(1)Z′ symmetry is introduced

by an additional singlet scalar φ, with self-coupling zφ and VEV vφ at a scale above the

electroweak symmetry-breaking [285].

Standard Model particle decays into Dark Matter particles due to Z − Z ′ mixing are

experimentally strongly constrained and a Higgs boson of the extended sector can serve

as a mediator for Dark Matter particle interaction. The simplest extension of the Standard

Model Higgs sector are two-Higgs-doublet models (2HDM) with two complex scalar weak

SU(2) Higgs doublets Φu and Φd, and �ve physical Higgs boson �elds. Here, a type-II

2HDM is considered where Φu couples only to up-type quarks and Φd only to down-

type quarks and to leptons*. The Yukawa couplings of the fermions of a generation to

the two Higgs doublets are given by

−LY ukawa = huq̄LΦddR + hdq̄LΦ̃uuR + he ¯̀
LΦdeR + h.c. . (2.27)

A�er electroweak symmetry breaking, the Higgs �elds, Φu and Φd, acquire expectation

values vu and vd, respectively. In the unitary gauge, the doublets can be parametrised

as

Φd =
1√
2

(
− sinβ H+

vd − sinα h+ cosα H − i sinβ A

)
and

Φu =
1√
2

(
cosβ H+

vu + cosα h+ sinα H + i cosβ A

)
,

(2.28)

where h and H are neutral CP-even scalars, A is a neutral CP-odd scalar with a large

branching ratio to Dark Matter, and H± two charged scalars. Free parameters of the

model are the ratio of the two vacuum expectation values, tanβ = vu
vd

†, and the mixing

angle α which diagonalises the h−H mass matrix.

*In contrast, in a type-I 2HDM all charged fermions couple to just one Higgs doublet [286].
†The vacuum expectation values in the 2HDM are related to the Standard Model one in Eq. (1.23) via
v =

√
v2
u + v2

d = 246GeV.
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Note, that the Standard Model Higgs boson �eld is a mixture of the two neutral CP-even

scalars and given by

hSM = h sin(α− β)︸ ︷︷ ︸
α=β−π2======= 1

−H cos(α− β)︸ ︷︷ ︸
α=β−π2=======0

, (2.29)

and in the so-called alignment limit* α = β − π
2 [287, 288] the Standard Model Higgs

boson, hSM, is denoted as h unless stated otherwise.

The CP-even and charged Higgs bosons are assumed to have masses near or above

300GeV in accordance with constraints from measurements of the inclusive radiative B-

meson decay branching ratio B(b→ sγ) [286,289]. Additionally, it is required that tanβ ≥
0.3 to ful�l the perturbativity requirement on the Higgs-top Yukawa coupling [290]. The

mass of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson, A, is not �xed. A has a large branching ratio

B(A→ χχ̄) to Dark Matter particles close to 100% and serves as a mediator.

The weak Z boson and the newly introduced Z ′ boson can mix with each other

resulting in a modi�cation of the prediction of the precisely measured Z mass and of

the ρ parameter†. Deviations from the Standard Model value of ρ =
m2
W

m2
Z cos2 θW

= 1 [291]

in the 2HDM are given by

ρ = 1 + ε2
(
m2
Z′ −m2

Z

m2
Z

)
, (2.30)

which is accurate up to O(ε2), and ε is a small mixing parameter given by

ε =
1

m2
Z′ −m2

Z

g′gZ′

2 cos θW
(zdv

2
d + zuv

2
u)

=
(m0

Z)2

m2
Z′ −m2

Z

2gZ′ cos θW
g′

zu sin2 β (2.31)

with the Z ′ gauge coupling constant gZ′ , and the U(1)Z′ charges to right-handed up-

and down-type fermions zu and zd, respectively.

The tree-level mass eigenvalues of the Z and Z ′ bosons are given by

m2
Z ≈ (m0

Z)2 − ε2
[
(m0

Z′)
2 − (m0

Z)2
]

and

m2
Z′ ≈ (m0

Z′)
2 + ε2

[
(m0

Z′)
2 − (m0

Z)2
]

, (2.32)

*As a result of the alignment limit, the scalar H boson does not interact with W and Z bosons at tree level.
†The ρ parameter is measured in the global �t of electroweak precision data from LEP, SLC and hadron
colliders to be ρ = 1.00037± 0.00023 [36]. The custodial symmetry in the Standard Model assures that
radiative corrections to ρ are small and its value is close to one with only small deviations [291].
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where (m0
Z)2 = g′2(v2

d + v2
u)/(4 cos2 θw) and (m0

Z′)
2 = g2

Z′(z
2
dv

2
d + z2

uv
2
u + z2

φv
2
φ) are the

mass-squared values in the absence of mixing.

Upper limits on ρ of 1.0009 [266], from �ts of electroweak precision data, can be used

to constrain the coupling parameter gZ′ as follows:

ρ = 1 +

(
(m0

Z)2

m2
Z′ −m2

Z

2gZ′ cos θW
g′

zu sin2 β

)2(
m2
Z′ −m2

Z

m2
Z

)
≤ 1.0009 . (2.33)

When assuming that only small mixing are allowed, e.g. ε is small such that (m0
Z)2 ≈ m2

Z

and with zu = 1
2 , the inequality of Eq. (2.33) gets modi�ed to:

(
m2
Z

m2
Z′ −m2

Z

gZ′ cos θW
g′

sin2 β

)2(
m2
Z′ −m2

Z

m2
Z

)
≤ 0.0009

=⇒ m2
Z

m2
Z′ −m2

Z

(
gZ′ cos θW

g′
sin2 β

)2

≤ 0.0009 .

(2.34)

Solving Eq. (2.34) for gZ′ results in

gZ′ ≤ 0.03 · g′

cos θW sin2 β
·
√
m2
Z′ −m2

Z

m2
Z

, (2.35)

depending on the parameters β and mZ′ .

As the Z ′ gauge boson couples primarily to quarks, e.g. the dominant production mecha-

nism is via qq̄ → Z ′, it can also decay to a pair of quarks. Thus, constraints on gZ′ exist

from searches for dijet resonances at collider experiments. Upper limits from Tevatron

and LHC on the coupling parameter gZ′ are shown in Fig. 2.14. For Z ′ masses below

1.3TeV and large tanβ, the ρ constraint on gZ′ is stronger then the dijet limits, while

for tanβ ≤ 0.6, the dijet limits dominate even at low mZ′ .

The simpli�ed Z ′-2HDM model (see Fig. 2.15) is described by �ve free parameters: tanβ,

the Z ′ coupling strength gZ′ , mZ′ , mA, and the Dark Matter particle mass mχ. From

the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search in Ref. [267], variations of tanβ have no e�ect on the event

kinematics as long as mA > 2mχ, such that A production is on-shell. Minor kinematic

changes are caused by variations of mχ. The production cross section is independent

of mχ as the Dark Matter particles are produced by on-shell decay of the A boson.

Hence, the mass of the Dark Matter particle is �xed in the model to 100GeV (at the

electroweak scale as expected for a WIMP) as recommended by the ATLAS/CMS Dark

Matter Forum [215].

The production cross section scales with cosβ2. Similarly, variations of gZ′ have no

in�uence on the kinematics while the production cross section scales with (gZ′)
2. The
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Figure 2.14: The 95% CL upper bounds on the Z ′ coupling, gZ′ , as a function of mZ′ from ρ
parameter constraints on the Z − Z ′ mixing strength for tanβ = 0.3, 1 and 10 (dashed lines),
together with upper limits from dijet resonance searches at the Tevatron (red curve) and the
LHC (green and blue curves) [266].

Z ′

A

h

q̄

q

χ̄

χ

b̄

b

Figure 2.15: Feynman diagram for the production of Dark Matter particles, χ, in association
with the Higgs boson in a simpli�ed Z ′-2HDM model, where the Z ′ boson decays into a Higgs
boson, h, and a pseudoscalar, A, with subsequent decays of h into a pair of b quarks and of A
into a χ pair.

cross section scaling formula is given by

σScaled
Run 2 param.(qq̄ → Z ′ → hA) = σRun 2 param. ·

(
gZ′,Run 1 cos(αRun 1) cos(βRun 1)

gZ′,Run 2 cos(αRun 2) cos(βRun 2)

)2

, (2.36)

with α = β − π/2 in the assumed alignment limit. The values of the parameters gZ′

and tanβ used in the Run 1 and Run 2 analyses are summarised in Table 2.2. They

can be translated into each other by using Eq. 2.36, assuming that gZ′ and tanβ only

a�ect the total rate of the process. Thus, the predicted cross sections for the Run 2
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Table 2.2: The coupling parameters gZ′ and tanβ of the simpli�ed Z ′-2HDM model used for
the Run 1 and 2 analysis, respectively.

gZ′ tanβ

Run 1 0.8 1.0
Run 2 0.1 3.0

parameters (gZ′ , tanβ) = (0.1, 3.0) had been multiplied by 178 to match the ones for

Run 1 parameters. More details on the Z ′-2HDM signal model can be found in Ref. [266].

The Z ′-2HDM signal model is used as a benchmark model for the optimisation of the

mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis in Chapter 4.
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The ATLAS Experiment

at the Large Hadron Collider

The LHC at CERN* near Geneva in Switzerland [292–295] started operation in the year

2008. The LHC is a proton and heavy ion storage ring of 26.7 km circumference located

up to 170m below ground in the tunnel of its predecessor accelerator the Large Electron-

Positron Collider (LEP) [296]. It is used to accelerate protons or and lead ions and to

collide them at unprecedentedly high energies.

The proton-proton collisions are measured by several experiments, namely ATLAS† [297],

CMS‡ [298], ALICE§ [299] and LHCb¶ [300]. The multi-purpose detectors ATLAS and

CMS have been designed for the search for the Higgs boson and new physics beyond the

Standard Model at the highest luminosities. ALICE studies mainly heavy ion collisions

and LHCb is specialized B-meson physics.

The maximum design energy of the LHC is 7TeV per beam, corresponding to a center-

of-mass energy (
√
s) of 14 TeV, with a design luminosity of L = 1034 cm−2 s−1. The two

proton beams circulate in opposite directions in two vacuum beam pipes and kept in

orbit by superconducting magnets. An overview of the CERN accelerator complex and

of the LHC operating parameters between 2015 and 2017, when the data for this thesis

were taken, is given in Section 3.1. The ATLAS detector is described in Section 3.2 and

the particle reconstruction methods in Section 3.3.

3.1 The Large Hadron Collider

The LHC [295] provides the highest collision energies reached with unprecedentedly

high collision rates at a hadron collider. Both is required to achieve the goal to discover

physics beyond the Standard Model, such as the production of Dark Matter particles.

*Conseil Européen pour la Recherche Nucléaire.
†A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS.
‡Compact Muon Solenoid.
§A Large Ion Collider Experiment.
¶Large Hadron Collider beauty.
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Before the proton beams are injected into the LHC, they are accelerated in steps up to

the injection energy of 450GeV. A schematic overview of the LHC accelerator complex is

shown in Fig. 3.1. Protons are produced by ionising hydrogen atoms, then accelerated to

50MeV in the linear accelerator (LINAC) 2. The proton beam is then transfered to the Pro-

ton Synchrotron Booster (PSB), which consists of four superimposed synchrotron rings,

and accelerated to 1.4 GeV. The next step in acceleration is the Proton Synchrotron (PS),

which accelerates the proton beam to 25GeV. The PS also creates the required bunch

structure of the proton beam for the LHC, with very bright bunches (high intensity

and low emittance). The last step before injection into the LHC, is the acceleration to

CMS

ATLAS

LHCbALICE LHC

PS

SPS

PSB

LINAC 2

Figure 3.1: Illustration of the CERN accelerator system. The acceleration chain starts with LINAC 2
and followed by the acceleration in the Proton Synchrotron Booster (PSB). The protons are then
accelerated further by the Proton Synchrotron (PS) and the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) before
they are injected into the LHC [301], where they reach their �nal collision energy. The proton
beams cross at four main interaction points, where four large detectors are housed, namely ATLAS,
ALICE, CMS and LHCb. For completeness, three smaller experiments, TOTEM [302], LHCf [303]
and MoEDAL [304], are located around the LHC, which are not shown here.

450GeV in the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS), in the second largest machine in the

CERN accelerator complex with a circumference of nearly 7 km. The injection points of

the two beams into the LHC are close to ALICE and LHCb, respectively.

In the LHC, the two beams are accelerated in opposite directions to their �nal energy

of up to 6.5TeV in Run 2 and brought to collision at four interaction points, where the

main detectors are located.

The proton beams are accelerated in two separate vacuum beam pipes by eight super-

conducting radio-frequency cavities. Each of the 16 cavities provides an electric �eld

gradient of 5.5 MV
m .
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Superconducting dipole magnets in so-called twin-bore design keep the beams on cir-

cular orbits. In this compact design, the two circular beam pipes are integrated into

the superconducting magnets and their cryostats. The dipole magnets, using of NbTi

cables cooled down to 1.9 K with super�uid helium, provide a maximum magnetic �eld

of 8.33T. A total of 1232 dipole magnets are installed in the LHC tunnel.

Quadrupole magnets are used to focus the beams and squeeze them near the interaction

point to reach high luminosities. Additional kicker magnets are used for beam corrections

extraction.

3.1.1 Luminosity

The number of events, Nevents, generated by a particular process of the LHC depends

on the cross section, σ(
√
s), of the process and the integrated luminosity, L:

Nevents = σ(
√
s) · L . (3.1)

The cross sections of important Standard Model processes are given in Fig. 1.5 as a

function of the center-of-mass energy. The integrated luminosity, L, is related to the

instantaneous luminosity, L, by L =
∫

dtL.

The instantaneous design luminosity of the LHC with a Gaussian beam particle pro�le

is given by

L =
nbN

2
b frevγrF (θ)

4πεnβ∗
, (3.2)

where nb = 2808 is the number of bunches per beam, Nb = 1.15 · 1011 the numbers of

protons per bunch for 25 ns* bunch spacing. In Eq. (3.2), frev is the revolution frequency

of the protons, γr the relativistic gamma-factor, F a geometric luminosity reduction

factor taking into account that the beams cross under an angle θ, εn the normalised

beam emittance, and β∗ the transverse beam amplitude at the interaction point [305].

The design peak luminosity of the LHC is 1034 cm−2 s−1. Due to the large number of

protons inside the bunch, the large number of bunches colliding every 25 ns and the

large inelastic pp cross section at the LHC collision energy, several inelastic pp interactions

can take place in a bunch crossing. As a result, every triggered event in the detector

contains also the products of additional so� interactions, referred to as pile-up [306],

which leads to additional energy contributions to jets or misidenti�ed leptons. There are

two contributions to the pile-up. Additional pp interactions in the same bunch crossing

are called in-time pile-up. Additional interactions which occur in a previous or successive

bunch collision are called out-of-time pile-up. In-time pile-up has by far the largest

*During Run 2 of the LHC, between the years 2015 and 2018, a bunch spacing of 25 ns is used, while in
Run 1 (2011 and 2012), a larger bunch spacing of 50 ns has been used.
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impact on the physics analyses. During the LHC Run 2 between 2015 and 2017, the

maximum mean was around 32 (see Fig. 3.2a).
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Figure 3.2: The luminosity weighted distributions of (a) the mean number of interactions per
bunch crossing between 2015 and 2017 and (b) the integrated luminosity delivered by the LHC
per year from 2011 to 2017 [307].

In addition, so-called non-collision background can contribute to the main collision event,

for example from beam-gas interactions in the beam pipe and beam interactions with the

vacuum pipe, collimators and shielding as well as from neutrons and photons permeating

the detector cavern.

3.2 The ATLAS Detector

The ATLAS detector is a multi-purpose detector designed to fully exploit a wide range

of physics topics at the LHC. The ATLAS physics program comprises precision measure-

ments of Standard Model processes at the highest energies and the study of new physics

phenomena like the search for the Higgs boson, for super-symmetric particles and for

Dark Matter particles as well as for new heavy gauge bosons up to the TeV scale. Such

massive mediators might be responsible for the interaction between Standard Model

and Dark Matter particles.

The high center-of-mass energy and high instantaneous luminosity of the pp collisions

at the LHC allow for the study of rare processes, while detector has to cope with very

high event rates and particle rates. Therefore, fast detector readout, high granularity

and radiation-hard detector technologies and electronics are required. An overview of

the ATLAS detector is given in the following [297,308].

The ATLAS detector is 44m long and 25m high and weights approximately 7 t. It has

the typical layout of a collider experiment with cylindrical shape and forward-backward
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symmetry covering almost the full solid angle. The detector is structured onion-like with

cylindrical barrel layers concentric with beam pipe and disk-shaped endcap detector. A

Figure 3.3: Cut-away view of the ATLAS detector with its sub-systems: The Inner Detector
consisting of the Pixel Detector, the Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT) and the Transition Radiation
Tracker (TRT), followed by the calorimeter system with the Liquid Argon (LAr) electromagnetic
calorimeters, the hadronic LAr endcap and barrel tile calorimeters, and at the outermost radius,
the Muon Spectrometer with its large superconducting toroid magnets [297].

schematic overview of the ATLAS detector is shown in Fig. 3.3.

The ATLAS detector is composed of three main components, the inner tracking sys-

tem [309], the calorimeters [310,311] and the muon spectrometer [312]. The Inner Detector

provides track, charge and the momentum measurement of charged particles in a 2T

solenoidal magnetic �eld of a cylindrical superconducting coil. The calorimeter system

surrounds the Inner Detector and allows for the identi�cation of photons, electrons and

hadrons and the measurement of their energies. It also measures the missing energy

due to neutrinos or other weakly interacting stable particles like Dark Matter not visible

in the detector. The Muon Spectrometer is in the outermost part of the detector and

it identi�es muons and measures their momenta in the �eld of superconducting toroid

magnets.

The energy and momentum resolutions and coverages of the sub-detector systems are

given in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1: The energy and transverse momentum resolution and the η coverage of the ATLAS
sub-detector systems. [297,312]. Energies and transverse momenta are given in GeV.

Sub-system
Energy and transverse

η coverage
momentum resolution

Inner Detector σ/pT = 0.05%pT
⊕

1% |η| < 2.5

Electromagnetic Calorimeter
σ/E = 10%/

√
E
⊕

0.7% |η| < 3.2
barrel and endcap

Hadronic Calorimeter
barrel / endcap σ/E = 50%/

√
E
⊕

3% |η| < 3.2
forward σ/E = 100%/

√
E
⊕

10% 3.1 < |η| < 4.9

Muon Spectrometer
σ/pT = 4% for pT = 0.1 GeV |η| < 2.7
σ/pT = 15% for pT = 1 TeV

3.2.1 The ATLAS Coordinate System

The ATLAS detector uses a right-handed coordinate system, with origin at the interaction

point. The z-axis points along the beam axis, while the y-axis points upwards and the

x-axis towards the center of the LHC ring. The azimuthal angle φ is measured around

the beam axis from the positive x-axis. The polar angle θ is measured from the z-axis

and is related to the pseudorapidity*

η =
1
2

ln

(
tan

θ

2

)
, (3.3)

which is invariant under Lorentz-boosts along the z-axis. The relation between θ and

η is illustrated in Fig. 3.4.

The angular separation between two particles, i and j, is measured by the distance

parameter

∆R := ∆Rij =
√

(ηi − ηj)2 + (φi − φj)2 =
√

∆η2 + ∆φ2 . (3.4)

The center-of-mass energy of two colliding partons, the constituents of the colliding

protons, is not known. Their initial transverse momenta with respect to the beam

direction is negligible. Thus, the sum of the transverse momenta (pT = p · sin θ) of the

�nal state particles must be zero too, an important constraint for the event selection.

Particles not detected, like neutrinos or Dark Matter, contribute to the missing transverse

momentum Emiss
T which, from the momentum conservation, is the absolute value of the

*The rapidity y = 1
2 · ln

E+pz
E−pz is equal to the pseudorapidity in the limit of large E/m, where E and m is

the energy and mass, respectively, and pz the momentum in z-direction of the particle.
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Figure 3.4: The pseudorapidity η as a function of the polar angle θ (a) with examples (b) in the
y − z−plane.

vector sum of the transverse momenta of all detected particles (see Section 3.3.7).

Other important variables describing charged particle tracks are the transverse and

longitudinal impact parameters d0 and z0, respectively, de�ning the point of closest

approach of the track to the interaction point (see Ref. [313]). Uncertainties on d0 and

z0 are given by σ(d0) and σ(z0), respectively.

3.2.2 The Inner Detector

The innermost part of the ATLAS detector is the Inner Detector (ID) [314], comprising

three independent sub-detector systems [297] (see Fig. 3.5). It combines high spatial

resolution silicon detector layers at smaller radii and with continuous tracking with

lower granularity at larger radii. The ID is surrounded by a superconducting solenoid

magnet providing a homogeneous �eld in z direction with a strength of 2T [316].

Tracks of charged particles originating from the interaction point are precisely measured.

The track curvature in the transverse plane allows for precise measurement of the

particle momentum and charge. Additionally, the primary interaction vertex and possibly

secondary decay vertices for the suppression of pile-up interactions and the identi�cation

of B-hadron decays, respectively, are reconstructed. This is particularly important at the

LHC design luminosity, around 1000 tracks and between 20 to 70 pile-up vertices are

produced per proton bunch crossing [297]. Therefore, highly granular tracking detectors

are needed to provide su�cient spatial resolution to reconstruct all particle tracks and

vertices within these very dense environments while keeping the amount of detector

material at a minimum.

The inner tracker covers |η| < 2.5 with a track pT threshold of 500MeV. Electron
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3.5: A schematic view of the ATLAS Inner Detector with the barrel and endcap layers
of (a) the Pixel Detector, the Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT) and the Transition Radiation Tracker
(TRT) and (b) the new innermost insertable B-layer (IBL) [315].

identi�cation is provided within |η| < 2.0 by the outermost tracking detector, the

Transition Radiation Tracker, over a large energy range from of 0.5 to 150GeV.
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Pixel Detector

Originally, the Pixel Detector [317] consisted of three barrel layers of high-granular pixel

sensors at radii of 4 to 14 cm and of four disks in each endcap at distances of 11 to 20 cm

from the interaction point completing the angular coverage. In order to have improved

track and vertex reconstruction performance and the identi�cation of short lived particles

such as B-hadrons and τ-leptons at high instantaneous luminosities during Run 2 and

to mitigate the impact of radiation damage to the innermost layer, a fourth layer, the

so-called insertable B-layer (IBL) [315, 318], has been added during the LHC shutdown

between Run 1 and Run 2 closest to the beam at a radius of 3.57 cm together with a

new Beryllium beam pipe (see Fig. 3.5b).

Semi-Conductor Tracker

The Pixel Detector is followed by the Semi-Conductor Tracker (SCT), located at radii

between 30 to 51 cm around the beam axis. It provides high-precision track points in

four cylindrical layers of silicon strip sensors in the barrel region and nine disks in each

of the two endcaps [314]. The strip sensors are mounted back-to-back with a 40mrad

stereo angle to measure (y, z) coordinates in each layer. The endcap layers are arranged

such that a charged particles always passed at least four sensor layers.

The spatial resolution of each layer is 16 µm in the azimuthal and 580 µm in the lon-

gitudinal direction and similar in the endcaps in the azimuthal and radial directions,

respectively. The SCT barrel covers the range |η| ≤ 1.5 and the endcaps extend the

acceptance to |η| = 2.5.

Transition Radiation Tracker (TRT)

The TRT is in the outermost part of the ID. It is composed of 4mm diameter Kapton

straw dri� tubes with a length of 150 cm, which can operate up to the very high rates.

They contain 30 µm diameter tungsten-rhenium anode wires in their center and are

�lled with a gas mixture of 70% Xe, 27% CO2 and 3% O2. The xenon gas is sensitive

to detect transition-radiation photons created in radiator material between the straws,

allowing for the discrimination electron tracks. The barrel contains about 50000 straw

tubes, each split at η = 0 in order to reduce the occupancy. The endcaps contain

320000 radial straws. The TRT covers the pseudorapidity range of |η| ≤ 2.0. The

spatial resolution of the straw tube is 50 µm [314]. The coordinate along the TRT wire

direction is not measured.

3.2.3 The Calorimeter System

The ATLAS calorimeter system [319,320] surrounds the ID and consists of the electro-

magnetic and hadron calorimeters both based on sampling principle. The calorimeter
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system (see Fig. 3.6) measures the energies of particles and jets by absorbing them

(except for neutrinos and muons) in the range of |η| < 4.9. In addition, the calorimeters

provide trigger information (see Section 3.2.6). For this purpose, the minimum number

of radiation lengths, X0, of the electromagnetic calorimeter is 22 in the barrel region and

> 24 [297] in the endcaps. The complete calorimeter has a thickness of approximately

10 hadronic interaction lengths.

Figure 3.6: Cut-away view of the ATLAS calorimeter system [297]. The inner part is the
electromagnetic calorimeter (yellow) surrounded by the hadronic calorimeter (grey).

Electromagnetic Calorimeter

The Electromagnetic Calorimeter (ECAL) is a highly granular sampling calorimeter con-

sisting of lead absorber plates and liquid Argon as active material. Lead has a rather

short radiation length of X0 = 0.56 cm [36], such that electromagnetic shower contain-

ment is achieved within the available space. The absorbers plates are accordion shaped

providing full φ coverage without cracks. The barrel calorimeter (|η| < 1.5), consists of

two identical halfs, separated by a small gap at η = 0, and two endcaps at 1.4 < |η| < 3.2.

In the central region of |η| < 1.8, the ECAL is supplemented by a presampling detector,

an instrumented LAr layer, which is used to correct for the energy loss of electrons and

photons before they reach the calorimeter.

The transition region 1.375 < |η| < 1.52 between barrel and endcaps region contains a

signi�cant amount pf support material for the ID. These services amount to several radi-

ation lengths of inactive material where the energy of the particles cannot be measured.
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This region is usually not considered for analyses requiring high precision electron or

photon energy measurement.

Hadronic Calorimeter

The Hadronic Calorimeter (HCAL) system comprises three di�erent technologies. In the

barrel part the Tile Calorimeter surrounding the ECAL and its extension to larger η, the

Hadronic End-cap Calorimeter (HEC) and the Forward Calorimeter (FCal).

The Tile Calorimeter is separated into the central region |η| < 1.0 and the extended-

barrel covering 0.9 < |η| < 1.7. It is a sampling calorimeter with iron absorber plates and

scintillating tiles as the active medium. The scintillating plastic tiles are oriented radially.

The scintillation photons are collected with wavelength-shi�ing �bres and measured

using photo multipliers.

The HEC calorimeter uses LAr as active material and copper absorber plates covering

the range 1.5 < |η| < 3.2. The very forward region 3.1 < |η| < 4.9, is covered by the FCal

with a depth of approximately 10 interaction lengths. Each FCal module consists of three

sub-modules in beam direction. In the �rst layer from the IP, the absorber material is

copper providing precise electromagnetic shower energy measurement, while tungsten

is used for the next two layers to absorb hadronic showers.

3.2.4 The Muon Spectrometer

Muons are the only charged particles, which can traverse the whole detector without

being absorbed. The Muon Spectrometer (MS) [321] is the largest detector system of

ATLAS, with a length of 44m and 25m in diameter, and forms the outermost part of the

ATLAS detector. The MS is used for muon identi�cation and precise muon momentum

measurement for transverse momenta between 3GeV up to a few TeV in the magnetic

�eld of superconducting air-core toroid magnets (see Section 3.2.5). For |η| < 1.4, the

magnetic �eld is provided by eight barrel toroid coils, and for 1.6 < |η| < 2.7* with eight

toroid coils each in a single cryostat in each endcap.

In addition to high precision tracking chambers, the MS is instrumented with fast muon

trigger chambers (see Section 3.2.6). The MS consists of three cylindrical layers of muon

chambers around the beam pipe in the barrel and of three wheels in each endcap.

An overview of the MS is given in Fig. 3.7.

Precision Chambers

Monitored dri� tube (MDT) chambers measure muon track coordinates in the bending

direction perpendicular to the toroidal magnetic �eld over the range |η| < 2.7. The MDT

*The region 1.4 < |η| < 1.6 is referred to as the transition region of the Muon Spectrometer, where the two
�elds of the barrel and endcap toroids overlap and provide a relatively inhomogeneous magnetic �eld.
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Figure 3.7: Cut-away view of the ATLAS muon system [322].

chambers consist of two multi-layers of dri� tubes separated by a spacer frame. The dri�

tube is an aluminium tube �lled with a Ar:CO2 (93:7) gas mixture at 3 bar pressure, and

a tungsten-rhenium anode wire. In the inner layer of the MS, each multi-layer consists

of four tube layers, while in the middle and outer layers the multi-layers contain three

tube layers.

For the innermost layer in the endcaps, in the region 2.0 < |η| < 2.7, cathode-strip

chambers (CSCs) are used for precision tracking, which tolerate the higher background

rates in this region. CSCs are multi-wire proportional chambers with segmented cathode

strip readout.

Relative alignment of the chambers traversed by a muon with an accuracy of around

50 µm is essential for the measurement of the curvature of the muon trajectory and,

therefore, for the momentum of the muon. This is achieved by an optical alignment

monitoring system. The momentum measurement in the MS is based on track segments

reconstructed in at least two of the three muon precision chamber layers.

Trigger Chambers

Fast muon detectors with a time resolution of a few nanoseconds are used to form the

Level-1 muon trigger (see Section 3.2.6) in the range |η| < 2.4. Resistive Plate Chambers
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(RPC) are used in the barrel (|η| < 1.05) and Thin Gap Chambers (TGC) in the endcaps

(1.05 < |η| < 2.4). RPC’s and TGC’s also measure the azimuthal coordinates of the muon

tracks. The RPCs are parallel electrode-plate gas detectors without wires. TGCs are

multi-wire proportional chambers �lled with a gas mixture of n-pentane and CO2.

3.2.5 The Magnet System

The magnetic �eld of the ATLAS superconducting magnet system [297] de�ect charged

particles in order to measure their momenta. The magnet system (see Fig. 3.8) consists

of the central solenoid (CS) for the ID and a system of toroid magnets for the MS.

Figure 3.8: Schematic view of the ATLAS magnet system [323].

The CS [323], with a length of 5.3m and 2.3m in diameter, is located between the ID and

the electromagnetic calorimeter and produces an solenoidal magnetic �eld of 2T. The

solenoid magnet uses an indirectly cooled aluminum-stabilized NbTi superconducting

coil in order to minimise the material thickness in front of the ECAL.

For the barrel and endcap toroid aluminium-stabilised NbTi superconducting coils are

used, which are cooled down to 4.5 K using liquid helium. The toroid magnet coils are

arranged in eight-fold symmetry around the z-axis. In the barrel, each coil has its own

cryostat. In each of the endcaps the eight coils are housed in a single cryostat. The peak

toroid �elds in barrel and endcaps are 3.9T and 4.1 T, respectively. The bending power

is 2 to 6Tm in the barrel and 4 to 8Tm in the endcaps depending on η.

3.2.6 The Trigger and Data Acquisition System

The LHC bunch crossing rate in 2015, 2016 and 2017 was 25 ns, corresponding to a

collision frequency of 40MHz.The high collision and data rate make it impossible to

register every event. A highly selective trigger system is required rejecting e�ciently
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the overwhelming QCD background.

The schematics of the trigger and data acquisition (TDAQ) system [324] is shown

in Fig. 3.9. It consists of a hardware-based Level-1 (L1) trigger and so�ware-based
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Figure 3.9: The ATLAS Trigger and Data Acquisition (TDAQ) system for Run 2 consists of
a hardware-based �rst-level trigger (Level-1 Calo and Level-1 Muon combined by the Central
Trigger) and a so�ware-based high-level trigger (HLT), which reduces the event rate from 40MHz
bunch collision rate to 100kHz and 1 kHz, respectively [324].

high-level trigger (HLT).

The �rst decision to readout an event is formed within 2.5 µs by the Central Trigger

Processor (CTP), which uses information from the L1 calorimeter (L1 Calo) [325] and L1

muon (L1 Muon) [326] triggers.

The L1 Calo trigger has three sub-systems: the preprocessor system, the Cluster Pro-

cessor (CP) and the Jet/Energy-sum Processor (JEP). The preprocessor digitises the

analogue signals, recorded in the ≈ 7000 trigger towers with a granularity in η × φ
of 0.1 × 0.1 in the electromagnetic and hadronic calorimeters and applies calibration

constants. The CP processor identi�es electron, photon and τ lepton candidates above a

given ET threshold and satisfying, if required, certain isolation criteria within |η| < 2.5,
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allowing for precise tracking and electromagnetic shower measurement in the HLT. The

JEP receives energy sum information from η × φ cells of size 0.2× 0.2 used to identify

jets and to determine the total transverse and the missing transverse energy. For the

jet triggers, calorimeter information up to |η| = 3.2 is considered, while for the total

and missing transverse energy triggers also the forward calorimeter information up to

|η| = 4.9 is taken into account.

The L1 Muon trigger uses information from three trigger stations of TGCs in the endcaps

and RPCs in the barrel region. The trigger algorithms identi�es coincidences in the dif-

ferent trigger stations. Both, the L1 Calo and L1 Muon trigger de�ne regions-of-interest

used by the so�ware-based HLT algorithms to select interesting physics objects and

events, with a further reduced trigger rate of 1 kHz. With this rate, the selected events

are stored for the �nal event reconstruction and analysis using the Worldwide LHC

Computing Grid (WLCG).

3.2.7 Luminosity Determination

A precise measurement of the delivered and recorded luminosity is mandatory for precise

measurements of Standard Model processes and beyond and to evaluate background

contributions to Dark Matter searches.

ATLAS uses two main luminosity detectors, BCM (Beam Conditions Monitor) and LUCID

(LUminosity measurement using a Cherenkov Integrating Detector). A detailed description

can be found in Ref. [327].

The working principle of the LUCID detector is based on the principle that the detected

particle multiplicity is proportional to the number of interactions per bunch crossing [328,

329]. LUCID consists of two identical at each ends of ATLAS at a distance of ±17m from

the interaction point and at a radius of 10 cm from the beamline corresponding to

|η| ≈ 5.8. The detectors consist of twenty aluminium tubes mounted around the beam

pipe wich are �lled C4F10 gas in which charged particles produce Cherenkov light detected

by photo multipliers.

The BCM consists of two sets of four small diamond sensors arranged around the beam

pipe in a cross-like pattern on each side of the interaction point at a distance of ±184 cm.

Originally, the BCM was designed for beam monitoring to protect the ID in the case of

beam losses by the LHC. Due to its fast readout, the BCM also now provides, like LUCID,

a bunch-by-bunch luminosity determination by the measuring the number of inelastic

pp interactions per bunch crossing.

Additionally, the ATLAS detector monitors the interaction rate per bunch crossing from

which the luminosity can be determined. The measurement is calibrated using dedicated

beam-separation scans, so-called van-der-Meer scans [330,331], where the ID measures

the number of reconstructed proton-proton interaction vertices (see Section 3.3.1). The
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mean of the vertex multiplicity distribution is proportional to the luminosity delivered

by the LHC.

The luminosity measurement is recorded typically once per minute corresponding to a so-

called luminosity block of data. The luminosity blocks are then grouped into data periods

of uniform detector and triggers con�gurations Section 3.2.6). The total luminosity is

calculated as the sum over all luminosity blocks or of all data taking periods.

The luminosity delivered by the LHC as a function of time is shown in Fig. 3.2b. The

total integrated luminosity for the 2015 and 2016 runs has been measured to be 36.1 f b−1

with an uncertainty of 3.2% using van-der-Meer scans [327].

3.3 Reconstruction of Physics Objects

In the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search, event level objects like electrons, muons, taus, jets including

those with a B-hadron decay and missing transverse energy are reconstructed using

the detector information from all sub-detectors of ATLAS (see Section 3.2), based on pp

collision data and on Monte-Carlo simulated data.

The Monte-Carlo generated events and the associated particles (see Section 1.4.2) are

passed into a simulation of the ATLAS detector [332] based on the GEANT 4 [53] toolkit.

The reconstruction and identi�cation of the physical objects used in the mono-Higgs (bb̄)

analysis (see Section 4.7) is described in this section.

3.3.1 Track and Vertex Reconstruction

The starting point of the reconstruction of physical objects is the identi�cation of charged

particle trajectories recorded in the ID, referred to as tracks. The reconstructed tracks

are used to identify the primary pp interaction vertex. Only events with a proper

reconstructed primary vertex (PV) are considered in the analysis. The PV is particularly

important for the identi�cation of B-hadron decays, so-called b-jets, produced in the

mono-Higgs search by the h → bb̄ decay. In order to identify the Higgs boson decay

products, one looks for a secondary vertex inside the B-hadron decay related to the

lifetime of the B-hadron. The secondary vertex is also reconstructed within the ID.

Track Reconstruction

A charged particle is bent in the solenoid magnetic �eld inside the ID and follows a

circular trajectory in the transverse plane. The trajectory is parametrised by a set of �ve

parameters, namely the inverse transverse momentum q
pT

over the particle charge, q,

the azimuthal angle φ, the polar angle θ, and the transverse and the longitudinal impact

parameters, d0 and z0 (see Section 3.2.1), respectively.

As the charged particle track reconstruction highly relies on the information of the the
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Pixel and SCT detectors, they are only reconstructed in the range |η| < 2.5. The primary

track reconstruction algorithm [333–335] starts from pattern recognition of ID hits with

seeding in the inner silicon tracker and performs hit �nding towards the outer border of

the ID, referred to as the inside-out algorithm. Track seeds are built from the hits in the

silicon layers within r ≈ 3.5 to 51 cm. In case of detector hits being in a road window of

interest, where additionally other hits are expected, a simpli�ed Kalman �lter [336,337]

is used for further selection. Detector hits are considered to be part of a track or being

rejected, respectively, based on the decision of the Kalman �lter, and similar is done for

so-called holes, where the track traversed a silicon layer without producing an actual hit

in the detector material. This procedure results in a collection of several tracks. Track

segments can be build by more then one track which share the same hits or holes. Thus,

a successive step of resolving these track ambiguities is required that rates the individual

tracks by assigning a relative track weight (reward/penalty schema) [333] to each track,

depending on the precision of the ID sub-detector. Due to the very large charge particle

track density, an additional step is introduced when the pixel clusters are very close

to each other. For solving the ambiguity between very close pixel hits to a track, an

arti�cial neural network is trained to identify merged clusters and correctly associate

the pixel hits to a track. The surviving track candidates are then extrapolated to search

for additional hits in the TRT. The full collection of hits and holes within a certain road

corresponding to a track candidate are added iteratively, and the track is re�tted every

time a new hit or hole is added. The standard track-�t used in ATLAS assumes that

tracks come from pions, a�ecting the �tted momentum through the estimation of their

energy loss in the detector.

In order to be sensitive to long-lived particles, e.g. KS , which do not provide hits in

one of the innermost silicon layers, the so-called outside-in track �nding algorithm is

applied. Here, the track �nding algorithm is seeded from TRT hits �rst. In a second step,

the algorithm is looking towards the inner part of the ID and selects hits and holes for

the �nal track reconstruction.

Only tracks with pT > 500MeV are used for the vertex and the object reconstruction.

Primary Vertex Reconstruction

The proper identi�cation of the PV is essential for the reconstruction of the objects in

an event and for the understanding of the hard-scattering process in a pp collision, and

to discriminate against additional vertices from multiple inelastic pp interactions. The

description of the PV reconstruction is fully described in Refs. [338,339].

For the PV reconstruction, only tracks ful�lling |d0| < 4mm, σ(d0) < 5mm and σ(z0) <

10mm, where σ(d0) and σ(z0) are the uncertainties of d0 and z0, respectively, are used.

The impact parameter requirements are applied to reduce the contamination from tracks,
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which originate from secondary pp interactions. Furthermore, the tracks are required

to have at least nine silicon hits (at least four of them in the SCT detector) and no

holes in the Pixel detector. The reconstruction algorithm consists of two steps, �rst

of the vertex �nding, where well reconstructed tracks are matched to a vertex, and

second of the vertex �tting step. During the vertex �tting, the actual vertex position

closest to the beam spot center is determined. Here, the precise determination of the

z-coordinate is very important, since multiple pp interactions are expected along the

beam direction. The procedure is repeated until no tracks are le�. All vertices with at

least two associated tracks are retained as valid PV candidates. The vertex with the

largest sum of squared transverse momenta of all of its associated tracks,
∑
p2
T,track, is

then referred to as the PV in the event.

3.3.2 Muon Reconstruction

Muons produced in pp collisions traverse the full ATLAS detector and leave a detectable

signature in all detector parts, without being stopped in the calorimeter. The muon

energy deposit in the calorimeter is compatible with the one expected from a minimum

ionising particle and is in the range of a few 10GeV for a muon with pT ≈ 1 TeV. Muons can

be reconstructed independently in the ID and the MS, and, if possible, their information

is combined in a later stage to form the full muon track. The combination results

in an improved identi�cation e�ciency and momentum measurement by exploiting

the information of both sub-detectors. Information of the calorimeters is used in the

uninstrumented region of the MS (|η| ≈ 0). In the ID, the muon trajectory is reconstructed

like any other charged particle track (see Section 3.3.1). In the following, the muon

reconstruction in the MS and the combination with ID tracks as well as the reconstruction

performance is discussed [312,340].

The muon reconstruction starts from hits found in the muon chambers. From the hit

collection, the tracks are reconstructed by performing a straight-line �t to the hits found

in each chamber layer providing six to eight η measurements for a single muon passing

the detector within |η| < 2.7. The trigger chambers (see Section 3.2.4) provide the φ

coordinate orthogonal to the bending plane.

The ID provides an independent measurement of the muon kinematics close to the

interaction point, with very high spatial precision and excellent momentum resolution

for muons with 1 < pT < 100GeV. The muons can be reconstructed in four di�erent

ways depending on the available detector information.

Combined (CB) muons

A combined muon track is reconstructed, if a stand-alone MS track can be successfully

associated with an ID track. The hits of independently reconstructed tracks of the ID and
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the MS are combined by performing a combined track �t of both. MS hits may be added

to or removed from the track to improve the �t quality. The MS dominates the track

reconstruction for high-pT muons and the ID for low-pT muons. Information about the

track impact parameters are obtained from the measurement of the ID. Possible back-

grounds, e.g. from cosmic muons or calorimeter punch-through particles, are e�ciently

reduced when applying the combination of the ID and MS measurements. Combined

muons make up the majority of muons used in ATLAS.

Segment-tagged (ST) muons

Segment tagged muons are similar to CB muons, with the exception that no complete

muon track is available in the MS and only one layer of MDT or CSC chambers is

traversed, which is possible for low-pT muons or in regions of incomplete MS coverage.

The segment tagging starts with an ID track which is extrapolated to at least one

chamber of the MS. The muon momentum is measured in the ID and the matched track

segments in the MS are used for the muon identi�cation.

Extrapolated (ME) muons

Only detector hits in the MS are used for the muon track reconstruction, and it is

required that the muon track can be extrapolated to the interaction point. The track

impact parameters z0 and d0 are obtained by extrapolating the track back to the

interaction point accounting for multiple scattering and energy loss in the calorimeters.

Extrapolated muons are mainly used in the region of 2.5 < |η| < 2.7 where the ID is

not present. Without the information of the ID, the backgrounds from weak pion and

kaon decays are higher.

Calorimeter-tagged (CaloTag) muons

The muon reconstruction is completed by using ID tracks in combination with their

energy deposits in the calorimeters, which have to be compatible with the expectation for

minimum ionising particles. This method recovers acceptance in the non-instrumented

region of the MS mainly at |η| < 0.1, where ID and calorimeter cables are routed.

Overlaps between the di�erent muon types are resolved before they are used in the

analysis. CB muons are always preferred, if they share the same ID track with other

muon types, then ST and ME muons, and �nally CaloTag muons.

The performance of di�erent muon identi�cation and isolation criteria, as well as the

calibration of the muon momenta, is studied based on 3.2 fb−1 of pp collision data

recorded in 2015 at
√
s = 13 TeV and is given below.
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3.3.2.1 Muon Identi�cation and Isolation

Di�erent muon identi�cation criteria, referred to as a working point (WP), are imposed on

muons to reduce backgrounds from non-prompt meson decays. The WPs are optimised

to obtain a high muon identi�cation e�ciency and a precise measurement of the muon

momentum. Two di�erent muon identi�cation WPs are shortly summarised, which are

used in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis, namely the Loose and the Medium WP [340]. The

muons of both WPs, must satisfy a requirement on the d0 signi�cance of |d0|/σ(d0) < 3

and of |∆z0 sin θ| < 0.5mm. The Loose WP is designed to maximise the reconstruction

e�ciency while having good-quality ID and MS muon tracks. All of the above recon-

structed muon types are used within the Loose WP. The ST and CaloTag muons are

only used in the region of |η| < 0.1 to recover e�ciency.

More strict quality requirements are applied to muons ful�lling the Medium WP, which is

optimised to have a high e�ciency and purity while keeping systematic uncertainties at

a small level. For the Medium WP, only CB and ME muons are used, while CB muons are

required to have at least three hits in at least two MDT layers. In addition, muon tracks

with hits in at least one MDT layer but no more than one MDT hole layer are allowed.

Furthermore, a requirement on the q/p signi�cance is applied, which is the absolute value

of the di�erence between the ratio of the charge and momentum of the muon measured

in the ID and MS divided by the sum in quadrature of the corresponding uncertainties.

The muons must satisfy |q/p| < 7. The requirement on the q/p signi�cance improves

the matching of tracks from the ID and the MS, and reduces the hadronic backgrounds

where pions and kaons are misidenti�ed as muons.

The resulting reconstruction and identi�cation e�ciencies of the Loose and Medium

WPs are measured in data and Monte-Carlo simulation from Z → µµ and J/Ψ → µµ

events by using a so-called tag-and-probe method (see Ref. [340]). Here, the tag muon

is a well-reconstructed and isolated muon, while the probe muon can be a CaloTag

muon or ME track. The reconstruction and identi�cation e�ciency is de�ned as the

fraction of probe to tag muons satisfying the tested criteria. The results of the e�ciency

measurement are given in Fig. 3.10 and Fig. 3.11 as a function of η and pT of the muon,

respectively. The J/Ψ→ µµ events are used to measure the identi�cation e�ciency in

the low pT region of 5 to 20GeV. The identi�cation e�ciency of the Loose and Medium

WPs is on average around 98%, except for the region of |η| < 0.1.

Prompt muons from W or Z boson decays are usually isolated, i.e that no other high-pT

objects are in their vicinity. In contrast, muons from a semileptonic hadron decays, e.g.

the decay of a B-mesons via B → D−µ+νµ, are embedded inside a hadronic jet, and,

therefore, non-isolated. A measure for the muon isolation is related to the activity in the

ID or the calorimeter inside a cone with radius parameter, R, around the muon. In the

mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis, the muon tracks are required to be isolated. For this, the isola-
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tion variable pvarcone30
T /pmuon

T is de�ned, where pvarcone30
T is the scalar sum of all tracks

with transverse momenta above 1GeV in a cone of size ∆R = min(10GeV / pmuon
T , 0.3)

around the muon (the muon track itself is excluded) and pmuon
T is the muon momentum.

Two muon isolation WPs are used, namely the LooseTrackOnly WP, where the require-

ment on the isolation variable is chosen such that a �at e�ciency of 99% is reached,

and the FixedCutTight WP with the requirement of pvarcone30
T /pmuon

T < 0.06.

The e�ciencies of the single-muon triggers in data and Monte-Carlo simulation are

measured as well by selecting Z → µµ events and found to be above 99% [340] as

indicated in Eq. (3.5).

From the derived e�ciencies in data and Monte-Carlo simulation so-called scale fac-

tors (SFs), εdata/εMC, are derived which are applied to Monte-Carlo simulation to account

for the di�erences between data and Monte-Carlo simulation. The total SF accounting

for the muon identi�cation, isolation and trigger e�ciencies is given by :

SF =
εdata
identi�cation

εMC
identi�cation

× εdata
isolation

εMC
isolation

×
εdata
trigger

εMC
trigger

. (3.5)

The uncertainties on the SF range between 0.1 to 0.7% depending on the muon pT.

The e�ciencies in the high-η region are on average around 90% with slightly increased

systematic uncertainties on the SF compared to the region of |η| < 2.5.

3.3.2.2 Muon Momentum Calibration

The muon momentum resolution and scale is studied by selecting dimuon events from

J/Ψ and Z decays, such that the scale and resolution is measured precisely with the

use of a well known resonance. For this purpose, templates from Monte-Carlo simulated

events of the invariant dimuon mass, mID
µµ and mMS

µµ, are built as inputs for a �t to data in

di�erent bins of pT and η. Corrections from this �t are extracted to match the simulation

to the data. The invariant dimuon mass spectrum and the mass resolution are shown

in Fig. 3.12 for Z → µµ events as a function of η of the muon with highest pT. The

uncertainties on the muon momentum scale are of the order of 0.2% and the dimuon

mass resolution is about 5% for small values of η and slightly larger in the endcaps.

3.3.3 Electron Reconstruction

Electrons are reconstructed only in the central region |η| < 2.47 by using information

of the ID and the ECAL. The electron reconstruction and identi�cation is challenging as

hadronic jets (see Section 3.3.4) can produce similar signatures in the detector. Secondary

electron processes, i.e. electrons from photon conversions, must also be separated from

prompt electrons. The procedure of the electron reconstruction as well as the electron
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.12: In (a) the dimuon invariant mass distribution and in (b) the corresponding mass
resolution for Z → µµ events as a function of η of the muon with highest pT. The band represents
the e�ect of the systematic uncertainties on the Monte-Carlo momentum corrections. The lower
panels show the data to Monte-Carlo ratios [340].

energy calibration is described in more detail in Refs. [342,343].

Electrons are reconstructed from LAr EM calorimeter cells, where they deposit all of

their energy by producing electromagnetic showers, matched to ID tracks. The so-called

sliding window algorithm [344] is used to �nd cell seeds with a total cluster transverse

energy above 2.5GeV. The window size is 3× 5 in units of ∆η ×∆φ = 0.025× 0.025,

which corresponds to the granularity of the EM middle layer. The selected cells are used

to build a cluster, which provide a �rst estimate of the electron candidate kinematics.

ID tracks associated to the primary vertex are matched to the calorimeter cluster, if the

longitudinal and transverse shower pro�le in the EM calorimeter is compatible withe

the one expected for electromagnetic showers. The tracks matched to an energy cluster

are re�tted by applying a Gaussian-sum �lter [345] which accounts for the electron

energy loss from bremsstrahlung produced on their way through the ID. The electron

energy is then recomputed from 3× 7 (3× 7) longitudinal towers in the barrel (endcaps)

of the EM calorimeter. Corrections are applied for cases where the EM shower is not

fully contained in the calorimeter.

The electron energy is taken from the measurement of the calibrated calorimeter cluster,

while the η and φ coordinates and the impact parameters are taken from the best

�tted track assigned to the cluster. An electron must satisfy requirements on the impact

parameters of |d0|/σ(d0) < 5 and ∆|z0 sin θ| < 0.5mm.

3.3.3.1 Electron Identi�cation and Isolation

For separating prompt electrons, i.e. produced in Z → ee decays, from background

objects like hadronic jets and electrons from converted photons electron identi�cation
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requirements are applied. In the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis, the so-called LooseLLHBLayer

WP is used, which is based on the LooseLLH identi�cation criteria, requiring an extra

hit in the IBL. This greatly improves the precision in the determination of the impact

parameters d0 and z0. The underlaying identi�cation algorithm is based on a likelihood-

based (LH) method, where signal and background probability density functions are build

from the output of a multivariate analysis (MVA) (see Ref. [342]). The MVA separates signal

from background electrons by using shower shape information as input variables. The

electron reconstruction and identi�cation e�ciency is measured in data and Monte-Carlo

simulation from J/Ψ → ee and Z → ee events by applying a tag-and-probe method.

Corresponding scale factors are derived from the ratio of the e�ciencies, εdata/εMC, simi-

lar to Eq. (3.5). The results of the electron e�ciency measurements are shown in Fig. 3.13

as a function of the transverse energy and the pseudorapidity of the electron. The most

inclusive electron sample, selected by the LooseLLH WP, provides the highest e�ciency

above 85%. Scale factors depending on η and pT are applied to Monte-Carlo simulation

to match the observed data.

Additional electron isolation criteria are applied to further reduce the contribution of back-

ground electrons from hadronic decays. The electrons are required to be track isolated

with a variable-cone isolation variable pvarcone20
T , de�ned as the sum of pT of ID tracks

within a cone of ∆R = min(10GeV /Eelectron
T , 0.2) around the electron track, which

itself is not included in the calculation. A requirement on the ratio pvarcone20
T /Eelectron

T

is applied resulting in an �at isolation e�ciency of around 99% for electrons from Z

boson decays. In addition to the isolation correction factors, the single-electron trigger

ine�ciency is also corrected and measured from Z → ee events. The isolation and the

trigger e�ciencies corrections are both close to one with uncertainties below 2% (see

Ref. [342]).

3.3.3.2 Electron Energy Calibration

The electron energy scale and resolution in Monte-Carlo simulation is calibrated to match

the observed electron kinematics in data. First, a purely Monte-Carlo based correction

is applied to account for the non-uniformity of the detector response and for the energy

loss in the material upstream of the calorimeter. In the next step, an in-situ procedure

is applied, where the electron energy miscalibration between data and Monte-Carlo

simulation is parametrised.

The corrections are validated by selecting dielectron pairs in J/Ψ → ee and Z → ee

events in data and Monte-Carlo simulation. The uncertainties on the electron energy

scale are less than one per mill in the barrel and a few per mill in the endcaps (see

Ref. [347]).
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Figure 3.13: Electron reconstruction and identi�cation e�ciencies as a function of (a) the electron
transverse energy, ET, and (b) the pseudorapidity, η, for Z → ee events in data and Monte-Carlo
simulation [342, 346]. The scale factors in the lower panel are de�ned as the ratio of the two
e�ciencies.

3.3.4 Jet Reconstruction and Energy Calibration

Partons, like quarks and gluons, hadronise to colour singlet objects, which form in the

subsequent decays a directional and collimated bunch (or spray) of hadrons, referred

to as jets. Jets are the objects used to identify the products of the Higgs boson decay,

h→ bb̄, produced in association with Dark Matter particles.

Z ′-2HDM signal events can result in two di�erent topologies, depending on the boost

of the Higgs boson. The large mass splitting between the Higgs boson and its decay

products implies that the Higgs boson can be produced with a large pT resulting in very

collimated b quarks. Depending on the transverse momentum of the Higgs boson, pHiggs
T ,

di�erent Higgs boson identi�cation techniques are applied to e�ciently reconstruct its

decay products. The angular separation, ∆R(b, b̄), of the two b quarks is approximated

by

∆R(b, b̄) ≈ 2mh

p
Higgs
T

, (3.6)

with mh = 125GeV [36] the Higgs boson mass. In Eq. (3.6), the two b quarks are assumed

to share equally the energy of the Higgs boson, which is true at leading-order without

additional gluon emission [348]. For large values of pHiggs
T , the two b quarks become

collimated, such that they cannot be well separated anymore inside the calorimeter and

overlap. In such a boosted event topology, the Higgs boson is reconstructed as one
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single jet with a large radius parameter, R, referred to as large-R jet and for low to

intermediate pHiggs
T below 500GeV, the Higgs boson decay products are reconstructed as

two well separated jets with a small radius parameter (small-R jets) (see Section 3.3.4.1

and Section 3.3.4.2, respectively).

In general, there exist no unique way to reconstruct a jet. A jet is de�ned by the choice

of the clustering algorithm and can either be formed from the calorimeter clusters, the

ID tracks or from the truth hadrons in Monte-Carlo simulation. A truth jet can be build

by taking all truth particles, except for neutrinos, muons and non-interacting particles,

within a cone of given size. Sequential jet �nders search for the smallest distance dij
or diB between two clusters i and j or between any cluster i and the beam axis, B,

respectively. The two variables dij and diB are given by

dij = min(k2p
t,i , k

2p
t,j) ·

∆R2
ij

R2 and

diB = k2p
t,i ,

(3.7)

respectively, with ∆R2
ij the angular separation of the two clusters i and j (see Eq. (3.4)),

R the �xed cone size parameter of the jet and kt,i the transverse momentum of the

i-th calorimeter cluster. If the smallest distance dij is found, the two constituents are

recombined, and if diB is the smallest distance, then the constituent i is considered as

a jet and removed from the collection of constituents. The procedure is repeated until

no more clusters are found in the collection. In case of two close by and overlapping

jets, the one with highest pT will be kept while the contribution of the so�er one will

be removed.

In Eq. (3.7), the parameter p is of special importance and de�nes the relative power of the

jet energy versus the geometrical scale. For p = −1, the algorithm is the so-called anti-kt
algorithm [349], which is primarily used for the reconstruction jets within the ATLAS

experiment. The anti-kt algorithm is a collinear and infrared safe algorithm, making

it only minimal sensitive to additional radiation from the underlying event or pile-up.

Usually, the anti-kt algorithm starts from the hardest to the so�est constituents and the

results are circular jets.

Both types of jets, small-R jets and large-R jets, are build by applying the anti-kt
algorithm. The jet energy calibration, required to precisely determine the jet kinematics

and the energy and mass scale and resolution, is described in the following (based on

Refs. [350,351]).
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3.3.4.1 Small-Radius Jets

The standard calorimeter jets used within the ATLAS experiment and also one of the

primary sort of jets used in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search are small-R jets. The small-R

jets are reconstructed using the anti-kt algorithm with a cone parameter of R = 0.4.

The algorithm is implemented in the FASTJET [352, 353] so�ware package. Here, the

four-momentum scheme is used, where the �nal jet four-momentum is de�ned as the

sum of the four-momenta of all its constituents. The jets are reconstructed from the en-

ergy deposit of massless* three-dimensional topological connected calorimeter clusters,

so-called topo-clusters [354].

In the topo-cluster formation step, only calorimeter cells with a positive energy above a

certain noise threshold are used. The value of the threshold is chosen to what is expected

from noise of electronics or pile-up. Each of the calorimeter cells energy is calibrated

at the electromagnetic (EM) scale, which is the energy scale produced by particles in an

electromagnetic shower, i.e. from π0 → γγ decays.

The jets are then build from the EM calibrated topo-clusters. The energy calibration

procedure of small-R jets is based on the corrections derived from Monte-Carlo simu-

lation to match the observed jet energy scale and resolution in data. For example, the

precise determination of the jet energy scale (JES) is important, which can be biased if

a substantial fraction of hadronic shower energy is not correctly measured or modelled

in Monte-Carlo simulated events. In particular, most of the energy is stored as nuclear

binding energy of hadrons or is not measured at all due to leaving neutrinos or inactive

detector material, such that the jet energy might be di�erent between data and Monte-

Carlo simulation. Such e�ects are hard to model simulation and related corrections are

derived in a data-driven approach to correct the Monte-Carlo simulation.

The �rst step of the jet calibration is to correct the jet four-momentum vector to point

into the direction of the hard-scattering PV instead of the center of the ATLAS detector.

Here, the jet energy is kept constant, which improves the η resolution of the jet. A�er-

wards, a pile-up subtraction technique is applied, which corrects the jet four-momentum

and the jet shape by an event-by-event basis for additional energy deposition from

pile-up contributions. The pile-up corrections depend on the η and φ coordinates of

the reconstructed jet and on the measured number of primary pp vertices and the mean

number of pp interactions per bunch crossing [355].

The absolute JES is determined from Monte-Carlo simulation a�er applying the pile-up

corrections. For this procedure, the jet energy at parton-level, Etruth, is compared to the

*The massless particle hypothesis is motivated as there is no appropriate and meaningful cluster mass
de�nition without knowing the origin of the cluster signal. Such that a particle identi�cation of the associated
detector signal would be required, which is related to the determination of the particle charge [354] in the
ID. This is only done for the identi�cation of hadronic τ and B-hadron decays.
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reconstructed jet energy from calorimeter clusters, Ereco, while it is assumed that the

reconstructed jet can be matched to its counterpart at parton-level. For the calibration,

a so-called jet energy response distribution, R = Ereco/Etruth, is de�ned as a function of

η and Etruth of the jet. The η dependence accounts for biases in the JES related to gaps

and transition regions of the calorimeters, where the detector material changes resulting

in slightly varying energy resolutions. At the end, each response distribution is �tted

by a Gaussian function, which allows to derive correction factors for the energy of the

reconstructed jets in Monte-Carlo simulation. This procedure is the so-called EM+JES

calibration.

In order to account for residual dependencies of the JES on longitudinal and transverse

features of the jet and to improve the energy resolution, an additional calibration step is

performed, the so-called Global Sequential Calibration (GSC) [356]. The GSC accounts

for punch-through jets, which are very high-pT jets that are not fully contained in the

calorimeters, resulting in large tails in the jet energy response. In addition, the jet com-

position and shower shape varies depending on the initiating particles, most notably is

the di�erence between quark- and gluon-initiated jets. The GSC procedure optimises

the resolution of the JES response based on observables sensitive to the jet shower

shapes. The GSC corrections are applied to jets in Monte-Carlo simulation for di�erent

regions of η and as a function of the parton-level jet momentum.

The last step of the JES calibration accounts for di�erences of the jet response between

data and Monte-Carlo simulation referred to as in-situ calibrations. The di�erences can

originating from imperfect detector descriptions, the simulation of the hard scattering

process and the modelling of electromagnetic and hadronic interactions with the de-

tector material. In order to quantify the di�erence of the JES in data and Monte-Carlo

simulation, are performed. Di�erences in the jet response between data and Monte-

Carlo simulation are studied by selecting events where a high-pT jet balances against

a well-measured reference object. The �rst in-situ calibration corrects for the relative

di�erence in the jet response of jets in the forward region of 0.8 < |η| < 4.5 to that

of well-measured jets in the central region of |η| < 0.8 by using dijet events, where

the two jets balance each other in transverse plane, such that the η dependence can

be probed in a data-driven way. The η-intercalibration corrects only the relative JES

of forward jets, while jets in the central region act only as a reference object without

calibrating their energies. Hence, every additional correction derived in the next steps

based on the jets in the central region is also applicable the jets in the forward region.

An in-situ calibration of central jets with a pT of up to 950GeV is performed by selecting

Z/γ+jets events. In such events, the highest-pT jet recoils against a high energetic Z

boson with Z → ee/µµ decays or against a photon. The Z+jet calibration is statistically

limited to jets with 20 < pT < 500GeV, while the γ+jet calibration covers the range of
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36 < pT < 950GeV. The lower bound in the γ+jet calibration is related to the photon

trigger threshold. The high-pT jet region of 300 < pT < 2000GeV is covered by se-

lecting multijet events. Final states with two or more jets are used to balance against a

single high-pT jet by building a a recoil-system composed of the two or more low-pT

jets. The highest-pT jet must satisfy |η| < 1.2. All other subleading jets are combined

into a recoil-system with a resulting four-momentum vector. More details on the in-situ

calibration techniques and their combinations are given in in [351]. The corrections

are calculated by de�ning a double ratio, Rdata/MC
jet/ref = (p

jet
T /p

ref
T )data/(p

jet
T /p

ref
T )MC, of the

measured jet responses in data and in Monte-Carlo simulation, where pref
T is the pT of

the reference object, i.e. either of the Z/γ boson or a jet system. The results of the

in-situ corrections are shown in Fig. 3.14. The combined in-situ corrections are of the

order of 4% for low-pT jets and decreases to approximately 2% for pT = 2TeV. The

corrections decrease with increasing jet pT as the multijet calibration dominates in the

high-pT region which provides the highest event statistics. Furthermore, in the low-pT

region the systematic uncertainties are larger. The total systematic uncertainty on the

JES and its main components are shown in Fig. 3.15 as a function of the jet pT. The
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Figure 3.14: The jet response double ratio Rdata/RMC as a function of the jet pT, a�er the EM+JES
calibration for the in-situ combinations of the Z-jet, γ-jet and multijet calibration techniques.
The derived correction (black line) and its statistical (dark blue) and total (light green) uncertainty
bands are also shown [357]. The inverse of the combined data-to-Monte-Carlo ratio is taken as
the in-situ correction applied to data.

uncertainties shown in Fig. 3.15a for jets with |η| = 0 are largest at low jet pT starting at

4.5% and decreases to 1% at 200GeV, which then slightly increase due to the statistical

uncertainties related to the in-situ calibrations. In comparisons, the uncertainties on

the JES as a function of η for pT = 60GeV in Fig. 3.15b are fairly constant and are at

most of the order of 3%. In both cases, the leading components to the total systematic

uncertainty are due to the absolute and relative in-situ calibrations. The corrections
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Figure 3.15: Combined uncertainty on the jet energy scale of fully calibrated small-R jets as
a function of (a) the pT (with η = 0) and of (b) the η (with pT = 60GeV). Di�erent systematic
sources are also shown, accounting for the e�ect of pile-up interactions, punch-through jets, the
�avour composition of quark and gluons jets and the related di�erence in their shower shapes,
as well as due to the absolute (Z/γ+jets and multijet calibration) and relative (η-intercalibration)
in-situ JES calibration [357].

derived from the residual in-situ calibrations are applied only to the data.

In addition to the jet energy scale, the jet energy resolution (JER) found in Monte-Carlo

simulation is corrected as well. Besides the impact of the JER on jets, it also impacts the

performance of the reconstruction of missing transverse energy (see Section 3.3.7). Simi-

larly to the determination of the JES, the JER is determined by exploiting the transverse

momentum balance in dijet events. Uncertainties on the JER of small-R jets are of the

order of 1% for jets with pT > 100GeV and less than 3% for pT < 100GeV [358,359].

3.3.4.2 Large-Radius Jets

For a Higgs boson with pT > 500GeV, the h → bb̄ decay products can not be recon-

structed as two well separated small-R jets anymore and instead they are reconstructed

as a single jet with a large radius parameter, a so-called large-R jet. In addition, the usage

of large-R jets with underlying jet substructure allows to e�ciently reject Standard

Model background processes, where o�en only objects with lower pT are produced.

The leading large-R jet, i.e. the one with highest pT in the event, is referred to as the

Higgs boson candidate. In particular, the mass of Higgs boson candidate is the one of

the leading large-R jet. The identi�cation of the two heavy-�avour jets is done by using

so-called track-jets (see Section 3.3.4.3).

Large-R jets are reconstructed from topological calorimeter clusters with the anti-kt
algorithm with a radius parameter of R = 1.0. The topo-clusters are calibrated using the

local cell weighting (LCW) [360–362] scheme, which is di�erent to small-R jets calibrated
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to the EM scale. The LCW approach, performs the calibration at the hadronic scale and

the cluster energies are corrected for energies not measured in the calorimeters. Such

unmeasured energies can arise from nuclear reactions, an energy loss in dead detector

material or from the usage of noise thresholds such that energies below the threshold

are not measured. In the LCW approach, the measured energy density within a certain

volume of cells is classi�ed as mainly an electromagnetic or as a hadronic shower de-

pending on the found cluster shower shape. In accordance to the shower shape, the

energy corrections are locally applied to each topo-cluster. This approach results in

an improved jet energy resolution compared to small-R jets calibrated to the EM scale,

which is especially important when using jets with a larger cone size, and, therefore,

since more hadronic activity is contained in the larger volume.

The large-R jet reconstruction is a�ected by additional hadronic activity provided by

pile-up interactions, underlying event and initial state radiation, which are biasing the

jet mass scale and resolution. In order to reduce the e�ect of such biases, a grooming

technique [363] is applied to large-R jets to subtract additional calorimeter energy not

originating from the hard-scattering process. Large-R jets are groomed by using a

so-called trimming procedure [364]. Here, all large-R jet constituents are reclustered

from the constituents of smaller jets build from the kT algorithm [365] with a radius

parameter of Rsub = 0.2. This results in a collection of sub-jets for each large-R jet.

The sub-jets must ful�l the requirement of psub-jet
T /p

large−R jet
T > 5%, where psub-jet

T is the

transverse momentum of the sub-jet and p
large−Rjet
T of the large-R jet. Otherwise, the

sub-jet is removed and the �nal four-momentum of the large-R jet is calculated from

the sum of the four-momenta of the remaining sub-jets.

Similarly as for small-R jets (see Section 3.3.4.1), the JER and JES of large-R jets is

calibrated by using objects with known energy scale which recoil against the large-R

jet. The JER is measured from dijet events, while for the determination of the JES

γ+jet [366] and multijet [367] events are selected in data and Monte-Carlo simulation.

The two measured response functions are compared to each other. Improved precision

of the JES can be achieved by additionally measuring the large-R jet pT in the ID

and combining the measurement with the one from the calorimeter [368]. The method

ensures high precision even in the high-pT region of 1 to 3TeV. The results of the JES

calibrations are given in Fig. 3.16 as a function of the large-R jet pT. Total uncertainty on

the JES of large-R jets approaches 1% for a jet with a pT below 1TeV, where the γ-jet

calibration dominates. For large values of pT up to 2.4TeV, the systematic uncertainties

steadily growth up to 3%. The systematic uncertainties increase with increasing jet pT

as the event statistics signi�cantly decrease.

The large-R jet mass is of major interest for the identi�cation of the Higgs boson
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Figure 3.16: The jet response double ratio Rdata/RMC as a function of the large-R jet pT

showing the �nal results of the LCW+JES calibration with the in-situ combination of the γ-jet
and multijet calibration techniques. The derived correction (black line) and its statistical (dark
blue) and total (light green) uncertainty bands are also shown [368]. The inverse of the combined
data-to-Monte-Carlo ratio is taken as the in-situ correction applied to data. The results apply
to trimmed anti-kt jets with R = 1.

candidate, allowing to distinguish a potential signal from a �at background mass distri-

bution. Thus, the large-R jet mass resolution (JMR) and mass scale (JMS) must be known

precisely. The calorimeter-based large-R jet mass

mcalo =

√√√√(∑
i∈J

Ei

)2

−
(∑
i∈J

~pi

)2

. (3.8)

is calculated purely from the energy of calorimeter constituents i associated to the

jet, J , with energy Ei = |~pi| and momentum ~pi. The precision of the large-R jet mass

determination and its associated uncertainties can be improved by combining information

of the ID and the calorimeters. For highly boost Higgs boson, the angular separation

of the two b quarks is of the same magnitude as the calorimeter granularity. Since

the ID provides a better angular resolution compared to the calorimeters, a so-called

track-assisted jet mass, mTA, is introduced which is given by

mTA =
pcalo
T

ptrack
T

mtrack , (3.9)

with pcalo
T the transverse momentum of the large-R jet measured in the calorimeters,

ptrack
T the transverse momentum of the four-momenta sum of all tracks associated with

the large-R jet and mtrack the invariant mass of the four-vector sum of all tracks. The

ratio pcalo
T

ptrack
T

corrects for the fraction of charged to neutral particles associated to a large-R
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jet, as the neutral component of the jet is missed by the ID.

A rede�ned large-R jet mass, the so-called combined mass, is obtained as a weighted

sum of the calorimeter and the track-assisted jet mass and is given by

mcomb = wcalo ·mcalo + wTA ·mTA with

wcalo =
σ−2

calo

σ−2
calo + σ−2

TA

and wTA =
σ−2

TA

σ−2
calo + σ−2

TA

,
(3.10)

with σcalo the expected calorimeter-based jet mass resolution and σTA the track-assisted

mass resolution. Both resolutions are measured from the jet mass response functions in

dijet events [369]. The resolution of the combined mass is always better then either of

the two inputs, and the weights are constraint by wcalo +wTA = 1. Figure 3.17 shows the

expected improvement in the large-R jet mass resolution* as a function of the truth large-

R jet pT reconstructed from hadronically decaying W and Z bosons. The calorimeter-
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Figure 3.17: The resolution of the jet mass response as a function of truth jet pT for jets
from hadronic W and Z boson decays for the calorimeter-based (red dashed line), the track-
assisted (blue solid line) and the combined (black dotted line) jet mass. The half of the 69%
interquantile range (IQnR) divided by the median of the jet mass response, Rm = mreco/mtruth,
is used as a measure of the jet mass resolution [369], where mreco is the reconstructed jet mass
at detector level and mtruth of the associated jet at parton-level.

based jet mass resolution degrades at high jet pT, due to the poorer granularity of the

calorimeter. In contrast, the track-assisted mass resolution is mostly �at over the whole

pT range. The combined mass de�nition provides the best jet mass resolution over the

*The jet mass resolution is de�ned as the half of the 68% interquantile range (IQnR) divided by the median
of the response function being a robust de�nition against outliers of the response function. Here, IQnR is
de�ned as q84 % − q16 %, where q16 % and q84 % are the 16th and 84th percentiles of a given distribution. They
relate to the one standard deviation in case of an ideal Gaussian distributed response function.
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entire large-R jet pT range and varies between 5 to 35%.

Systematic uncertainties on the JMS when using the combined mass de�nition are

illustrated in Fig. 3.18, a�er applying the full large-R jet calibration as outlined in Ref. [368].

The JMS is measured in events with highly boosted W boson or top quark decays

captured in large-R jet. For jets with a very high pT the uncertainties on the JMS

increases due to the limited size of the used dataset, and ranges between 2 to 6% for

pT < 3TeV [368].
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Figure 3.18: Breakdown of the systematic uncertainties on the large-R jet mass, mjet, scale
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3.3.4.3 Fixed Radius Track-Jets

In very boosted event topology, where a single large-R jet is used for the reconstruction

of the Higgs boson decay products, so-called track-jets are used to identify the B-hadron

decays, i.e. for the b-jet identi�cation (see Section 3.3.5). Track-jets are reconstructed

from at least two ID tracks by applying the anti-kt algorithm with a �xed radius (FR)

parameter of R = 0.2. The smaller radius parameter of 0.2, compared to the one of

small-R jets with 0.4, allows to identify b-jets even when the Higgs boson becomes

highly boosted.

Track-jets are uniquely matched to large-R jets by using the method of ghost-association

[370, 371]. In this method, the ghosts are de�ned as jets where their pT is set to an

in�nitesimal small value. Therefore, the four-momentum of a ghost jet is essentially only

the direction of the track-jet. This ensures that during the reconstruction of the large-R

jet its four-momentum is not altered by the ghosts when the calorimeter clusters and

the ghosts are reclustered. All large-R jet constituents in the event, including the ghosts
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are reclustered using the anti-kt algorithm, where the large-R jet before applying the

trimming procedure is used. As the ghost jets do not carry any signi�cant momenta,

the reclustered large-R jet is identical to the trimmed jet, with the addition of the

associated ghosts are retained as constituents. A track-jet is said to be ghost-associated

to a large-R jet, if the corresponding ghost jet is contained within the catchment area of

the large-R jet. No calibration procedure is applied to track-jets. Track-jets with a �xed

radius parameter are used for the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis presented in Chapter 4.

3.3.4.4 Variable Radius Track-Jets

Track-jets with a variable radius parameter, so-called VR track-jets [372,373], provide an

alternative approach for the identi�cation of very boosted Higgs bosons with pT > 1 TeV

up to 3TeV. For such very boosted event topologies even the �xed radius track-jets

start to overlap, while the VR track-jets can still be reconstructed as two well sepa-

rated track-jets as illustrated in Fig. 3.19. In particular, the radius parameters of the two

track-jets are not required to be the same.
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Figure 3.19: Illustration of a large-R jet with two associated track-jets with a �xed (le�) and a
variable (right) radius parameter [373].

VR track-jets are reconstructed from ID tracks similar as FR track-jets. The reconstruc-

tion algorithm is adjusted to provide a more �exible cone size depending on the pT of

the parent jet, i.e. the leading large-R jet. The maximal jet radius parameter in Eq. 3.7

is pT dependent and is rede�ned by

R −→ Re�(pT) ≈ ρ

pT
, (3.11)

with pT the transverse momentum of the large-R jet and ρ a constant with dimension of

GeV. The latter de�nes how fast the e�ective cone size decreases with pT. Moreover, two
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boundaries on Re� are imposed, namely Rmin and Rmax, which prevent the VR track-jets

from becoming to large at low-pT and from shrinking below the detector resolution

at very high-pT. The optimal values of these three parameters have been found to be:

ρ = 30GeV, Rmin = 0.02 and Rmax = 0.4 (see Ref. [373]), aiming for the highest double

b-jet labelling e�ciency. The e�ective track-jet radius parameter as a function of the jet

pT is sketched in Fig. 3.20.
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Figure 3.20: Illustration of the e�ective track-jet radius parameter as a function of the jet pT.

Track-jets with a variable radius parameter are used in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis

presented in Chapter 6.

3.3.5 b-jet Identi�cation

The precise identi�cation of the h → bb̄ decay is vital for the search for Dark Matter

in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) channel, in order to select signal events and to reduce back-

ground processes that contain only light-�avour jets* in the �nal state. Small-R jets and

track-jets are used to identify the Higgs decay products for low/intermediate-pt and for

high-pT Higgs bosons, respectively.

A jet which is produced by B-hadron decays is called b-jet. The algorithms for the iden-

ti�cation of b-jets rely on the precise reconstruction of the PV and on the determination

of the impact parameters of charged particle tracks and their kinematics [374]. These

variables are used by multivariate algorithms which are trained to select b-jets and to

*Light-�avour jets are referred to as jets which are not produced by decays of hadronised b or c quarks,
namely produced by u, d or s quarks or gluons.
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reject c-jets and light-�avour jets.

The b-jet identi�cation is based on the relative long mean lifetime of B-hadrons of

the order of 1.5 ps, which corresponds to a proper decay length of cτ ≈ 450 µm [36].

This results in a jet signature, where a secondary vertex (SV) displaced from the PV* is

expected as illustrated in Fig. 3.21.

Secondary

vertex

Primary

vertex
z
0

Jet

Jet

b-jet

z

Figure 3.21: Illustration of a secondary displaced vertex produced by the decay of a B-hadron
(blue) from the primary vertex of the hard interaction process. Light-�avour jets (grey) have
no secondary vertex. In addition, the longitudinal impact parameter, z0, of one track is also
illustrated, while the transverse impact parameter, d0, is not shown. Both parameters are used
by the b-jet identi�cation algorithms.

A boosted decision tree (BDT), implemented in the Toolkit for Multivariate Data Analysis

(TMVA) [375], called MV2c10 is used to decide whether a jet is identi�ed as a b-jet or not.

The BDT is trained on the output variables of three specialised algorithms: an impact

parameter tagger, a SV �nding algorithm and a decay chain reconstruction algorithm.

The algorithms provide information about the transverse and longitudinal impact pa-

rameters of tracks which are associated with the jet and of the identi�cation of the SV

within the jet by means of a vertex �t. Furthermore, the distance between the PV and

the SV is a sensitive variable for the reconstruction of the PV→ B → C−hadron decay

chain. A Kalman �lter [336] is used to search for a common line connecting the PV and

the SV giving the B-hadron �ight path (see for more details Refs. [374,376]). The BDT

training procedure is done separately for small-R jets and track-jets. The BDT output

score allows to de�ne di�erent working points based on the required signal e�ciency,

i.e. the working point is related to a signal sample purity and to a misstag rate (or its

inverse the background rejection). For the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis a working point

*Typically, a B-hadron with a transverse momentum of 50GeV decays on average a�er around 3mm in
the transverse plane, i.e. o�en within the ID.
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corresponding to a �xed b-jet selection e�ciency of 70% is chosen for both small-R

jets and track-jets, which relates to a rejection of around 380, 55 and 12 for light-�avour,

τ- and c-jets, respectively [377] (τ-jets are discussed in Section 3.3.6).

The training of the BDT is performed by using jets from simulated tt̄ events. Here, the

two b-jets are assigned as the signal, and possible c-jets and light-�avour jets from W

boson decays as the background. Since hadronic τ lepton decays can also be produced

from W boson decays, which can mimic a b-jet, they are considered as a background

as well. The background fraction used during the training of the BDT is composed of

7% c-jets and 90% light-�avour jets.

For the b-jet calibration, the e�ciency between data and Monte-Carlo simulation is

compared, and corrections with associated systematic uncertainties are derived. The

calibration is performed by using dileptonic tt̄ events with two oppositely charged

leptons (eµ, ee orµµ) in the �nal states and by applying a combinatorial likelihood (LH)

method. The selected tt̄ events are categorised into a two and a three jet category for

a better signal-to-background ratio and for deriving modelling uncertainties.

The performance of the b-jet identi�cation algorithm for small-R jets is shown in Fig. 3.22.

The e�ciencies determined in data and Monte-Carlo simulation agree within their uncer-

tainties (see Fig. 3.22a), and they are above 75% for jet pT > 50GeV. The resulting scale

factors, de�ned as the ratio of the e�ciencies found in data and Monte-Carlo simulation,

are close to unity (see Fig. 3.22b). The data-to-simulation scale factors for track-jets
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Figure 3.22: In (a) the b-jet identi�cation e�ciency for small-R jets of the 70% working point
measured in data and Monte-Carlo simulation as a function of pT using the LH method and (b)
the resulting data-to-simulation scale factors with their statistical uncertainties (error bars) and
total uncertainties (green) [374].
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Figure 3.23: Data-to-simulation scale factors as a function of pT for track-jets of the 70%
working point [374].

are shown in Fig. 3.23, which are also close to unity over the full pT range. Systematic

uncertainties on the scale factors are derived from comparing the predictions of di�erent

tt̄ Monte-Carlo generators to data. The di�erences in the Monte-Carlo predictions are

related to di�erent descriptions of the parton shower and the hadronisation.

In addition to the calibration of b-jet e�ciencies, the rate of the tagging c-jets as b-jets

can be measured in single-lepton tt̄ events, where one of the W bosons decays leptoni-

cally and the other decays via W → cs [378,379]. The rate of misidentify light-�avour

jets as b-jets is measured from multijet events [380].

3.3.5.1 Energy Correction of Jets from a Semileptonic B-Hadron Decays

A jet produced by a semileptonic B-hadron decay is frequently accompanied by a nearby

muon, i.e. from b → cµνµ and b → uµνµ decays. In the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis, the

invariant dijet mass and the mass of the leading large-R jet are of special interest, as for

signal events a peak in the mass distributions around mh = 125GeV is expected over

a �at background. The resolution of the Higgs boson candidate mass can be improved

by applying a jet energy correction accounting for the muon energy produced by a

semileptonic decay of a B-hadron, referred to as muon-in-jet correction. In case of a

muon nearby to a jet, the muon is o�en not properly taken into account in the jet

four-momentum reconstruction. This results in a lower jet energy scale and poorer

energy resolution, as the muon is a minimal ionising particle and deposits only a small

energy in the calorimeter. There is no correction for electrons, as only 1 to 2% [381]

of the reconstructed jets have a proper reconstructed electron inside, related to their

higher misidenti�cation as jets.
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Only muons passing the Medium WP (see Section 3.3.2.1) with pT > 5GeV are considered

for the correction. The correction is applied to one of the small-R jets or to the large-R

jet, if at least one small-R jet or one track-jet is identi�ed as a b-jet, respectively, and

if a muon is found within ∆R < 0.4 or ∆R < 0.2. At most one muon per event is

considered, to avoid using fake-muons from other semileptonic non-B-hadron decays.

If two close-by muons are found, the one with highest pT is used. In case of a b-jet

with a close-by muon, the jet energy is corrected for the muon energy deposition in

the calorimeter, i.e. either of one of the small-R jets or of the leading large-R jet.

This correction translates to an improved Higgs boson candidate mass mjj or mJ of the

two highest-pT small-R jets or of the leading large-R jet, respectively. The expected im-

provement of the muon-in-jet correction is illustrated in terms of the Higgs boson candi-

date mass distribution of Z ′-2HDM signal events (see Section 2.6.3.1). Two representative

Z ′-2HDM models with (mZ′ ,mA) = (600GeV, 300GeV) and (2600GeV, 300GeV) are

considered, which cover the two scenarios with a low- and a high-pT Higgs boson, re-

spectively. The distributions are shown with and without the The distributions of the

Higgs boson candidate mass with and without applying the muon-in-jet corrections

are shown in Fig. 3.24a and Fig. 3.24b for mjj and mJ , respectively, for events with

at least one b-jet. The improvements in the mass resolution are evaluated by �tting
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Figure 3.24: Distributions of the Higgs boson candidate mass in (a) mjj and in (b) mJ with
and without the muon-in-jet correction being applied for two representative Z ′-2HDM signal
modelsgit. The core of each mass distributions (100GeV < mjj/J < 145GeV) is �tted with a
Gaussian distribution and the improvement in resolution is given by comparing their widths.
The uncertainties on the improvement are around 10%.

the two distributions with a Gaussian function and by comparing the two widths with
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and without the correction has been applied. They are around 4.4% and 2.0% for mjj

and mJ , respectively. The latter improvement is slightly smaller, since the chance of

�nding a nearby muon is smaller in case of the track-jets due to the smaller cone size.

Additional signal models covering a broader spectrum of the Higgs boson pT have been

studied as well and similar improvements have been observed.

3.3.6 Tau Reconstruction

τ leptons are the heaviest leptons with a mass of mτ = 1.77GeV. Due to their mean

lifetime of ττ = 290 fs, which corresponds to a proper decay length of cτ = 87 µm [36],

they decay inside the beam pipe of the LHC. Their decay is either leptonically (Bτ−lep(τ →
`ν`ντ ) ≈ 35% with ` = e, µ) or hadronically (Bτ−had(τ → hadrons ντ ) ≈ 65%). Electrons

or muons from τ decays cannot be distinguished from prompt ones, and, therefore, only

hadronic τ decays are reconstructed by the ATLAS experiment. Hadronic τ decays (or

τ-jets) are classi�ed into the one-prong or the three-prong categories, which refers

to the number of charged pions, π±, in the �nal state. The charged pions are usually

accompanied by additional neutral pions, π0, which decay at most of the time into a

pair of photons [36].

The reconstruction of τ-jets (see Refs. [382, 383]) is similar as for usual hadronic jets

(see Section 3.3.4), but due to their lifetime they can also be misidenti�ed as b-jets. The

main di�erence between QCD jets and τ-jets is the lower track multiplicity in the latter

case. Moreover, the tracks in the cone of a τ-jet are more collimated then the for a QCD

jet, such that a smaller cone size can be used for the τ-jet reconstruction.

τ-jets are seeded from calorimeter clusters that are reconstructed as a QCD jet with

pT > 10GeV and |η| < 2.5. The τ candidates in the transition region between the

barrel and forward calorimeters, 1.37 < |η| < 1.52, are vetoed. The τ decay vertex is

de�ned as the ID track vertex with the largest momentum fraction from tracks within

the jet core region (∆R < 0.2), while the tracks are required to have pT > 1 GeV. A

Boosted Decision Tree (BDT) algorithm is used to reject quark and gluon initiated jets

utilising the fact that the decay products of the τ form a narrow jet with low invariant

mass and low track multiplicity. The τ-jet identi�cation and reconstruction e�ciency

is measured from Z → ττ events, where one τ lepton decays leptonically into a muon

and neutrinos and the other decays hadronically. The e�ciency is around 60% (50%)

for 1-prong (3-prong) τ decays, in case of the least stringent selection criteria [382,384],

referred to as Loose working point. The e�ciency is relatively low compared to the

one measured for electrons and muons, given the challenge of discriminating against

hadronic jets.
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3.3.7 Missing Transverse Energy Reconstruction

The missing transverse energy, ~Emiss
T , plays a crucial role when searching for undetected

particles like Dark Matter. The principle for calculating Emiss
T is the momentum conser-

vation in the plane transverse to the beam axis, i.e. that the transverse momenta of all

particles in the �nal state should sum to e�ectively zero. Any momentum imbalance may

indicate that particles invisible to the detector systems were produced in the collision,

such as neutrinos or Dark Matter particles. Both escape both the ATLAS detector without

any interaction with the detector material.

The Emiss
T reconstruction (see Refs. [385,386]) relies on the understanding of all recorded

objects in the collision event. The x and y components of the missing transverse energy

vector, ~Emiss
T , are given by

Emiss
x(y) =−

∑
(Emiss, µ

x(y) + Emiss, e
x(y) + Emiss, γ

x(y) + Emiss, τ
x(y) + E

miss, small-R jets
x(y) )︸ ︷︷ ︸

hard-term

−
∑

Emiss, ID tracks
x(y)︸ ︷︷ ︸

so�-term

,
(3.12)

where each term is calculated as the negative vectorial sum of transverse energy of

energy deposits or trajectories of charged particles. Moreover, the magnitude of ~Emiss
T

is given by

Emiss
T = | ~Emiss

T | =
√

(Emiss
x )2 + (Emiss

y )2 , (3.13)

which is used as a proxy for the energy carried away by particles escaping the detector.

Energy deposits in the calorimeters and tracks are matched to reconstructed objects in

an order chosen to minimise double-counting of detector signals, i.e. priority is given to

muons then electrons, photons*, τ-jets and �nally small-R jets. Muons are reconstructed

from ID and MS tracks alone, with an small energy deposit in the calorimeter, leading to

little or no signal overlap with other objects reconstructed in the calorimeter. The signals

not associated with reconstructed objects in Eq. (3.12) form the so� term, whereas those

associated with the reconstructed objects are collectively referred to as the hard term.

In particular, only non-associated tracks are used for the calculation of the so�-term, the

so-called track based So� Term (TST). Since charged particles tracks are required to be

matched to the PV, the so�-term is hardly sensitive to contributions from additional pp

interactions and it only accounts for contributions from so� charged particles and ne-

glects so� neutral particles and from those in the forward region |η| > 2.5. Furthermore,

low-pT (10GeV < pT < 20GeV) and high-pT (pT > 20GeV) jets are treated separately,

such that low-pT jets contribute to the so�-term and high-pT jets contribute to the

*Details on the photon reconstruction and identi�cation are given in Ref. [387].
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hard-term, respectively.

The reconstruction of Emiss
T is a challenging as many sub-detector systems are involved

and many di�erent physics objects in the event are contributing. For example, a mis-

measurement of energy of any object can result in an imbalance of energy in the event,

i.e. in a non-zero value of Emiss
T . The performance of Emiss

T reconstruction is studied

in Z → µµ events, where no real Emiss
T is expected (see Fig. 3.25a). For instance, the

pp→ ZZ → 2`2ν process gives real Emiss
T in this measurement. The dominant Standard

Model background processes are compared to data and agree within 40% for the bulk

of the Emiss
T distribution. The dominant systematic uncertainty is related to the JES.

The systematic uncertainties dominate for Emiss
T > 200GeV, while above this threshold

the statistical uncertainties dominate. Good agreement between data and Monte-Carlo

simulation is also found for the so�-term (see Fig. 3.25b), with di�erences up to 10%

below 30GeV, while above the statistical uncertainties dominate.
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Figure 3.25: Distribution of (a) the Emiss
T and (b) the so�-term component, Emiss, so�-term

T , for an
inclusive sample of Z → µµ events. The shaded area corresponds to the total uncertainty on
the Monte-Carlo simulation. The last bin of each distribution includes the over�ow [386].

In additional, the so-called track-Emiss
T (pmiss

T ) is used in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis,

which is reconstructed from the tracks of the objects entering the hard-term of ~Emiss
T .

Hence, only the contributions of the charged particles are considered in the calculation.

pmiss
T is used in the analysis (see Chapter 4) to reduce beam-induced and non-collision

background events.

An additional object, the so-called object based Emiss
T -signi�cance [388], allows to e�-

ciently separate events with real Emiss
T produced by weakly interacting particles from
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those with fake Emiss
T , i.e. form detector e�ects and mainly from mismeasured jet quan-

tities. The object-based Emiss
T -signi�cance, denoted as S, uses information of particles

entering the Emiss
T calculation like the energy resolution and the reconstruction e�cien-

cies. Furthermore, S takes into account directional correlations of di�erent particles and

is given by

S =
Emiss

T

σ2
L(1− ρ2

LT)
, (3.14)

where σ2
L is the total variance in the longitudinal direction of ~Emiss

T , and ρ2
LT is the

correlation between the variances in the longitudinal and transverse directions of ~Emiss
T .

In case of small values of S, the event is more likely to be a multijet background event and

Emiss
T is caused by resolution e�ects of the jets. In contrast, S is large for events with real

Emiss
T as expected for a potential Dark Matter signal. More details on the reconstruction

and the performance of the object-based Emiss
T -signi�cance can be found in Ref. [388].

The object based Emiss
T -signi�cance is used in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis presented

in Chapter 6.

3.3.8 Overlap Removal

The objects discussed in the previous sections are reconstructed either from ID tracks,

energy deposition in the calorimeters, and from tracks in the MS. For example, an

electron or a jet can provide under certain circumstances a similar signature in the

detector and both objects might be reconstructed from the same detector information.

An algorithm resolves this object ambiguity, referred to as overlap removal, which avoids

the double counting of such objects with a shared detector signal. The overlap removal

is applied on a event basis to all reconstructed and calibrated objects. The algorithm is

applied consecutively in di�erent steps and gives priority to a certain type of object.

Only the objects which are le� a�er this procedure are considered for the signal event

selection in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis (see Chapter 4).

First, the ambiguity between electrons and muons is resolved. In case of a CB muon

and an electron have the an identical ID track, the electron is removed and the muon

is kept, except for a CT, where it is the opposite. For a τ-jet overlapping with an

electron or a muon within ∆R = 0.2 the τ-jet is removed. An exception applies here,

if the τ-jet pT is larger then 50GeV and the muon is not a CB muon, then the muon

is removed. Small-R jets (large-R jets) are removed in cases where they overlap with

electrons within ∆R = 0.2 (1.2). Similarly, this is done for muons and τ-jets which

overlap with small-R jets. The remaining electrons (muons) are removed if they are

within min∆R(0.4,0.04 + 10 GeV/p electron (muon)
T ) of a small-R jet.
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Mono-Higgs (bb) Search

Searches for Dark Matter production at the LHC use so-called mono-X signatures, where

Dark Matter is invisible in the detector and produced in association with a Standard Model

particle, X, which o�en originate from initial-state-radiation (ISR) (see Section 2.5.3). The

�nal state may involve a gluon jet, a photon, lepton pairs or heavy-�avour jets from

weak gauge boson decays. A�er the con�rmation of the existence of the Higgs boson

at the LHC in 2012 [8,9], searches for Dark Matter in association with the Higgs boson

are of spatial interest. The mono-Higgs signature is complementary to other mono-X

signatures as radiation of Higgs bosons in the initial state is suppressed due to the weak

Yukawa couplings to u and d quarks and the Higgs boson is most likely part of the Dark

Matter production.

In the following, a search for Dark Matter particles in events with large Emiss
T and a

pair of b quarks originating from the decay of a Higgs boson is presented based on a

pp collision dataset of 36.1 f b−1 recorded by the ATLAS detector at
√
s = 13 TeV. Two

principle improvements have been made to the previous analysis [257] using 3.2 fb−1.

Firstly, a new determination of the large-R jet mass has been developed with smaller

systematic uncertainties for high-pT jets. Secondly, improved selection criteria a�ecting

the reduction of the tt̄ background process are applied. The results are interpreted

in terms of the simpli�ed Z ′-2HDM model describing the interaction of Dark Matter

and Standard Model particles via heavy BSM mediators. The analysis results have been

published in Ref. [260].

In Section 4.1, a general overview of the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis is given. The particular

signatures of the simpli�ed Z ′-2HDM model are discussed in Section 4.2, including

the Monte-Carlo generators used for their simulation. The main background processes

contributing to the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis are discussed in Section 4.3. The analysed

dataset and the applied triggers are discussed in Sections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively. The

physical objects de�nitions and the event selection criteria for the mono-Higgs (bb̄)

analysis are explained in Sections 4.6 and 4.7, respectively, while the de�nitions of the

control regions for the estimation of the main backgrounds is given in Section 4.8. The

results of the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search are discussed in Chapter 5.
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4.1 General Analysis Strategy

The simpli�ed Z ′-2HDM Dark Matter model (see Section 2.6.3.1) is used as a benchmark

model for the optimisation of the sensitivity of the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search. It leads to

the process pp→ Z ′ → hA→ bb̄χχ̄ with a pair of b quarks and large Emiss
T in the �nal

state. The latter originates from Dark Matter particles not interacting with the ATLAS

detector. The coupling of the Higgs boson to b quarks has been con�rmed by the recent

observation of h→ bb̄ decays by the ATLAS and CMS experiments [86,87], which have

the largest branching ratio of 58% [71] for mh = 125GeV in the Standard Model and,

therefore, have been chosen for the mono-Higgs analysis.

For Emiss
T < 500GeV, the Higgs boson decay has moderate transverse momentum and

decays into two well separated small-R jets corresponding to the so-called resolved

topology (see Fig. 4.1a). In the case of larger Emiss
T values above 500GeV, the Higgs

boson decay is highly boosted and reconstructed as a single large-R jet with track-jet

substructure, and is called merged topology (see Fig. 4.1b).
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the two event topologies studied by the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis (a)
the resolved topology with two well separated small-R jets recoiling against a pair of Dark
Matter particles and (b) the merged topology with one large-R jet containing two associated
track-jets. The objects used for b-jet identi�cation are indicated by red circles. The jet cone sizes
are described by the radius parameter R.

The division into two disjunct event topologies simpli�es the analysis strategy, in par-

ticular the treatment of systematic uncertainties (see Section 5.2) and the statistical

interpretation (see Chapter 5), without loosing much acceptance. The resolved and

merged topologies together form the signal region (SR), which is split into four sub-

regions depending on Emiss
T each of which is divided into two regions according to

the b-jet multiplicity (events with either one or two b-jets). This is done to improve

the signal-to-background ratio in each sub-region by accounting for the di�erent back-
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ground compositions. The sub-region with only one b-jet is important for events with

very high Emiss
T , i.e. for the merged topology, where the two track-jets are strongly

collimated and start to overlap as well.

Very good discrimination between signal and background is essential at the LHC. The

dominant background processes in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) channel channel are Z(→
νν) + jets, W (→ `ν) + jets and tt̄ production. The main backgrounds are estimated by

de�ning signal-depleted control regions (CRs) which are included in a pro�le-likelihood

�t to the data (see Chapter 5). The CRs are de�ned by requiring either one muon (1µ-CR)

or two leptons (2`-CR) in the event (see Section 4.8), while no leptons are allowed in

the SR.

The �nal discriminating variables are Emiss
T and the mass of the Higgs boson candidate,

i.e. the invariant dijet mass mjj or the mass of the leading large-R jet mJ for the

resolved and the merged topology, respectively, which should peak at mh = 125GeV for

the signal. The Emiss
T distribution is expected to have larger tails for the signal than for

the background processes.

4.2 Signal Process

In the simpli�ed Z ′-2HDM model (see Section 2.6.3.1), the heavy Z ′ boson is resonantly

produced and decays into the Higgs boson, h, and a pseudoscalar Higgs boson, A. The

latter subsequently decays into a pair of Dark Matter particles as illustrated in Fig. 2.15.

This yields a characteristic back-to-back topology of the h boson against large Emiss
T in

the transverse plane. In the benchmark scenario, the masses of the Z ′ boson, mZ′ , and

of the pseudoscalar A boson, mA, are free parameters, while the Dark Matter particle

mass is set to 100GeV. Moreover, tanβ = 1, gZ′ = 0.8, mH = mH± = 300GeV, and

B(A → χχ̄) ≈ 100% are assumed following the recommendations of the LHC Dark

Matter Forum [215].

Monte-Carlo signal samples for the pp → Z ′ → hA → bb̄χχ̄ process are generated

using MADGRAPH 2.2.3 [65] at LO QCD interfaced to PYTHIA 8.186 using the NNPDF3.0

PDF set [389] and the A14 tune [390]. Several Z ′-2HDM signal samples have been

generated in the (mZ′ , mA) parameter space with 200GeV < mZ′ < 3000GeV and

200GeV < mA < 800GeV. The predicted cross sections times the branching ratios

for the generated �nal states in the Z ′-2HDM signal models are shown in Fig. 4.2. The

cross section decreases with increasing mZ′ and mA.

In the rest frame of the Z ′ boson, the h and A bosons are produced back-to-back with

relatively large and equal transverse momenta. The missing transverse momentum due

to the Dark Matter particles produced by the A boson decay thus is approximately

proportional to the Higgs boson transverse momentum (phT ≈ pAT ≈ Emiss
T ) (see Fig. 4.3).
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Figure 4.2: The cross section times the branching ratio in the (mZ′ , mA) plane for the di�erent
parameter points of the simpli�ed Z ′-2HDM model at

√
s = 13 TeV simulated by the MADGRAPH

event generator at leading-order. The branching ratio of the Higgs decay into a pair of b quarks
for mh = 125GeV is 58% [71].

The discrimination between signal and background events strongly depends on the

Emiss
T distribution of the signal. The sensitivity increases with the hardness of the

Emiss
T spectrum, i.e. for higher mZ′ or lower mA values. The expected Emiss

T and Higgs

candidate mass before applying signal selections for di�erent benchmark Z ′-2HDM signal

points are shown in Fig. 4.4 and Fig. 4.5, respectively. With increasing mZ′ , the Emiss
T

distribution peaks at higher values, because more energy becomes available for the A

boson. For decreasing mA values, Emiss
T increases since the A boson gets more boosted

and acquires higher pT, and the Dark Matter particles are emitted more collimated.

For (mZ′ , mA) = (600GeV, 300GeV), most of the events show the resolved topology

due to the rather small boost of the Higgs boson. For (2600GeV, 300GeV), most of

the events have merged topology due to the harder Emiss
T and, thus, phT spectra. For

(mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV), events are selected both by the criteria for the

resolved and for the merged topology. A peak at the Higgs boson mass of mh = 125GeV

is expected in the dijet and leading large-R jet mass distribution. An exception is the

mJ distribution for (mZ′ , mA) = (600GeV, 300GeV), where most of the events show

the resolved topology and no large-R jet with mass of the Higgs boson is found.

The angular separation, ∆R(b, b̄), of the two b quarks from the Higgs boson decay is

shown in Fig. 4.6 as a function of phT (≈ Emiss
T ) for three Z ′-2HDM benchmark signal
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Figure 4.3: Emiss, truth
T from Dark Matter particles as a function of the Higgs boson transverse

momentum p
Higgs, truth
T from Monte-Carlo simulation at particle level for a representative Z ′-

2HDM signal model with (mZ′ , mA) = (2600GeV, 300GeV). The red line corresponds to
Emiss, truth

T = p
Higgs, truth
T .

points. An inversely proportional dependence is seen as expected from Eq. (3.6). For

low values of phT, e.g. for (mZ′ , mA) = (600GeV, 300GeV), the separation of the b

quarks is large and the two b-jets can be reconstructed as two well separated small-R

jets. For the signal points (1400GeV, 600GeV) and (2600GeV, 300GeV), on the other

hand, the angular separation decreases below ∆R(b, b̄) = 0.4 for phT > 500GeV. Thus,

the b quarks become strongly collimated and cannot be reconstructed anymore as two

separated jets with radius parameter of 0.4. In this case, track-jets with radius parameter

of 0.2 are used in order to identify the two b-jets within the large-R jet.
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Figure 4.5: Distributions of the Higgs candidate mass de�ned as (a) the invariant dijet mass, mjj ,
of the two leading central jets and (b) the leading large-R jet mass, mJ , for three representative
Z ′-2HDM signal points. The black dashed lines indicates the expected Higgs boson mass of
mh = 125GeV. All distributions are normalised to unity.
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Figure 4.6: The angular separation, ∆R(b, b̄), of the two b quarks originating from the Higgs
boson decay as a function of the Higgs boson phT from Monte-Carlo truth level simulation for
three representative Z ′-2HDM signal models.
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4.3 Background Processes

The dominant source of background are events containing neutrinos. Similar to Dark

Matter particles, neutrinos do not interact in the detector and, therefore, induce large

Emiss
T values. The two main Standard Model background processes resulting in an event

topology similar to the mono-Higgs (bb̄) signal are the tt̄ and the Z+ jets production

(see Fig. 4.7) with subsequent W → `ν or Z → νν decays for low and high Emiss
T ,

respectively. They account for roughly 70 to 85% of the total background in the SR,

depending on Emiss
T and the b-jet multiplicity.

The tt̄ processes (see Fig. 4.7a) lead to two b-jets from t→Wb decays and are divided

into three categories according to the decay modes of the two W bosons. The tt̄ event

is called dileptonic (fully-hadronic), if both W bosons decay leptonically (hadronically).

In the case of one W boson decaying hadronically and the other one leptonically, the

event is called semileptonic. Fully-hadronic tt̄ events do not contribute to the SR, since

there is no genuine Emiss
T in these events, except from neutrinos from semileptonic

heavy-�avour hadron decays. The highest Emiss
T occurs in dileptonic tt̄ events, in which

both W bosons decay to τν, and the two τ leptons decay leptonically. However, this

contribution is rather small, as leptonic τ decays are indistinguishable from prompt

electrons and muons which are both not allowed in the SR. Thus, only hadronically

decaying τ leptons are relevant. The semileptonic event topology is characterised by

intermediate values of Emiss
T , which increase if the lepton (` = e, µ) is not reconstructed.

Furthermore, additional b-jets may be reconstructed due to falsely identi�ed c or s

quarks from W → cs decays or τ-jets from W → τν decays. The main tt̄ background

contribution is from semileptonic �nal states with one or two hadronically decaying τ

leptons.

The Z+jets process contributes to the background mainly through Z boson decays into

neutrino pairs, resulting in events with high values of Emiss
T . The additional b-jets are

produced via gluon splitting (see Fig. 4.7b). The contribution from Z/γ → τ+τ− decays

is smaller, due to the six times smaller branching ratio.

A still important background is W+jets production (see Fig. 4.7c), it contributes about

9 to 18% to the total background. As for the tt̄ process, the amount of Emiss
T in the events

depends on the decay mode of the W boson. Large Emiss
T results from the neutrinos

from leptonic W boson decays including neutrinos from τ decays or not reconstructed

electrons and muons. Events with a well reconstructed, isolated high-pT electrons or

muons are vetoed. Hadronic W decays do not provide su�cient Emiss
T .

The mentioned background processes provide a signal-like �nal state with one or two

b-jets and large Emiss
T , but without a resonance in the Higgs candidate mass distribution.

A less important but irreducible background process is the V h(→ bb̄) production with
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Figure 4.7: Tree-level Feynman diagrams for the three dominant background processes to the
mono-Higgs (bb̄) search: (a) tt̄, (b) Z+jets and (c) W+jets production.

V = W, Z . Large Emiss
T values are expected for the Z → νν and W → `ν decays. In both

cases, a peak at 125GeV is expected in the Higgs boson candidate mass distribution.

Diboson production of V V = WW, WZ or ZZ contribute to the background for lep-

tonic decays of one of the Z or W bosons and decay to b quark pairs of the other.

Furthermore, single top quark production in the t-channel, which has the highest cross

section, leads to two b-jets in the �nal state, one from the production process and one

from the top quark decay. Large Emiss
T values result from leptonic decays of the W

bosons from top decays. Associated Wt production provides even higher values of Emiss
T ,

but has a smaller cross section. Single top quark production in the s-channel has a still

smaller cross section and causes only a small background contribution.

QCD multijet production usually is an overwhelming background at the LHC due to the

large hadronic cross section but carries only small amounts of Emiss
T . It can contribute to

background, if the four-momenta of one or more jets are signi�cantly misreconstructed

resulting in transverse momentum imbalance. Intermediate values of Emiss
T in multi-

jet events originate from semileptonic heavy-�avour hadron decays. Still, the multijet

background contribution is expected to be small a�er the large Emiss
T requirement. Addi-
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tional anti-QCD requirements (see Section 4.7) e�ciently reduce the remaining multijet

background to an almost negligible amount. Since this process is di�cult to simulate a

data-driven estimation is performed (see Section 4.8.3). All other background processes

are estimated from Monte-Carlo simulation. The estimation of the main background

contributions from tt̄, W + jets and Z+ jets production are constrained by auxiliary

measurements in signal-depleted control regions in data (see Section 4.8).

4.3.1 Background Simulation

The Monte-Carlo event generators, the PDFs and the production cross sections for the

background processes in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search are summarised in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1: Monte-Carlo generators, parton distribution functions (PDFs) and production cross
sections for the background processes contributing in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis.

Process Generators PDF σ [pb]

tt̄ POWHEG + PYTHIA 6 CT10 831.76

Single top
t-channel POWHEG + PYTHIA 6 CT10 216.9
Wt-channel POWHEG + PYTHIA 6 CT10 71.7
s-channel POWHEG + PYTHIA 6 CT10 10.3

V +jets
W (→ `ν)+jets SHERPA 2.2.1 NNPDF3.0 15305
Z(→ νν)+jets SHERPA 2.2.1 NNPDF3.0 8515
Z/γ∗(→ ``)+jets SHERPA 2.2.1 NNPDF3.0 1577

Diboson
WW SHERPA 2.1 CT10 128.4
WZ SHERPA 2.1 CT10 49.1
ZZ SHERPA 2.1 CT10 16.9

V h(→ bb̄)
qq̄ → V h PYTHIA 8 NNPDF2.3 2.13
gg → V h POWHEG + PYTHIA 8 CT10 0.13

Backgrounds from top quark pair production and single top quark production were gener-

ated at next-to-leading order (NLO) QCD with POWHEG [54–58] using CT10 PDFs [391,392]

and PYTHIA 6.428 [63] for the parton shower simulation. The tt̄ samples are normalised

to the cross section calculated to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) QCD includ-

ing NNLO logarithmic corrections for so�-gluon radiation [393]. The single top quark

processes are normalised to the NLO cross section calculation [394–398]. The V +jets

background processes with V = W, Z were simulated with Sherpa 2.2.1 [59] taking into

account �nite mass e�ects for b and c quarks and using NNPDF3.0 PDFs. The perturba-

tive calculations of V +jets production were performed at NLO for up to two partons

producing jets and at LO for up to four partons [399,400] and matched to the parton
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shower [401] using the ME+PS@NLO prescription from Ref. [402]. The cross section

normalisations are determined at NNLO QCD [403]. Diboson processes were simulated

at NLO QCD with SHERPA 2.1.1 and with CT10 PDFs. Backgrounds from associated V h

production were generated with PYTHIA 8.186 with NNPDF3.0 PDFs for qq̄ → V h at

LO QCD and POWHEG interfaced to PYTHIA 8.186 with CT10 PDFs for gg → V h at

NLO QCD applying improved higher order corrections to the production cross section

calculations [71] in both cases.

The e�ects of additional pp interactions occurring in the same and neighbouring bunch

crossings (pile-up) are simulated by overlaying each hard-scatter event with additional

pp interactions generated with PYTHIA 8.186 and with the MSTW2008LO PDF set [404].

4.4 Analysed Dataset

The analysed pp collision dataset at
√
s = 13 TeV has been recorded by the ATLAS

detector in 2015 and 2016. Collision events are recorded for stable LHC beam conditions.

Only events recorded with fully operational detector and passing good-run quality

criteria are taken into account. These criteria take into account acquisition system

ine�ciencies and detector dead time when ramping up the detectors a�er stable beam

conditions have been reached by the LHC.

With a data taking e�ciency above 92%, the ATLAS detector recorded 3.2 fb−1 of data in

2015 and of 32.9 fb−1 in 2016, resulting in a combined dataset of 36.1 f b−1. The average

number of pp interactions per bunch crossing was around 14 in 2015 and 25 in 2016

(see Fig. 3.2a). The uncertainty in the integrated luminosity is estimated to be 3.2% as

explained in Section 3.2.7.

4.5 Trigger Requirements

Two di�erent types of triggers (see Section 3.2.6) are used for the mono-Higgs (bb̄)

analysis. An Emiss
T trigger is used for selecting signal events. Emiss

T triggers are also used

for the selection of single-muon events in the 1µ-CR, while single-lepton triggers are

used for 2`-CR events (see Section 4.8).

4.5.1 Missing Transverse Energy Triggers

The Emiss
T trigger is based on calorimeter information alone, while the o�ine Emiss

T

reconstruction (see Section 3.3.7) uses all calibrated reconstructed objects, in particular

also muons which deposit only a small amount of their energy in the calorimeter. At

the Level-1 (L1) trigger, muons are contributing to Emiss
T like invisible particles. Trigger

towers of calorimeter clusters calibrated at the EM scale are used to calculate Emiss
T at
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L1. For the analysis of the 2015 and 2016 dataset, a L1 Emiss
T trigger threshold of 50GeV

was used (L1XE50 in Table 4.2).

For the high-level trigger (HLT), the Emiss
T has been calculated with di�erent algorithms

in the two data taking periods. In 2015, the calorimeter cell based so-called xe algorithm

was used with a threshold of 70GeV. During 2016, Emiss
T was de�ned as the negative

vectorial sum of the transverse momenta of all jets in the event in the so-called mht

algorithm. For this, jets are reconstructed from topological calorimeter clusters with

radius parameter 0.4 using the anti-kt jet �nding algorithm. Pile-up subtraction and

JES calibration are applied to the jets. Di�erent HLT trigger thresholds have been used

during 2016, increasing from 90GeV to 110GeV to adopt to the increased instantaneous

luminosity provided by the LHC. The same Emiss
T triggers for selecting signal events

are also used for the selection of events in the 1µ-CR, since the trigger-level Emiss
T is

reconstructed solely from the calorimeter information and muons contribute like invisible

particles. The Emiss
T triggers used for the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis are summarised

in Table 4.2 for di�erent data taking periods.

The Emiss
T triggers are only fully e�cient for a o�ine reconstructed Emiss

T > 250GeV,

while the search is also sensitive to signals which provide Emiss
T values below this

threshold (see Fig. 4.4). Therefore, dedicated corrections are derived accounting for

the Emiss
T trigger ine�ciencies in the range 150 < Emiss

T < 250GeV and applied to

Monte-Carlo simulated events in the SR and 1µ-CR (for details see Appendix B).

Table 4.2: Data taking periods with their maximum instantaneous luminosity and the lowest
threshold Emiss

T trigger used.

Data period
Max. instantaneous

Emiss
T trigger

luminosity [1034 cm−2 s−1]

2015 0.49 HLT xe70

2016
1.0 HLT xe90 mht L1XE50

A—D3

2016
1.1 HLT xe100 mht L1XE50

D4—E3

2016
1.4 HLT xe110 mht L1XE50

F—L

4.5.2 Single-Lepton Triggers

Events in the 2`-CR are selected using single-lepton triggers as summarised in Table 4.3.

Electron triggers are seeded by the L1 triggers with an electron transverse energy (ET)

thresholds of 18 and 20GeV, L1EM18VH and L1EM20VH, respectively, depending on the
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Table 4.3: Data taking periods, the maximal instantaneous luminosity in a given range of data
taking period and the lowest single-electron and -muon triggers.

Data period
Max. instantaneous

Electron trigger Muon trigger
luminosity [1034 cm−2 s−1]

2015 0.49 HLT e24 lhmedium L1EM18VH HLT mu20 iloose L1MU15
HLT e24 lhmedium L1EM20VH HLT mu50

HLT e60 lhmedium
HLT e120 lhloose

2016
0.34

HLT e24 lhtight nod0 ivarloose HLT mu24 iloose L1MU15
A HLT e60 lhmedium nod0 HLT mu24 iloose

HLT e60 lhmedium HLT mu40
HLT e300 etcut

HLT e140 lhloose nod0

2016
1.1

HLT e24 lhtight nod0 ivarloose HLT mu24 ivarmedium
B—E HLT mu50

HLT mu24 ivarmedium
2016

1.4
HLT e26 lhtight nod0 ivarloose HLT mu26 ivarmedium

F—L HLT e60 lhmedium nod0 HLT mu50
HLT e60 lhmedium

HLT e300 etcut
HLT e140 lhloose nod0

HLT e120 lhloose

data taking period and the increasing instantaneous luminosity. The same holds for the

thresholds of the electron HLTs which range in ET from 24GeV up to 300GeV. Addi-

tionally, di�erent requirements on the electron identi�cation criteria (lhloose, lhmedium

and lhtight) are applied, together with requirements on the transverse impact parameter

(nod0) and the track-based isolation (ivarloose) [405].

Muon triggers are seeded at L1 with a requirement of pT > 15 GeV. At the HLT level, the

muon pT thresholds range from 20GeV to 50GeV, with additional requirements of the

muon track isolation (iloose and ivarmedium) [406].

A logical OR of all electron (muon) triggers is used to select events with two elec-

trons (muons) in the 2`-CR. Corrections accounting for trigger ine�ciencies in data

and Monte-Carlo simulation are applied to Monte-Carlo simulated events. The single-

lepton trigger SFs factors are derived in a similar way as for the Emiss
T triggers, but

by selecting Z → `` events in data Monte-Carlo simulation and by applying a so-called

tag-and-probe method [340,342].

4.6 Object Selection

Small-R jets are required to satisfy jet-quality criteria [407,408], which reject jets from

calorimeter noise bursts and in areas of dead calorimeter modules and out-of-time jets

from cosmic rays and from other non-collision backgrounds. If a single small-R jet fails

such a quality criteria, the event is rejected. Small-R jets with pT > 20GeV and |η| < 2.5
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are called central jets and used to identify the h → bb̄ decay for events with resolved

topology. The suppression of pile-up jets is important to correctly identify the h→ bb̄

decay in signal events, which originate from the hard scattering processes. Spurious

central jets from pile-up interactions are identi�ed and rejected through the exploitation

of their tracking information by the so-called jet vertex tagger (JVT) [355, 409]. Central

jets with 20 < pT < 60GeV have to ful�l the requirements of the medium JVT working

point, which accepts 96% of hard-scattering jets and rejects 98% of pile-up jets. The

remaining small-R jets in the region of 2.5 < |η| < 4.5 are called forward jets, which are

not used for the reconstruction of the Higgs decay products, since they do not provide

tracking information needed for b-jet identi�cation. Forward jets are required to satisfy

pT > 30GeV.

Large-R jets must satisfy pT > 200GeV and |η| < 2.0 and the large-R jet with highest

pT in the event is referred to as the leading large-R jet, which is considered to be

the Higgs candidate for the merged topology. The leading large-R jet is required to

have at least one ghost-associated track-jet with pT > 10GeV and |η| < 2.5. The two

highest-pT track-jets ghost-associated to the Higgs candidate are used for the b-jet

identi�cation [410, 411].

Jets from hadronic τ lepton decays (τ-jets) are selected, if they have exactly one or three

charged tracks inside the jet cone to respect the one or three prong decay structure

and must pass the loose identi�cation working point (see Section 3.3.6). Loose-τ objects

are required to satisfy pT > 20GeV and |η| < 2.5, while excluding the crack region

1.37 < |η| < 1.52. An additional very loose-τ object is constructed from central small-R

jets, with a relaxed requirement on the number of tracks inside the jet cone of Ntracks ∈
{1, 2, 3, 4}. The associated tracks must originate from the primary vertex and satisfy

pT > 1 GeV and must be within core of the small-R jet, i.e. ∆R(small−R jet, track) < 0.2

to account for the higher track collimation in a τ-jet compared to a QCD-jet. The

relaxed requirement on the number of tracks accounts for the ine�ciency of the track

identi�cation and for possible additional tracks from photon conversion produced by

π0 → γγ decays. Furthermore, for the very loose-τ object de�nition a requirement on

the angular separation ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~j) < 22.5◦ between the jet and Emiss

T is applied. This

assures that the τ object originates from a W boson decay, i.e. in tt̄ or W+jets events,

where the Emiss
T corresponds to a neutrino produced close-by to the τ object.

Di�erent electron and muon de�nitions are used in order to apply either a veto on

leptons for the SR or by selecting a single-muon or lepton pairs for the 1µ-CR and

2`-CR, respectively. For the SR, a veto on so-called baseline electrons and muons is

applied. The baseline lepton selection is most inclusive with loose identi�cation and

loose track-based isolation requirements (see Sections 3.3.3 and 3.3.2, respectively). The

baseline electrons (muons) must satisfy pT > 7GeV and |η| < 2.47 (2.7). For the 1µ-CR,
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no baseline electrons are allowed, while tighter identi�cation and isolation requirements

are applied to muons, which are referred to as signal muons. For the 2`-CR, either a

pair of baseline electrons or muons is selected, but with more stringent requirements on

the lepton pT of 27GeV and 25GeV, respectively, referred to high-pT baseline leptons.

In addition, high-pT baseline muons must satisfy |η| < 2.5.

4.7 Signal Selection

The signal selection criteria are designed to suppress background processes by exploit-

ing the di�erent kinematical properties of signal and background events and optimised

by using the benchmark Z ′-2HDM model. The events selected by the Emiss
T triggers

(see Table 4.2) are required to have o�ine reconstructed Emiss
T > 150GeV to avoid the

relatively poorly modelled region of the trigger turn-on curve (see Appendix B). The

Emiss
T requirement rejects already a large fraction of multijet events which have small

Emiss
T . Furthermore, at least one well reconstructed primary pp collision vertex with at

least two associated ID tracks with ptrack
T > 0.5GeV is required. A veto is applied against

events with one or more baseline electrons or muons. Furthermore, a veto against

events with a very loose and a loose τ-jet is applied (see Section 4.6 and Section C.1),

which reduces mainly the tt̄ and the W + jets backgrounds with W → τν decays. In

case of the merged SR, the event is only rejected if a very loose τ-jet is found within

∆R(~pleading large−R jet, ~pτ ) > 1.0.

Background contributions from non-collision events are reduced by requiring pmiss
T >

30GeV for ID tracks. Beam interactions with the gas or the wall of the beam pipe or

the shielding usually produce no ID tracks. The pmiss
T requirement is not applied for

events with two b-jets in order not to lose signal e�ciency. The pmiss
T distributions in

data and Monte-Carlo simulation are shown in Fig. 4.8. The overall mismatch between

data and Monte-Carlo simulation is due to missing multijet background. In the case of

events with one b-jet, a particularly large di�erence between data and simulation is

visible for pmiss
T < 30GeV.

Multijet background is suppressed by so-called anti-QCD requirements based on min-

imum azimuthal angle di�erences min ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~j1, 2, 3) between the ~Emiss

T vector and

either of the three highest-pT small-R jets in the event (with priority to central jets

compared to forward jets) and between the azimuthal angle di�erence ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~pmiss

T )

between ~Emiss
T and ~pmiss

T . In case of multijet events, large values of Emiss
T mainly arise

from mismeasured jet energy, such that ~Emiss
T points into the direction of the mismea-

sured jet leading to small ∆Φ (see Fig. 4.9a), such that min ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~j1, 2, 3) > 20◦ is

required. In events with real Emiss
T from neutrinos or Dark Matter particles, ~Emiss

T and

~pmiss
T should align, i.e. ∆Φ( ~Emiss

T , ~pmiss
T ) is small, except for multijet background events
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Figure 4.8: Distributions of pmiss
T of ID tracks in signal events with (a) one and (b) two b-jets a�er

the requirements min ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~j1, 2, 3) > 20◦ and ∆Φ( ~Emiss

T , ~pmiss
T ) < 90◦ to reduce multijet

background. The arrow indicates the pmiss
T > 30GeV requirement for events with one b-jet,

which is not applied to events with two b-jets.

where ~Emiss
T is expected to be aligned with one of the mismeasured jets while ~pmiss

T has

no preferred direction (see Fig. 4.9b). Hence, ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~pmiss

T ) < 90◦ is required. The

two anti-QCD requirements e�ciently reduce the multijet background to a very small

amount. Nevertheless, a data-driven estimation of the multijet background is performed

(see Section 4.8.3) to ensure that its contribution to the total background is indeed small

and well under control.

The above event selection criteria are common to all events in the SR, independent of

the resolved or merged event topology. A�er this, the events are categorised in two

disjoint categories based on a Emiss
T requirement. Events with Emiss

T < 500GeV events

are assigned to the resolved SR, and otherwise to the merged SR. Alternative event

categorisations have been tested but no signi�cant increase in signal sensitivity have

been found.

Additional selection criteria separately applied for the resolved and for the merged SRs

are described in Section 4.7.1 and Section 4.7.2, respectively. All selection criteria are

summarised in Table 4.4.

4.7.1 Resolved Signal Region Selection

Events with 150GeV < Emiss
T < 500GeV are considered in the resolved SR. The h→ bb̄

decay products are reconstructed from two well separated small-R jets. The two highest-
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Figure 4.9: Observed and expected distributions of the two variables used for the rejection of
multijet events, (a) min ∆Φ( ~Emiss

T , ~j1, 2, 3) and (b) ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~pmiss

T ). In both cases, the requirement
of pmiss

T > 30GeV has been applied. In addition, the requirement ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~pmiss

T ) < 90◦ is
applied for (a) and the requirement min ∆Φ( ~Emiss

T , ~j1, 2, 3) > 20◦ for (b). To good approximation,
the missing multijet contribution corresponds to the di�erence between data and the sum of
the simulated background processes. The arrows indicate the applied cuts in the two variables.

pT central small-R jets, j1 and j2, are used for building the Higgs boson candidate with

the invariant mass mh, cand = mj1j2 , and for the identi�cation of the b-jets. At least one

of the small-R jets making the Higgs candidate must be identi�ed as a b-jet and the one

with highest-pT must satisfy pT > 45GeV.

Further requirements are applied on the scalar sum of jet pT, HT, 2 (3) jets, of up to three

jets. For this, the jets are sorted by their pT, with priority to central jets compared to

forward jets. For events with two (three) jets, HT, 2 (3) jets > 120 (150) GeV is required.

This criterion targets the region of phase space which is mismodelled in Monte-Carlo

simulation due to a non-trivial dependence of the Emiss
T trigger e�ciency on the jet

activity [412].

The two Higgs boson candidate jets are required to have azimuthal angle di�erences

∆φ
(
~p j1h , ~p

j2
h

)
< 140◦ to ensure that the jets are in the same detector hemisphere and

close to each other. In addition, the two Higgs candidate jets are required to have an

angular separation of ∆R
(
~p j1h , ~p

j2
h

)
< 1.8, which e�ciently reduces the tt̄ background

where the top quark decay products are o�en back-to-back produced, i.e. with a large

∆R value between the two b-jets (for details see Section C.4). To account for the back-to-

back topology of the Higgs boson candidate and Emiss
T , their azimuthal angle di�erences

∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~ph) is required to be larger then 120◦, where ~ph is the momentum vector of
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Chapter 4. Mono-Higgs (bb) Search

the Higgs boson candidate.

Two dedicated requirements for reducing the tt̄ background are applied. In tt̄ events,

usually two b-jets are identi�ed from the top quark decay products, while additional

b-jets can arise from the misidenti�cation of c quark initiated jets or τ-jets from W

boson decays. Hence, a veto is applied against events with three or more b-jets (see Sec-

tion C.2). Moreover, in tt̄ events, the hadronic activity is generally higher then for signal

events with h→ bb̄ decays. Therefore, if present, the highest-pT additional jet must be

larger than 0.37×HT, all jets (see Section C.3 for more details on the so-called HT-ratio

requirement).

The Higgs candidate mass is required to satisfy 50 ≤ mj1j2 ≤ 280GeV in accordance

with the Higgs boson mass and jet energy resolution. Only events with one or two

b-jets are selected, and the one b-jet region is used to account for ine�ciencies in the b-

identi�cation. Finally, the events are grouped into three further disjoint categories of Emiss
T

to improve the signal-to-background ratio accounting for di�erent background compo-

sitions with increasing values of Emiss
T . The three Emiss

T categories in the resolved SR

are 150 to 200GeV, 200 to 350GeV and 350 to 500GeV. The separate Emiss
T ranges

allows to be sensitivity to a variety of Z ′-2HDM signal models, where the Emiss
T distri-

bution depends on the (mZ′ , mA) model parameters. Together with the two categories

based on the b-jet multiplicity per Emiss
T region, this results in six disjoint resolved SRs

in total.

4.7.2 Merged Signal Region Selection

The events in the merged SR are required to have Emiss
T ≥ 500GeV. At least one large-R

jet is required with at least one ghost-associated track-jet. In contrast to the resolved SR,

the b-jet identi�cation is done with track-jets (see Section 3.3.5) and not with small-R

jets. Only the two highest-pT track-jets are used for the identi�cation of the h → bb̄

decay, since the jets from the Higgs boson decays are expected to be high energetic [410].

In addition, this requirement suppresses the tt̄ background where a higher track-jet

multiplicity is expected, e.g. from t→Wb→ csb decays. Events with b-jets not associated

to the leading large-R jet are rejected (see Section C.2). Furthermore, the scalar sum of

pT of all small-R jets, HT, all jets, with ∆R(~psmall−R jet, ~pleading large−R jet) > 1.0 is required

to be smaller then 0.57× (HT, all jets + pT, leading large−R jet) (see Section C.3).

Similarly as for the resolved SRs, the events are classi�ed into two categories with either

one or two b-jets, which is particularly important for events with highly boosted Higgs

bosons with pT > 1 TeV. Here, the two track-jets within the large-R jet become very

collimated and can overlap, such that only one b-jet is identi�ed instead of two.

The mass of the leading large-R jet is required to be 50 ≤ mJ ≤ 270GeV, in accordance

with the Higgs boson mass and the large-R jet mass resolution.
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4.7 - Signal Selection

4.7.3 Results of the Signal Region Selection

In this section, the results of the event selection prior to the combined �t are summarised.

The expected and observed distributions of the Higgs boson candidate mass in the SR at

pre-�t level a�er applying all event selection criteria are shown in Fig. 4.10 and Fig. 4.11

for events with one and two b-jets, respectively. The agreement between the data and
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Figure 4.10: Expected and observed pre-�t distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs
boson for events with one b-jet in the four Emiss

T categories of the signal region. The expected
signal distributions are normalised to 1 pb for (mZ′ , mA) = (600GeV, 300GeV) and to 10 fb
for (1400GeV, 600GeV) and (2600GeV, 300GeV) for illustration.
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the Monte-Carlo simulation is expected to improve once the background normalisations

are adjusted within the pro�le-likelihood �t (see Chapter 5) and the multijet contribution

is estimated. In addition, the Emiss
T distributions at pre-�t level are shown in Fig. 4.12.
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Figure 4.11: Expected and observed pre-�t distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs
boson for events with two b-jets in the four Emiss

T categories of the signal region. The expected
signal distributions are normalised to 1 pb for (mZ′ , mA) = (600GeV, 300GeV) and to 10 fb
for (1400GeV, 600GeV) and (2600GeV, 300GeV) for illustration.
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Figure 4.12: Expected and observed pre-�t distributions of Emiss
T with (a) one and (b) two

b-jets in the event in the signal region. The expected signal distributions are normalised
to 1 pb for (mZ′ , mA) = (600GeV, 300GeV) and to 10 fb for (1400GeV, 600GeV) and
(2600GeV, 300GeV) for illustration.
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4.8 Background Estimation From Control Regions

In addition to the SR (see Section 4.7), two control regions (CRs) are used for the

estimation of the main backgrounds (see Section 4.3). The one-muon control region (1µ-

CR) for the tt̄ and W+jets backgrounds and the two-muon control region (2`-CR) for

the Z+jets background. The CRs are de�ned in signal-depleted regions of phase space

where high purity data samples are available to constrain the background contributions

in the SR. In particular, the CRs are designed by selecting disjoint sets of events based

on the number of leptons and b-jets in the events and their contribution is extrapolated

to the backgrounds in the SR. In addition, a dedicated multijet enriched region is de�ned

to estimate the contribution in the SR. All SR and CRs are then used within a combined

pro�le-likelihood �t (see Chapter 5) to extract the right normalisations of the three main

backgrounds. All other backgrounds are �xed to their expectation from the Monte-Carlo

simulation within assigned errors. The selection criteria in the CRs are close to ones in

the SR to select kinematically similar events.

4.8.1 One-Muon Control Region

The 1µ-CR is used to constrain the normalisations of the W+jets and the tt̄ backgrounds.

Only the one-muon region is used, without selecting electrons. This allows to use the

same Emiss
T triggers (see Section 4.5.1) as in the SR. Moreover, an electron control region

would require a dedicated estimate of the multijet background in the 1µ-CR, as the

probability of jets faking electrons is much higher then for muons.

The 1µ-CR selects a single signal muons (see Section 4.6) produced in W → µν decays

from W+jets and tt̄ background events (see Fig. 4.7c and Fig. 4.7a, respectively), while no

baseline electrons are allowed in the event. Beyond the selected muon, identical event

selection criteria as for the SR are applied (see Section 4.7), except for Emiss
T and pmiss

T .

In the SR, Emiss
T and pmiss

T are used for the selection of signal events, while in the 1µ-CR

proxies for these two variables are used. Here, the muon four-momentum is added to

the four-momenta of Emiss
T and pmiss

T to mark the muon as invisible and to mimic the

reconstructed pT of the leptonically decaying W boson. The related quantities are then

called Emiss,no−µ
T and pmiss, no−µ

T and their vectors are given as ~Emiss,no−µ
T and ~pmiss,no−µ

T ,

respectively. In all calculations Emiss
T and pmiss

T are replaced by Emiss,no−µ
T and pmiss,no−µ

T

and analogous their vectors, i.e. for the calculation of the anti-QCD sensitive variables

(see Table 4.4). As in the SR, the events in the 1µ-CR are categorised into two b-jet

regions and into four Emiss, no−µ
T categories. The Emiss, no−µ

T distributions are shown

in Fig. 4.13.

The selection criteria used in the 1µ-CR are summarised in Table 4.4. In the 1µ-CR, the

electric charge of the muon is used as the variable of interest entering the �t, which
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Figure 4.13: Distributions of Emiss, no−µ
T a�er the full 1µ-CR selection for events with (a) one

and (b) two b-jets.

provides a better separation between the tt̄ and theW+jets backgrounds compared to the

Higgs boson candidate mass used in the SR. In addition, the two bins of the muon charge

are su�cient to precisely predict the normalisations of the two backgrounds and no

shape information about the mh, cand distribution is required. The tt̄ process provides an

equal number of µ+ and µ− events, while for the W+jets process a prevalence of µ+ over

µ− is expected from the proton PDFs [413] at the LHC. This charge asymmetry is directly

related to the dominance of u quarks compared to d quarks in the protons. Valence u

quarks interacting with sea d̄ quarks produce within the pp collision the majority of

W++jets events, while valence d quarks interacting with sea ū quarks produce most of

the W−+jets events. From the measurement of the W+/W− production cross section

ratio in association with jets, the charge asymmetry in W+jets events is expected to

be around 1.5 to 2.0 [414] depending on the jet multiplicity in the event, which is also

seen in the 1µ-CR. The muon charge distribution is shown in Fig. 4.14 a�er applying the

full 1µ-CR event selection independent of the Emiss, no−µ
T range. Here, the same amount

of µ− and µ+ events are selected for the case of the tt̄ process as expected, while for

the W+jets process a prevalence of µ+ events is found as expected. Overall, the data is

very well described by the Monte-Carlo simulation. The Higgs boson candidate mass is

illustrated in Appendix D. The purity of the Monte-Carlo templates in the 1µ-CR is given

in Table 4.5. The purity of the tt̄ template is in general higher for the two b-jet category

and decreases with increasing Emiss, no−µ
T . In contrast, the contribution of W+jets events

increases with increasing Emiss, no−µ
T and dominates in the merged region. Similarly, for
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Figure 4.14: The signal muon charge a�er the full 1µ-CR selection for events with (a) one and (b)
two b-jets.

Table 4.5: Fraction of total background events of the Monte-Carlo prediction per process in [%]
in the 1µ-CR for events with one and two b-jets. Only processes with a contribution of more
then 1% to the total background are given.

Range in Emiss, no−µ
T [GeV]

[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500, ∞)

O
ne

b-
je
t tt̄ 67 65 55 40

Z+jets 1.1 — — —
W+jets 22 23 30 42
single-t 9.1 9.3 12 14
Diboson — — — 2.1

Tw
o
b-
je
ts tt̄ 81 70 42 28

W+jets 9.1 15 27 40
single-t 8.0 12 26 25
Diboson — — 1.8 3.2
SM V h(bb̄) — — 1.1 3.2

increasing Emiss, no−µ
T also the contribution of the single top quark production increases,

and has especially in the two b-jet region a large contribution of around 26% of the

total background. The contributions of the Z+jets, diboson and SM V h(bb̄) processes

are small and in total below 6%. Before applying the pro�le-likelihood �t, the W+jets

Monte-Carlo sample is splitted into two templates, a heavy-�avour and a light-�avour
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4.8 - Background Estimation From Control Regions

jet template, based on the parton-level jet �avour of the two Higgs boson candidate jets

(see Appendix E).

4.8.2 Two-Lepton Control Region

The 2`-CR is used to estimate the Z(→ νν)+jets background in the SR by selecting

Z(→ `+`−)+jets events with ` = e, µ. The Z boson has for both �nal states the iden-

tical decay topology. In case of Z decays into a pair of charged leptons, the transverse

momentum of the Z boson, p``T , is reconstructed from the two leptons, while for the Z

decay into neutrinos its momentum is approximated by Emiss
T . Hence, in the 2`-CR p``T

is used instead of Emiss
T for the selection of events and for the event categories. In the

2`-CR the non-collision background is expected to be small and, therefore, pmiss
T is not

used.

The dilepton events are selected by requiring the lowest single-lepton trigger (see Sec-

tion 4.5.2). Furthermore, either two high-pT baseline electrons or muons are required,

with no additional low-pT baseline leptons in the event (see Section 4.6). The two muons

are required to have opposite charge, while this is not required for the electrons due

to their higher rate of charge misidenti�cation. The electron (muon) pairs are required

to have an invariant mass around the Z boson mass of 83 < mee < 99GeV (71 <

mµµ < 106GeV). This requirement suppresses processes having a non-resonant pro-

duced lepton-pair, i.e. dileptonic tt̄ events. The invariant dimuon and dielectron mass

distributions are shown in Fig. 4.15a and Fig. 4.15b, respectively. In both cases, good

agreement between the data and the Monte-Carlo prediction is found. The amount of

ee and µµ events is approximately the same within statistical uncertainties. In order

to improve the purity of the Z(→ `+`−)+jets sample by reducing the tt̄ background, a

requirement on the so-called Emiss
T -signi�cance is applied, which is de�ned as

Emiss
T√
HT

, (4.1)

with HT the scalar sum of transverse momenta of all small-R jets in the event and of the

two leptons, and Emiss
T the missing transverse energy in the event (in this case not p``T ).

The distribution of the Emiss
T -signi�cance variable is illustrated in Fig. 4.16. The Emiss

T -

signi�cance is required to be less than 3.5
√

GeV. The Emiss
T -signi�cance requirement

reduces the tt̄ background by around 50 to 65%, while the other backgrounds are only

marginally reduced.

The purity of Z+ jets events in the 2`-CR is given in Table 4.6. In the one b-jet

resolved 2`-CR, the purity of the Z+jets background is above 92%, while in the two

b-jet category it is above 80% with increased contributions from the diboson, tt̄ and

V h(→ bb̄) backgrounds depending on the Emiss
T range.
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Figure 4.15: Distributions of the invariant dilepton mass in the 2`-CR for (a) the ee and (b) the
µµ �nal state both inclusive in the number of b-jets and in p``T .
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Figure 4.16: Distribution of the Emiss
T -signi�cance in the 2`-CR inclusively in the number of

b-jets and p``T .

In contrast to the SR and the 1µ-CR, the common selection criteria (see Table 4.4) are

not applied in the 2`-CR. Especially no anti-QCD requirements are applied, due to the

absence of multijet events when two isolated high-pT leptons are selected.

The 2`-CR events are split into two regions based on the number of b-jets and into four

regions of p``T . The distributions of p``T are shown in Fig. 4.17a and Fig. 4.17b for events

with one and two b-jets, respectively.
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4.8 - Background Estimation From Control Regions

Table 4.6: Fraction of total background events of the Monte-Carlo prediction per process in [%]
in the 2`-CR for events with one and two b-jets. Only processes with a contribution of more
then 1% to the total background are given.

Range in p``T [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500, ∞)

O
ne

b-
je
t

tt̄ 2.9 1.3 0.44 0.30
Z+jets 94 95 95 92
Diboson 2.3 3.1 4.3 7.0
SM V h(bb̄) 0.20 0.30 0.48 0.60

Tw
o
b-
je
ts tt̄ 10 3.1 2.4 —

Z+jets 82 86 84 80
Diboson 6.0 8.0 10 14
SM V h(bb̄) 1.6 2.5 2.9 5.8
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Figure 4.17: Distributions of p``T a�er applying the full 2`-CR event selection for events with (a)
one and (b) two b-jets.

The 2`-CR selection criteria are summarised in Table 4.4. As for the W+jets sample in

the 1µ-CR, the Z+jets Monte-Carlo template is splitted into two sub-templates depending

on the parton-level jet �avour of the two Higgs candidate jets (see Appendix E).
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Chapter 4. Mono-Higgs (bb) Search

4.8.3 Data Driven Multijet Background Estimation

At the LHC an overwhelming large multijet background is present. Usually, in such

multijet events no real Emiss
T is present, e.g. from neutrinos or Dark Matter particles.

Instead, Emiss
T mostly originates from reconstruction e�ects of jets and their association

energies, such that ~Emiss
T o�en points into the same direction as a jet. To a small amount,

multijet events with real Emiss
T can originate from jets with semileptonic heavy-�avour

hadron decays where neutrinos are produced.

In the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis, the multijet background is already e�ciently reduced

by requiring Emiss
T > 150GeV. In addition, the anti-QCD requirements (see Section 4.7)

further reduce the background. Nevertheless, the multijet background in the resolved SR

is estimated in a data driven approach by using a so-called template method, to ensure

that the background is indeed at a very small level compared to the total background.

In both control regions, the multijet background is not estimated and its contribution is

neglected.

Templates of the Higgs candidate mass and of Emiss
T are used in the pro�le-likelihood �t

for the extraction of the the signal sensitivity. The multijet background in the resolved

SR is estimated separately for each of the three Emiss
T ranges and for the two b-jet

categories. A so-called multijet region is de�ned, where the multijet background is

expected to be enriched, i.e. by inverting one of the anti-QCD requirements, namely

min ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~j1, 2, 3) < 20◦. This region is highly dominated by multijet background

events, as illustrated in Fig. 4.9a, where the multijet contribution is approximated by the

di�erence between the data and all Standard Model backgrounds. The events in the region

of min ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~j1, 2, 3) < 20◦ are used to model the shape of the mh, cand distribution

by taking the di�erence between the data and the simulated backgrounds. The derived

mh, cand templates of the multijet background have to be correctly normalised for every

Emiss
T range. This is done by using a second variable, the multiplicity of jets which have

a muon in their vicinity, i.e. a muon within the cone of the jet ∆R
(
~pjet, ~pmuon

)
< 0.4.

Here, the muon originates from heavy-�avour hadron decays and is accompanied by

neutrinos, and, therefore, real Emiss
T . The multijet template normalisations are extracted

by �tting the distribution of jets with a close-by muon to data, where all non-multijet

templates are allowed to �oat independently within their theoretical uncertainties. Finally,

the multijet contribution to the total background is at most of the order of 2% in the

lowest Emiss
T range. An additional normalisation uncertainty of 100% is assigned to the

multijet background, which is propagated as a nuisance parameter into the �nal pro�le-

likelihood �t (see Chapter 5). For more details on the multijet background estimation

see Appendix F.
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Chapter 5

Results of the Mono-Higgs (bb) Search

This Chapter summarises the results of the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search (see Chapter 4). First,

the statistical model is introduced in Section 5.1. The systematic uncertainties taken into

account in the statistical model as nuisance parameters are discussed in Section 5.2.

The �nal results of the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search based on 36 fb−1 of data are discussed in

in Section 5.3. The interpretation of the results in terms of upper cross section limits

for the simpli�ed Z ′-2HDM model are given in Section 5.3.2.

5.1 Statistical Interpretation

The interpretation of the selected signal and background data is performed using a

pro�le-likelihood �t of signal and background to data following Ref. [415]. The di�erent

disjoint categories depending on lepton and b-jet multiplicities and Emiss
T , and signal

and control regions are combined and exclusion limits are determined in the absence of

signi�cant deviations from the Standard Model expectation (see Refs. [416–419]).

Signal predictions are derived from the Z ′-2HDM model for di�erent (mZ′ , mA) mass

points. The Higgs boson candidate mass, mh, cand, is used as a discriminating variable in

the �t, together with four Emiss
T bins comprising three resolved regions and one merged

region.

5.1.1 Statistical Model

The statistical model uses a binned pro�le-likelihood �t [420] to histograms of mh, cand

and Emiss
T with the likelihood function

L(µ, ~θ) =

Nbins∏
b=1

P (nobs
b |µN

sig
b (θ) +N

bkg
b (~θ)) ×∏

θi, θj∈~θ, i<j

N (θi|θ̄i, σθi)× LN (θj |θ̄j , σθj ) ,
(5.1)
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which is the product of the Poisson probabilities for the di�erent bins. In Eq. (5.1), nobs
b

is the number of data events, N sig
b and N

bkg
b are the numbers of expected signal and

background events, respectively, in each of Nbins bins of all regions and categories. More-

over, µ is the signal strength parameter of interest (POI), common to all regions and

de�ned as the ratio of measured to expected signal cross section. A zero signal strength

corresponds to the background-only hypothesis and µ = 1 to the signal+background

hypothesis with the signal contribution as predicted by the Z ′-2HDM signal model for

given values of mZ′ and mA.

The signal and background predictions, N sig
b and N

bkg
b , are a�ected by systematic un-

certainties (see Section 5.2), which are taken into account in the �t as nuisance parame-

ters (NPs), ~θ = (θi). N
sig
b and Nbkg

b depend on one NP θi for each systematic uncertainty.

The probability density distributions of the nuisance parameters are normal distribu-

tions constraining the NPs to their nominal values within the corresponding systematic

uncertainties. θ̄i is the mean and σθi the width of the distribution of the nuisance

parameter θi. The normal distribution, N , is multiplied with a log-normal, LN , distri-

bution in Eq. (5.1) to avoid negative probabilities from normalisation uncertainties. The

log-normal distribution describes a random variable whose logarithm follows a normal

distribution [419] (see Section G.1).

The compatibility of the data with a hypothetical Z ′-2HDM signal and on the Standard

Model background is tested using the pro�le likelihood ratio

λ(µ) =
L(µ ,

ˆ̂
~θ)

L(µ̂ , ~̂θ)
, (5.2)

of the two likelihood functions L(µ,
ˆ̂
~θ) and L(µ̂, ~̂θ), where L(µ ,

ˆ̂
~θ) is maximised over

all nuisance parameters for given µ, while the denominator, L(µ̂ , ~̂θ), is maximised over

all parameters including µ. µ̂ and ~̂θ are the maximum likelihood estimators of µ and ~θ

which maximise L(µ̂, ~̂θ), and
ˆ̂
~θ is the conditional maximum likelihood estimator of ~θ

which maximises the numerator in Eq. (5.2) under the condition of a given µ.

The null hypothesis can be either the background-only (µ = 0) or the signal+background

(µ > 0) hypothesis depending on whether the signi�cance of a potential signal or exclu-

sion limits are to be evaluated. Di�erent test statistics are de�ned based on Eq. (5.2) for

the two cases. A possible excess of events above the expected Standard Model back-

ground is attributed a certain statistical signi�cance if the background-only hypothesis
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can be rejected with a corresponding probability. The test statistic is de�ned as

q0 =

−2 lnλ(0) for µ̂ ≥ 0 and

0 for µ̂ < 0 .
(5.3)

µ̂ < 0 is possible due to statistical �uctuations or systematic uncertainties. Agreement

between data and background prediction, i.e. con�rmation of the background-only

hypothesis, corresponds to a small observed value of the test statistic qobs
0 , while in the

case of an excess above the background the test statistics qobs
0 is large. The agreement

between data and background is quanti�ed by the local p0-value, de�ned as

p0 =

∫ ∞
qobs
0

f(q0|0)dq0 , (5.4)

where f(q0|0) is the probability density function of q0. The local p0-value gives the

probability of falsely rejecting the background-only hypothesis although it is true. It is

usually expressed as the statistical signi�cance of the excess in numbers of standard

deviations, Z , according to the relation

Z = Φ−1(1− p0) (5.5)

where Φ−1 is the inverse of the cumulative probability distribution function of a normal

distribution (see Fig. 5.1). A signi�cance of Z = 3, corresponding to a p0-value of 1.5 · 10−3,

f(x) = 1
2

e x2

2

Z
p0-value

y

x

Figure 5.1: De�nition of the signal signi�cance Z from the local p0-value assuming a normal
Gaussian probability density function for the test statistic q0.

is usually taken as evidence for a signal. For a discovery a signi�cance of at least Z = 5,
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corresponding to a p0-value of 2.9 · 10−7, usually is required.

For the determination of exclusion limits, the signal+background hypothesis is tested

using the test statistics

q̃µ =


−2 ln L(µ,

ˆ̂
~θ(µ))

L(0,
ˆ̂
~θ(0))

for µ̂ < 0 ,

−2 ln L(µ,
ˆ̂
~θ(µ))

L(µ̂, ~̂θ)
for 0 ≤ µ̂ ≤ µ and,

0 for µ̂ > µ .

(5.6)

resulting in small (large) values in case of high (low) compatibility of the data with the

signal+background hypothesis. The requirement µ̂ ≤ µ prevents that an excess in the

data is considered incompatible with the signal+background hypothesis. In order to set

limits on µ, the pµ-value

pµ =

∫ ∞
q̃obs
µ

f(q̃µ|µ)dq̃µ , (5.7)

is de�ned for the signal+background (null) hypothesis with f(q̃µ|µ) the probability den-

sity function of q̃µ for given µ of �nding the probability q̃µ ≥ q̃obs
µ . The 95% con�dence

level (CL) upper limit on µ is determined iteratively as the largest value for which 1− pµ
is less then 95%.

The expected number mono-Higgs (bb̄) signal events is rather small compared to the

number of background events. To avoid excluding the signal hypothesis for small sensitiv-

ity (see the discussion in Ref. [421]), a modi�ed frequentist method, the CLs method [422]

is used which combines the conditional probability

pb =

∫ q̃obs
µ

−∞
f(q̃µ|0) dq̃µ , (5.8)

for the alternative background-only hypothesis, with the pµ-value for the signal+background

(null) hypothesis in Eq. (5.7) to the pCLs
µ -value

pCLs
µ =

pµ
1− pb

. (5.9)

The 95% upper limit on the signal strength is calculated in the CLs approach, using

the asymptotic approximation of pCLs
µ [415, 423, 424] in the limit of a large sample with

the largest value of µ for which 1− pCLs
µ is smaller then 95%. Note that in contrast to

the LHC limits, direct Dark Matter detection experiments use 90% CL upper limits on

the Dark Matter-nucleon cross section. For the calculation of the expected sensitivity,

toy Monte-Carlo events are used in the so-called Asimov approach [415], which avoids

the need for a large number of Monte-Carlo datasets for the estimation of the test
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statistic distribution, pCLs
µ , and, therefore, a single Monte-Carlo dataset is chosen instead

as reference data.

5.1.2 Fitted Distributions

The Z ′-2HDM signal model describes a resonance in the Higgs candidate mass spectrum

around mh, cand = 125GeV. The sidebands of the mass peak are used to constrain the

backgrounds and reduce the systematic uncertainties. The di�erent event categories

and mh, cand ranges in the pro�le-likelihood �t are summarised in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1: Event categories entering the combined pro�le-likelihood �t. The signal discriminating
variable in the �t is the Higgs boson candidate mass, mh, cand, which is either the invariant dijet
mass, mjj , in the resolved region or the mass of the leading large-R jet, mJ , in the merged
region.

Regions Signal region 1µ−CR 2`−CR

D
is
cr

im
in

at
in

g
va

ri
ab

le
s

b-jet multiplicity one or two

Emiss
T

Emiss
T Emiss, no−µ

T p``T
[150, 200), [200, 350), [350, 500), [500, ∞) GeV

Muon charge — +1 / − 1 —

mh, cand

mh, cand distribution mh, cand normalisation
mjj ∈ [50, 280] GeV (resolved)
mJ ∈ [50, 270] GeV (merged)

In the SR, equidistant binnings of mh, cand are used, where the number of bins is chosen

to be relatively large for high statistics in the three resolved categories and small in

the rather low statistics in the merged category distinguished by Emiss
T ranges. For

the mh, cand distribution in the Emiss
T regions [150, 200) GeV and [200, 350) GeV a bin

width of 5GeV is used. For regions with higher Emiss
T and, thus, lower statistics coarser

binning is used, namely for Emiss
T ∈ [350, 500) GeV and [500, ∞) GeV, respectively, 10

and 20GeV bin width.

In the 1µ-CR, separate categories with positive and negative muon charge are used in

order to separate tt̄ from W+jets events, as for the latter µ+ events are more frequent

then µ− events in pp collisions, while in tt̄ events both charges are equally frequent.

Information about the Higgs boson candidate mass distribution is not used in the 1µ-CR

and in the 2`-CR for relative normalisation to the SR. In the latter case, the number of

events in the whole mh, cand range is used. Resulting in two bins of muon charge and

one bin of mh, cand for the 1µ-CR and 2`-CR, respectively, per Emiss
T range.

The events are split into regions with one and with two b-jets accounting for the

di�erent background compositions. The one-b-jet region in the 1µ-CR targets mostly

W + jets events, while the two-b-jet region selects mostly tt̄ events. In addition, the
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category with one b-jet targets signal models with very high Emiss
T and thus strongly

boosted Higgs boson decays with overlapping b-jets.

5.2 Systematic Uncertainties and Nuisance Parameters

In general, the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search is a�ected by two sources of uncertainties: the

statistical uncertainty on the data, and the systematic uncertainty related to the detector

response to the �nal state particles and from uncertainties in the theoretical predictions.

The systematic uncertainties can in�uence the Monte-Carlo event yields and the shape

of distributions, in particular of mh, cand and of Emiss
T .

Experimental systematic uncertainties are discussed in Section 5.2.1 and uncertainties

from Monte-Carlo predictions are given in Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.2 for signal and back-

ground processes, respectively. In the �nal pro�le-likelihood �t, all uncertainties are

incorporated as nuisance parameter (see Section 5.2.4). The impact of the di�erent

systematic uncertainties on the �nal results are evaluated in Section 5.3.1.

5.2.1 Experimental Systematic Uncertainties

A summary of all systematic uncertainties considered in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis is

given in Table 5.2.

Luminosity and Pile-up

The uncertainty on the luminosity of 36.1 f b−1 recorded during 2015 and 2016 is 3.2%,

measured by using the methods discussed in Section 3.2.7.

Systematic uncertainties accounting for changing pile-up conditions during 2015 and

2016 are considered as well. A reweighting procedure is applied to Monte-Carlo simulated

events to match the conditions in data. The uncertainties originated from the modelling of

pile-up events, including uncertainties on the pp inelastic cross section. The total pile-up

related uncertainty is of the order of 6% based on a measurement done in Run 1 [339].

Electrons

Electrons are either used indirectly and vetoed in the SR and the 1µ-CR, or electron pairs

are selected in the 2`-CR. In the 2`-CR, events are triggered by single lepton triggers.

Thus, corrections and systematic uncertainties accounting for ine�ciencies in the single

electron triggers are applied. Furthermore, uncertainties related to the e�ciency of the

electron reconstruction, the identi�cation and the isolation are used as well, which all

a�ect the observed event yields. While, uncertainties related to the electron energy scale

and resolution a�ect the electron kinematics and, therefore, the shape of distributions,

i.e. of the p``T distribution.
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Muons

Similarly as for the case of electrons, muons are also associated with uncertainties

related to the single muon trigger in the 2`-CR. Moreover, the reconstruction and isolation

e�ciency uncertainties, as well as uncertainties of the track-to-vertex association are also

used. The muon kinematics are a�ected by three systematics related to the momentum

scale, and two for the momentum resolution measured separately in the inner detector

and the muon spectrometer.

Small−R Jets

Experimental uncertainties on small-R jets are related to the jet energy scale and

resolution originating from the in-situ calibrations (see Section 3.3.4.1). A set of three

nuisance parameters is considered for the jet energy scale, while a single nuisance

parameter is used for the description of the variations on the jet energy resolution. For

the small-R jet calibration, an uncertainty due to a non-closure e�ect of the jet response

in the region of 2.4 < |η| < 2.5 is considered.

Large−R Jets

Uncertainties on the large-R jet (see Section 3.3.4.2) mass and energy resolution are

considered as nuisance parameters in the pro�le-likelihood �t. Additionally, uncertainties

on the mass and pT scale are used as nuisance parameters. The scale uncertainties are

parametrised as four components, where one accounts for the di�erence between the

data and the predictions of PYTHIA 8 and one due to the statistical uncertainty on the

measurement. The di�erence in the jet energy scale found when using an alternative

Monte-Carlo generators is assigned with an additional uncertainty. The fourth uncertainty

is related to the track reconstruction e�ciency, which impacts the combined jet mass.

Small−R Jets and Track-Jet Flavour Tagging

The uncertainties on the b-jet identi�cation e�ciency of small-R jets and track-jets

(see Section 3.3.5) are evaluated separately for b-, c- and light-�avour jets. The systematic

uncertainties are treated as uncorrelated for the two types of jets. The uncertainties

on the b-jet scale factors are parametrised as three nuisance parameters, while for the

c-jets and the light-�avour jets four and �ve, respectively, parameters are used. Two

additional uncertainties related to scale factor extrapolations on high-pT jets (above

300GeV), and for the identi�cation of τ-jets extrapolated from c-jets are used.

Emiss
T -Trigger

The uncertainties on the Emiss
T trigger scale factors (see Appendix B), which are used in

the SR and 1µ-CR, have two components one related to the statistical uncertainty and
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one related to the systematic uncertainty. For the estimation of systematic uncertainties,

event �nal states with one and two b-jets are used and related scale factor have been

derived, while their variation from the nominal scale factor serve as an uncertainty. The

di�erence between scale factors calculated inclusively and exclusively in the number of

b-jets is used as a component of uncertainty, which accounts for the di�erence in the

Emiss
T response for light- and heavy-�avour jets at the reconstruction and trigger level.

Overall, the statistical uncertainty on the Emiss
T trigger scale factor dominates over the

systematic uncertainty.

Systematic uncertainties on the reconstructed Emiss
T , i.e. related to the Emiss

T so�-term

were missing in the generated Monte-Carlo samples and could not been used. The

impact on the results has been studied for one of the main backgrounds, namely for

the tt̄ process, and for one benchmark Z ′-2HDM signal model (see Section H.1), and

was found to be below 5% of the total event yield for both cases. Therefore, the Emiss
T

so�-term uncertainties have not been applied in the analysis. While the energy scale

and resolution uncertainties on the jets and the leptons are propagated to the calculation

of the Emiss
T hard-term and the uncertainties are used.

A veto on τ-jets is applied in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis. The related uncertainties, i.e.

the τ-jet energy scale and identi�cation e�ciency, are found to be very small, and have

not been used in the analysis (see Section H.2).

5.2.2 Theoretical Background Uncertainties

Modelling uncertainties of the three main background processes, tt̄, W+jets and Z+jets,

are used to account for di�erences in the modelling of the reconstructed dijet mass and

the Emiss
T distributions, and have been derived by comparing the predictions of di�erent

Monte-Carlo generators. The evaluation of the theory uncertainties follows the strategy

described in Ref. [425].

tt̄ Background

Uncertainties for the tt̄ background are derived from comparing the nominal POWHEG

+ PYTHIA 6 sample to alternative samples, with di�erent parton-shower generation

(POWHEG + HERWIG++ [426]), matrix-element generation (MADGRAPH5 AMC@NLO [65] +

HERWIG++) and by changing settings of the nominal generator to increase or decrease the

amount of gluon emission. The uncertainties are derived by comparing the shape of the

Emiss
T (Emiss, no−µ

T or p``T ) distribution, depending on the selected lepton multiplicity, and

of the Higgs candidate mass distribution between the di�erent Monte-Carlo generators.

The largest variation from the nominal shape is �tted with a functional form and then

symmetrised (up and down variations) to de�ne two separate modelling uncertainties
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Table 5.2: Summary of the type of experimental systematic uncertainties considered in mono-
Higgs (bb̄) analysis and treated as nuisance parameters in the pro�le-likelihood �t

Systematic uncertainty Short description

Event

Luminosity uncertainty on the total integrated luminosity

Pile-up reweighting uncertainty on pile-up reweighting

Electrons

EL EFF Trigger TOTAL 1NPCOR PLUS UNCOR trigger e�ciency uncertainty
EL EFF Reco TOTAL 1NPCOR PLUS UNCOR reconstruction e�ciency uncertainty
EL EFF ID TOTAL 1NPCOR PLUS UNCOR identi�cation e�ciency uncertainty
EL EFF Iso TOTAL 1NPCOR PLUS UNCOR isolation e�ciency uncertainty
EG SCALE ALL energy scale uncertainty
EG RESOLUTION ALL energy resolution uncertainty

Muons

MUON EFF TrigSystUncertainty
trigger e�ciency uncertainties

MUON EFF TrigStatUncertainty
MUON EFF STAT

reconstruction e�ciency uncertainty
MUON EFF SYS
MUON ISO STAT

isolation e�ciency uncertainty
MUON ISO SYS
MUON TTVA STAT

track-to-vertex association e�ciency uncertainty
MUON TTVA SYS
MUONS SCALE momentum scale uncertainty
MUONS ID momentum resolution uncertainty from the inner detector
MUONS MS momentum resolution uncertainty from the muon system

Small-R Jets

JET GroupedNP energy scale uncertainty split into 3 components
JET SR1 JER SINGLE NP energy resolution uncertainty
JET SR1 JET EtaIntercalibration NonClosure non-closure in the jet response at 2.4 < |η| < 2.5

Large-R Jets

FATJET JMR mass resolution uncertainty
FATJET JER energy resolution uncertainty
JET Comb Baseline Kin

energy scale uncertainties (pT and mass scales fully correlated)
JET Comb TotalStat Kin
JET Comb Modelling Kin
JET Comb Tracking Kin

Small-R jet and Track-Jet Flavour Tagging

FT EFF EIGEN B b-tagging e�ciency uncertainties: 3 components for b-jets,
4 for c-jets and 5 for light jets

FT EFF EIGEN C
FT EFF EIGEN L
FT EFF EIGEN extrapolation b-tagging e�ciency uncertainty on the extrapolation on high pT-jets
FT EFF EIGEN extrapolation from charm b-tagging e�ciency uncertainty on τ-jets

Emiss
T -Trigger

METTrigStat
trigger e�ciency uncertainty

METTrigSyst
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for Emiss
T and mh, cand.

V +jets Background

In case of the W+ jets process, the modelling uncertainties are also derived form the

comparison of di�erent Monte-Carlo generators. The uncertainties are derived by se-

lecting one-muon events. The resulting uncertainties are given for Emiss, no−µ
T and for

mh, cand by comparing the distributions of the nominal SHERPA generator to those of

the MADGRAPH generator. The uncertainties are only a�ecting the shape of the two

distributions.

For the Z+jets background in contrast, a high purity region with two isolated leptons

is constructed, such that the modelling uncertainties are derived from the comparison

between the predictions of the SHERPA generator and the data. The modelling uncer-

tainties, SysZPtV and SysZMbb, are parametrised in an functional way depending on

the reconstructed Z boson pT, p``T , and on the Higgs boson candidate mass, respectively.

Here, SysZPtV e�ects the normalisation and the shape of the Monte-Carlo templates and

SysZMbb only the shape of the Higgs boson candidate mass distribution. The uncer-

tainties are applied to the SR and 2`-CR in a fully correlated manner.

The V + jets background samples with V = W/Z are subdivided into two di�erent

components based upon the jet �avours at parton-level (see Appendix E), i.e. of the

two small-R jets making the Higgs candidate or of the two track-jets associated to the

leading large-R jet. This is necessary, as the V+jets background composition is expected

to change between the di�erent Emiss
T ranges and for events with one and two b-jets,

and, therefore, the template normalisations are expected the behave di�erently within

the likelihood �t. The main V+jets background contributions (V + bb, V + bc, V + bl and

V + cc) are jointly considered as the V + heavy-�avour (hf) background, where the label

b (c) indicates the matching of a b (c) quark at parton-level to a jet, while l* stands for a

light-�avour jet with no matching to a b or c quark. The remaining �avour components,

V + cl and V + ll, are summarised as the V + light-�avour (lf) background. Only the two

V + hf normalisations, are allowed to freely �oat in the likelihood �t (see Section 5.2.4),

while the V + lf normalisations are constraint within theoretical uncertainties. The V + lf

sub-components, V + cl and V + ll, are assigned with normalisation uncertainties of

30% and of 10%, respectively. The normalistions of the Z + hf components across

the SR and the 2`-CR are decorrelated within 20%, and the same for the W + hf

component across the SR and the 1µ-CR. These uncertainties are assigned to account

for the di�erent selection acceptances in the di�erent event regions. Uncertainties on

the relative composition of the V + hf sample are assigned, with respect to the smaller

component. In case of the W + hf sample, the ratios W + bc/W + hf, W + bl/W + hf and

*The label l here indicates a light-�avour jet.
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W +cc/W +hf are assigned each with a 20% uncertainty which is correlated across the

SR and the 1µ-CR. Furthermore, uncertainties of 20% on the Z+bc/Z+hf, Z+bl/Z+hf

and Z + cc/Z + hf ratios are assigned individually in the SR and the 2`-CR, to allow

more �exibility of the di�erent components within the �t, with a better constraint on

the Z + hf prediction from the high-purity 2`-CR.

Beyond these systematics uncertainties, additional normalisation uncertainties are as-

signed to the remaining background processes. For the single top quark production in

the t-channel an uncertainty of 4.4%, in the s-channel of 4.6% and for the associated

Wt production an uncertainty of 6.2% is assigned. The diboson production processes

are assigned with uncertainties of 25%, 26% and 20% for the case of V V = WW, WZ

or ZZ , respectively, including scale variations as well as parton shower uncertainties.

The V h(→ bb̄) production is constrained by a normalisation uncertainty of 50%. [86,87].

The multijet normalisation is decorrelated per event category, since only for the resolved

SR a data-driven estimation of the multijet background is done (see Section 4.8.3). The

associated uncertainty on the multijet normalisation is 100%, which is rather conser-

vative but due to the small contribution to the total background it is expected to be

still a small contribution. For more details on background normalisation uncertainties

see Refs. [257,267, 425].

5.2.3 Theoretical Signal Uncertainties

The uncertainty on the experimental acceptance for the Z ′-2HDM signal model is eval-

uated by varying parameters of the MADGRAPH + PYTHIA generators and comparing the

results by applying the analysis selection at generator level. Generator tuning, variations

of parton distribution functions, and renormalisation and factorisation scale uncertainties

are taken into account as nuisance parameters in the �t, for which the parameters of

the Monte-Carlo generator are changed.

The default renormalisation and factorisation scales in MADGRAPH are dynamically set

to m2
T + p2

T, where mT and pT are the transverse mass and transverse momentum of

the �nal state particles, respectively. The event-by-event scales are changed by a factor

of two (up and down) coherently.

Furthermore, signal uncertainties related on the �nal state radiation, initial state radiation

and multi-parton interactions are parametrised as a subset of parton shower tune vari-

ations providing maximal variation coverage for underlying event e�ects, jet structure

e�ects and additional jet production.

The nominal NNPDF3.0 PDF set [389] is replaced by alternative PDF sets, namely by the

MSTW2008LO68CL [50] and CTEQ6L1 [427] PDF sets. The related systematic uncertainty

is given by the largest deviation between the two PDF sets.
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The change in signal acceptance is calculated individually for each uncertainty in the four

Emiss
T bins for each (mZ′ , mA) signal point by comparing the variations to the nominal

distribution. The related up and down variations are symmetrised at the end. The change

in signal acceptances are on average below 1%, although they can be slightly larger for

regions with lower acceptance at either low or very high Emiss
T (see Appendix I).

5.2.4 Treatment of Nuisance Parameters

Two di�erent types of nuisance parameters are used to take into account systematic

uncertainties with and without prior knowledge. Normalisation parameters account for

uncertainties in cross sections and acceptances which are determined from data. Apart

from the signal strength parameter, µ, the statistical model contains three normalisa-

tion parameters, one for each of the main backgrounds, tt̄ and V + hf production with

V = W/Z (hf), which are constrained by the data in the SR and CRs. Due to the large data

statistics the background contributions can be constrained without prior knowledge

about their normalisation.

In addition to the normalisation parameters, the �t contains nuisance parameters which

are constrained by prior knowledge, which are related to the normalisations of the re-

maining backgrounds, signal modelling uncertainties and experimental uncertainties. The

background normalisations not described by free parameters are set to their theoretical

prediction incorporated into the likelihood function by nuisance parameters following a

log-normal distribution (see Eq. 5.1) to constrain their uncertainties.

In addition to the experimental and theoretical systematic uncertainties, statistical un-

certainties on the Monte-Carlo simulated samples are considered as well. The limited

amount of Monte-Carlo statistics is in particular pronounced for regions with a highly

boosted Higgs boson and, therefore, very high Emiss
T .

Additional nuisance parameters accounting for the limited Monte-Carlo statistics of the

background samples are introduced by using a light weight version of the Barlow-

Beeston method [428]. This method adds an extra nuisance parameter (usually denoted

as a γ parameter related to their parametrisation by the gamma distribution) repre-

senting the statistical uncertainty on the total Monte-Carlo background in each bin,

which is completely uncorrelated across bins, instead of a single nuisance parameter

per background component per bin. This method signi�cantly reduces the number of

nuisance parameters. Finally, a pruning and smoothing procedure of nuisance parameter

is applied to reduce the e�ect of large statistical �uctuations in the �t (see Section G.2).
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5.3 Results

The results of the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search are based on the 2015 and 2016 dataset with

an integrated luminosity of 36.1 f b−1 recorded at a proton-proton collision energy of

13TeV. For illustration, two mono-Higgs (bb̄) candidate events in data in the resolved

and the merged SR are shown in Fig. 5.2 and Fig. 5.3, respectively.

Figure 5.2: Display of a signal candidate event in the resolved signal region. The event is
characterised by Emiss

T = 213GeV and an invariant dijet mass of the two small-R jets of mjj =
120GeV. Both small-R jets are identi�ed as b-jets [257].

The results are shown a�er the pro�le likelihood-�t of all SR and CRs. The Higgs boson

candidate mass distributions are shown in Fig. 5.4 and Fig. 5.5 for events with one and

two b-jets, respectively, for each of the four Emiss
T ranges. The Emiss

T distributions for
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Figure 5.3: Display of a signal candidate event in the merged signal region. The event is
characterised by Emiss

T = 694GeV and a mass of the leading large-R jet of mJ = 106GeV. Both
track-jets are identi�ed as b-jets [257].

events with one and two b-jets are shown in Fig. 5.6. Very good agreement between

the data and the post-�t Monte-Carlo predictions has been found within uncertainties,

without any signi�cant deviation from the predictions. The observed event yields in

data are found to be in good agreement with the post-�t background predictions in all

SR categories and are given in Table 5.3 and Table 5.4 for events with one and two

b-jets, respectively. For Emiss
T > 200GeV the Z+jets background dominates, while for

smaller values of Emiss
T the tt̄ background process has the largest contribution to the

total background. In addition, for the two highest Emiss
T ranges no event yields for the

multijet background are given, as the background is negligible for large Emiss
T .
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Figure 5.4: Distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidates mh, cand = mjj

and mJ for each of the four Emiss
T ranges for events with one b-jet in the signal region. The

upper panels show a comparison of data to the Standard Model expectation before (dashed
lines) and a�er the �t (solid histograms). The lower panels displays the ratio of data to Standard
Model expectations a�er the �t with the systematic uncertainties (hatched band). The expected
signal from a representative Z ′-2HDM model with (mZ′ , mA) = (1.4 TeV, 0.6TeV) assuming a
production cross section of 3.75 fb is also shown (red dashed line) [258].

The W+jets contribution ranges from 9 to 18% depending on the region of Emiss
T and

on the number of b-jets in the event. The contribution of the diboson process is above

5% only for the two highest Emiss
T ranges and for events with one b-jet, while the

Vh(h→ bb̄) process has a small to negligible impact on the total background in all event

categories.

Post-�t distributions of variables used in the CRs are given in Section D.2.
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Figure 5.5: Distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidates mh, cand = mjj

and mJ for each of the four Emiss
T ranges for events with two b-jets in the signal region. The

upper panels show a comparison of data to the Standard Model expectation before (dashed
lines) and a�er the �t (solid histograms). The lower panels displays the ratio of data to Standard
Model expectations a�er the �t with the systematic uncertainties (hatched band). The expected
signal from a representative Z ′-2HDM model with (mZ′ , mA) = (1.4 TeV, 0.6TeV) assuming a
production cross section of 3.75 fb is also shown (red dashed line) [258].
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Figure 5.6: Distribution of Emiss
T in the signal region for events with (a) one and (b) two b-jets.

The upper panels show a comparison of data to the Standard Model expectation before (dashed
lines) and a�er the �t (solid histograms) with no signal included. The lower panels display
the ratio of data to Standard Model expectations a�er the �t, with its systematic uncertainty
considering correlations between individual contributions indicated by the hatched band. The
expected signal from a representative Z ′-2HDM model, with (mZ′ , mA) = (1.4 TeV, 0.6TeV),
assuming a production cross section of 3.75 fb, is also shown (red line) [258]. The rightmost bin
includes over�ows. The number of bin entries is divided by its width.

Table 5.3: Numbers of expected background events for each background process a�er the
pro�le-likelihood �t, the sum of all background components a�er the �t, and observed data
yields for events with one b-tag in the resolved and merged channels for each Emiss

T region.
The multijet background in the two highest-Emiss

T ranges is negligible (indicated by ’—’) and
not included in the �t. Statistical and systematic uncertainties are combined. The uncertainties
in the total background take into account the correlation of systematic uncertainties among
di�erent background processes. The expected signal for a Z ′-2HDM model with (mZ′ , mA) =
(1.4 TeV, 0.6TeV) for tanβ = 1, gZ′ = 0.8, and mχ = 100GeV, assuming a production cross
section of 3.75 fb, is also shown [260].

Background
Range in Emiss

T [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500, ∞)

tt̄+single top 23060 ± 534 13 190 ± 315 614 ± 32 53.7 ± 5.1
W+jets 10 470 ± 1280 6620 ± 812 458 ± 58 84.5± 13.9
Z+jets 20000 ± 1330 16 200 ± 1070 1800 ± 120 383 ± 40
Diboson 640 ± 82 605 ± 79 87.8± 11.7 25.0± 3.6
SM V h(bb̄) 40.1 ± 12.8 39.4 ± 14.0 6.3± 2.3 1.8± 0.7
Multijet 2310 ± 244 79.6 ± 99.3 — —

Total Bkg. 56 570 ± 241 36 710 ± 194 2965 ± 42 548 ± 19
Data 56 611 36 584 3015 551
Exp. signal 0.2 5.0 18.2 16.9
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Table 5.4: Numbers of expected background events for each background process a�er the
pro�le-likelihood �t, the sum of all background components a�er the �t, and observed data
yields for events with two b-jets in the resolved and merged channels for each Emiss

T region.
The multijet background in the two highest-Emiss

T ranges is negligible (indicated by ’—’) and
not included in the �t. Statistical and systematic uncertainties are combined. The uncertainties
in the total background take into account the correlation of systematic uncertainties among
di�erent background processes. The expected signal for a Z ′-2HDM model with (mZ′ , mA) =
(1.4 TeV, 0.6TeV) for tanβ = 1, gZ′ = 0.8, and mχ = 100GeV, assuming a production cross
section of 3.75 fb, is also shown [260].

Background
Range in Emiss

T [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500, ∞)

tt̄+single top 5820 ± 168 2160 ± 76 69.2± 4.8 3.2± 0.7
W+jets 973 ± 174 605 ± 109 46.6± 8.7 6.1 ± 1.2
Z+jets 2940 ± 190 2070 ± 125 217 ± 13 27.0± 2.4
Diboson 247 ± 30 205 ± 25 25.8± 3.2 3.7± 0.6
SM V h(bb̄) 56.4± 17.3 50.9 ± 17.7 6.9± 2.6 1.5± 0.6
Multijet 448 ± 116 59.1 ± 46.1 — —

Total Bkg. 10 500 ± 101 5150 ± 62 366 ± 12 41.4 ± 3.3
Data 10 514 5160 366 41
Exp. signal 0.3 5.8 17.7 16.4
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5.3.1 Impact of Di�erent Uncertainties

In order to estimate the impact of di�erent uncertainties on the results of the mono-

Higgs (bb̄) search, the relative uncertainty, σµ, on the expected signal strength is calculated,

a�er the �t to Asimov data including a hypothetical signal. This is separately done for

three representative Z ′-2HDM signal points to cover all Emiss
T ranges. The impact of

each systematic uncertainty is estimated by repeating the �t without the uncertainty in

question. This results in a reduced uncertainty, σNo sys i on the signal strength, which is

subtracted quadratically from the total uncertainty σSys i =
√
σ2
µ − σ2

No sys i. In order to

simplify the procedure, similar sources of uncertainties are combined, e.g. all uncertainties

related to the modelling of the V+jets backgrounds. The results are shown in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5: Dominant sources of uncertainty for three representative Z ′-2HDM models af-
ter the �t to data with (a) (mZ′ , mA) = (600GeV, 300GeV), (b) (1400GeV, 600GeV) and
(c) (2600GeV, 300GeV). The e�ect is expressed as the fractional uncertainty on the signal
yield. The total uncertainty is the quadrature sum of statistical and total systematic uncertain-
ties. The impact of the luminosity uncertainty, which does not a�ect backgrounds with free
normalizations, varies due to the changing background composition with increasing Emiss

T .

Source of uncertainty
σµ/µ [%]

(a) (b) (c)

Flavour tagging 5.2 12 21
Track-jets 1.4 11 17
Small-R jets 5.0 3.4 4.7

V +jets modelling 5.0 5.7 8.2
tt̄, single-t modelling 3.2 3.0 3.9
SM V h(bb̄) 2.2 6.9 6.9
Diboson modelling 1.1 0.7 2.3
Signal modelling 3.9 2.9 2.1
MC statistics 4.9 11 22
Luminosity 3.2 4.5 5.4
Small-R jets 1.7 3.8 2.1
Large-R jets 0.1 1.2 4.7
Emiss

T 1.3 1.3 0.3
Leptons 0.6 1.5 3.2

Total systematic uncertainty 10 21 36
Statistical uncertainty 6 38 62
Total uncertainty 12 43 71

Dominant sources of experimental systematic uncertainty arise from the calibration of

the b-jet identi�cation e�ciency, the integrated luminosity, and from the energy and mass

scale and resolution of jets. Dominant sources of theoretical systematic uncertainties
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originate from the modelling of background processes such as the tt̄, the V +jets, and

the V h production. For signal models resulting in very high Emiss
T events, the statistical

uncertainties on the Monte-Carlo predictions are dominant. The mono-Higgs (bb̄) search

is statistically limited for Z ′-2HDM models resulting in medium and high Emiss
T , and

especially in the region of Emiss
T > 300GeV.

5.3.2 Interpretation in the Z′-2HDM Model

The expected and observed signi�cances, as de�ned in Eq. (5.5), are given in Table 5.6

for three representative Z ′-2HDM benchmark signal models. No experimental evidence

Table 5.6: The observed and expected signi�cances in numbers of standard deviations,
Z , for three representative Z ′-2HDM signal models with (mZ′ , mA) = (600GeV, 300GeV),
(1400GeV, 600GeV) and (2600GeV, 300GeV) a�er the pro�le-likelihood �t.

mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV] Zobs [pb] Zexp [pb]

600 300 0.46 9.86
1400 600 0.00 2.52
2600 300 0.00 1.57

for Z ′-2HDM signal models was found and, therefore, exclusion limits on the production

cross section at 95% CL are derived in the (mZ′ , mA) plane, where A is a pseudoscalar

and Z ′ is the additional vector mediator. For the study, the mass, mχ, of the Dark Matter

particle is �xed to 100GeV as the production cross section does not depend on mχ

for mχ < mA/2. The limits are set on the signal strength parameter, µ following the

details in Section 5.1. Signal models with parameters (mZ′ , mA) are excluded if µ̂ < 1.

The exclusion contours in the (mZ′ , mA) plane are shown in Fig. 5.7 and mZ′ up to

2.6TeV and mA up to 0.6TeV are excluded. This substantially extends the previous

limits which are also indicated [257,260,267,429,430]. No sensitivity is found for signal

models with mA < 200GeV, which corresponds to an o�-shell produced A boson as

the Dark Matter particle is assumed to have a mass of 100GeV.

The sensitivity is largest in the two b-jet event category, except for signal models

resulting in very high Emiss
T , i.e. for large Z ′ masses, where the one b-jet event category

becomes important, since the track-jets start to merge. For mA ≈ 300 to 400GeV

and mZ′ ≈ 500GeV, where Emiss
T is moderate, the sensitivity is mainly limited by the

Emiss
T trigger thresholds and the related Emiss

T > 150GeV requirement. In both cases, the

systematic uncertainties in the identi�cation of b-jets are one of the largest uncertainties,

as indicated in Table 5.5.

The CMS experiment excludes Z ′ masses up to 3.2TeV for mA = 0.32TeV [431] based

on a dataset of 35.9 fb−1, when using the model assumption of mA = mH = mH± , which
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di�ers from the assumptions in Section 4.2 of mH = mH± = 300GeV. This di�erence

a�ects mainly the production cross section and changes by a small amount the decay

width of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson A. In particular, for mA = mH = mH± the A

boson cannot decay to �nal states with other Higgs bosons, which is in principle possible

when mH = mH± = 300GeV is assumed. The model settings used by CMS result on

average in slightly higher predicted production cross sections, but for mA > 400GeV

the cross section can be enhanced by a factor of 1.5 to 8 leading to higher mass exclusion

limits.
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Figure 5.7: 95% CL exclusion contours for the Z ′-2HDM model in the (mZ′ , mA) plane for
mχ = 100GeV, mH = mH± = 300GeV, tanβ = 1 and gZ′ = 0.8 with an integrated luminosity
of 36.1 f b−1 at 13TeV center-of-mass energy. The observed limits (solid line) are consistent with
the expectation under the Standard Model-only hypothesis (dashed line) [258]. The observed
exclusion contour from the previous ATLAS search with 3.2 fb−1 at

√
s = 13 TeV (dash-dotted

line) [257] are also shown.
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Chapter 6

Improved Reconstruction of

Boosted Higgs bb Decays

In Chapter 4, the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis based on 36.1 f b−1 of data has been discussed.

The results are given in Chapter 5.

In this Chapter, an improved reconstruction technique for highly Lorentz-boosted Higgs

boson decays is discussed, based on jets reconstructed from the inner detector tracks

with a variable radius parameter (see Section 3.3.4.4). The main di�erences between

the two mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis are summarised in Section 6.1. The analysed data

of 79.8 fb−1 has been recorded in 2015, 2016 and 2017. The Monte-Carlo generators

used for the simulation of the background processes are discussed in Section 6.2. The

analysis results are given in Section 6.3 and interpreted in the context of the simpli�ed

Z ′-2HDM model.

6.1 Analysis Di�erences

One of the main di�erences between the mono-Higgs (bb̄) searches in Chapter 4 and in

this Chapter is certainly the increased dataset. The sensitivity of the mono-Higgs (bb̄)

analysis in Chapter 5 is statistically limited in the region of high Emiss
T , while the b-jet

identi�cation uncertainties (see Table 5.5) dominate for small Emiss
T values.

In the high Emiss
T region, the b-jet identi�cation uncertainties are related to track-jets with

a �xed radius (FR) parameter of R = 0.2. The track-jets were introduced to overcome

the issue of overlapping small-R jets in the resolved SR, but even the track-jets are highly

collimated and start to merge for highly boosted Higgs boson decays with phT > 1 TeV.

Due to this, the analysis outlined in Chapter 4 relies on two event categories with one

and two b-jets, such that the one b-jet event category recovers e�ciency when the

two FR track-jets are overlapping. An improved Higgs boson reconstruction technique

overcomes this issues by using so-called track-jets with a variable radius (VR) parameter

as introduced in Section 3.3.4.4. The VR track-jets allow to e�ciently identify the two

b-jets in the merged SR even for a very large Higgs boson phT > 1 TeV. In Fig. 6.1, the
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truth sub-jet double b-labelling e�ciency is shown, as a function of the Higgs boson jet

pT for FR and VR track-jets. The VR track-jets provide a more stable labelling e�ciency
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Figure 6.1: The e�ciency for a Higgs jet to have its two leading associated track-jets matched
to truth B-hadrons as a function of the jet pT, when using track-jets with �xed (red) and variable
(blue) radius parameter [373].

over the full Higgs boson pT range, which is most of the time above 80%, while for FR

track-jets the e�ciency decreases rapidly to below 20% for phT > 1.5 TeV. Therefore,

the VR track-jets are used for the identi�cation of the h→ bb̄ decays in the merged SR

of the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis [432].

For events with low Emiss
T values, the object-based Emiss

T -signi�cance (see Section 3.3.7)

is used to signi�cantly reduce the multijet background. A requirement on object-based

Emiss
T -signi�cance of S > 16 is placed to events in the resolved SR. The remaining multijet

contribution is estimated by applying an ABCD method, compared to the template

method used in Section 4.8.3 (for more details see Ref. [432]). Moreover, the muon-in-jet

correction (see Section 3.3.5.1) is not applied. Besides these di�erences, the analysis

strategy is the same as discussed in Chapter 4.

6.2 Dataset and Simulated Events

The analysed dataset of 79.8 fb−1 contains pp collision data recorded by the ATLAS

detector in 2015, 2016 and 2017 at a centre-of-mass energy of 13TeV. The uncertainty

on the integrated luminosity is estimated to be 2.0% using a method as outlined
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in Section 3.2.7. The average number of pp interactions per bunch crossing, < µ >,

signi�cantly increased over the years, related to a better performance of the LHC. In

2015, < µ > was around 13 and in 2016 around 25, and further increased during 2017

up to 38, as illustrated in Fig. 3.2b. The Monte-Carlo Simulated events are reweighted

to account for di�erent pile-up conditions found in data for di�erent periods in time of

data taking.

Compared to the background Monte-Carlo generators given in Table 4.1, the following

ones have changed: the diboson processes were simulated with SHERPA 2.2.1 and with the

NNPDF3.0NNLO PDF set, the single- and pair-production of top quarks were generated

at NLO QCD using the POWHEG-BOX v2 interfaced to PYTHIA 8 instead of PYTHIA 6

and the NNPDF3.0 PDF set and the A14 set of tuned parameters, and the associated

V h production were generated with POWHEG-BOX v2 interfaced to PYTHIA 8 using

NNPDF3.0 PDFs and the AZNLO tune [433]. The Monte-Carlo generator and settings for

the generation of Z ′-2HDM signal samples are unchanged (see Section 4.2).

6.3 Results

The statistical model (see Section 5.1.2) only uses the two b-jet event category, which

signi�cantly reduces the complexity of the model and also provides a better under-

standing of the background modelling uncertainties. The statistical model is otherwise

not change with respect of Section 5.1.2, i.e the muon charge is used to separate the

tt̄ from W + jets background in the 1µ-CR, and a single bin of mh, cand is used in the

2`-CR to extract the right event yield of the Z+jets process in the SR. Furthermore, the

treatment of experimental and theoretical uncertainties follows the description given

in Section 5.2.4.

The post-�t mh, cand distributions are shown in Fig. 6.2 for the four Emiss
T ranges in the

SR. The Emiss
T distribution is shown in Fig. 6.3. Good data to Monte-Carlo agreement is

found at the post-�t level and no signi�cant deviation from the Standard Model expec-

tation is found. The number of expected events for each background process a�er the

�t, as well as the observed number of data events in each of the four Emiss
T ranges, are

summarised in Table 6.1. The post-�t distributions of the variables used in the CRs are

shown in Section D.3.

The impact of systematic uncertainties on the physics results are discussed in Sec-

tion 6.3.1. In absence of any signi�cant deviation from the Standard Model predictions,

the results are interpreted in the context of the simpli�ed Z ′-2HDM model (see Sec-

tion 6.3.2).
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Figure 6.2: Distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidates mh, cand = mjj

and mJ for the four Emiss
T categories that are used as inputs to the �t. The upper panels show a

comparison of data to the Standard Model expectation before (dashed lines) and a�er the �t (solid
histograms) with no signal included. The lower panels display the ratio of data to Standard
Model expectations a�er the �t, with its systematic uncertainty considering correlations between
individual contributions indicated by the hatched band. The expected signal from a representative
Z ′-2HDM model, with (mZ′ , mA) = (1.4 TeV, 0.6TeV), assuming a production cross section of
3.75 fb, is also shown (red dashed line) [432], and it is scaled up by a factor of 1000 to 100 for
the two lowest regions of Emiss

T (upper row), respectively, for better illustration.

6.3.1 Impact of Di�erent Uncertainties

The systematic uncertainties considered in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis are similar

to the ones discussed in Section 5.2. The experimental systematic uncertainties are
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Figure 6.3: Distribution of Emiss
T in the resolved and merged signal regions combined. The

upper panels show a comparison of data to the Standard Model expectation before (dashed lines)
and a�er the �t (solid histograms) with no signal included. The lower panels display the ratio
of data to Standard Model expectations a�er the �t, with its systematic uncertainty considering
correlations between individual contributions indicated by the hatched band. The expected
signal from a representative Z ′-2HDM model, with (mZ′ ,mA) = (1.4 TeV, 0.6TeV), assuming a
production cross section of 3.75 fb, is also shown (red line) [432]. The rightmost bin includes
over�ows. The number of bin entries is divided by its width.

expected to be smaller compared to the previous analysis iteration, due to an e�ort of

all performance groups in ATLAS providing reduced uncertainties for all physics objects.

The uncertainties on the b-jet identi�cation e�ciency for VR track-jets are implemented

in the analysis and replace the ones for FR track-jets. They originate from the b-jet

e�ciency measurements in dileptonic tt̄ events by applying the likelihood method as

discussed in Section 3.3.5.

Compared to Section 5.2, uncertainties on the Emiss
T so�-term resolution and scale are

now taken into account, and their impact has been con�rmed to be very small. Dedicated

Emiss
T trigger e�ciency scale factors (see Appendix B) are re-derived for 2015 and 2016

with the latest Monte-Carlo predictions and also for the 2017 data with an increased

HLT threshold of 110GeV.
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Table 6.1: Numbers of expected background events for each background process a�er the
pro�le-likelihood �t, the sum of all background components a�er the �t, and observed data
yields for events with two b-jets in the resolved and merged channels for each Emiss

T region.
The multijet background is negligible and not included in the �t. Statistical and systematic
uncertainties are combined. The uncertainties in the total background take into account the
correlation of systematic uncertainties among di�erent background processes. The expected
signal for a Z ′-2HDM model with (mZ′ , mA) = (1.4 TeV, 0.6TeV) for tanβ = 1, gZ′ = 0.8, and
mχ = 100GeV, assuming a production cross-section of 3.75 fb.

Background
Range in Emiss

T [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500, ∞)

tt̄+single top 11 800 ±350 6450 ±200 308 ± 25 10.8±2.5
W+jets 3020 ±530 2240 ±360 184 ± 32 26.4 ± 5.7
Z+jets 6330 ± 450 5180 ±340 565 ± 37 80.5± 6.3
Diboson 438 ± 67 400 ± 59 49.0± 11.0 9.4 ± 1.7
SM V h(bb̄) 136 ± 39 129 ± 37 17.3± 5.0 3.9± 1.1

Total Bkg. 21 700 ± 140 14 400 ± 110 1120 ± 25 131 ± 7
Data 21 818 14 350 1128 119
Exp. signal 0.6 10.7 35.1 29.7

Table 6.2 quanti�es the dominant sources of uncertainties in terms of the relative

uncertainty on the signal strength, de�ned as the ratio of the measured signal yield to

the theory prediction, a�er the �t to simulated data including the signal assuming three

representative Z ′-2HDM scenarios. Systematic uncertainties related to b-jet identi�cation

e�ciencies are treated in a fully correlated way between small-R jets and VR track-

jets. Hence, a single set of nuisance parameter is used for both jet collections in the

resolved and merged signal region. Thus, it is not possible to split the b-jet e�ciency

uncertainties into two components, one for small-R jets and track-jets. Nevertheless,

the impact of the total b-jet uncertainties in Table 5.5 and Table 6.2 can be compared

to each other, and the total �avour uncertainties are reduced by 23%, 33% and 52%

for the three representative benchmark models with (mZ′ , mA) = (600GeV, 300GeV),

(1400GeV, 600GeV) and (2600GeV, 300GeV), respectively. The reduction of b-jet

identi�cation uncertainties are mainly related due to reduced uncertainties for small-R

jets from an improved calibration. In addition, since no one-b-jet region is used, the

rate of misidentifying C-hadron decays as b-jets is smaller, and, therefore the c-jet

misidenti�cation uncertainties are much smaller. Furthermore, the uncertainties related

to Monte-Carlo statistics are greatly reduced, as more Monte-Carlo events have been

generated for each of the main background processes.

The total uncertainties are reduced by 45 to 65%, depending on the benchmark signal

model. Systematic uncertainties dominate in regions of low Emiss
T , while the mono-

Higgs (bb̄) search is still statistically limited for highly-boosted signatures.
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Table 6.2: Dominant sources of uncertainty for three representative Z ′-2HDM models af-
ter the �t to data with (a) (mZ′ , mA) = (600GeV, 300GeV), (b) (1400GeV, 600GeV) and
(c) (2600GeV, 300GeV). The e�ect is expressed as the fractional uncertainty on the signal
yield. The total uncertainty is the quadrature sum of statistical and total systematic uncertain-
ties. The impact of the luminosity uncertainty, which does not a�ect backgrounds with free
normalizations, varies due to the changing background composition with increasing Emiss

T .

Source of uncertainty
σµ/µ [%]

(a) (b) (c)

Flavour tagging 4.0 8.0 10
V +jets modelling 3.5 6.0 5.0
tt̄, single-t modelling 3.7 4.8 4.5
SM V h(bb̄) 0.8 3.2 2.1
Diboson modelling 0.8 1.5 1.1
Signal modelling 3.0 2.5 1.5
MC statistics 1.8 5.4 4.9
Luminosity 2.0 2.5 2.5
Small-R jets 1.4 3.0 2.0
Large-R jets 0.2 1.0 2.0
Emiss

T 1.2 1.7 1.1
Leptons 0.2 0.8 0.7

Total systematic uncertainty 6.5 13 13
Statistical uncertainty 2.3 20 22
Total uncertainty 7 24 25

6.3.2 Interpretation in the Z′-2HDM Model

The search with improved boosted h → bb̄ reconstruction is interpreted in terms of

95% CL exclusion limits on the Z ′-2HDM model (analogously to Section 5.3.2). The

exclusion contour in the (mZ′ , mA) plane shown in Fig. 6.4, extends to much higher mZ′

and mA values compared to Fig. 5.7. For intermediate Z ′ masses around 1.5TeV, mA is

excluded up to 650GeV, while for mA = 300GeV mZ′ is excluded up to 2.8TeV. The

improvement in the exclusion limit is due to the increase of the dataset from 36.1 f b−1

to 79.8 fb−1 and from the use of VR track-jets in the merged SR, corresponding to high

Z ′ masses and very high Emiss
T .

The improvement of the sensitivity using VR track-jets is demonstrated by scaling the

exclusion limits derived for 36.1 f b−1 with FR track-jets (see Fig. 5.7) to 79.8 fb−1. The

resulting expected upper limits on the signal strength, µ, are shown in Fig. 6.5 as a

function of mZ′ and with mA = 500GeV. Here, the results based on the analysis with FR

track-jets combine the one and the two b-jet event categories, while the analysis with

VR track-jets uses only the two b-jet category. For signals models with a very boosted

Higgs boson, i.e. for mZ′ > 1.5 TeV, the results with VR track-jets show signi�cant
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Figure 6.4: 95% CL exclusion contours for the Z ′-2HDM model in the (mZ′ , mA) plane for
mχ = 100GeV, mH = mH± = 300GeV, tanβ = 1 and gZ′ = 0.8 with an integrated luminosity
of 79.8 fb−1 at 13TeV center-of-mass energy. The observed limits (solid line) are consistent with
the expectation under the Standard Model-only hypothesis (dashed line) [432]. The observed
exclusion contour from the previous ATLAS search with 36.1 f b−1 at

√
s = 13 TeV (dash-dotted

line) [258] are also shown.

improvement in sensitivity of up to 60%. In the region around mZ′ ≈ 1 TeV, which

translates to Emiss
T ≈ 500GeV, the expected sensitivity is slightly smaller when using VR

track-jets, and is reduced by around 20% at most. The region around Emiss
T ≈ 500GeV

is the transition region of the resolved and merged signal region, and, therefore, the one

b-jet region recovers sensitivity in the resolved regime, where the small-R jets start to

be very collimated. Nevertheless, the analysis based on VR track-jets outperforms the

predecessor based on FR track jets considerably, justifying the strategy of using only

events with two b-jets.

The use of VR track-jets is also applicable to other signal models in the future, introduced

in Chapter 7. It improves the sensitivity in regions with very high Emiss
T and highly

boosted Higgs boson decays, which is of particular interest for the analysis of the full

Run 2 dataset of about 140 fb−1 integrated luminosity.
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6.4 Outlook

Especially in the resolved signal region, where the data statistic is very high and precise

predictions can be made but at the same time the backgrounds are extremely large,

the use of machine learning techniques such as boosted decision trees, which are also

used for the Standard Model V h(→ bb̄) analysis, or deep neural networks are expected

to provide a very good background rejection and a high signal selection e�ciency, by

exploiting correlations between di�erent variables. Such advanced event selection tech-

niques are expected to improve the sensitivity in the region of low Emiss
T , where the

discrimination of the background is di�cult.

The study of events with low Emiss
T is in particular interesting when looking for medi-

ators with low masses, i.e. in case of the φ-2HDM model (see Section 7.2), (dark) Higgs

portal models [434] or in the context of a search for Dark Energy using the mono-

Higgs (bb̄) signature [435]. Here, the use of very selective jet, b-jet or Emiss
T triggers are

required in addition. They can also be optimised by using machine learning techniques

for pattern recognition of calorimeter clusters at the high-level trigger stage.

New jet objects built from both tracking and calorimeter information, referred to as

Track-CaloClusters [436], similar to so-called particle �ow jets, are expected to provide
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improved precision of jet substructure variables, and, therefore, a better discrimination

between top quark and W/Z initiated jets from Higgs boson jets for very high-pT ob-

jects.

As given in Table 6.2, the V + jets background modelling uncertainties are one of the

largest systematic uncertainties and limit the sensitivity of the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analy-

sis. It is expected that their impact will be reduce when using the latest Monte-Carlo

generator predictions with higher-order corrections, i.e. including NNLO QCD and NLO

electroweak corrections. The uncertainties can be also reduced by deriving more pre-

cise modelling uncertainties by comparing the predictions of the di�erent Monte-Carlo

generators at parton level, in particular for events with a merged topology and by

applying sophisticated reweighting procedures to account for higher order corrections

as proposed in Ref. [437].

The most natural choice of estimating the Z(→ νν)+jets background in the SR is to use

the Z(→ µµ)+jets and the Z(→ ee)+jets processes in the 2`-CR. This approach su�ers

from low statistics in the high p``T region in the 2`-CR. Due to the relative branching

ratios and selection acceptances, there are six times more Z(→ νν)+jets events than

Z(→ ``)+jets events. To improve the Z(→ νν)+jets estimation in the SR, the study of a

γ+jet control region is of interest, since the γ+jet process has a larger cross section then

the Z+jets process. The γ+jet process provides a precise probe for the Z(→ νν)+jets

process, if the photon is marked as invisible. For events in the merged region, the pT of

the γ and the Z boson becomes very similar, such that the Emiss
T spectrum is almost

identical. This is related to their similar production mechanism, while the e�ect of the

non-zero Z boson mass has only a small e�ect at high pT of the boson.

The transverse mass, which accounts for the Emiss
T in the event in combination with

the Higgs boson candidate mass, as variable of interest might have a better sensitivity

for events with high Emiss
T . This have to be studied in more detail in the future and to

be compared to the latest results of the CMS experiment in Ref. [431].

Furthermore, it is interesting to extend the mono-Higgs search by the h→ cc̄ �nal state,

i.e. for the analysis of the full Run 2 dataset and beyond, as the analysis objects are

very similar. The h → cc̄ �nal state can enlarge the statistics in the high Emiss
T range,

but very selective e�cient b- and c-jet identi�cation algorithms are required.
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Chapter 7

Limits on Other Dark Matter Models

In this Chapter, the results obtained in Chapter 5 with an integrated luminosity of

36.1 f b−1 are used to derive limits on cross sections for di�erent Dark Matter models. The

procedure for deriving upper limits is described in Section 5.1. In Section 7.1, the results

are interpreted in terms of the baryonic Z ′B model and the resulting limits are compared

to direct detection experiments. Limits on the φ-2HDMmodel with a new scalar mediator

in combination with an extended Higgs sector are discussed in Section 7.2. Finally, limits

with reduced model-dependence on the visible cross section for non-Standard Model

processes with h(→ bb̄) + Emiss
T �nal states are derived in Section 7.3.

7.1 Interpretation in the Baryonic Z′B Model

In the baryonic vector-mediator Z ′B model [265] it is assumed that the baryon number

B is gauged under a U(1)B group with an associated Z ′ gauge boson and that the

Dark Matter candidate carries baryon number Bχ but is neutral under Standard Model

gauge symmetries. The mass of the Z ′B boson is generated by coupling to a scalar �eld,

called baryonic Higgs hB, which breaks the U(1)B symmetry spontaneously. A�er the

symmetry breaking, hB mixes with the Standard Model Higgs boson, h, with mixing

angle θ. The Lagrangian includes three terms

gq q̄γ
µqZ ′µ + gχχ̄γ

µχZ ′µ − ghZ′Z′hZ ′µZ ′µ , (7.1)

for the interaction of the Z ′ boson with quarks, with the Dark Matter particles (Dirac

fermions) and with the Higgs boson. The Z ′ couples to quarks, to Dark Matter particles

and to the Higgs boson with coupling strengths gq = gB/3, gχ = BχgB and ghZ′Z′ =

m2
Z′ sin θ/vB, respectively, where gB is the U(1)B gauge coupling, and vB the baryonic

Higgs vacuum expectation value. The choice of coupling parameter and mixing angle

values follows the recommendations of the LHC Dark Matter Forum [215], namely gq = 1/3,

gχ = 1 and ghZ′Z′ = mZ′ . The mixing angle is assumed to be sin θ = 0.3 to be consistent

with constraints of the Standard Model Higgs boson properties [265]. The only free
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model parameters are then the mass of the Z ′B boson, mZ′ , and the mass of the Dark

Matter particle, mχ.

The U(1)Y and U(1)B gauge bosons mix as described by an additional gauge invariant

term FµνY FB, µν in the Lagrangian. However, the Z − Z ′ mixing parameter is assumed

to be small in order to focus on the mono-Higgs signature. The minimum decay width

of the Z ′ mediator is assumed to be the sum of the partial widths for the decays into

quarks and into the Dark Matter particles. This model o�ers a naturally baryonic Z ′B
evading the constraints from dilepton resonance searches [438–440].

The Dark Matter production mechanism with mono-Higgs (bb̄) signature in the baryonic

Z ′B model, pp → Z ′ → hZ ′ with subsequent Z ′ decay into χχ̄, is shown in Fig. 7.1.

The baryonic Z ′B model was also studied in the previous mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis with

3.2 fb−1 at
√
s = 13 TeV [257] and in the γγ �nal state [260].

Z ′

Z ′

h

q̄

q

χ̄

χ

b̄

b

Figure 7.1: Tree-level Feynman diagram for the production of Dark Matter particles, χ, in
association with the Standard Model Higgs boson in the simpli�ed baryonic Z ′B model, where
the Z ′B boson radiates a Higgs boson, h, which decays into a pair of b quarks. The Dark Matter
particles are produced in the subsequent decay of the Z ′B boson.

7.1.1 Signal Properties

The baryonic Z ′B signal events are generated for 10 < mZ′ < 1 · 104 GeV and 1 <

mχ < 1005GeV using the MADGRAPH AMC@NLO 2.2.3 [65] generator at LO QCD with the

NNPDF2.3LO PDF set. The parton shower and hadronisation is simulated by PYTHIA 8

with the parameter values according to ATLAS tune A14 [390]. The predicted production

cross sections are given in Appendix J.

The signal sensitivity depends mainly on the Emiss
T distribution of the signal events and,

therefore, is similar as in case of the Z ′-2HDM model. The harder the Emiss
T spectrum the

higher is the is the sensitivity. Figure 7.2 shows the Z ′B signal model Emiss
T distributions

for mZ′ = 600GeV and 1400GeV and di�erent Dark Matter particle masses and for

comparison the Emiss
T distribution of a Z ′-2HDM model with the appropriate Z ′ mass.

The Emiss
T distribution for mZ′ = 600GeV in Fig. 7.2a does not change signi�cantly with
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increasing mχ, expect in the o�-shell regime mZ′ < mχ/2 where the Emiss
T spectrum

becomes harder and the process is strongly suppressed (see Appendix J). For larger Z ′

masses, the Emiss
T spectrum becomes harder as shown in Fig. 7.2b. The distributions

still peak at the same Emiss
T value in contrast to the Z ′-2HDM model (see Fig. 7.2b) where

the peak is near mZ′/2. This is a consequence of the di�erent Dark Matter production

mechanisms in the baryonic Z ′B and the Z ′-2HDM model, namely via Higgsstrahlung

from the Z ′ in the �rst and via two-body Z ′ decay in the second case. In general, the

Emiss
T distribution for the baryonic Z ′ model is so�er compared to the Z ′-2HDM model.

Thus, the resolved SR dominates the sensitivity.
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Figure 7.2: Emiss
T distributions with full detector simulation for the baryonic Z ′B model for two

Z ′ mass (a) for mZ′ = 600GeV and (b) for mZ′ = 1400GeV and di�erent Dark Matter particle
mass, mχ. For comparison, the Emiss

T distributions for two benchmark Z ′-2HDM signal models
(mZ′ , mA) = (600GeV, 300GeV) and (1400GeV, 600GeV) are also shown. All distributions
are normalised to unity.

7.1.2 Exclusion Limits

In the absence of a signi�cant signal (see Section 5.3), exclusion limits are determined

in the (mZ′ , mχ) plane as shown in Fig. 7.3. The statistical analysis is performed in the

same way as described for the Z ′-2HDM model (see Chapter 5). For the baryonic Z ′B
model no systematic uncertainties in the signal have been taken into account, as their

impact on the physics results are expected to be small similarly as for the Z ′-2HDM

model (see Table 5.5). The limits are greatly improved compared to the previous mono-

Higgs (bb̄) analysis [257]. Z ′ masses below 1.9TeV are excluded at 95% CL for Dark Matter

masses up to 200GeV and for Dark Matter masses above 500GeV at mZ′ = 1.3 TeV.
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Sensitivity is only found where the mediator invisible decay is kinematically allowed.

For comparison, the maximum observed limit on mZ′ of the CMS experiment [441] is

1.6TeV, and the best limit on mχ is 430GeV for mZ′ = 1.1 TeV.
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Figure 7.3: 95% CL exclusion contours in the (mZ′ , mχ) plane for the baryonic Z ′B model for
gq = 1/3, gχ = 1 and sin θ = 0.3. The observed limits (solid line) agree well with the expectation
under the Standard Model-only hypothesis (dashed line with green uncertainty band). The
observed exclusion contour from the previous ATLAS search with 3.2 fb−1 at

√
s = 13 TeV (dash-

dotted line) [257] are also shown.

The limits on the simpli�ed Z ′B model are used to put constraints on the spin-independent

(SI) DM-nucleon cross section, σSI
χ−N , and compared to direct detection experiments. Fol-

lowing the recommendations of the LHC Dark Matter [442], the Dark Matter-nucleon

cross section is calculated according to

σSI
χ−N =

µ2
χ−N
π

(Zfp + (A− Z)fn)2 , (7.2)

as a function of mχ for vector couplings to Dark Matter [265], where µχ−N =
mχmn
mχ+mn

is

the reduced mass of the Dark Matter-nucleon system with the neutron mass mn, Z and

A are the atomic and mass numbers of a nucleus, respectively, and fp (n) the couplings

between Dark Matter particles and protons (neutrons). Eq. (7.2) simpli�es to

σSI
χ−N =

µ2
χ−Nf

2
p

π
=

9µ2
χ−Ng

2
q g

2
χ

πm4
Z′

, (7.3)
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when assuming pp scattering (A = Z = 1) and with fp =
3gqgχ
m2
Z′

[442]. The resulting 90%

CL limits on σSI
χ−N for gq = 1/3 and gχ = 1 are shown in Fig. 7.4 in comparison with the

results from the direct detection experiments LUX [167], PandaX-II [443], SuperCDMS [444],

CRESST-III [155], XENON1T [181] and DarkSide-50 [165] are also shown. The ATLAS data

shows high sensitivity for Dark Matter masses below 4GeV down to very small values

of mχ = 1 GeV. The end of the exclusion curve at mχ ≈ 500GeV is due to the loss of

sensitivity to the Z ′B model where the Dark Matter particles start to be produced o�-shell.

The mono-Higgs (bb̄) search extends the limits from the mono-Higgs (γγ) search [260]

by almost two orders of magnitude.
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Figure 7.4: 90% CL upper limits on the spin-independent Dark Matter-nucleon cross section as a
function of the Dark Matter particle mass for the baryonic Z ′B signal model with vector coupling.
For comparison, results from LUX [167], PandaX-II [443], SuperCDMS [444], CRESST-III [155],
DarkSide-50 [165] and XENON1T [169] are shown as well as the limits from the mono-Higgs (γγ)
search [260].

7.1.3 Comparison to Mono-X Results

As discussed in Section 2.5.3, either the mono-X signature (see Fig. 2.10a) is used to

search for Dark Matter at colliders or the dijet and the dilepton signatures (see Fig. 2.10c)

are used to look for the mediators responsible for the interaction between Dark Mat-

ter and Standard Model particles. For most of the mono-X and dijet/dilepton searches

simpli�ed models are used with a vector mediator between Dark Matter and Standard

Model particles (see Ref. [215]). In theses models, an additional U(1) gauge symmetry is
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introduced, under which the Dark Matter particles are charged. The simpli�ed model is

then described by a set of �ve free parameters: the masses of the mediator and the Dark

Matter particle mZ′ and mχ, respectively, the �avour universal coupling of the Z ′ boson

to quarks, gq , to leptons, g`, and to Dark Matter particles, gχ. Here, gχ is assumed to be

�xed to one, while gq and g` are allowed to vary and impact the sensitive of dijet or

dilepton searches, respectively. Two scenarios are considered to highlight the comple-

mentary of the mono-X searches of these di�erent �nal states with (gq, g`) = (0.25, 0)

and (0.1, 0.01). The ATLAS results based on the dilepton, the dijet, the dibjet and the

tt̄ resonance searches together with several mono-X searches with X=jet, γ, Z(``) and

W/Z(had.) (see Ref. [445]) are compared to the mono-Higgs (bb̄) results in the context of

the baryonic Z ′B model. The results of the mono-X searches are statistically combined.

The cross section limits at 95% CL are provided in the Dark Matter particle mass and

the mediator mass plane. In Fig. 7.5, the results for a vector mediator with and without

couplings to leptons are shown. The strongest limits are obtained from the dijet reso-

nance searches (see Fig. 7.5a) which exclude mediator masses between 200 to 2600GeV

fairly independent of mχ for g` = 0.

The lower mass limit of the dijet search originates from limitations of the jet trigger

threshold. In the region of 200 < mZ′ < 450GeV, the sensitive of the dijet resonance

search is reduced due to the opening of the Z ′ → χχ̄ decay channel. For mZ′ < 2mχ,

masses of the mediator up to 2.9TeV are excluded. The sensitive of mono-X signatures

is highest in the region of mZ′ > 2mχ, and mediator masses up to 1.5TeV are excluded

for low mχ. Unique coverage is provided for mediator masses below 450GeV. The

sensitivity of mono-X searches is strongly decreased in the o�-shell region, as a conse-

quence of the strongly reduced production cross section. The sensitivity is dominated

by the mono-jet search, while the mono-γ search provides sensitive for very low Dark

Matter masses where the mono-jet search is limited by the jet trigger threshold. Despite

the di�erent model assumptions, i.e. the di�erent choices of coupling parameters, the

mono-Higgs (bb̄) results of the baryonic Z ′B model can be compared which allowed to

exclude vector mediator masses below 1.9TeV for Dark Matter masses up to 200GeV.

For non zero lepton couplings, as shown in Fig. 7.5b, and reduced couplings of the

mediator to quarks, the sensitive of the dijet searches are reduced, whereas the leptonic

branching ratio allows dilepton searches, e.g. via Z ′ → `−`+ decays with ` = µ, e, to

impose constraints for a wide range of mediator masses. The resonant searches allow

to exclude mediator masses between 150GeV and 2TeV if mZ′ < 2mχ and between

150GeV and 350GeV for all mχ. The limits on the mediator masses of the mono-X

searches are reduced to 1 TeV, and the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search does not provide limits

when lepton couplings are assumed.
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Figure 7.5: Regions in a Dark Matter mass-mediator mass plane excluded at 95% CL by a
selection of ATLAS Dark Matter searches in case of a vector mediator [445]. The exclusion
contours are computed for a Dark Matter coupling parameter gχ = 1.0. In (a) a quark coupling
gq = 0.25 universal to all �avors and the lepton coupling g` = 0 is used, while in (b) gq = 0.1
and g` = 0.01 is used. The dashed curves labeled thermal relic indicate combinations of Dark
Matter and mediator mass that are consistent with the observed Dark Matter relic density. The
dotted curve indicates the kinematic threshold where the mediator can decay on-shell into Dark
Matter particles.

The exclusion contours in the mass-mass plane can be translated into spin-independent

limits on the Dark Matter-nucleon scattering cross section (see Ref. [442]). The Dark
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Matter-nucleon cross section depends on the choice of the three coupling parameters,

the mediator mass and the mass of the Dark Matter particle. The comparison to direct

detection experiments is only valid in the context of the speci�c simpli�ed model and

coupling assumptions, providing complementary but model-dependent information. The

cross section limits of the ATLAS based searches are shown at 95% CL, while those

of direct detection experiments are shown at 90%. For the comparison of the collider

limits, it is assumed that the mediator does not couple to leptons, which is motivated

as the Dark Matter particle scatters primarily with the nuclei within a direct detection

experiment. Figure 7.6 shows the spin-independent Dark Matter-nucleon cross section

as a function of mχ for the case of a vector mediator. The collider based searches are

especially sensitive in the region of low Dark Matter masses, where the direct detection

experiments have less sensitivity due to very low energy recoils that such low-mass

Dark Matter particles would induce. In particular, the dijet searches greatly extend the

reach of collider searches to even lower Dark Matter-nucleon cross section compared to

the mono-X searches. The lower edge of the sensitivity contour of the mono-X searches

(see Fig. 7.6) at mχ around 300 to 400GeV is limited by the mediator mass reach of

the analysis as the Dark Matter-nucleon scattering cross section is proportional to m−4
Z′ .

The mono-Higgs (bb̄) search (see Fig. 7.4) provides similar results compared to the other

mono-X searches.
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Figure 7.6: A comparison of the inferred mono-X and dijet limits to the constraints from direct
detection experiments on the spin-independent Dark Matter-nucleon scattering cross section in
the context of the Z ′V simpli�ed model with vector couplings. The results from this analysis,
excluding the region to the le� of the contour. The ATLAS limits are shown at 95% and direct
detection limits at 90% CL. The comparison is valid solely in the context of the simpli�ed model,
assuming a mediator width �xed by the Dark Matter mass and coupling values gq = 0.25 and
gχ = 1 [445].

7.2 Interpretation in the φ-2HDM Model

The φ-2HDM model [446] with pseudoscalar mediator φ coupling to Dark Matter has

been studied for the �rst time in the context of the ATLAS mono-Higgs (bb̄) search. It

has been adopted as a common benchmark for ATLAS and CMS Dark Matter searches

by the LHC Dark Matter Working Group [447].

The model comprises an extended Higgs sector with a pseudoscalar mediator instead

of the vector mediator in the Z ′-2HDM model. The Higgs self-interaction is assumed to

be CP conserving and to process a so�ly broken Z2 symmetry.

A�er electroweak symmetry breaking, the 2HDM potential yields �ve physical Higgs

bosons, as in the case of the Z ′-2HDM model, the two CP-even states h and H , the CP-

odd state A, and two charged Higgs boson states H±. The alignment limit in Eq. (2.29)

is assumed, where h has couplings as predicted by the Standard Model and a mass of

125GeV and the vacuum expectation value, v =
√
v2
1 + v2

2 , is assumed to be 246GeV.

The interactions of fermionic Dark Matter particles are mediated by the pseudoscalar

CP-odd �eld, φ, which mixes with the CP-odd Higgs boson A. The decay channel φ→ χχ̄

by far dominates for mφ < 2mt and with these assumptions the φ-2HDM model is fully
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described by 10 parameters. Five of them are particle masses, namely the masses of

the four remaining Higgs bosons, A, H and H± with mH− = mH+ , of the pseudoscalar

mediator φ and of the Dark Matter particle χ. The other �ve are coupling parameters,

the Yukawa coupling gχ between φ and χ, the mixing angle sin θ between A and φ,

tanβ and the quartic self couplings of the pseudoscalar, λ3, λφ1 and λφ2 , as described

in Appendix K.

For the studies, gχ = 1 and mχ = 10GeV is assumed. The latter parameter has negligible

e�ect on the �nal state kinematics and mostly a�ect the production cross section. For

mixing angles sin θ = 0 or 1, no mono-X signature appears. For small | sin θ|, resonant

production mode dominates, while for large sin θ non-resonant production is more

prominent. In order to produce detectable Emiss
T , sin θ is chosen to be 0.35.

Constraints on the model parameters are imposed by requiring the Standard Model

custodial symmetry for the tree-level Higgs potential, i.e. mH± = mH or mH± = mA.

A− φ mixing imposes further constraints for the case mH± = mA. Therefore, mH± =

mH = mA is assumed [446]. The quartic self couplings λ3, λφ1 and λφ2 a�ect all cubic

Higgs interactions, e.g. of Hφφ and Aφh. In order to keep the total widths ΓH and ΓA

small, λ3 = λφ1 = λφ2 = 3 is a suitable choice.

The production mechanisms of a mono-Higgs (bb̄) signature within the φ-2HDM model

are either resonant (pp → A → hφ for mA > mφ + mh) or non-resonant (gg → hφ) as

shown in Fig. 7.7. The resonant production via the Aφh vertex in Fig. 7.7a dominates

over the top quark box contribution in Fig. 7.7b. Both interfere and the latter can be

important for mA < 2mt. For mφ > mA +mh, the rules of A and φ are exchanged, and

φ is produced resonantly.

The parameters settings have been de�ned by the LHC Dark Matter Working Group (see

Ref. [447]).
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Figure 7.7: Feynman diagrams in the simpli�ed φ-2HDM model for the production of Dark
Matter particles, χ, in association with a Higgs boson. The Higgs boson, h, decays into a pair of
b quarks, while the pseudo-scalar, φ, decays into a pair of Dark Matter particles. The production
occurs either via the decay of the pseudoscalar Higgs boson, A, (a) or via direct coupling of h
and φ to a top quark loop (b).
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7.2.1 Signal Properties

Signal events were generated using MADGRAPH AMC@NLO 2.4.3 [65] at NLO QCD. The

parton showering and hadronisation is performed by PYTHIA 8 with parameter values

according to the ATLAS tune A14 [390]. The NNPDF30 LO AS 0130 PDF set at LO QCD

with αS(mZ) = 0.130 and in the �ve-�avor scheme with massless b-quarks is used [389].

The events were generated for �xed tanβ = 1 and varying mA and mφ, and for �xed

mA = 600GeV and varying tanβ and mφ. The production cross sections for di�erent

φ-2HDM signal model points are summarised in Appendix K.

In Figs. 7.8 and 7.9, the Emiss
T distributions of the signal events are shown for di�erent

combinations ofmA,mφ and tanβ. For �xedmA, the Emiss
T spectra become narrower and
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Figure 7.8: Emiss
T distributions with full detector simulation for the φ-2HDM model with tanβ = 1,

sin θ = 0.35 and mχ = 10GeV for (a) �xed mA = 700GeV and varying mφ and (b) �xed
mφ = 300GeV. All distributions are normalised to unity.

shi�ed to lower values with decreasing mφ. For �xed mφ, the spectra become broader

and harder with increasing mA, until the end-point of the Jacobian peak is reached,

which is smeared out due to detector and Emiss
T resolution. The Emiss

T distribution is

also broader and so�er for the non-resonant production mechanism (see Fig. 7.7b).

The impact of varying tanβ on the Emiss
T distribution is shown in Fig. 7.9. It is small

for tanβ ≥ 1, while for values of tanβ < 1 the Emiss
T spectrum becomes so�er.
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Figure 7.9: Emiss
T distributions with full detector simulation for the φ-2HDM model with sin θ =

0.35, mχ = 10GeV and mA = 600GeV for �xed mφ = 200GeV (a) and 300GeV (b) for varying
tanβ. All distributions are normalised to unity.

7.2.2 Exclusion Limits

Limits on the cross section are determined in the (mφ, mA) plane with the constraint

mA = mH = mH± and for �xed values of gχ = 1, sin θ = 0.35, tanβ = 1 and mχ = 10GeV

(see Fig. 7.10). Signal uncertainties have been again neglected, as their impact on the

physics results are expected to be small also for the φ-2HDM model (see Table 5.5).

Values of mA between 300 and 1350GeV are excluded at 95% CL for small mφ. The

uncertainties on the limits are increasing with mA, because Emiss
T increases and also the

statistical uncertainty in the Emiss
T measurement.

Cross section limits are also determined in the (tanβ, mφ) plane for �xed mA = mH =

mH± = 600GeV (see Fig. 7.11). Values of tanβ between 0.5 and 2.8 and mφ between

100 to 260GeV are excluded at 95% CL. The exclusion was not investigated for tanβ <

0.5, due to the non-trivial dependency of the width with respect to tanβ when the

H/A→ tt̄ decay becomes important. sensitivity is found for signal models with tanβ <

0.5.

In comparison, the CMS experiment excludes masses 500 < mA < 900GeV for mφ =

150GeV and tanβ values between 0.5 and 2.0 for mφ = 100GeV [441].
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Figure 7.10: 95% CL exclusion contours in the (mφ, mA) plane for the φ-2HDM model with
mA = mH = mH± and for gχ = 1, sin θ = 0.35, tanβ = 1 and mχ = 10GeV. The observed
limits (solid line) are consistent with the expectation under the Standard Model-only hypothesis
(dashed line) within one standard deviation (green �lled band).
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Figure 7.11: 95% CL exclusion contours in the (tanβ, mφ) plane for the φ-2HDM model with for
gχ = 1, sin θ = 0.35, mχ = 10GeV and mA = mH = mH± = 600GeV. The observed limits (solid
line) are consistent with the expectation under the Standard Model-only hypothesis (dashed line)
within one to two standard deviations (green and yellow �lled bands).
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7.3 Less Model-Dependent Limits

Finally, the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search results are used to set limits on the visible cross

section for h(→ bb̄) +Emiss
T production as a function of Emiss

T as given by

σvis, h(bb̄)+DM = σh+DM × B(h→ bb̄)×A× ε(Emiss
T ) , (7.4)

where σh+DM is the generic h + DM production cross section, B the branching ratio

of the Standard Model Higgs boson decay into a pair of b quarks and A× ε(Emiss
T ) the

kinematic acceptance times the probability for an event to be reconstructed in the same

Emiss
T bin as generated and to pass all selection criteria except the cuts on mh and

the b-jet multiplicity. In particular, no separation of events into the one and two b-jet

categories is done, in order to reduce the dependence on the b-tagging e�ciency.

The obtained cross section limits have reduced h+ DM model assumptions, i.e that the

Higgs boson is produced in a back-to-back con�guration relative to ~Emiss
T from Dark

Matter particles. In order to reduce the model dependence on the Emiss
T distribution, the

statistical interpretation (see Chapter 5) of the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis is modi�ed to

analyse only one Emiss
T range of the signal region at a time.

The A× ε(Emiss
T ) values are derived from the benchmark Z ′-2HDM signal model, which

provides a su�cient event population in all of the four Emiss
T ranges depending on the

combinations of (mZ′ , mA) together with a generic h + DM signal event topology. A

range of up to ten (mZ′ , mA) signal model points that yield a sizable contribution of

≈ 10%× σh+DM × B(h→ bb̄) in a given Emiss
T bin are used for the derivation of A× ε.

Here, A× ε as a function of Emiss
T for a certain (mZ′ , mA) signal point is given by

A× ε(Emiss
T ) =

N a�er
events(E

miss
T, truth and Emiss

T, reco)

Nbefore
events(E

miss
T, truth)

, (7.5)

with N a�er
events(E

miss
T, truth and Emiss

T, reco) the number of events which end up in the same Emiss
T

bin as generated a�er applying all selection criteria and Nbefore
events(E

miss
T, truth) the number

of events with Emiss
T, truth value at parton-level before applying any of the event selection

criteria. The lowest A × ε value for a range of (mZ′ , mA) signal model points in a

given Emiss
T region is quoted in Fig. 7.12. The individual A × ε(Emiss

T ) values for each

(mZ′ , mA) combination can be found in Appendix L. The A × ε values range between

15 to 40% in the resolved region and around 55% in the merged region. The signal

selection e�ciency in the resolved region is smaller related to the Emiss
T trigger and

Emiss
T > 150GeV requirement, which rejects Z ′-2HDM signal events produced with low

Emiss
T values.

Exemplarily, the limits on σvis, h(bb̄)+DM for a range of Z ′-2HDM models in the lowest Emiss
T
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bin are shown in Table 7.1 (for the limits in the other three Emiss
T bins see Appendix L).

The derived upper limits on σvis, h(bb̄)+DM at 95% CL for each Emiss
T bin are given

Table 7.1: 95% observed and expected limits on σvis, h(bb̄)+DM for h + DM events in the
[150, 200) GeV Emiss

T bin derived from a range of Z ′-2HDM models. Also shown are the up
and down variations (±1 σ) by one standard deviation on the expected limit. All expected
limits are within 25% of each other. To avoid any model dependence, the parameter set
(mZ′ , mA) = (400GeV, 400GeV) with weakest expected limit (in bold) is used for setting
limits with reduced model-dependence.

mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV] σobs [f b] σexp [f b] −1 σ [f b] +1 σ [f b]

400 400 19.12 18.34 13.22 25.53
600 200 14.46 12.93 9.32 18.00
600 400 17.02 16.98 12.24 23.64
600 600 11.38 12.69 9.14 17.66
800 300 19.18 14.44 10.40 20.09
800 500 12.71 12.21 8.79 16.99
800 600 11.99 12.66 9.12 17.62
800 700 13.26 13.30 9.58 18.50
1000 800 13.73 13.21 9.52 18.39

in Fig. 7.12, with the least stringent limit has being quoted for a range of (mZ′ , mA)

combinations (see Table 7.1). The cross sections limits on σvis, h(bb̄)+DM range from 1.7 to

19.1 f b and decrease with increasing Emiss
T . The limits become stronger with increasing

Emiss
T due to the rapidly decreasing Standard Model backgrounds for high Emiss

T .
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Figure 7.12: 95% CL upper limits on the visible cross section, σvis, h(bb̄)+DM, for h+ DM events
with h→ bb̄ decays separately for the four Emiss

T ranges inclusive in the number of b-jets. The
observed limits (solid line) are consistent with the expectations under the Standard Model-only
hypothesis (dashed line) within the uncertainties (coloured band). In addition, the acceptance
times e�ciency, i.e. the probability to select an event in the same Emiss

T bin as generated, is
shown (red line).
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Summary

The Standard Model (SM) of particle physics provides a consistent and precise descrip-

tion of all known elementary particles and their interactions via the strong, the weak

and the electromagnetic force. The discovery of the Higgs boson by the ATLAS and CMS

experiments at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) completed the SM particle content.

Nonetheless, the SM leaves many questions unanswered. In particular, it provides no

explanation for the existence and nature of Dark Matter (DM). The existence of DM is

supported by many astrophysical and cosmological observations based on its gravita-

tional e�ects. Little is known about the particle nature of DM and whether it is a�ected

by any other force than gravity. It is generally assumed that DM particles do not in-

teract electromagnetically and strongly. DM particles may, however, couple weakly to

SM particles. The most favoured DM particle candidate is a Weakly Interacting Massive

Particle (WIMP), which is stable over the lifetime of the Universe and has a mass in the

GeV to TeV range. The concept is supported by the fact that WIMP particles would

be naturally produced in the required abundance during the formation of the Universe.

This so-called WIMP miracle is based on the assumption that DM and SM particles were

in thermal equilibrium in the early Universe and DM froze-out at a certain point in time

in the evolution of the Universe. WIMP DM particles can be searched for in underground

direct detection experiments, in ground- or space-based indirect detection experiments

and at the LHC.

In this thesis, a search for DM particles in the so-called mono-Higgs (bb̄) channel has been

performed. The Higgs boson is produced in association with DM particles and decays

into a pair of b quarks. The decay of the SM Higgs boson with a mass of 125GeV into b

quark pairs has the highest branching ratio. The Higgs boson candidates are produced

in a characteristic back-to-back topology, where the Higgs boson recoils against large

missing transverse energy (Emiss
T ) associated with the pair produced DM particles. The

mono-Higgs (bb̄) search is based on datasets of 36.1 f b−1 and 79.8 fb−1 recorded by the

ATLAS detector at a center-of-mass energy of 13TeV in 2015-2016 and in 2017, respec-

tively, during Run 2 of the LHC.
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The mono-Higgs channel provides a complementary signature to other mono-X DM

searches. Due to the small Yukawa couplings of the Higgs boson to light quarks, its pro-

duction as initial-state radiation is strongly suppressed compared to other SM particles.

It must rather originate from the production vertex of the DM particles. It is a reasonable

assumption that DM particles, like SM particles, couple to the Higgs boson because of their

mass. The production mechanism in extensions of the SM usually involves a new heavy

mediator of the interaction between SM and DM particles. The Higgs bosons are then

produced with large Lorentz boosts back-to-back to the pair produced DM particles. The

most frequent Higgs decays into into collimated b-jet pairs are e�ciently reconstructed

by using jet substructure analysis. The selection of mono-Higgs (bb̄) +Emiss
T events was

optimised assuming them to arise from the Z ′-two-Higgs-doublet model (Z ′-2HDM),

where the h(→ bb̄) + Emiss
T �nal states are produced via pp → Z ′ → hA → bb̄χχ̄ with

the pseudoscalar Higgs boson A decaying solely into a DM particle pair χχ̄. The �rst

analysis was performed using the 36.1 f b−1 of ATLAS data recorded in 2015 and 2016.

Background contributions with hadronically decaying τ leptons or a third b-jet had to

be suppressed in particular.

In the absence of a signi�cant deviation from the SM expectation, 95% CL lower limits

on mZ′ and mA of 2600GeV and 600GeV, respectively, have been derived for a DM

particle mass of 100GeV. The sensitivity of the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search is limited by

systematic uncertainties in the b-jet identi�cation e�ciency and statistically at high Emiss
T

values.

For very high Emiss
T and corresponding large Lorentz-boost of the Higgs, the signal se-

lection e�ciency has been increased by using an improved b-jet reconstruction based on

track-jets with variable cone radius. The improved search has been applied to 79.8 fb−1

of data taken in 2017, allowing for the exclusion of a substantial additional parameter

space of the Z ′-2HDM models, i.e. mZ′ up to 2800GeV and mA up to 680GeV.

The results based on the 36.1 f b−1 dataset have also been interpreted in the context of

a Z ′B vector boson mediator model with baryonic U(1)B charge excluding Z ′B masses

up to 1.9TeV at 95% CL for DM mass mχ = 1 GeV, Z ′B couplings to quarks and DM

particles of gq = 1/3 and gχ = 1, respectively, and a mixing angle sin θ = 0.3 between the

SM Higgs and the baryonic Higgs from spontaneous U(1)B breaking. The limits on the

Z ′B model were used to derive constraints on the spin-independent DM-nucleon cross

section at 90% CL which can be compared to those from direct detection experiments.

The mono-Higgs (bb̄) search is especially competitive for DM masses from 1GeV up to

450GeV. Both have, however, di�erent model dependences. In addition, the results have

been interpreted in an extended 2HDM with pseudoscalar mediator φ coupling to DM

and SM particles. Masses of the pseudoscalar mediator are excluded up to 300GeV for
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mχ = 10GeV, gχ = 1, tanβ = 1 and mixing angle sin θ = 0.35 between h and φ. Values

of tanβ between 0.6 and 2.8 are excluded for mφ between 100 and 260GeV. Finally,

stringent upper limits on the visible production cross section for non-SM events with

h+Emiss
T signature with reduced model dependence have been determined at 95% CL,

which range from 1.7 to 19.1 f b and decrease with increasing Emiss
T .

In the near future, the complete Run 2 dataset with additional 60 fb−1 from 2018 will

improve the sensitivity of the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis at high Emiss
T . Algorithms combin-

ing tracking and calorimeter information to construct improved large-R jet substructure

observables can also improve the sensitivity at high Emiss
T . Multivariate techniques may

allow to extend the analysis to lower Emiss
T where the background is higher. These

techniques will be even more important for Run-3 and the High-Luminosity LHC.
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Appendix A

Brief History of the Universe
Eq. (2.6) implies that Ω is time-dependent, because a and H are time-dependent too,

where any deviation from one can be thought of as a present-day contribution of the

curvature Ωk = −k
a2

0H
2
0

to the total matter-energy density of the Universe.

From Ref. [97], one can see that the di�erent Ωi components evolve di�erently in time,

depending on the equation of state of that component. In general, the expansion rate

can be derived as:

H2(z)

H2
0

=
[
ΩX(1 + z)3(1+αx) + Ωk(1 + z)2 + ΩM (1 + z)3 + ΩR(1 + z)4

]
, (A.1)

where M and R are the labels for matter and radiation, respectively, and X refers to

a generic component with equation of state pX = αXρX , e.g. for the energy density of

the vacuum with αX = −1. z is the redshi�*. When studying the abundance of each of

the di�erent species in Eq. (A.1) at the present day, projections to the past are possible

even approaching the Big Bang itself. A very short summary of the evolution of the

Universe is provided below:

• t < 10−43 s ; T > mPl = 1019 GeV:
The Planck epoch, where quantum gravitational interactions either dominated or

were part of a grand uni�ed theory. At the end of this epoch, the gravitational

force loses relevance, and the strong, weak, and electromagnetic forces were likely

uni�ed into a single theory.
• t < 10−36 s ; T > 1016 GeV:

The three forces of the Standard Model are assumed to be uni�ed into a single

theory.
• t < 10−32 s ; T > 1014 GeV:

The in�ationary epoch, where the volume of the Universe has grown by a factor

of 1078. The three forces separated into the strong and electroweak forces. While

the density of particles, which existed before the epoch began were enormously

diluted and due to this rapid expansion, the break-down of the enormous potential

*For an emitted wavelength λemit and an observed wavelength λobs, the redshi� parameter z is de�ned by
1 + z =

λobs
λemit

. In the standard FLRW metric of cosmology, the redshi� can be related to the change in the

scale factor a(t) through 1 + z =
a(tobs)

a(temit)
.
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Appendix A Brief History of the Universe

energy of the in�ationary �eld repopulated the expanded Universe with a very

dense admixture of quarks, anti-quarks and gluons.
• t < 10−12 s ; T > 102 GeV:

The electroweak epoch, where electroweak symmetry breaking occurs, leaving

the strong and the electromagnetic forces.
• t < 10−6 s ; T > 0.3GeV:

The quark epoch, when free quarks exist, but not being able to form hadrons due

to the high temperature. They build together with gluons a so-called quark-gluon-

plasma.
• t < 1 s ; T > 1meV:

The hadron epoch, when no free quarks exist anymore and the QCD phase transi-

tion occurs, when con�nement comes into play. The build hadrons and anti-hadrons

are in thermal equilibrium.
• t < 10 s ; T > 100 keV:

The lepton epoch, when hadrons and anti-hadrons have annihilated, while leptons

and anti-leptons still exist in thermal equilibrium. The epoch is lately a�er neutrinos

ceased interacting with baryonic matter.
• t < 103 s ; T > 1 keV:

The epoch of Big Bang nucleosynthesis epoch, when 1H, 4He, 2H, 3He and 7Li are

produced. All heavier elements than lithium were created much later, by stellar

nucleosynthesis in evolving and exploding stars.
• t < 380ka ; T > 1 eV:

The photon epoch, when the Universe consists of a plasma of nuclei, electrons and

photons. The temperatures remain still too high for the binding of electrons to

nuclei. Later, electrons and atomic nuclei �rst become bound to form neutral atoms.

Photons are no longer in thermal equilibrium with matter and the Universe �rst

becomes transparent. The photons of the cosmic microwave background (CMB)

radiation originate at this time.
• t ≈ 13.8Ga ; T ≈ 0.1meV:

The energy of the Universe has dropped to 2.7 K, the energy of CMB photons.
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Appendix B

E�ciency Measurement of the Emiss
T

Triggers

The Emiss
T triggers used in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search given in Table 4.2 are all fully

e�cient for a reconstructed Emiss
T > 250GeV, while the search is also sensitive to signal

models which provide Emiss
T values below this threshold (see Fig. 4.4). The low Emiss

T

region can partly exploited measuring the Emiss
T trigger e�ciencies in data and Monte-

Carlo simulation. The so-called scale factors (SFs) are derived by comparing the two

e�ciencies, which are at the end applied to Monte-Carlo simulation. The Emiss
T trigger

e�ciencies are measured separately for all used Emiss
T triggers.

The e�ciencies are measured in single-muon events from W → µν decays, where the

muons is required to be a signal muon (see Section 4.6) and the event is triggered by

single-muon triggers (see Section 4.5.2). Since muons do not contribute to the Emiss
T

calculation at trigger-level, there is no bias from the muon trigger imposed in the

measurement. The Emiss
T trigger e�ciencies are measured as a function of a modi�ed

o�ine Emiss
T , so-called Emiss, no−µ

T , which is the common reconstructed Emiss
T but without

the muon contribution to emulate the trigger-level de�nition of Emiss
T . The Emiss

T trigger

e�ciency is de�ned as the ratio

ε(Emiss
T − trigger, Emiss, no−µ

T ) =
NPassed selection and trigger

NPassed selection
, (B.1)

with NPassed selection and trigger the number of events passing the single-muon selections

and the Emiss
T trigger requirement and NPassed selection the number of events passing only

the single-muon selection requirements but without the one for the Emiss
T trigger. The

measured trigger e�ciencies for all four Emiss
T triggers are shown in Fig. B.1 inclusively

in the number of b-jets in the events.

Good agreement between the e�ciencies in data and Monte-Carlo simulation is observed

for Emiss, no−µ
T > 250GeV, where the Emiss

T triggers are fully e�cient and the scale factors

are one. In the turn-on region between 150 to 250GeV, the e�ciencies are above 85%
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Figure B.1: The measured Emiss
T trigger e�ciencies (upper pad) in data and Monte-Carlo

simulation and the related scale factors (lower pad) both as a function of Emiss, no−µ
T for the

four Emiss
T triggers (a) HLT xe70, (b) HLT xe90 mht L1XE50, (c) HLT xe100 mht L1XE50 and

(d) HLT xe110 mht L1XE50. The distribution of scale factors is �tted with an error function with
expectation value µ and standard deviation σ. The vertical dashed line indicates the minimal
o�ine Emiss

T requirement in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) search.

for all triggers both in data and Monte-Carlo simulation. The ine�ciencies in this region

is a result of the �nite calorimeter resolution.

Corrections accounting for the di�erence between data and Monte-Carlo simulation are

de�ned by the ratio of their e�ciencies (see the lower pad in Fig. B.1). The SFs as a
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function of Emiss, no−µ
T are �tted with an error function

f
(
Emiss, no−µ

T

)
= 0.5 ·

[
1 + erf

(
Emiss, no−µ

T − µ√
2σ

)]
, (B.2)

with µ the expectation value and σ the standard deviation. The SFs are applied to

Monte-Carlo simulated events to match their prediction to data in the SR and 1µ-CR. In

the region Emiss, no−µ
T < 150GeV, larger deviations between data and simulation are seen.

Moreover, a large impact of multijet events is expected in this region, such that events

with Emiss
T (Emiss, no−µ

T ) < 150GeV are not considered in the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis.

No corrections are applied in the merged region since Emiss
T > 500GeV is required.
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Appendix C

Optimisation of the Signal Region Se-

lection

Apart from the Z(→ νν) + bb̄ process, the tt̄ production is one of the dominant back-

grounds. It contributes by about 30% to 80% to the total background depending on the

number of b-jets in the event and the Emiss
T interval. Requirements e�ciently reducing

the tt̄ process are discussed here, which signi�cantly improve the signal sensitivity. The

selection criteria are outlined in the following, a�er a short discussion of the tt̄ �nal

states at parton-level. The results are summarised in Section C.5.

As discussed in Section 4.3, the tt̄ background events entering the SR are either of fully-

leptonic or of semileptonic nature, i.e. with at least one W boson decaying leptonically.

Fully-hadronic tt̄ events usually don’t have large Emiss
T and are mostly rejected by the

requirement of Emiss
T > 150GeV. Even in the case of W → `ν decays (with ` = e, µ),

most of the tt̄ events are rejected due to the veto on baseline e and µ. Nevertheless,

such an event can enter the SR in case of so� electrons or muons with pT < 7GeV or in

the case that the leptons are outside of the detector acceptance, but their contribution

is expected to be small. The dominant tt̄ background process includes events with

W → τν decays, resulting in an additional Emiss
T from the τ decay products. Additional

b-jets in the �nal state can be falsely reconstructed from the τ decay or in a semileptonic

tt̄ �nal state in which one of the W bosons decays hadronically, in particular via the

W → cs decay. The fraction of various tt̄ �nal states at the parton-level are illustrated

in Fig. C.1 for Monte-Carlo simulated tt̄ events with at least one leptonically decaying W

boson. The event fractions are shown only for events passing the SR selection criteria

in Section 4.7 of both the resolved and merged region. Around 75% of all tt̄ events in

the SR contain at least one τ lepton at the particle-level, while around 44% of all events

include one W boson which decays into cs quarks. The hadronically decaying τ-leptons

and jets from W → cs decays can be misidenti�ed as b-jets.

The event selection introduces vetoes on events with τ-jets and a third b-jet in the event,

described in Section C.1 and Section C.2, respectively. Furthermore, a so-called HT-ratio
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Figure C.1: Fraction of di�erent tt → WbWb �nal states at the particle-level for tt̄ events in
the signal region. The labels on the x-axis indicate the decay mode of both W bosons, with
` = e, µ, τ indicating leptonic W → `ν` decays and with ud or cs for hadronic W decays. The
last bin shows the fraction of events with no truth lepton in the event.

requirement is applied, which accounts for higher hadronic activity in tt̄ compared to

signal events is described in Section C.3. Finally, a requirement on the angular separation

of the two leading small-R jets from the Higgs boson candidate in the resolved region

is applied (see Section C.4).

C.1 Veto Against Hadronic Tau Decays

A veto on events with hadronically decaying τ-leptons is applied to reduce a large

fraction of tt̄ background (see Fig. C.1), while leaving the signal almost una�ected. A veto

on leptonically decaying τ-leptons is not applied, since these are indistinguishable from

prompt electrons and muons, which would mainly contribute to the 1µ-CR and 2`-CR.

The described τ−veto not only reduces the tt̄ background, but also the contributions

from the single top quark and W+jets production. The τ objects used for applying a

veto are de�ned in Section 4.6.

First, a veto on events with loose τ-jets is applied. The loose τ-jets identi�cation

working point (see Section 3.3.6) has an e�ciency of about 60% (50%) for simulated

hadronically decaying τ-leptons with one (three) charged tracks, while having a false

identi�cation rate for quark- and gluon-initiated jets of below 6% (1%) [382].
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C.1 - Veto Against Hadronic Tau Decays

In the resolved signal region, events with a loose-τ are vetoed. A similar veto on events

with a loose-τ is applied in the merged region, if the τ-jet is not overlapping with the

leading large-R jet (J ), i.e. if ∆R( ~J, ~τ) ≥ 1.0. This additional requirement in the merged

region is used to keep the signal e�ciency high. The distributions of the number of

loose-τ-jets in the resolved and merged region are shown in Fig. C.2a and Fig. C.2b,

respectively. Most of the signal events have no loose τ-jets, while there is a signi�cant
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Figure C.2: Multiplicity of loose τ-jets in events with at least one b-jet for (a) the resolved
and (b) for the merged region. Shown are the distributions for the main background processes
as well for one representative Z ′-2HDM signal model with (mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV).
All distributions are normalised to unity. The arrows indicate the selection requirements.

fraction of background events with one loose-τ object. The veto on events with loose

τ-jets reduces the tt̄, W+jets and single top quark background processes in the resolved

region by 14.0%, 8.74% and 14.5%, respectively, while in the merged region these

backgrounds are reduced by 17.8%, 20.2% and 29.0%. The veto has almost no impact

on the signal selection, with a loss in signal e�ciency of less then 1%.

An additional background rejection is achieved by applying a veto on events with a

very loose-τ object (see Section 4.6), with relaxed track multiplicity requirements. The

veto is applied separately in the resolved and the merged SR. In the merged region, the

event is vetoed if a very loose-τ object is found outside the leading large-R jet. The

distributions of the number of very loose τ-jets is shown in Fig. C.3a and Fig. C.3b

for the resolved and merged region, respectively. The fraction of tt̄, W+jets and single

top quark background events in the resolved region including a very loose-τ object is

13.3%, 7.27% and 11.4%, before applying the veto on events with a loose-τ object. In
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Figure C.3: Multiplicity of very loose τ-jets in events with at least one b-jet for (a) the resolved
and (b) for the merged region. Shown are the distributions for the main background processes
as well for one representative Z ′-2HDM signal model with (mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV).
All distributions are normalised to unity. The arrows indicate the selection requirements.

the merged region, the fractions of such events are 25.4%, 15.9% and 23.1% for the tt̄,

W+jets and single top quark background processes, respectively. The fraction of signal

events rejected by the very loose-τ veto is below 2% for all signal models.

C.2 Veto Against Additional b-Jets

The mono-Higgs signal events are characterised by exactly two b-jets in the �nal state

from the Higgs boson decay, while for example the tt̄ processes may provide higher

b-jet multiplicities. In tt̄ events, the two b quarks originating from the decay of the two

top quarks will most likely correctly be identi�ed as b-jets, while additional b-jets can

arise from the misidenti�cation of c quark initiated jets or τ-jets from semileptonic tt̄

decays (see Fig. C.1). Events with more then two b-jets can also arise from single top

quark production, e.g. via the s-channel production. The distributions of the fractional

b-jet multiplicity in the resolved region are shown in Fig. C.4a, for event with either

one or two b-jets. The veto on events with more then two b-jets rejects up to 3% of

tt̄ and up to 1.5% of single top quark background events.

The b-jet veto in the merged region is slightly di�erent than in the resolved region due

to the di�erent decay topology of the signal and background processes. The top quarks

in a tt̄ event are mostly produced back-to-back. In the merged region, one of the two
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Figure C.4: Multiplicity of b-jets in events with at least one b-jet for (a) the resolved and (b) for the
merged region. Shown are the distributions for the main background processes as well for one
representative Z ′-2HDM signal model with (mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV). All distributions
are normalised to unity. The arrows indicate the selection requirements.

top quarks will carry most of the pT and will be reconstructed as the leading large-R

jet, which is considered as the Higgs boson candidate. The decay products of the second

top quark (with smaller pT) will be usually reconstructed as small-R jets. Therefore,

one of the two b-jets identi�ed through their association to track-jets is expected to be

outside of the leading large-R jet, as opposed to the signal with both b-tagged track-jets

within the large-R jet. Thus, a veto on b-tagged track-jets not associated to the leading

large-R jet is applied. The distribution of non-associated b-jets is shown in Fig. C.4b.

For the signal, less than 2% of the events contain additional b-jets. At the same time,

around 52% of all tt̄ events have one or even two non-associated b-jets in the �nal state

and can be rejected. Additionally, the contribution of the single top quark background

processes can be reduced by around 50%.

C.3 HT-Ratio Requirement

Apart from the Higgs boson decay products, additional hadronic activity in mono-Higgs

events can arise from ISR initiated jets. These have in general a rather so� pT compared

to the two jets from the Higgs boson decay.

In tt̄ events, the hadronic activity is generally higher then for signal events. In addition

to the two b quarks from the top quark decays, the hadronic activity originates from
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hadronic W boson decays or from ISR. Jets from the W boson decays are likely to have

on average a similar pT as the b-jets from the top quark decay. The pT of the Higgs

boson candidate reconstructed in tt̄ events, usually the two b-jets, is smaller or about

equal to the sum of the transverse momenta of the jets originating from the W boson

decays and additional ISR jets.

A measure of the hadronic activity in an event is the scalar sum of transverse momenta of

all jets in the event, denoted as HT. In the resolved region, the signal can be discriminated

from background by the so-called Hresolved
T -ratio variable given as

Hresolved
T -ratio =

∑
i=4

pT,i∑
i=1
pT, i

, (C.1)

where the jets are sorted in decreasing order in pT.
∑
i=4

pT, i is the scalar sum of transverse

momenta of small-R jets (starting from the fourth jet in the event) and
∑
i=1
pT, i is the sum

over all small-R jets in the event. The third jet is not counted in the nominator, since in

signal events such jets with third-highest pT can also be present, and usually corresponds

to an ISR-induced jet. The distribution of Hresolved
T -ratio is shown in Fig. C.5a. Most of the
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Figure C.5: Expected distributions of the HT-ratio variable in events with at least one b-
jet for (a) the resolved and (b) the merged region. Shown are the distributions for the main
background processes as well for one representative Z ′-2HDM signal model with (mZ′ , mA) =
(1400GeV, 600GeV). All distributions are normalised to unity. The arrows indicate the selection
requirements.

signal events are located at small values of Hresolved
T -ratio, while most of the background
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events populate larger values. A requirement of Hresolved
T -ratio < 0.37 provides the

best signal sensitivity and is applied to events in the resolved signal region. The tt̄

background is reduced by around 12%. For other background processes the reduction

ranges from 3 to 6%. The corresponding loss of signal events is below 1%.

For the merged region, the Hmerged
T -ratio variable is used and is given as

H
merged
T -ratio =

∑
i=1

pnot-matched
T,i

pJT +
∑
i=1

pnot-matched
T,i

, (C.2)

where pnot-matched
T,i is the transverse momentum of the ith small-R jet not-matched to the

leading large-R jet, i.e. ∆R(~pnot-matched
T,i , ~pJ) ≥ 1.0, and pJT is the transverse momentum

of the leading large-R jet in the event. The distributions of Hmerged
T -ratio for the most

dominant background processes as well as for three benchmark signal models are shown

in Fig. C.5b. A requirement ofHmerged
T -ratio < 0.57 is applied for optimal signal sensitivity.

The corresponding loss of signal e�ciency is below 0.5% for most of the signal models,

while the tt̄ and single top quark background can be reduced by around 7.2% and 8.2%,

respectively. Furthermore, the contribution of V +jets backgrounds is reduced by 5.0%

and 3.8% for V = W and Z , respectively.

C.4 Angular Separation of b-Jets

In the merged regime, a jet with a su�ciently large cone size of R = 1.0 is used to

account for all of the decay products of the Higgs boson.

The Higgs boson candidate in the resolved region consists of the two highest pT central

small-R jets in the event, ~p j1h and ~p j2h , where at least one of them is identi�ed as a b-jet.

The angular separation of the two jets is approximately given by Eq. (3.6), indicating that

even for a moderate Higgs boson pT the two small-R jets from its decay are collimated.

For example, for a Higgs transverse momentum of 150GeV, which corresponds to the

lower Emiss
T bound in the resolved region, the angular separation of the two jets is

expected at ∆R
(
~p j1h , ~p

j2
h

)
≈ 1.7 (see Eq. (3.6)). In contrast, for most of the background

processes the separation of the two highest-pT small-R jets is larger. For example, the

two top quarks in tt̄ events and the corresponding decay products are o�en back-to-

back produced. This results in a rather large angular separation of the two b quarks.

In Fig. C.6, the distribution of ∆R
(
~p j1h , ~p

j2
h

)
of the two small-R jets with highest-pT is

shown. An optimal requirement of ∆R
(
~p j1h , ~p

j2
h

)
< 1.8 is found, resulting in a signal loss

of only below 6% and a signi�cant reduction of backgrounds by approximately 50%

each.
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Figure C.6: Distributions of ∆R
(
~p j1h , ~p

j2
h

)
for events with more then one b-jet of the main

background processes as well for one representative Z ′-2HDM signal model with (mZ′ , mA) =
(1400GeV, 600GeV) in the resolved signal region for. All distributions are normalised to unity.
The arrow indicates the selection requirements.

C.5 Results of the Optimised Event Selection

The results of the event selection prior to the combined �t are summarised in this

section. The selection e�ciency of the Z ′-2HDM signal events is investigated to make

sure that the optimised selection criteria target mostly the reduction of background

processes and do not strongly a�ect the signal.

The number of signal events passing the selection criteria are compared to the number

of events passing the selection without the speci�c ones for the tt̄ reduction. The signal

e�ciency for various Z ′-2HDM signal points is given in Fig. C.7. For most of the signal

points, the signal e�ciency is around 96% a�er applying the optimised selection criteria.

The signal e�ciency is slightly reduced in the o�-shell region, where the signal events

tend to have smaller values of Emiss
T . The signal sensitivity in this region is anyhow

small. The backgrounds processes, on the other hand are highly reduced in both the

resolved and the merged SRs.

The total background selection e�ciency is 36%, 38%, 45% and 70% in the Emiss
T -bins

[150, 200) GeV, [200, 350) GeV, [350, 500) GeV and [500,∞) GeV, respectively.

The signal signi�cance, Z , is estimated using the following de�nition [415]

Z =
√

2 [(s+ b) ln(1 + s/b)− s] , (C.3)
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Figure C.7: The selection e�ciencies of Z ′-2HDM signal events a�er the optimised selection
with respect to the baseline selection. The resolved and the merged signal regions are combined.

where s is the number of signal and b the total number of expected background events.

In Fig. C.8, the ratio of the signal signi�cance obtained a�er the optimised selection to

the signal signi�cance obtained by the baseline event selection is shown. The signal

signi�cance for the Z ′-2HDM signal points is increased by up to 50%. The gain in

signi�cance is larger for models with lower mZ′ which contribute mostly to the resolved

signal region. In particular, the gain in signi�cance is up to 50% in the region of

mZ′ < 1000GeV for all values of mA. For signal models with a larger Emiss
T , related to

mZ′ > 1400GeV, the gain in signi�cance is in the range of 8 to 14%.

The optimised selection criteria are also applied to the 1µ-CR and the 2`-CR to ensure

the selection of similar events, i.e. that the kinematic properties of events cover the

same region of phase space as the SR events.
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Figure C.8: The ratios between the signi�cance upon applying the optimisation selections
and the signi�cance of the former baseline event selection for Z ′-2HDM signal models, when
combining the resolved and merged region inclusive of the number of b-jets. The signi�cance
gain of Z ′-2HDM signal models reaches values up to 50% due to the optimisation selection
criteria. The signal models are normalised to their theoretical cross section.
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Appendix D

Control Region Distributions

In this Chapter, the Higgs boson candidate mass (mh, cand = mjj and mJ ) and Emiss
T

distributions are shown for the 1µ-CR and 2`-CR. In both cases, mh, cand is used for

selecting events, and in particular the muon charge for the 1µ-CR. In the 2`-CR a single

bin of mh, cand is used without exploiting the shape information of the distribution, as

only the normalisation of the Z+ jets process in the signal region is constrained. The

distributions related to the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis in Chapter 4 with 36 fb−1 are shown

in Sections D.1 and D.2, while for the analysis in Chapter 6 with 79.8 fb−1 they are given

in Section D.3.

D.1 Pre-Fit Distributions with 36 fb−1

The Higgs boson candidate mass distributions in the 1µ-CR at the pre-�t level are illus-

trated in Fig. D.1 and Fig. D.2 for events with one and two b-jets, respectively. Similarly,

the mh, cand distributions in the 2`-CR at the pre-�t level are illustrated in Fig. D.3

and Fig. D.4. Good data to Monte-Carlo agreement is found for all distributions within

statistical uncertainties.

D.2 Post-Fit Distributions with 36 fb−1

In Fig. D.5 and Fig. D.6, the distributions of Emiss, no−µ
T in the 1µ-CR are illustrated for

events with one and two b-jets, respectively. Good agreement between data and the

Standard Model prediction is found. The separation power of the muon charge for tt̄

and W+jets events is illustrated in Fig. D.7, where the fraction of the total background

events is given as a function of Emiss, no−µ
T . The fraction of tt̄ events for muons with

negative and positive electric charges are the same within uncertainties as expected. In

contrast, for W+ jets events predominance of muons with positive electric charge is

seen, as expected for proton-proton collisions at the LHC.

The post-�t p``T distributions in the 2`-CR are shown in Fig. D.8a for events with one

b-jet and in Fig. D.8a for events with two b-jets. Here, each p``T bin is equivalent to
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Figure D.1: Pre-�t distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidates mh, cand =

mjj , mJ for events one b-jet in the 1µ-CR for the four Emiss, no−µ
T categories.

the used mh, cand bin, since no shape information of the mh, cand distribution was used

during the pro�le-likelihood �t. Very good agreement between the data and Monte-Carlo

prediction is found, with uncertainties below 20%.
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D.3 - Post-Fit Distributions with 79.8 fb−1
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Figure D.2: Pre-�t distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidates mh, cand =

mjj , mJ for events two b-jets in the 1µ-CR for the four Emiss, no−µ
T categories.

D.3 Post-Fit Distributions with 79.8 fb−1

This section provides post-�t distribution of Emiss, no−µ
T and p``T in the 1µ-CR and 2`-CR,

respectively, based on the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis given in Chapter 6 with an integrated

luminosity of 79.8 fb−1.

In Fig. D.9a and Fig. D.9b, the distributions of Emiss,no−µ
T in the 1µ-CR for muons

with positive and negative electric charge, respectively, are illustrated. Good agreement
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Figure D.3: Pre-�t distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidates mh, cand =
mjj , mJ for events one b-jet in the 2`-CR for the four p``T categories.

between data and the Standard Model predictions is found. The separation power of the

muon charge for tt̄ and W+jets events is and a predominance of muons with positive

electric charge is seen, as expected for proton-proton collisions at the LHC.

The post-�t p``T distributions in the 2`-CR are shown in Fig. D.10. Very good agreement

between the data and Monte-Carlo prediction is found.
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Figure D.4: Pre-�t distributions of the invariant mass of the Higgs boson candidates mh, cand =
mjj , mJ for events two b-jets in the 2`-CR for the four p``T categories.
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Figure D.5: Distribution of Emiss, no−µ
T in the one muon control region in case of (a) a muon with

negative charge and in (b) with positive charge is selected for events with one b-jet. The muon
four momenta is not considered in the Emiss

T calculation. For all �gures, the upper panels show a
comparison of data to the Standard Model expectation before (dashed lines) and a�er the �t (solid
histograms). The lower panels display the ratio of data to Standard Model expectations a�er the
�t, with its systematic uncertainty considering correlations between individual contributions
indicated by the hatched band [258]. The rightmost bin includes over�ows. The number of bin
entries is divided by its width.
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ATLAS  -1 = 13 TeV, 36.1 fbs
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Figure D.6: Distribution of Emiss, no−µ
T in the one muon control region in case of (a) a muon with

negative charge and in (b) with positive charge is selected for events with two b-jets. The muon
four momenta is not considered in the Emiss

T calculation. For all �gures, the upper panels show a
comparison of data to the Standard Model expectation before (dashed lines) and a�er the �t (solid
histograms). The lower panels display the ratio of data to Standard Model expectations a�er the
�t, with its systematic uncertainty considering correlations between individual contributions
indicated by the hatched band [258]. The rightmost bin includes over�ows. The number of bin
entries is divided by its width.
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Figure D.7: Fraction of the tt̄ and W+jets processes to the total sum of backgrounds as a
function of Emiss

T for events with (a) one and (b) two b-jets, while the former is symmetric in the
muon charge, the latter shows an asymmetry which allows to separate the two processes. The
quadratic sum of statistical and systematic uncertainties is indicated by the hatched band [258].
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Figure D.8: Distribution of p``T in the two lepton control region, where Emiss
T corresponds to

the transverse momenta of the Z boson, for events with (a) one and (b) two b-jets. The upper
panels show a comparison of data to the Standard Model expectation before (dashed lines) and
a�er the �t (solid histograms). The lower panels display the ratio of data to Standard Model
expectations a�er the �t, with its systematic uncertainty considering correlations between indi-
vidual contributions indicated by the hatched band [258]. The rightmost bin includes over�ows.
The number of bin entries is divided by the bin width.
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Appendix D Control Region Distributions
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Figure D.9: Distribution of Emiss, no−µ
T in the one muon control region in case of (a) a muon

with negative charge and in (b) with positive charge. For all �gures, the upper panels show a
comparison of data to the Standard Model expectation before (dashed lines) and a�er the �t (solid
histograms). The lower panels display the ratio of data to Standard Model expectations a�er the
�t, with its systematic uncertainty considering correlations between individual contributions
indicated by the hatched band [432]. The rightmost bin includes over�ows. The number of bin
entries is divided by its width.
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Figure D.10: Distribution of p``T in the two lepton control region, where p``T corresponds to
the transverse momenta of the Z boson. The upper panels show a comparison of data to the
Standard Model expectation before (dashed lines) and a�er the �t (solid histograms). The lower
panels display the ratio of data to Standard Model expectations a�er the �t, with its systematic
uncertainty considering correlations between individual contributions indicated by the hatched
band [432]. The rightmost bin includes over�ows. The number of bin entries is divided by the
bin width.
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Appendix E

Truth-Level Jet Flavour Labelling

The W+jets and Z+jets processes, summarised in the following as V+jets, are simulated

with the SHERPA Monte-Carlo generator. In order to get su�ciently large event statistics

of with large Emiss
T and heavy-�avour jets, �lters are applied at generator level. For

each of the two processes Z → `+`−/νν + jets and `+ν− + jets with ` = e, µ, τ , the

Monte-Carlo samples are sliced in the variable max[HT, p
V
T ], where pVT is the pT of the

weak vector boson build from the two truth-level leptons and HT is given by the scalar

sum of pT of all parton-level jets with pT > 20GeV to populate Emiss
T intervals. For

max[HT, p
V
T ] below 500GeV, the Monte-Carlo samples are also �ltered according to

their B- and C-hadron content at particle level [448] to populate the one and two b-jet

region.

The simulated V + jets background samples are further decomposed according to the

truth-�avour of the jets used for identifying the Higgs boson decay products. This

is necessary as the V + jets background composition changes between di�erent Emiss
T

regions and for the one and two b-region, such that di�erent normalisations of the

templates are expected in the �nal pro�le likelihood �t (see Chapter 5). The jet truth-

�avour labelling is done for both small-R jets and track-jets based on a cone matching

of truth-hadrons to the jets within a cone with radius parameter of Rmax = 0.3. If a

decaying B-hadron is found within ∆R < Rmax of a jet, the jet is labeled as a truth

b-jet. In case of no nearby B-hadron to a jet, but instead a C-hadron is found within

∆R < Rmax of a jet, the jet is labeled as a truth c-jet. The jet is truth-labeled as a τ-jet

if a τ lepton is found within ∆R and no B- or C-hadrons. In case of multiple matching

objects to a jet, priority is given to the closest. All remaining jets are labeled as light-jets.

For the labelling of the Higgs boson candidate the two highest-pT small-R jets or track-

jets are used. For events where only on b-jet is found, the non b-jet with highest-pT is

considered as well. This approach results in six sub-samples for each of the W+ jets

and Z+jets samples, and templates of the Higgs boson candidate mass are build. In case

of two jets truth-labeled as b-jets (c-jets) the template is denoted as V + bb (V + cc). If

one of the jets is labeled as a b-jet while the other as a c-jet, the template is denoted

as V + bc. For cases where one jet is labeled as a b-jets or c-jets, while the other is a
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Appendix E Truth-Level Jet Flavour Labelling

truth light-jet the sample is assigned to V + bl or V + cl, respectively. If both jets are

labeled as truth light-jets, the template is denoted as V + ll. The V + bb, bc bl and cc

are summarised as V + heavy-�avour (hf). The light-�avour components, V + cl and

V + ll, are summarised as V + light-�avour (lf). The resulting templates are used within

a pro�le-likelihood �t, see Chapter 5.

The composition of the W+jets and Z+jets background samples are given in Table E.1

and Table E.3 for events with one b-jet and in Table E.2 and Table E.4 for two b-jets.

Here, the numbers correspond to the samples a�er applying the full signal region event

selection (see Section 4.7). For events with two b-jets the V + jets template is mostly

composed from the W + hf part, with a fraction of more then 95%. In case of events

with one b-jet the total W+jets sample is half made of the W + hf and half of W + lf,

expect for the merged region, where around 62% are from the W + lf component. While

for Z+ jets events with one b-jet the component of Z + lf is increased up to 70%,

and shared with Z + hf for the merged region. For events with one b-jet the dominant

component originates from V + bb, expect for the merged region of W + jets events,

where W + cl provides the leading contribution to the total background sample. The

V + bb component dominates in case of events with two b-jets for both background

samples.

Table E.1: Composition [%] of the W+ jets background sample a�er applying truth-Level jet
�avour labelling for events with one b-jet in the signal region. The heavy-�avour component,
W + hf, is given by the sum of the W + bb, bc bl and cc components, while the light-�avour
component,W+lf, is given by the sum of W+cl and W+ll. The shown uncertainties correspond
to the statistical uncertainty of the template.

Z+jets component
Emiss

T region [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500, ∞)

W + bb 3.82±0.12 4.49±0.17 6.34 ±0.54 5.32± 1.23
W + bc 2.46±0.10 2.91 ±0.12 2.82±0.33 1.41 ±0.50
W + bl 42.78 ±0.54 43.57 ±0.50 42.03± 1.67 26.77 ±2.74
W + cc 3.46±0.31 3.76 ±0.27 3.53 ±0.70 4.65± 1.27
W + cl 29.35 ±0.82 29.09±0.90 32.28±2.32 35.46± 3.32
W + ll 18.14 ± 1.36 16.18 ±0.84 12.99± 1.40 26.39±2.88

W + hf 52.52±0.64 54.73 ±0.60 54.73 ± 1.92 38.15 ± 3.3
W + lf 47.48± 1.59 45.27± 1.23 45.27±2.71 61.85± 4.4
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Table E.2: Composition [%] of the W+jets background sample a�er applying truth-Level jet
�avour labelling for events with two b-jets in the signal region. The heavy-�avour component,
W + hf, is given by the sum of the W + bb, bc bl and cc components, while the light-�avour
component,W+lf, is given by the sum of W+cl and W+ll. The shown uncertainties correspond
to the statistical uncertainty of the template.

Z+jets component
Emiss

T region [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500, ∞)

W + bb 83.80± 1.96 82.99±2.09 82.60± 5.55 66.72±14.40
W + bc 5.60±0.66 5.42±0.53 7.95±2.33 3.15 ±2.15
W + bl 3.72±0.57 4.21 ±0.59 3.87 ± 1.77 12.58± 7.28
W + cc 4.11 ± 1.26 3.39±0.77 3.17 ± 1.74 12.25± 7.28
W + cl 2.27± 1.07 3.75 ± 1.27 0.23±2.36 2.81 ±2.81
W + ll 0.50±0.24 0.25±0.46 2.63± 1.61 2.48±2.15

W + hf 97.23±2.49 96.01 ±2.36 97.60± 6.51 94.70±17.84
W + lf 2.77 ± 1.10 3.99± 1.35 2.40±2.85 5.30± 3.54

Table E.3: Composition [%] of the Z+ jets background sample a�er applying truth-Level jet
�avour labelling for events with one b-jet in the signal region. The heavy-�avour component,
Z + hf, is given by the sum of the Z + bb, bc bl and cc components, while the light-�avour
component, Z+ lf, is given by the sum of Z+ cl and Z+ ll. The shown uncertainties correspond
to the statistical uncertainty of the template.

Z+jets component
Emiss

T region [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500, ∞)

Z + bb 5.27±0.09 5.90±0.08 6.77 ±0.21 5.22±0.35
Z + bc 3.45 ±0.07 3.52±0.06 3.56±0.15 2.29±0.26
Z + bl 56.85±0.32 53.94±0.27 50.24±0.53 37.27±0.99
Z + cc 4.14 ±0.17 3.87 ±0.13 4.62±0.38 5.23±0.43
Z + cl 20.41 ±0.35 21.77 ±0.34 23.25±0.91 25.84± 1.58
Z + ll 9.88±0.41 11.01 ±0.58 11.56±0.69 24.14 ± 1.21

Z + hf 69.71 ±0.38 67.22±0.32 65.19 ±0.7 50.01 ± 1.17
Z + lf 30.29±0.54 32.78 ±0.67 34.81 ± 1.14 49.99± 1.99

Table E.4: Composition [%] of the Z+ jets background sample a�er applying truth-Level jet
�avour labelling for events with two b-jets in the signal region. The heavy-�avour component,
Z + hf, is given by the sum of the Z + bb, bc bl and cc components, while the light-�avour
component, Z+ lf, is given by the sum of Z+ cl and Z+ ll. The shown uncertainties correspond
to the statistical uncertainty of the template.

Z+jets component
Emiss

T region [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500, ∞)

Z + bb 87.09±0.96 87.00±0.87 85.15 ±2.17 70.61 ± 4.43
Z + bc 5.65±0.33 6.10 ±0.32 6.95±0.64 8.53 ± 1.82
Z + bl 2.96±0.21 3.33±0.20 3.43 ±0.48 0.61 ±2.10
Z + cc 2.71 ±0.33 2.61 ±0.37 2.52±0.75 6.20± 1.65
Z + cl 1.20±0.28 1.29±0.35 1.40±0.52 4.89± 1.88
Z + ll 0.39±0.23 0.33±0.49 0.56±0.34 0.17 ± 1.25

Z + hf 98.41 ± 1.09 99.04± 1.02 98.04±2.43 94.94± 5.49
Z + lf 1.59±0.36 0.96±0.60 1.96±0.62 5.06±2.25
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Appendix F

Estimation of the Multijet

Background
At the LHC an overwhelming large multijet background is present. Usually, in multijet

events no real Emiss
T , e.g. from neutrinos or Dark Matter particles, is available. Instead,

Emiss
T mostly originates from reconstruction e�ects of jets and their energies, such that
~Emiss

T o�en points into the same direction as a jet and to a small amount from semilep-

tonic heavy-�avour hadron decays where neutrinos are produced.

Multijet events can e�ciently be reduced by requiring a large Emiss
T , e.g. above 150GeV,

and by applying anti-QCD cuts, as introduced in Section 4.7, which take into account the

characteristic event topology of multijet events. Nevertheless, the multijet background

is estimated by using da data driven approach in the SR to guarantee that the process

is understood and its contribution is under control. The estimation of the multijet back-

ground is only done for the resolved signal region, while for the merged signal region

the multijet background is expected to be negligible due to the high Emiss
T requirement of

Emiss
T > 500GeV. Nevertheless, the anti-QCD requirements are applied to both events

in the resolved and in the merged signal region. In the control regions, the contribution

of the multijet background is neglected.

The multijet process is challenging to model in Monte-Carlo simulation since the pro-

duction of su�ciently high amount of events is very computing intense. Therefore, this

background is estimated in the SR in a data driven way by using a so-called template

method. Templates of the multijet background of e.g. the Higgs boson candidate mass are

used in the �nal pro�le-likelihood �t for extracting the signal sensitivity. The multijet

estimation is only done for the resolved region, as the multijet contribution is expected

to be negligible once a Emiss
T of more then 500GeV is required as for the merged region

(see Appendix F). Even in the resolved region the multijet background is expected to

be a minor contribution to the overall amount of selected events, especially in regions

with one or two b-jets. Due to the relatively small contribution, the estimation of mul-

tijet contributions can come with a relatively large uncertainty, without diminishing the

sensitivity of the analysis to Dark Matter signals.

The multijet background in the resolved region is estimated separately for each of the
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three Emiss
T regions and for events with one or two b-jets. Dedicated regions of phase

space is de�ned, where multijet events are enriched, so-called multijet regions, to derive

templates of distributions of di�erent variables of interest like Emiss
T and mh, cand. Events

are selected in the multijet region by requiring to pass the Emiss
T trigger requirement, no

leptons and by inverting one of the anti-QCD cuts, namely min ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~j1, 2, 3) < 20◦.

This region is dominated by multijet background events, as illustrated in Fig. F.1, where

the multijet distribution is given as the di�erence of data and all Standard Model back-

ground processes.
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Figure F.1: Distribution of min ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~j1, 2, 3) for events with (a) one and (b) two b-jets and

inclusively in Emiss
T , showing that the region below min ∆Φ( ~Emiss

T , ~j1, 2, 3) < 20◦ is dominated
by multijet background events. The shown multijet background (blue) is the di�erence between
data and all Standard Model background processes.

In the region of min ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~j1, 2, 3) < 20◦, the di�erence between data and simulated

non-multijet backgrounds is used as a model of the shape of di�erent variables (Emiss
T

and mh, cand) of the multijet background. These templates must be correctly normalised

in order to be used in the resolved region for the three di�erent categories of Emiss
T .

The normalisation is performed within a �t of the multijet templates and the remaining

simulated Standard Model backgrounds to data. The variable which is used to perform

the �t, resulting in the multijet normalisation, is the multiplicity of jets which contain a

muon. This choice is motivated by the fact that many of the multijet events come with no

real Emiss
T and in case of events with Emiss

T , it is caused by neutrinos which originate from

heavy-�avour hadron decays, which are reconstructed as jets. In addition to neutrinos,

muons are produced as well within the cone of the small-R jet. Thus, multijet events
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accumulate at higher multiplicities of the distribution of jets which contain muons.

Within this �t, all simulated non-multijet backgrounds are allowed to �oat independently

within theoretical uncertainties with one overall normalisation factor that controls the

normalisation of non-multijet components in the �t. Finally, statistical uncertainties are

taken into account separately for each component in the �t. The normalisation of the

multijet template is le� to �oat freely and is the parameter of interest that is measured to

provide estimates of the normalisation of the multijet contribution. The multijet contribu-

tion a�er the full SR selection is quite small. In order to have reasonable and converging

�ts, the event selection in the multijet region is relaxed compared to the full selec-

tion. More precisely, anti-QCD cuts (∆φ
(
~Emiss

T , ~pmiss
T

)
< 90◦, ∆φ

(
~Emiss

T , ~ph

)
> 120◦)

and ∆R
(
~p j1h , ~p

j2
h

)
< 1.8 cuts are not applied in order to increase the amount of multi-

jet events, so that �ts can provide robust results regarding the multijet normalisation.

Since this �t selection is similar to the SR, events around the Higgs boson mass of

70 to 140GeV are not taken into account. The results of the �t of the distribution of

jets with muons are given in Fig. F.2 and Fig. F.3 for events with one and two b-jets,

respectively, separately for each Emiss
T interval. In the second highest Emiss

T category of

[200, 350) GeV, the multijet contribution is at the level of 1 to 2% depending on the

number of b-jets and is neglected due to its minor impact. Finally, for each of the two

remaining Emiss
T intervals and for each b-tag multiplicity, a multijet template of the Higgs

boson candidate mass distribution is derived and used in the �nal �t for estimating

the dominant backgrounds (see Chapter 5). An uncertainty of 100% is assumed for the

multijet normalisation, to guarantee that any statistical deviation within the template

method is covered and the multijet background process is well under control. Even

under the conservative normalisation uncertainty, the contribution is still very small

and at most of the order of 4% of the total background.

In order to validate that the multijet contribution in the merged region is indeed negligible,

a multijet enriched region is build by considering events with min ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~j1, 2, 3) <

20◦ and no requirement of Emiss
T > 500GeV. The shape of the Emiss

T distribution is

used to providing an estimate in the merged region by extrapolating the distribution to

higher Emiss
T .

The event selection of the merged region is applied in the same way as it is done for

de�ning the signal region. A�er inverting the min ∆Φ( ~Emiss
T , ~j1, 2, 3) requirement, tem-

plates of the Emiss
T distribution of multijet events are derived, which are then normalised

within a pro�le-likelihood �t with all other non-multijet background processes to the

data. The resulting Emiss
T distributions a�er the �t has been applied are shown in Fig. F.4.

The multijet contribution above Emiss
T > 500GeV is vanishingly small independent of

the number of b-jets. The fraction of multijet events in merged region calculated from

this �ts is less than 1%, such that its contribution is neglected in the merged region.
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Figure F.2: Post-�t distributions of the number of small-R jets containing a muon for events
with one b-jet for the three Emiss

T categories in the resolved signal region.
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Figure F.3: Post-�t distributions of the number of small-R jets that containing a muon for
events with two b-jets for the three Emiss

T categories in the resolved region.
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Figure F.4: Distribution of Emiss
T for events with (a) one and (b) two b-jets a�er applying the

selection requirements of the merged region.
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Appendix G

Statistical Methods

This Chapter provides information about the log-normal distribution (see Section G.1),

which is used in the likelihood de�nition in Eq. (5.1) for the description of nuisance

parameters related to background normalisation uncertainties, and about the pruning

and smoothing procedures of nuisance parameters (see Section G.2).

G.1 The Log-Normal Probability Density Function

The log-normal distribution [449] (see Fig. G.1) describes a random variable, whose

logarithm follows a normal distribution, and is given by

LN (x|µ, σ) =
1

xσ
√

2π
exp

[
−(lnx− µ)2

2σ2

]
(G.1)

with µ the mean value, σ the standard deviation and x the random variable with x > 0.

Compared to a normal distribution, which is usually used for the parametrisation of

experimental systematic uncertainties, the log-normal distribution has a longer tail and

goes to zero at x = 0, such that the normalisation of a template is constrained to be

always positive.

G.2 Pruning and Smoothing of Nuisance Parameters

Some of the systematics uncertainties discussed in Section 5.2.1 are expected to have

only a negligible e�ect on the �nal results, i.e. change the shape or the normalisation of

a distribution only by little. Moreover, a large number of nuisance parameter makes the

statistical model more complex, and impact the robustness of the model. In addition,

the �t may diverge for cases where the Monte-Carlo templates have low statistics and

large �uctuations are observed, i.e. for high Emiss
T . Therefore, some uncertainties are

not considered in the likelihood-�t and pruned away, if their impact on the nominal

distribution is smaller then a certain threshold. Furthermore, for Monte-Carlo templates

with very low statistics a smoothing procedure to the bins with low statistics is applied.
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Figure G.1: Overview of di�erent log-normal probability density functions de�ned for di�erent
mean values, µ, and standard deviations, σ.

The pruning algorithm is applied, in a way that a systematic uncertainty is excluded for

a template in a certain region, if not one single bin has a deviation of more than 0.5%

form the nominal case. The impact of the pruning algorithm is vari�ed by reducing

the threshold from 0.5% to 0.1%, and the sensitivity is estimated for the benchmark

(mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV) signal point. Here, the impact on the expected sig-

ni�cance was found to be below 1%.

In order to reduce statistical �uctuations within the �t, a smoothing procedure to nui-

sance parameters which change the shape of distributions is applied. For example,

nuisance parameters which are related to systematic uncertainties of the jet energy scale

and resolution. These shape uncertainties can result in bin-to-bin migrations of events,

i.e. when the energy of a jet is shi�ed by ±σ, such that the event passes or fails a

certain selection requirement or ends up in a di�erent bin of a histogram. To reduce

this e�ect, the ratio of the nominal and the systematically varied histogram is built.

Then, the ratio histogram rebinned that at most only one local extrema exists in the

distribution. The remaining bins are merged in order to reduce statistical �uctuations

until the statistical uncertainty of each of the merged bins is smaller then 5%. Second,

the bins resulting from this �rst algorithm are used to de�ne an appropriate ratio of the

nominal and systematically varied histogram. Then the latter is replaced by the product

of the nominal histogram and the computed ratio histogram and its integral is set to its

original value.
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Study of Further Systematic Uncer-

tainties

In this Chapter, the impact of systematic uncertainties neglected in the mono-Higgs (bb̄)

analysis (see Chapter 4) is discussed, which are related to the Emiss
T so�-term (see Sec-

tion H.1) and to the τ-jet identi�cation their kinematics (see Section H.2).

H.1 Systematic Uncertainties in Emiss
T

Four systematic uncertainties related to the Emiss
T so�-term (see Table H.1) were not

available when the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis has been performed, and, therefore, were not

considered as nuisance parameters in the pro�le-likelihood �t. The impact of the missing

Table H.1: Qualitative summary of the missing Emiss
T systematic uncertainties.

Systematic uncertainty Short description

MET JetTrk Scale scale uncertainty due to tracks in jets
MET So�Trk ResoPerp transversal resolution uncertainty on track-based so�-term
MET So�Trk ResoPara longitudinal resolution uncertainty on track-based so�-term
MET So�Trk Scale longitudinal scale uncertainty on track-based so�-term

uncertainties have been studied by using Monte-Carlo samples, which arrived later in

time, of all backgrounds and one benchmark Z ′-2HDM signal model with (mZ′ ,mA) =

(1400GeV, 600GeV). The nominal distributions of the Higgs boson candidate mass

are compared with the up and down variations, considering the overall change in

the event yield and shape of the distribution. The uncertainty MET So�Trk ResoPerp

and MET So�Trk ResoPara are only parametrised as an up variation of the nominal

distribution. The distributions for the total background and one representative Z ′-

2HDM signal model are shown in Fig. H.1-H.8 and Fig. H.9-H.16, respectively, in each of

the four di�erent Emiss
T bins and for events with one and two b-jets.

In all regions of Emiss
T and independent of the number of b-jets in the event, the deviation
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from the nominal distributions is less then 5% for each of the four missing Emiss
T

systematic uncertainties given as up and down variations for both the total background

and a benchmark signal model. Thus, it is expected that the physical results are not

signi�cantly changed when the Emiss
T systematic uncertainties are neglected as nuisance

parameters.
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Figure H.1: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for the summed pre-�t background for events with one b-jet and Emiss

T ∈ [150, 200) GeV.
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Figure H.2: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for the summed pre-�t background for events with one b-jet and Emiss

T ∈ [200, 350) GeV.
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Figure H.3: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for the summed pre-�t background for events with one b-jet and Emiss

T ∈ [350, 500) GeV.
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Figure H.4: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for the summed pre-�t background for events with one b-jet and Emiss

T ∈ [500, ∞) GeV.
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Figure H.5: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for the summed pre-�t background for events with two b-jets and Emiss

T ∈ [150, 200) GeV.
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Figure H.6: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for the summed pre-�t background for events with two b-jets and Emiss

T ∈ [200, 350) GeV.
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Figure H.7: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for the summed pre-�t background for events with two b-jets and Emiss

T ∈ [350, 500) GeV.
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Figure H.8: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for the summed pre-�t background for events with two b-jets and Emiss

T ∈ [500, ∞) GeV.
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Figure H.9: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for one benchmark signal point with (mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV) for events with one
b-jet and Emiss

T ∈ [150, 200) GeV.
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Figure H.10: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for one benchmark signal point with (mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV) for events with one
b-jet and Emiss

T ∈ [200, 350) GeV.
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Figure H.11: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for one benchmark signal point with (mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV) for events with one
b-jet and Emiss

T ∈ [350, 500) GeV.
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Figure H.12: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for one benchmark signal point with (mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV) for events with one
b-jet and Emiss

T ∈ [500, ∞) GeV.
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Figure H.13: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for one benchmark signal point with (mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV) for events with two
b-jets and Emiss

T ∈ [150, 200) GeV.
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Figure H.14: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for one benchmark signal point with (mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV) for events with two
b-jets and Emiss

T ∈ [200, 350) GeV.
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Figure H.15: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for one benchmark signal point with (mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV) for events with two
b-jets and Emiss

T ∈ [350, 500) GeV.
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Figure H.16: Nominal distribution (black) of the Higgs boson candidate mass and the e�ect of the
four Emiss

T systematic uncertainties as up (blue) and down (red) variations (one and two-sided)
for one benchmark signal point with (mZ′ , mA) = (1400GeV, 600GeV) for events with two
b-jets and Emiss

T ∈ [500, ∞) GeV.
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H.2 Systematic Uncertainties in the Tau Identi�cation

Within the mono-Higgs (bb̄) analysis, a veto on hadronic τ ’s is applied in the signal and

control regions, which increased the sensitivity of the search signi�cantly. The τ veto

is composite of the veto on very loose-τ ’s (a self-built τ identi�cation) and a veto on

loose-τ ’s (the standard ATLAS BDT based identi�cation), as described in Section C.1. For

the latter case, the two veto requires the introduction of speci�c τ-jet systematic uncer-

tainties, related to the identi�cation and reconstruction e�ciency as well for the energy.

For the veto on very loose-τ ’s speci�c tracking uncertainties should be considered. No

experimental systematic uncertainties for τ-jets are being considered so far, and are not

included as nuisance parameters in the pro�le-likelihood �t. The impact of the missing

uncertainties are studied by using the tt̄ background sample, which arrived later in time.

The application of the τ systematics should have the largest impact on the tt̄ background.

In the following, the impact of τ uncertainties on the tt̄ yields in the signal region is

studied. In Table H.2, the τ uncertainties considered for our τ vetoes are presented. The

�rst three τ uncertainties correspond to τ energy scale (TES) uncertainties, which a�ect

the τ object selection by modifying the pT cut. The last two τ uncertainties correspond

to the track e�ciency reconstruction and fake track uncertainties, which a�ect the very

loose self-built τ identi�cation, by selecting a certain number of tracks in the core of

small-R jets. The standard τ objects are required to have a pT above of 20GeV. In

Table H.2: Qualitative summary of the missing τ-jet systematic uncertainties.

Systematic uncertainty Short description
TAUS TRUEHADTAU SME TES DETECTOR τ energy scale
TAUS TRUEHADTAU SME TES INSITU τ energy scale
TAUS TRUEHADTAU SME TES MODEL τ energy scale
TRK EFF LOOSE TIDE track e�ciency reconstruction uncertainty
TRK FAKE RATE LOOSE fake track reconstruction uncertainty

order to see the e�ect of TES up variations, one needs to shi� the pT cut on τ objects

at object selection. Based on Fig. H.17, which shows the mean pT of τ-jets in tt̄ events

in the signal region as function of the τ uncertainties. The variation in pT is around 2%,

which has a very little e�ect to the �nal physical results since the τ objects are not

directly used and since the tt̄ background is anyways highly reduced when applying the

other optimised selection criteria discussed in Appendix C. Furthermore, in Fig. H.18, the

change of the tt̄ event yield when applying τ uncertainties with respect to the nominal

case are shown. The e�ect of τ uncertainties on the tt̄ yields is less than one percent.

Therefore, τ uncertainties have a negligible impact on the tt̄ normalisation uncertainty

used in the �t con�guration and one expects, that they would be pruned away by the
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pruning algorithm. This satis�es that the neglection of τ uncertainties will not changing

the physics results.
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Figure H.17: Mean pT of τ-jets in tt̄ background events depending on the di�erent τ uncertainties.
The mean shi� in pT is about 1.2GeV.
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Figure H.18: Nominal tt̄ yields and the e�ect of τ-jet uncertainties normalised to the tt̄ nominal
yields in the signal region. The e�ect of τ uncertainties on tt̄ yields is less than a percent.
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Appendix I

Z′-2HDM Signal Model Acceptance

Uncertainties

The change in Z ′-2HDM signal acceptances for variations of the hadronisation and

renormalisation scales (see Table I.1), parton-shower tunes (see Table I.2) and PDFs

(see Table I.3) in the MADGRAPH generator are listed below for each of the four Emiss
T bins

and for each signal point.

The acceptances are calculated at truth level, and de�ned as the ratio of events which

pass a truth-level event selection, which is as close as possible to the event selection

at reconstruction level, divided by the number of generated events. This is done to

avoid running the full detector simulation for each parameter setting of the generator,

considered as a systematic. The impact of each uncertainty is then given as the change

of the acceptance by the uncertainty compared to the nominal one.

Table I.1: Impact of signal uncertainties on the acceptance [%] for the Z ′-2HDM model due to
renormalisation and factorisation scales variations in MADGRAPH for the four regions of Emiss

T .
In case of an impact of less than 1% on the acceptance the errors are not shown and denoted
by ’—’.

mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV]
Range in Emiss

T [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500,∞)

400 200 0.88 1.93 — —
600 200 0.79 0.28 — —
600 300 0.33 1.14 1.22 8.00
600 400 1.18 1.98 8.99 8.37
600 500 0.44 2.06 — —
600 600 0.29 0.96 — —
800 200 2.23 0.86 0.94 —
800 300 2.09 0.31 1.31 4.80
800 400 1.48 0.46 9.01 3.70
800 500 0.48 0.47 7.18 23.20
800 600 0.58 0.47 1.02 10.90
800 700 1.23 0.47 8.62 —
1000 300 3.48 0.38 0.32 1.44
1000 400 5.78 0.47 0.52 2.08
1000 500 1.20 0.27 0.48 1.38
1000 600 2.68 0.45 0.58 0.48
1000 700 0.36 0.60 0.75 10.30
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mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV]
Range in Emiss

T [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500,∞)

1000 800 0.60 0.73 2.04 4.21
1200 300 8.84 3.80 1.27 0.69
1200 400 15.60 2.40 0.38 0.85
1200 500 4.76 0.65 0.29 1.62
1200 600 2.94 0.97 0.63 2.15
1200 700 1.14 0.80 1.14 1.62
1200 800 0.99 0.61 1.03 1.08
1400 300 3.81 2.84 1.20 0.32
1400 400 2.49 2.53 0.15 0.35
1400 500 6.80 3.46 0.56 0.33
1400 600 4.64 0.88 0.85 0.38
1400 700 3.43 1.01 0.45 0.65
1400 800 0.20 0.92 0.67 0.95
1600 300 — — 2.06 0.15
1600 400 — 8.54 3.72 0.24
1600 500 — 4.16 4.91 0.27
1600 600 — 3.25 1.93 0.52
1600 700 — 1.54 2.33 0.17
1600 800 — 1.30 1.74 0.29
1800 300 — — — 0.13
1800 400 — — — 0.44
1800 500 — — 4.69 0.18
1800 600 — 2.20 5.57 0.18
1800 700 — 1.97 5.04 0.12
1800 800 — 2.00 3.63 0.17
2000 300 — — — 0.07
2000 400 — — — 0.28
2000 500 — — — 0.17
2000 600 — — — 0.09
2000 700 — — — 0.12
2000 800 — — — 0.41
2200 300 — — — 0.10
2200 400 — — — 0.31
2200 500 — — — 0.08
2200 600 — — — 0.38
2200 700 — — — 0.17
2200 800 — — — 0.24
2400 200 — — — 0.15
2400 300 — — — 0.01
2400 400 — — — 0.20
2400 500 — — — 0.23
2400 600 — — — 0.21
2400 700 — — — 0.13
2400 800 — — — 0.13
2600 200 — — — 0.16
2600 300 — — — 0.19
2600 400 — — — 0.11
2600 500 — — — 0.10
2600 600 — — — 0.05
2600 700 — — — 0.25
2600 800 — — — 0.06
2800 200 — — — 0.23
2800 300 — — — 0.30
2800 400 — — — 0.11
2800 500 — — — 0.14
2800 600 — — — 0.26
3000 200 — — — 0.14
3000 300 — — — 0.37
3000 400 — — — 0.21
3000 500 — — — 0.16
3000 600 — — — 0.22
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Table I.2: Impact of signal uncertainties on the acceptance [%] for the Z ′-2HDM model due to
parton-shower tune variations in MADGRAPH for the four regions of Emiss

T . In case of an impact
of less than 1% on the acceptance the errors are not shown and denoted by ’—’.

mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV]
Range in Emiss

T [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500,∞)

400 200 9.24 10.70 — —
600 200 3.51 1.33 — —
600 300 2.77 4.64 8.99 53.30
600 400 6.17 7.97 24.90 25.30
600 500 1.61 4.80 — —
600 600 2.40 3.37 — —
800 200 6.74 4.46 6.29 —
800 300 6.51 1.31 10.10 17.10
800 400 5.43 1.21 16 25.40
800 500 2.60 1.04 12.30 55.80
800 600 2.90 1.59 12.10 16.60
800 700 3.69 2.79 13.50 —
1000 300 10.40 3.71 1.81 7.57
1000 400 10.90 2.39 0.61 10.60
1000 500 7.64 1.66 1.57 16.50
1000 600 4.82 1.20 3.08 13.70
1000 700 4.21 1.53 5.03 16
1000 800 2.63 1.24 2.12 11.70
1200 300 16.30 8.46 3.70 1.53
1200 400 15.70 6.33 2.28 1.91
1200 500 7.75 4.95 1.62 5.50
1200 600 10.10 2.88 1.57 8.25
1200 700 6.35 2.70 1.15 5.64
1200 800 4.48 1.87 2.19 6.11
1400 300 18.30 8.79 4.76 1.30
1400 400 18.20 7.52 4.73 1.49
1400 500 26.80 9.24 3.41 1.44
1400 600 15.50 4.78 2.74 1.75
1400 700 9.82 5.35 2.10 2.24
1400 800 4.74 3.48 1.71 2.55
1600 300 — — 8.94 1.08
1600 400 — 10.30 7.20 1.48
1600 500 — 6.96 5.54 1.30
1600 600 — 6.21 7.28 1.35
1600 700 — 6.25 5.44 1.44
1600 800 — 4.70 5.37 1.22
1800 300 — — — 1.18
1800 400 — — — 1.08
1800 500 — — 9.32 1.14
1800 600 — 11.80 7.88 1.33
1800 700 — 8.51 9.08 1.30
1800 800 — 6.07 7.89 1.36
2000 300 — — — 1.04
2000 400 — — — 1.02
2000 500 — — — 1.14
2000 600 — — — 0.92
2000 700 — — — 1.00
2000 800 — — — 1.03
2200 300 — — — 1.00
2200 400 — — — 0.87
2200 500 — — — 0.78
2200 600 — — — 0.99
2200 700 — — — 0.71
2200 800 — — — 1.27
2400 200 — — — 1.08
2400 300 — — — 1.00
2400 400 — — — 1.24
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mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV]
Range in Emiss

T [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500,∞)

2400 500 — — — 0.98
2400 600 — — — 1.16
2400 700 — — — 1.11
2400 800 — — — 0.94
2600 200 — — — 1.20
2600 300 — — — 1.13
2600 400 — — — 1.24
2600 500 — — — 1.14
2600 600 — — — 1.05
2600 700 — — — 1.12
2600 800 — — — 0.95
2800 200 — — — 1.06
2800 300 — — — 0.96
2800 400 — — — 1.20
2800 500 — — — 1.05
2800 600 — — — 1.08
3000 200 — — — 1.04
3000 300 — — — 0.94
3000 400 — — — 1.30
3000 500 — — — 1.02
3000 600 — — — 1.03

Table I.3: Impact of signal uncertainties on the acceptance [%] for the Z ′-2HDM model due to
PDFs variations in MADGRAPH for the four regions of Emiss

T . In case of an impact of less than 1%
on the acceptance the errors are not shown and denoted by ’—’.

mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV]
Range in Emiss

T [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500,∞)

400 200 1.84 0.64 — —
600 200 1.08 0.19 — —
600 300 0.03 1.82 7.23 76
600 400 3.04 2.79 16 6.90
600 500 1.50 1.25 — —
600 600 1.51 1.16 — —
800 200 2.25 1.14 2.97 —
800 300 0.95 0.84 0.81 3.52
800 400 1.24 0.43 11.40 7.41
800 500 1.51 0.61 3.28 44.70
800 600 1.25 0.03 7.22 16.80
800 700 0.90 0.47 8.44 —
1000 300 5.54 0.93 1.11 3.96
1000 400 6.57 0.98 0.85 4.72
1000 500 2.25 0.35 1.38 5.19
1000 600 3.01 0.07 0.15 2.14
1000 700 1.98 0.53 1.79 16.50
1000 800 — — — —
1200 300 8.42 5.34 2.12 0.49
1200 400 20.10 3.24 1.38 2.15
1200 500 5.29 1.42 1.06 3.46
1200 600 5.73 0.95 0.84 4.42
1200 700 2.16 0.58 0.65 1.88
1200 800 4.11 0.56 1.30 2.61
1400 300 3.57 4.23 0.24 0.07
1400 400 14.10 3.36 1.14 0.63
1400 500 11.70 2.18 0.70 0.74
1400 600 4.27 3.54 0.87 1.13
1400 700 4.34 3.03 0.73 1.65
1400 800 1.27 0.71 0.08 1.50
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mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV]
Range in Emiss

T [GeV]
[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500,∞)

1600 300 — — 1.04 0.39
1600 400 — 8.39 2.40 0.30
1600 500 — 0.68 4.61 0.63
1600 600 — 5.94 3.62 0.52
1600 700 — 1.23 5.24 0.60
1600 800 — 4.47 2.72 0.50
1800 300 — — — 0.35
1800 400 — — — 0.77
1800 500 — — 9.91 0.03
1800 600 — 6.97 5.82 0.48
1800 700 — 5.00 4.99 0.51
1800 800 — 3.51 8.38 1.28
2000 300 — — — 0.41
2000 400 — — — 0.21
2000 500 — — — 0.54
2000 600 — — — 0.36
2000 700 — — — 0.14
2000 800 — — — 0.34
2200 300 — — — 0.29
2200 400 — — — 0.58
2200 500 — — — 0.10
2200 600 — — — 0.48
2200 700 — — — 0.24
2200 800 — — — 0.35
2400 200 — — — 0.46
2400 300 — — — 0.32
2400 400 — — — 0.39
2400 500 — — — 0.50
2400 600 — — — 0.49
2400 700 — — — 0.11
2400 800 — — — 0.25
2600 200 — — — 0.30
2600 300 — — — 0.63
2600 400 — — — 0.23
2600 500 — — — 0.31
2600 600 — — — 0.28
2600 700 — — — 0.37
2600 800 — — — 0.39
2800 200 — — — 0.18
2800 300 — — — 0.25
2800 400 — — — 0.24
2800 500 — — — 0.28
2800 600 — — — 0.25
3000 200 — — — 0.30
3000 300 — — — 0.44
3000 400 — — — 0.43
3000 500 — — — 0.16
3000 600 — — — 0.24
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Appendix J

The Baryonic Z′B Model

The cross sections calculated by the MADGRAPH event generator at leading-order QCD

for the σ(pp → hχχ̄) process of the baryonic Z ′B model are given in Table J.1, with

gq = 1/3, gχ = 1, ghZ′Z′ = mZ′ and sin θ = 0.3.

Table J.1: Cross sections (σtheo) for the σ(pp→ hχχ̄) process for each of the baryonic Z ′B signal
model points. The cross sections do not include the branching ratio of the Higgs boson to bb̄
decay.

mZ′ [GeV] mχ [GeV] σtheo [pb]

10 1 2.64
10 50 3.59 · 10−4

10 10 2.10 · 10−2

10 150 5.50 · 10−6

10 500 7.71 · 10−9

10 1000 4.66 · 10−11

15 10 7.32 · 10−2

20 1 2.75
50 1 3.29
50 10 3.24
50 20 2.63
50 30 1.19 · 10−1

50 50 1.26 · 10−2

95 50 3.10 · 10−1

100 1 3.20
100 10 3.19
100 45 1.96
100 55 1.70 · 10−1

100 150 6.64 · 10−4

200 1 2.62
200 50 2.09
200 95 9.18 · 10−1

200 105 1.59 · 10−1

200 150 5.54 · 10−3

295 150 1.77 · 10−1

300 1 2.28
300 50 1.98
300 145 4.51 · 10−1

300 150 2.70 · 10−1

300 155 1.15 · 10−1

300 500 8.50 · 10−6

500 1 1.06
500 50 1.04
500 150 6.58 · 10−1

mZ′ [GeV] mχ [GeV] σtheo [pb]

500 245 1.22 · 10−1

500 255 5.07 · 10−2

500 500 3.52 · 10−5

500 1000 1.00· 10−7

600 1 7.27 · 10−1

600 10 7.27 · 10−1

600 50 7.20 · 10−1

600 150 5.79 · 10−1

600 295 7.33 · 10−2

600 305 3.43 · 10−2

600 500 6.97 · 10−5

600 1000 2.00· 10−7

800 1 3.53 · 10−1

800 10 3.53 · 10−1

800 50 3.52 · 10−1

800 150 3.28 · 10−1

800 395 3.02 · 10−2

800 405 1.65 · 10−2

800 500 3.58 · 10−4

800 1000 5.00· 10−7

995 500 1.00· 10−2

1000 1 1.81 · 10−1

1000 150 1.75 · 10−1

1000 495 1.39 · 10−2

1000 505 8.44 · 10−3

1000 1000 9.00· 10−7

1200 1 9.74 · 10−2

1200 150 9.58 · 10−2

1200 500 3.60 · 10−2

1200 595 6.93 · 10−3

1200 605 4.50 · 10−3

1200 1000 1.90 · 10−6

mZ′ [GeV] mχ [GeV] σtheo [pb]

1400 1 5.44 · 10−2

1400 10 5.44 · 10−2

1400 50 5.44 · 10−2

1400 150 5.38 · 10−2

1400 500 3.36 · 10−2

1400 695 3.64 · 10−3

1400 705 2.49 · 10−3

1400 1000 4.30 · 10−6

1600 1 3.14 · 10−2

1600 10 3.14 · 10−2

1600 50 3.13 · 10−2

1600 150 3.11 · 10−2

1600 500 2.38 · 10−2

1600 795 2.00· 10−3

1600 805 1.42 · 10−3

1600 1000 1.15 · 10−5

1995 1000 5.47 · 10−4

2000 1 1.12 · 10−2

2000 10 1.12 · 10−2

2000 50 1.12 · 10−2

2000 150 1.11 · 10−2

2000 500 9.88 · 10−3

2000 995 6.54 · 10−4

2000 1005 4.93 · 10−4

2500 1 3.38 · 10−3

2500 10 3.38 · 10−3

2500 50 3.38 · 10−3

2500 150 3.37 · 10−3

2500 1000 1.69 · 10−3

3000 1 1.10 · 10−3

10000 1 1.60 · 10−8
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Appendix K

The φ-2HDM Model

The φ-2HDM model [446], with an extended Higgs sector of type-II with the two Higgs

doublets H1 and H2, introduces an additional pseudoscalar singlet φ. A Z2 symmetry is

imposed, with transformation of the Higgs �elds H1 → H1 and H2 → −H2, to guarantee

the absence of �avour-changing neutral currents at tree-level which are not observed

in the Standard Model.

The mediator between the Dark Matter and the Standard Model particles is a super-

position of the CP-odd components of H1 and H2 and of φ. The most general and

renormalisable scalar potential is given by

V = VHiggs + VHiggs−φ + Vφ , (K.1)

with the Higgs potential

VHiggs = µ1H
†
1 H1 + µ2H

†
2H2 +

(
µ3H

†
1 H2 + h.c.

)
+ λ1

(
H†1 H1

)2
+ λ2

(
H†2H2

)2
+ λ3

(
H†1 H1

)(
H†2H2

)
+ λ4

(
H†1 H2

)(
H†2H1

)
+
[
λ5
(
H†1 H2

)2
+ h.c.

]
,

(K.2)

the potential terms connecting the doublets and the singlet

VHiggs−φ = φ
(
ibφH

†
1 H2 + h.c.

)
+ φ2

(
λφ1H

†
1 H1 + λφ2H

†
2H2

)
, (K.3)

and the singlet potential

Vφ =
1
2
m2
φφ

2 , (K.4)

where the
(
µ3H

†
1 H2 + h.c.

)
term in Eq. (K.2) so�ly breaks the Z2 symmetry for real

values of µ3. A diagonalisation of the mass-squared matrices of the scalar states relates

the free parameters µi (with i = 1, 2, 3), λj (with i = 1, ..., 5), λφ1, 2 and bφ a�er EW

symmetry breaking to mixing angles, the EW vacuum expectation value v and particle

masses, except for three remaining quartic self-couplings of φ. The φ-2HDM model is

described by 14 free parameters: three mixing angles α, β, θ, v, the remaining quartic
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couplings λ3, λφ1 , λφ2 and the masses mh, mH , mA, mH± and mφ. Furthermore, the mass

of the Dark Matter particle, mχ, and its Yukawa coupling constant, gχ.

Predicted cross sections for the σ(pp → hχχ̄) process for each of the φ-2HDM signal

model points calculated by the MADGRAPH event generator at next-to-leading-order QCD

are given in Table K.1, with gχ = 1, sin θ = 0.35, mA = mH = mH± and mχ = 10GeV.

Table K.1: Cross sections (σtheo) for the σ(pp → hχχ̄) process for each of the φ-2HDM signal
model points. The cross sections do not include the branching ratio of the Higgs boson to bb̄
decay.

tanβ sin θ mA [GeV] mφ [GeV] σtheo [pb]

1.0 0.35 200 100 3.98 · 10−1

1.0 0.35 200 150 3.57 · 10−1

1.0 0.35 300 100 3.28
1.0 0.35 300 150 1.81
1.0 0.35 400 100 1.46
1.0 0.35 400 150 1.06
1.0 0.35 400 200 6.46 · 10−1

1.0 0.35 400 250 2.47 · 10−1

1.0 0.35 500 150 5.34 · 10−1

1.0 0.35 500 200 3.87 · 10−1

1.0 0.35 500 250 2.46 · 10−1

1.0 0.35 500 300 1.35 · 10−1

1.0 0.35 600 200 2.37 · 10−1

1.0 0.35 600 250 1.70 · 10−1

1.0 0.35 600 300 1.18 · 10−1

1.0 0.35 600 350 7.93 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 700 250 1.11 · 10−1

1.0 0.35 700 300 8.45 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 700 350 6.62 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 700 400 4.30 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 800 250 7.08 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 800 300 5.68 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 800 350 4.84 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 800 400 3.46 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 800 500 1.60 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 900 300 3.71 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 900 350 3.34 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 900 400 2.52 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 900 500 1.40 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1000 150 4.29 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1000 250 2.72 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1000 350 2.20 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1000 400 1.72 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1000 500 1.07 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1100 250 1.58 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1100 350 1.39 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1100 500 7.59 · 10−3

1.0 0.35 1200 150 1.02 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1200 250 9.14 · 10−3

1.0 0.35 1200 350 8.49 · 10−3

tanβ sin θ mA [GeV] mφ [GeV] σtheo [pb]

1.0 0.35 1200 500 5.17 · 10−3

1.0 0.35 1300 150 9.09 · 10−3

1.0 0.35 1300 250 6.71 · 10−3

1.0 0.35 1300 350 5.48 · 10−3

1.0 0.35 1300 500 3.42 · 10−3

1.0 0.35 1400 150 1.94 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1400 250 8.72 · 10−3

1.0 0.35 1400 350 4.76 · 10−3

1.0 0.35 1400 450 2.68 · 10−3

1.0 0.35 1500 150 4.30 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1500 250 1.54 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1500 400 3.49 · 10−3

1.0 0.35 1600 150 8.21 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1600 250 2.73 · 10−2

1.0 0.35 1600 350 1.09 · 10−2

0.5 0.35 600 200 4.41 · 10−1

0.5 0.35 600 250 2.67 · 10−1

0.5 0.35 600 300 1.63 · 10−1

0.5 0.35 600 350 1.05 · 10−1

0.8 0.35 600 250 1.98 · 10−1

0.8 0.35 600 300 1.33 · 10−1

0.8 0.35 600 350 8.77 · 10−2

1.5 0.35 600 200 1.59 · 10−1

1.5 0.35 600 250 1.22 · 10−1

1.5 0.35 600 300 8.98 · 10−2

2.0 0.35 600 150 1.36 · 10−1

2.0 0.35 600 200 1.13 · 10−1

2.0 0.35 600 250 8.96 · 10−2

2.0 0.35 600 300 6.85 · 10−2

2.0 0.35 600 350 4.91 · 10−2

4.0 0.35 600 150 4.40 · 10−2

4.0 0.35 600 200 3.82 · 10−2

4.0 0.35 600 250 3.20 · 10−2

4.0 0.35 600 300 2.59 · 10−2

6.0 0.35 600 150 2.00· 10−2

6.0 0.35 600 200 1.75 · 10−2

6.0 0.35 600 250 1.48 · 10−2

10.0 0.35 600 150 6.47 · 10−3

10.0 0.35 600 200 5.69 · 10−3

10.0 0.35 600 250 4.73 · 10−3
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Appendix L

Less Model-Dependent Limits

The Z ′-2HDM model is used to derive the limits on the visible cross section for h+ DM

events. The statistical model (see Chapter 5) is modi�ed to analyse one Emiss
T bin of

the signal region at a time. The Z ′-2HDM signal model with di�erent combinations of

(mZ′ , mA) is used to model the dependence on the Emiss
T distribution. An ensemble of

nine to ten (mZ′ , mA) combinations are used, and the one with the weakest expected

cross section limit is used for setting limits with reduced model dependence as shown

in Fig. 7.12.

The full A×ε, required for calculating limits with reduced model-dependence in Eq. (7.4),

is not accessible, since a pre-selection stage at generator level is involved which applies

a Emiss
T requirement of 140GeV. Thus, A× ε is factorised into two components

A× ε ≡ (A× ε)presel × (A× ε)sel , (L.1)

where (A×ε)presel is the acceptance times e�ciency at the pre-selection stage involving

events with Emiss
T < 140GeV and (A × ε)sel the one calculated at the event selection

level. The measured values of

(A× ε)sel(Emiss
T > 140) =

Nevents(E
miss
T, truth and Emiss

T, reco) a�er the event selection

Nevents(E
miss
T, truth) before the event selection

,

(L.2)

are given in Table L.1 for each Emiss
T bin. In Table L.1, (A× ε)presel is approximated as

(A×ε)prese(E
miss
T < 140) =

σtheo × L−Nevents(E
miss
T, truth > 140) before the event selection

σtheo × L
,

(L.3)

where σtheo × L is the number of expected signal events for a given production cross

section σtheo and with an integrated luminosity, L, of 36.1 f b−1.

The limits on σvis, h(bb̄)+DM for a range of Z ′-2HDM models for three di�erent Emiss
T bins

are given in Tabs. L.2-L.4.
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Table L.1: The (A× ε)sel [%] values per Emiss
T bin, as well as (A× ε)presel [%] averaged over all

Emiss
T bins, for all Z ′-2HDM models.

mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV]
(A× ε)sel [%] in ranges of Emiss

T [GeV]
(A× ε)presel [%]

[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500,∞)

200 200 33.00 52.60 57.40 69.90 57.60
200 300 34.30 54.60 57.40 66.90 72.90
200 400 33.50 54.40 58.50 71.40 79.60
400 200 13.10 14.30 9.80 4.60 10.10
400 300 16.50 27.40 38.10 50.30 28.10
400 400 19.40 42.20 52.90 68.80 36.70
400 500 16.50 37.50 51.40 71.70 32.30
600 200 31.70 54.00 39.60 16.70 82.10
600 300 37.10 41.30 25.20 19.50 62.20
600 400 26.40 26.00 12.60 15.20 17.10
600 500 34.70 39.50 19.30 20.40 43.10
600 600 34.90 42.60 25.10 25.20 50.20
800 200 26.70 54.20 54.60 19.30 92.30
800 300 26.70 59.20 52.00 26.30 91.40
800 400 30.80 59.70 47.00 16.00 86.30
800 500 36.80 52.90 37.60 20.30 71.60
800 600 35.90 52.80 36.30 16.70 52.90
800 700 35.90 54.20 42.90 19.40 70.60
1000 300 24.90 48.90 65.30 44.90 95.80
1000 400 25.00 51.60 63.90 32.30 93.70
1000 500 25.00 55.20 59.10 26.90 92.00
1000 600 28.90 58.60 56.70 21.90 88.80
1000 700 34.30 57.30 58.00 23.20 81.20
1000 800 33.60 56.20 59.80 24.70 78.00
1200 300 22.20 45.80 53.80 68.80 97.40
1200 400 19.00 46.40 56.40 64.40 97.10
1200 500 23.80 48.00 61.70 58.70 95.20
1200 600 22.80 50.80 63.70 51.40 95.20
1200 700 28.10 54.70 62.30 46.10 93.80
1200 800 32.40 56.40 61.90 50.30 90.90
1400 300 14.50 40.40 45.90 73.90 98.10
1400 400 15.40 42.50 47.70 73.30 98.00
1400 500 19.60 43.10 50.10 72.40 96.40
1400 600 19.20 46.20 54.50 70.30 97.50
1400 700 25.00 48.60 58.60 67.00 95.30
1400 800 28.10 51.30 60.10 65.30 95.80
1600 300 23.50 38.60 42.20 75.90 98.40
1600 400 20.60 41.90 44.10 76.00 97.10
1600 500 14.40 41.20 44.50 75.30 97.20
1600 600 20.20 43.10 46.90 74.60 97.30
1600 700 21.10 42.80 50.70 73.30 96.80
1600 800 23.90 46.60 54.20 72.30 97.60
1800 300 13.60 37.00 38.30 76.90 98.70
1800 400 18.30 35.30 41.90 77.20 97.30
1800 500 18.50 39.80 42.00 76.70 98.70
1800 600 23.00 39.10 44.20 76.30 98.50
1800 700 20.40 38.50 44.80 76.10 97.20
1800 800 24.40 44.60 48.40 75.30 98.30
2000 300 14.70 32.20 41.20 78.20 97.50
2000 400 7.30 32.30 38.80 78.30 97.40
2000 500 15.50 36.70 39.00 77.80 97.80
2000 600 17.90 34.90 41.70 77.60 97.70
2000 700 18.90 38.50 41.30 77.10 99.70
2000 800 24.50 39.80 44.40 76.50 97.30
2200 300 42.40 38.60 38.60 78.90 97.60
2200 400 7.50 36.70 40.90 78.60 97.90
2200 500 34.80 34.90 39.80 78.40 98.90
2200 600 16.10 36.00 39.20 78.40 97.50
2200 700 12.40 37.50 42.00 78.20 97.70
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mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV]
(A× ε)sel [%] in ranges of Emiss

T [GeV]
(A× ε)presel [%]

[150, 200) [200, 350) [350, 500) [500,∞)

2200 800 15.50 37.30 42.80 77.80 98.70
2400 200 19.50 30.90 36.70 79.40 99.00
2400 300 11.70 32.20 35.10 78.70 98.00
2400 400 6.80 27.80 37.20 79.30 97.70
2400 500 9.00 29.90 34.50 78.60 98.90
2400 600 12.60 29.80 39.30 78.80 98.30
2400 700 2.70 38.50 40.70 78.40 97.60
2400 800 30.10 33.70 41.50 78.30 98.20
2600 200 9.00 40.30 38.90 79.10 99.00
2600 300 0.00 45.60 40.70 79.30 99.10
2600 400 23.50 30.60 34.80 79.20 99.00
2600 500 15.60 32.60 35.00 79.30 97.70
2600 600 5.20 37.00 36.50 79.30 98.50
2600 700 24.40 36.20 44.20 78.60 99.00
2600 800 12.30 34.20 37.30 79.10 99.00
2800 200 34.90 28.50 41.30 79.40 99.10
2800 300 7.00 28.10 36.90 79.50 97.80
2800 400 0.00 28.80 37.80 79.80 97.70
2800 500 42.50 37.50 37.60 79.20 99.00
2800 600 10.30 29.00 36.50 79.40 99.10
3000 200 19.40 26.00 33.10 80.00 97.80
3000 300 27.50 26.50 30.60 79.50 99.00
3000 400 40.00 24.50 36.20 79.50 99.10
3000 500 0.00 17.30 38.80 79.20 99.00
3000 600 5.60 25.20 37.30 79.70 99.10

Table L.2: 95% observed and expected limits on σvis, h(bb̄)+DM for h + DM events in the
[200, 350) GeV Emiss

T bin derived from a range of Z ′-2HDM models. Also shown are the up
and down variations (±1 σ) by one standard deviation on the expected limit. All expected limits
are within 15% of each other. To avoid any model dependence, the parameter set (mZ′ , mA) =
(600GeV, 500GeV) with weakest expected limit (in bold) is used for setting limits with less
model dependence.

mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV] σobs [f b] σexp [f b] −1 σ [f b] +1 σ [f b]

400 500 14.64 10.50 7.56 14.61
600 200 10.92 8.18 5.90 11.39
600 500 13.12 10.52 7.58 14.64
800 300 10.47 7.87 5.67 10.95
800 500 11.31 8.67 6.24 12.06
800 700 10.84 8.31 5.99 11.56
1000 400 11.18 8.56 6.17 11.92
1000 600 10.59 7.97 5.74 11.09
1000 800 10.72 8.18 5.90 11.39
1200 800 11.13 8.23 5.93 11.45
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Appendix L Less Model-Dependent Limits

Table L.3: 95% observed and expected limits on σvis, h(bb̄)+DM for h + DM events in the
[350, 500) GeV Emiss

T bin derived from a range of Z ′-2HDM models. Also shown are the up and
down variations (±1 σ) by one standard deviation on the expected limit. All expected limits are
within 10% of each other. To avoid any model dependence, the parameter set (mZ′ , mA) =
(1400GeV, 600GeV) with weakest expected limit (in bold) is used for setting limits with less
model dependence.

mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV] σobs [f b] σexp [f b] −1 σ [f b] +1 σ [f b]

800 200 1.91 1.45 1.05 2.02
1000 400 1.90 1.45 1.05 2.02
1000 600 2.05 1.53 1.10 2.12
1200 300 2.41 1.68 1.21 2.34
1200 500 2.02 1.51 1.08 2.10
1200 800 2.00 1.48 1.07 2.07
1200 800 2.00 1.48 1.07 2.07
1400 600 2.42 1.71 1.23 2.38
1400 800 2.15 1.56 1.13 2.18
1600 800 2.43 1.70 1.23 2.37

Table L.4: 95% observed and expected limits on σvis, h(bb̄)+DM for h + DM events in the
[500, ∞) GeV Emiss

T bin derived from a range of Z ′-2HDM models. Also shown are the up and
down variations (±1 σ) by one standard deviation on the expected limit. All expected limits are
within 70% of each other. To avoid any model dependence, the parameter set (mZ′ , mA) =
(3000GeV, 300GeV) with weakest expected limit (in bold) is used for setting limits with less
model dependence.

mZ′ [GeV] mA [GeV] σobs [f b] σexp [f b] −1 σ [f b] +1 σ [f b]

1200 300 0.74 0.71 0.51 0.98
1400 600 0.75 0.71 0.51 0.99
1800 800 0.80 0.77 0.55 1.07
2000 300 0.96 0.94 0.68 1.31
2200 300 1.06 1.04 0.75 1.45
2400 600 1.07 1.07 0.77 1.48
2600 400 1.35 1.34 0.96 1.86
2800 200 1.61 1.60 1.15 2.23
3000 300 1.73 1.77 1.27 2.46
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